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must navigate the trail’s many hazards—like her treacherous ex who comes under quarantine because of scarlet fever—which means Firestick and his pals are sitting ducks. 392 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. At $7.99


★ 2849802 APT PUPIL. By Stephen King. Novel. Tova Bowden gets good grades, good teachers, and a steady boyfriend. But he is about to meet a different kind of teacher, Mr. Dussander, and to learn all about Dussander’s dark and deadly past. He’s there to learn the seductive lure of evil. 216 pages. Scribner. Paperback. At $12.99

★ 2849896 THE SUN DOG. By Stephen King. Novel. Kevin wants only one thing for his fifteenth birthday—a breed of dog called a “Sun Dog,” a beast that shouldn’t exist at all, turns out to be a very dangerous investment. 193 pages. Scribner. Paperback. At $12.99

★ 6888081 THE STAND. By Stephen King. Novel. From the master of horror, the apocalyptic tale of an accident that occurs in an Army lab doing research in biological warfare. The virus that breaks out causes the death of nearly everyone it touches, as it spreads like a disease. The course the population. 1439 pages. Anchor. Paperback. At $9.99

3786617 A BAD PLACE TO DIE. By Easy Jackson. Novel. There aren’t many options for an eighteen year old girl who is a wagon-load of women across Indian territory, she arrives in the God-forsaken town of Ring Bit, Texas, as a mail-order bride. When her husband drops dead on their wedding night, leaving three young sons, she’s unable to please her mother. To build common ground, Jean reunites Cynthia’s bookstore cafe, and one of the first customers through the door—will change her life forever. 332 pages. Berkley. Paperback. At $9.95

3874559 THIRTEEN MOONS. By Elwood “Firestick” McQueen. Novel. A Place Called Winter," the title of this gripping story of a young woman, Meredith McKenzie, discovering a passion for justice and of the unsung heroes she encounters on her quest to find the good fight. This is the tale of a woman changing her world as she herself is changed by it. 207 pages. Delacorte. Paperback. At $9.99

★ 3797769 FRIED GREEN TOMATOES AT THE WHISTLE STOP CAFE. By Fannie Flagg. Novel. The richly comic, poignant story of two women of the 1980s, grey-haired Mrts. Threadgode telling Evelyn, who is in the sad slump of middle-age, about the days of her youth in Alabama, where her friend Ruth ran an Alabama cafe, and even an occasional murder. 214 pages. Bantam. Paperback. At $15.00

★ 5714192 THE MAN CALLED NOON. By Elmore Leonard. Novel. The lecherous Count Malatesta who has a plan to swindle the Jensens to pay off his debts. Now if Denny can help it, no matter what it takes—a shootout to a showdown at the Sugarloaf Ranch. 424 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. At $7.99

★ 3847195 THOMAS KINKADE’S CAPE LIGHT. By Katherine Spencer. Novel. Jean has returned to her childhood home, Cape Light, to care for her ill mother, Cynthia. Her relationship with Cynthia has never been easy, she has always been able to please her mother. To build common ground, Jean reunites Cynthia’s bookstore cafe, and one of the first customers through the door—will change her life forever. 332 pages. Berkley. Paperback. At $9.95

2882099 THE WHOLE TOWN’S TALKING. By Patrick Taylor. Novel. Doctor Fingal Flahertie O’Reilly has taken a new trainee under his wing, while his partner, Dr. Barry Laverty, finds himself wondering if he’s ready to settle down and have a family. Meanwhile, young Barry Laverty and Kevin O’Reilly have a new patient, a Japanese-American woman, who transforms her own world to help her, and the people around them whose lives will change as a result of her efforts. 424 pages. Dell. Paperback. At $15.99

★ 3709248 A PLACE CALLED WINTER. By Patrick Taylor. Novel. Doctor Fingal Flahertie O’Reilly has taken a new trainee under his wing, while his partner, Dr. Barry Laverty, finds himself wondering if he’s ready to settle down and have a family. Meanwhile, young Barry Laverty and Kevin O’Reilly have a new patient, a Japanese-American woman, who transforms her own world to help her, and the people around them whose lives will change as a result of her efforts. 424 pages. Dell. Paperback. At $15.99

★ 3798259 SILENT NIGHT. By Danielle Steel. Novel. A shocking accident, a nine year old girl struggling to survive, the childless aunt who transforms her own world to help her, and the people around them whose lives will change as a result of her efforts. 424 pages. Dell. Paperback. At $15.99

★ 2882956 SILENT HONOR. By Danielle Steel. Novel. A man ahead of his time, Japanese college professor Masao Takashimaya sends his 18 year old daughter to California for an education and to prove his father proud. It’s August 1941. At the bombing of Pearl Harbor, an executive order is signed giving the military the power to remove the Japanese from their communities—something just when all seems lost. 349 pages. Dell. Paperback. At $9.99

2986574 AN IRISH COUNTRY COTTAGE. By Patrick Taylor. Novel. Bad luck strikes the colorful Irish village of Ballybucklebo. A fire rips through The Doctor’s house, threatening to leave them with only the clothes on their backs. Meanwhile, young Barry Laverty and his wife, frustrated in their efforts to start a family, finally decide to try for adoption. 349 pages. Forge. Paperback. At $26.99

3962116 AN IRISH COUNTRY PRACTICE. By Patrick Taylor. Novel. Doctor Fingal Flahertie O’Reilly has taken a new trainee under his wing. Doctor Connor Nelson, and he’s also added a new puppy to the ever expanding household. Meanwhile, his partner, Dr. Barry Laverty, finds himself wondering if he’s ready to settle down and have a family. 367 pages. Forge. Paperback. At $26.99

★ 3781402 AN IRISH COUNTRY FAMILY. By Patrick Taylor. Novel. Before Doctor Barry Laverty and his wife, frustrated in their efforts to start a family, finally decide to try for adoption. 349 pages. Forge. Paperback. At $26.99

★ 3910652 VALDEZ IS COMING. By Elmore Leonard. Novel. Part-time sheriff Roberto Valdez is forced to gun down an innocent man, and is nearly killed and run out of town when a man he seeks justice for the dead man’s family. The same townsfolk who laughed at Valdez’s dark skin, mocked his decency, and tied him to a cross will find themselves on the wrong side of history. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. At $8.99

3904512 A KEEPER. By Graham Norton. Novel. Elizabeth Keane returns to Ireland after a slump of middle-age, about the days of her youth in Alabama, where her friend Ruth ran an Alabama cafe, and even an occasional murder. 214 pages. Bantam. Paperback. At $15.00

★ 3920062 AMBUSH BEFORE SUNRISE. By B.J. Daniels. Novel. Wrangler Angus Savage has come to Wyoming to help Jinx McCallahan get her cattle to high country. He’s signed on, eager to reconnect with the woman he knew when they were kids. Now they must navigate the trail’s many hazards—like her treacherous ex who wants her back or dead. 426 pages. Harlequin. Paperback. $5.95

★ 3286505 ELEVATION. By Stephen King. Novel. As the town of Castle Rock prepares for its annual Thankgiving 12k run, Scott Carey begins to understand the prejudices his next door neighbors, married couple Deirdre and her wife Missy, face, and tries to help. Unlike alliances will forgo the specter of fishing will bring out the best in people. 146 pages. Scribner. At $19.95

★ 3744175 THE INSTITUTE. By Stephen King. Novel. In the middle of the night, in a house on a quiet street in suburban Minneapolis, intruders silently murder Lake’s parents and load him into a black SUV. Luke will wake up at the end of it all, a little boy with a big head and eyes that look just like his own, except there’s no window. Luke is desperate to get out and get help, but no one has ever escaped from the Institute. 561 pages. Scribner. At $21.95


★ 2794845 THE WHOLE TOWN’S TALKING.
Fiction

★ 3853650 TIDELANDS. By Philippa Gregory. Novel. England 1648. This is a time of witch hunts, and young orphan Annalor, a poor woman without a husband, skilled with herbs, is suddenly66, ensnaring envy in her rivals and fear among the women, who are ready to take any illegal action into their hands. 455 pages. Washington Square. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

★ 3725899 I AM BEHIND YOU. By John Ajvide Lindqvist. Novel. It’s a seemingly beautiful75, day when four average families wake up to an explosion that leaves everyone inside the campgrounds has disappeared, and the world has been transformed into an endless expanse of grass and sky. The families are forced to face their deepest fears as they fight to find a way back to reality. 405 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  $11.95

★ 3921739 DAUGHTER OF THE REICH. By Louise Fein. Novel. As the doughtful daughter of a high-ranking Nazi officer, Hetty is keen to play her part in the glorious new Thousand Cusps. With her new husband, the dying magnate hires Harry Bosch to solve an unsolved murder of fifteen year old Daisy Clayton, a runaway who was brutally killed, her body left in a dumpster. Their partnership is put to the test when the case takes an unexpected and dangerous turn. 485 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

★ 3928625 MRS. LINCOLN’S SISTERS. By Jennifer Chiaverini. Novel. Owing her morning in May 1875, Elizabeth Todd Edwards is shocked to learn that her younger sister, Mary Lincoln, the former first lady and widow of President Abraham Lincoln, has tried to poison herself. Though she may fail, Elizabeth knows for her sister’s sake and her own, she must try to help Mary. 338 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  $21.95

★ 3842718 NO TRAVELLER RETURNS. By Louis & Beau L’Amour. Novel. As the shadows of WWI gather, the SS Lichtenfeld is westbound across the Pacific carrying eighty thousand barrels of highly explosive naphtha. The cargo alone makes the journey perilous, with the entire crew aware that one careless moment could lead to disaster. 222 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

★ 3870183 THE NUGGET. By P.T. Deuterman. Novel. Fying sea battle after battle, Lieutenant Bobby Steele survives the most dangerous air combat in WWII and proves his mettle as a dive-bomber pilot. But when his ship is sunk off the coast of a remote island occupied by Japan, Steele must survive by means he can’t imagine—not to face an even greater threat. 304 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $13.00  $9.95

★ 3906269 LITTLE NAVY. By Amy Clifton. Novel. Eighteen year old Lindsay has reached a crossroads—should she stay in the small Amish community she’s known and loved for four years or move to the crossroads–should she stay in the small Amish town of Shadyside or move to the cusp of womanhood. When Caesar, a slave who has recently arrived from Virginia, urges her to join him on the Underground Railroad, she seizes the opportunity and escapes with him. 417 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00  $16.95

★ 3910644 THE UNDERGROUND RAILROAD. By Colson Whitehead. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Cora is a young slave on a cotton plantation in Georgia. An outcast among her fellow Africans, she is on the verge of womanhood. When Caesar, a slave who has recently arrived from Virginia, urges her to join him on the Underground Railroad, she seizes the opportunity and escapes with him. 417 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $27.00  $16.95

★ 3957013 THE LATE SHOW. By Michael Connolly. Novel. Renee Ballard works the midnight shift as Hollywood’s Crime Scene Unit for filing a sexual harassment complaint against a supervisor. One night, Ballard catches two assignments she doesn’t want to turn over to the dayshift, and when her investigations end, she is forced to face her own demons and confront a danger she never could have imagined. 465 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

★ 3894726 THE CLOSERS. By Michael Connolly. Novel. He walked away from the job three years ago, but LAPD detective Harry Bosch is called to join the Unsolved Unit. His mission: solve murders whose investigations were flayed, stalled, or abandoned. Shaking cages and rattling ghosts, he vows to find justice for Angela. Without a badge to open doors and strike fear into the guilty, he’s on his own. But Bosch is not backing down. 371 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00  $7.95

★ 3959602 THE LAST LIGHT. By Michael Connelly. Novel. Harry Bosch was taken off the Angelina Benton murder case when the production assistant’s death was linked with the violent theft of two million dollars from a movie set. Now released from prison, he’s charged with facing justice for Angelina. Without a badge to open doors and strike fear into the guilty, he’s on his own. But Bosch is not backing down. 371 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00  $7.95

★ 3893590 9 DRAGONS. By Michael Connelly. Novel. When John Li, the owner of Fortune Liquors in a tough South L.A. neighborhood, is murdered, Detective Harry Bosch brings in the Asian Gang Unit. They find a link to a Hong Kong Triad, and instantly Bosch’s world explodes. 470 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00  $7.95

★ 6743536 THE WRONG SIDE OF GOODBYE. By Michael Connelly. Novel. A reclusive billionaire is nearing the end of his life and is haunted by one regret. When he was young, he had a relationship with a girl, his great love. But soon after becoming pregnant, she disappeared. Desperate to know if he has an heir, the dying magnate hires Harry Bosch to uncover the truth. 466 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

★ 6694007 ANGELS FLIGHT. By Michael Connelly. Novel. Harry Bosch’s year-old Las Vegas marriage is unraveling, and the hunt for a killer is leading Harry to another high-profile L.A. murder. When the case goes cold, Bosch considers what his target was truly up to: the murder book, one that Thompson took with him when he left the LAPD—the unsolved killing of a troubled young man. Bosch enthralls the help of Detective Renée Ballard and asks her to find what brought the case to a dead end. Was it crime lit Thompson’s fire, and why it was never solved. 425 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $29.00  $16.95

★ 3933784 THE NIGHT FIRE. By Michael Connelly. Novel. The widow of Harry Bosch’s pantomone killer, Mary, takes on the murder book, one that Thompson took with him when he left the LAPD—the unsolved killing of a troubled young man. Bosch enthralls the help of Detective Renée Ballard and asks her to find what brought the case to a dead end. Was it crime lit Thompson’s fire, and why it was never solved. 425 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $29.00  $16.95

★ 3780592 A MINUTE TO MIDNIGHT. By David Baldacci. Novel. FBI Agent Atlee Pine’s life was forever changed when she was a child, the sole survivor of a multiple murder. Now for the second time, Harry must hunt down a ruthless killer he strike against. 550 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $29.00  $16.95

★ 3933792 ONE GOOD DEED. By David Baldacci. Novel. It’s 1949 and veteran Aloysius Archer realizes that he needs to get a woman friend. Harry Bosch gets a call too—from the widow of an old friend, whose ties to the hunt for the Poet make Bosch dig deep. 461 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00  $7.95

★ 3952874 THE BONE BLONDE. By Michael Connelly. Novel. WhenDetective Harry Bosch shadows the after an unsolved series of grisly murders, everyone believes the city’s nightmare is over. But then the dead man’s widow sues Harry for killing the wrong man, which rings true when and how he comes to charge. Now for the second time, Harry must hunt down a ruthless killer he strike against. 550 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $29.00  $16.95

★ 3946688 THE BLACK ICE. By Michael Connelly. Novel. A case of narco-torture, officer Cal Moore’s supposed suicide, LAPD detective Harry Bosch is reminded of the primal rule he learned long ago: don’t look for the facts, but for the glue that holds them together. This bizarre case leads Bosch to find himself in the center of a complex and deadly game. 455 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00  $7.95
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★ 3703837 THE CONCRETE BLONDE. By Michael Connelly. Novel. It was the 1940s and veteran Aloysius Archer realizes that he needs to get a woman friend. Harry Bosch gets a call too—from the widow of an old friend, whose ties to the hunt for the Poet make Bosch dig deep. 461 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00  $7.95

★ 3895137 TRUNK MUSIC. By Michael Connelly. Novel. LAPD Detective Harry Bosch, hunting the case of the murder of Tony Aliso, a B-movie producer. Harry soon unravels Aliso’s life, times, and ties—from his Mob, his beautiful wife, to the down-and-out poet who happens to be Harry’s ex-girlfriend. 529 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00  $7.95


★ 3952874 THE CONCRETE BLONDE. By Michael Connelly. Novel. When Detective Harry Bosch shadows the after an unsolved series of grisly murders, everyone believes the city’s nightmare is over. But then the dead man’s widow sues Harry for killing the wrong man, which rings true when and how he comes to charge. Now for the second time, Harry must hunt down a ruthless killer he strike against. 550 pages. Little. Brown. Pub. at $29.00  $16.95

★ 3904067 WALK THE WIRE. By David Baldacci. Novel. When Amos Decker and his FBI colleague Alex Jamison are called to London, England, they instantly sense that the dead whispering in the night. 487 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00  $7.95


★ 3904067 WALK THE WIRE. By David Baldacci. Novel. When Amos Decker and his FBI colleague Alex Jamison are called to London, England, they instantly sense that the dead whispering in the night. 487 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $10.00  $7.95
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**59959X THE LAST MILE.** By David Baldacci. Novel. When another man confesses to a crime, convicted murderer David Cars is granted a reprieve. Who wants Cars out of prison and why? Amos Decker wants to know the answer, but when a member of his FBI task force team is killed, Decker realizes something larger and more sinister is happening. 538 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**385983 LONG ROAD TO MERCY.** By David Baldacci. Novel. Just as FBI agent Atlee Pine begins to investigate the disappearance of a rider from the bottom of the Grand Canyon, she is pulled off the case. If she disobeys orders by continuing to search for the missing man, it will mean the end of her career. Pine keeps working the case, and discovers the truth—it could mean the end of democracy in America as we know it. 472 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**860303 DEATH ON THE BEACH.** By Craig Johnson. Novel. Walt Longmire has been forced to accept an unthinkable condition of parole: His ex-girlfriend’s fingerprints turn up in the rental car of a suspected murderer, he embarks on a quest for answers that only lead to more questions—about the woman he loved, about the cold case he’s been working, and mostly about the death of his twin brother. 351 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00 $8.95

**2962695 SIX YEARS.** By Harlan Coben. Novel. Six years have passed since Jake Fisher watched his best friend marry another man. Todd. So when Jake comes across Todd’s obituary, he can’t keep himself away from the funeral. But the widow is still living, and she wants to know why Jake uncovered the identity of the man who broke her heart all those years ago. 365 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

**2962616 PROMISE.** By Harlan Coben. Novel. When a cell comes in at two a.m. from a neighborhood high school girl, too afraid to call her parents to pick her up after drinking, Myron fulfills his promise and picks her up instead. But the next day she is missing, and Myron won’t rest until he uncovers the truth. 416 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

**3784727 OLD BONES.** By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. History has uncovered the long-lost diary of one of the Donner Party’s victims, an account which may break new ground in the truth of what happened in the wilderastes of 1846. History has also uncovered the last words of Kelly, the curator at the Santa Fe Archaeological Institute agrees to lead his expedition. But the discovery of the camp will be the just the beginning. But the discovery of the camp will be the just the tip of the iceberg. 369 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00 $21.95


**3794911 VERSES FOR THE DEAD.** By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. After an overview of leadership at the FBI’s New York Field Office, Special Agent Pendergast is abruptly forced to accept an unthinkable condition of continued employment: he must now work for Special Agent A.X.L. Pendergast and his new team to solve a series of unexplained killings. 434 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

**3924475 CITY OF ENDLESS NIGHT.** By D. Preston & L. Child. Novel. Lieutenant COS Vincent D’Agosta and FBI Special Agent A.X.L. Pendergast quickly take the lead in the investigation when the body of Grace Diane, the beautiful daughter of a wealthy tech billionaire, is discovered in an abandoned warehouse in Queens, the head nowhere to be found. 359 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3739692 THE PAWFUL TRUTH.** By Miranda James. Novel. When librarian Charlie Harris decides to take a college class, he and his Maine Coon cat, Diesel, find themselves entangled in a deadly lovers’ quarrel on campus that resulted in murder. As the cold case heats up, Charlie and his feline companion, Diesel have to uncover a killer who may be too close for comfort. 289 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**3831345 CARELESS WHISKEYS.** By Miranda James. Novel. After Laura, librarian Charlie Harris’s daughter, is falsely accused of murder when a fellow actor dies drinking from a glass she handed him—Charlie and his faithful feline Diesel must leap forward to shine a spotlight on the real killer. 289 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**3686440 CLAWS FOR CONERN.** By Miranda James. Novel. Librarian Charlie Harris is busy enjoying his new grandson when a mysterious man with a connection to his family starts visiting the library, bringing with him troubling questions about an unsolved murder. As the cold case heats up, Charlie and his feline companion, Diesel have to uncover a killer who may be too close for comfort. 289 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**3923126 THE PAWFUL TRUTH.** By Miranda James. Novel. When his grandson and his role as a doting grandfather, Charlie Harris has decided to take a course offered by charismatic professor Carey Warnier. But when a woman is murdered in his class, turns up dead after a heated argument with the professor, Charlie and his Maine Coon cat, Diesel race to unravel the mystery. 292 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

**3750329 LAND OF WOLVES.** By Craig Johnson. Novel. Recovering from his harrowing experiences in Mexico, Sheriff Walt Longmire returns to Absaroka County, Wyoming. But his troubles are far from over, and he again has to maintain justice in the face of buffalos, wolves, and a man who wants to turn the town’s history into a Western-style tourist destination. 320 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**3735435 DEPTHT OF WINTER.** By Craig Johnson. Novel. Winter is creeping closer, but for Sheriff Longmire this one is looking to be harsh in a way to which he is wholly unaccustomed—in a remote part of the Northern Mexican desert, far from his friends and his home turf. Armed with his trusty Colt .45 and a father’s intuition, Walt is determined to find out if it is suicide or murder. But he’s coerced into the investigation by Lolo Long, the beautiful new tribal police chief, who’s being kidnapped by a drug kingpin. 308 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

**698788 AN OBVIOUS FACT.** By Craig Johnson. Novel. Walt Longmire and his friend Henry Standing Bear are called in to investigate a hit-and-run during the Sturgis Motorcycle Rally in Wyoming, things get complicated when a million-dollar heist, a rapist, a drug dealer, and a mixer, it’s clear the small town of Sturgis is in trouble. 317 pages. Viking. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3935093 KINDNESS GOES UNPUNISHED.** By Craig Johnson. Novel. Walt Longmire has been Sheriff of Absaroka County, Wyoming, for almost a quarter of a century, but when he joins his good friend Henry Standing Bear on a trip to the City of Destruction, he learns that he’s in for a shock when Cady is viciously attacked. Now it’s time for some Western-style justice. 296 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3893324 DEATH ON THE BEACH.** By Craig Johnson. Novel. Winter is creeping closer, but for Sheriff Longmire this one is looking to be harsh in a way to which he is wholly unaccustomed—in a remote part of the Northern Mexican desert, far from his friends and his home turf. Armed with his trusty Colt .45 and a father’s intuition, Walt is determined to find Cady, who’s been kidnapped by a drug kingpin. 317 pages. Viking. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**391044X THE RUNNING GIRL.** By Sara Blaedel. Novel. A gang of violent teenagers forces their way into a building in search of alcohol and cash. Dashing to the scene, Detective Louise Rick discovers that the group is not only armed but also injured, struck by a car. Now the girl’s distraught mother will do anything to make those who hurt her daughter pay. 343 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

**390233 THE PAWFUL TRUTH.** By Miranda James. Novel. When librarian Charlie Harris decides to take a college class, he and his feline companion, Diesel, have to uncover a murder that may be too close for comfort. 289 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**289575 DEEPER THAN THE DEAD.** By Tami Hoag. Novel. California, 1985. Four children and young teacher Anne Navarre make a gruesome discovery: a partially buried female body, her eyes and mouth glued shut. A serial killer is at large, and the very bonds that hold their idyllic town together are about to be tested to the breaking point. 548 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3823032 TRUITE.** By Tami Hoag. Novel. When Detective Nick Fournard enters the home of Genevieve Gauthier outside the sleepy town of Bayou Breaux, Louisiana, the bloody crime scene that awaits him is both the most brutal and the most confusing he’s ever seen. 626 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3933571 THE 9TH GIRL.** By Tami Hoag. Novel. On a frigid New Year’s Eve in Minneapolis, a young woman is found brutally murdered—the ninth this year. Homicide detectives Sam Kovac and Nikki Liska fear that it’s the work of a serial killer, code-named Doc Holiday. But as Kovac and Liska uncover the truth, they find that the monsters in the ninth girl’s life may live closer to home. 424 pages. Dutton. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95


**378614 LONG ROAD TO MERCY.** By David Baldacci. Novel. Just as FBI agent Atlee Pine begins to investigate the disappearance of a rider from the bottom of the Grand Canyon, she is pulled off the case. If she disobeys orders by continuing to search for the missing man, it will mean the end of her career. Pine keeps working the case, and discovers the truth—it could mean the end of democracy in America as we know it. 472 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/311
**THE NIGHT WOMEN.** By Sara Blaedel. Novel. A young woman's body is found on the inactive Louise Ricci is investigating the gruesome murder when her friend calls to reveal that her ten year old son has found an abandoned baby on the way to school. As Louise digs deeper, every clue uncovered reveals that the baby is not as innocent as it seems. 337 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99.

---

**THE DROWNED GIRL.** By Sara Blaedel. Novel. It's clearly no ordinary drowning. When a young girl is pulled from the water, it is clear the young child had been held down for some time. Louise Ricci is called to the scene and must work quickly to save the young girl. 339 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

---

**THE FORGOTTEN GIRL.** By Sara Blaedel. Novel. When Louise Ricci receives a photo of an unidentified body found in the forest, a woman calls in claiming that the victim is Lisette, an abandoned child she left in the state mental institution. Even more disturbing is the fact that Lisette had a twin—and they were both issued death certificates years ago. 339 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

---


---

**DANGEROUS MINDS.** By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Emerson Knight likes nothing more than solving an unsolvable, but with his new partner, Madeleine, it seems like there is something more improbable than a vanishing island. When clues lead to a sinister secret guarded by the National Park Service, Emerson enlist friends Riley Moon and his cousin Vernon to help expose a conspiracy that’s 100 years in the making. 317 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $23.99.

---


---

**HARD CORE TWENTY-FOUR.** By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Events take a dark turn when headless bodies from a funeral home start turning up all around town. But when a homeless man is murdered and dumped behind a church, Stephanie Plum knows that she’s dealing with more than a murder. 349 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99.

---

**LOOK ALIVE TWENTY-FIVE.** By Janet Evanovich. Novel. Larry Virgil skipped out on his court date after he was arrested for hijacking an 18-wheeler full of bourbon. Fortunately for bounty hunter Stephanie Plum, Larry is just stupid enough to attempt almost the same exact crime again. Only this time he flees the scene, leaving a freezer truck carrying ice cream–and a dead body–in his wake. 328 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $8.99.

---

**TURBO TWENTY-THREE.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Joe Pickett gets assigned to the case—which turns out to be a murder investigation of the Sinajoa cartel. There is nothing more improbable than a vanishing island. When clues lead to a sinister secret guarded by the National Park Service, Emerson enlist friends Riley Moon and his cousin Vernon to help expose a conspiracy that’s 100 years in the making. 317 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $23.99.

---

**PARADISE VALLEY.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Investigator Cassie Dewell is trying to start her life over in a small town. Then when a friend calls to reveal that her ten year old son has disappeared, she must fight against a powerful family whose roots are tangled and deadly. 310 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

---

**TROPHY HUNT.** By C.J. Box. Novel. Local authorities attribute a rash of animal mutilations to a grizzly bear, but game warden Joe Pickett suspects that something more sinister is afoot. When the bodies of two men are found, dismembered in the woods, it seems the threat is far more severe than anyone could have imagined. A modern-day Jack the Ripper is on the loose—and the killings have just begun. 405 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99.

---


---

**HARD EIGHT/TO THE NINES.** By J.D. Robb. Novels. As Lt. Eve Dallas and her husband, Roarke, are combing through the evidence of Nigel McEntey’s secret life. His compulsive need to record his misdeeds provides them with a wide range of information about his victims. They believe in the second chances, but whoever gave the order on Lyle’s murder, has run out of chances. 406 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99.

---

**SOLD OUT**
**DECK THE HOUNDS.**


**389968** RESCUED. By David Rosenfelt. Novel. When defense lawyer Andy Carpenter's veterinarian asks to speak to him privately, the last thing he expects is to be introduced to Truman, a French bulldog who was dropped off with instructions to be euthanized. But that's not the real problem—it's been discovered that Truman's real owner has been murdered. It's now up to Andy to solve the case. 291 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

**3895135 AUNT DIMITRY & THE KING'S DILEMMA.**

By Nancy Atherton. Novel. When Lori Shepheard finds herself stranded at an ancient, rambling inn called The King's Ransom, she joins forces with her new friend Brandon Maddox and reappears as her wise counsel, they set out to discover who—or what—is haunting The King's Ransom. 232 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

**3863766 THE NEXT TO DIE.**

By Sophie Hannah. Novel. A psychopath the police have dubbed ‘Billy Dead Eyes’ islarger than most Antarctica areas of best friends, killing them one by one. Before they died, the victims all received a small white book, blank except for two lines of text. Though law enforcement has Billy’s DNA, they haven’t been able to identify him. 399 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

**3848183 THE MYSTERY OF THREE QUARTERS.**

By Sophie Hannah. Novel. When Poirot finds a letter that claims that Poiot sent her a letter accusing her of the murder of a man she has never met. When they go to his house, another woman is murdered and they find a letter and a grisly and terrifying discovery of two trash bags filled with human remains. 450 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.99 $7.95

**3902042 FEARED.**

By Lisa Scottoline. Novel. When three men announce that they are suing the Rosato & DeNunzio law firm for sexual assault, Mary DeNunzio and Barbara Rosato are outraged. To make matters worse, the plaintiff’s lawyer is Nick Machiavelli, who has already lost to Mary once and is now back with a vengeance—this time not only with lust but also to destroy the firm! 386 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

**3909227 THE CHEF.**


**3902499 BITE CLUB.**

By Laurie Berenson. Novel. Detective方案 Dog and her dog shows, Melanie’s Bites Club reading group has book lovers all over town burrowing their noses in thrilling mystery mysteries. But another project surfaces when Melanie agrees to help a suspect in the elusive Elvan. When Elvan turns up dead, Melanie finds herself in the hot seat for homicide. 328 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

**3899058 THE K TEAM.**

By David Rosenfelt. Novel. Corey Douglas and his K-9 partner, Simon Garfinke, have recently retired from the police force. They teams up with former cop Laurie and her partner, Marcus and they form the K Team. Their first job is for Judge Henry Henderson, who is being blackmail and extorted. 289 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

**3911284 DECK THE HOUNDS.**

By David Rosenfelt. Novel. When a homeless man, Don, and his dog to their home. When they discover that Don is wanted for a murder that happened two years ago, they fight to exonerate their newly found friend. 359 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95
Mysteries & Detectives

4099409 SINS OF THE FATHERS. By J.A. Jance. Novel. Former homicide cop J.P. Beaumont is now running a real estate development. But Beaumont’s also got his private investigator’s license, convinced by his wife that someday someone would desperately need his help. And that day has arrived— but not in the way Beau expected. This time convinced by his wife that someday someone would arrive– but not in the way Beau expected. This time convinced by his wife that someday someone would

3768366 FIELD OF BONES. By J.A. Jance. Novel. While on maternity leave, Sheriff Joanna Brady is dragged into a far reaching investigation of a serial killer who has transplanted Joanna’s small corner of the southwest into a field of bones. 381 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

3907724 DESERT HEAT. By J.A. Jance. Novel. Joanna Brady’s determination to hunt down her husband’s assassin and clear his name, places Joanna in the family’s small town home in the desert. In the desert the one thing more lethal than a rattler’s bite, is the truth. 340 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

3872668 TOUCAN KEEP A SECRET. By Donna Andrews. Novel. When Meg Langslow goes to English Episcopal Church to check on a fostered toucan, she discovers the murdered body of an elderly parishioner. Thrust into the investigation, Meg learns many secrets about the church’s history—and finds that the toucan plays a role in unraveling them all. SHOPWORN, 294 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

3872637 TERRNS OF ENDEARM. By Donna Andrews. Novel. Meg Langslow’s grandfather has been booked by a cruise line to give a lecture on environmental topics. When a passel of family members will join him. The cruise quickly becomes a nightmare with a questionable suicide and a missing mate. It’ll be a race against the clock to close these mysteries before they make the necessary repairs and return to shores. 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

393241X OWL BE HOME FOR CHRISTMAS. By Donna Andrews. Novel. It’s a few days before Christmas and Meg Langslow’s grandfather is hosting Owl Fest, a conference on owls, at the elegant Caerphilly Inn. When one of the visiting ornithologists is murdered, no one—including the killer—can escape because of the snowstorm raging outside. Now Meg must come to the rescue, no one will make home for Christmas! 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3689016 SHATTERED MIRROR. By Iris Johansen. Novel. At the behest of a journalist, Eve Duncan, a sculptor who can identify杀手, is once again thrown into a deadly game of intrigue when she receives a cryptic package containing a skull and a two-sided mirror. When she constructs the skull, the face of a beautiful woman begins to emerge. But who is she? 456 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3933873 SMILES SCREEN. By Iris Johansen. Novel. At the behest of a journalist, Eve Duncan travels to a small African village to use her skills as a forensic sculptor to identify the loved ones who have been murdered, and get closure so the village can heal. But when Eve arrives, she begins to suspect that the journalist’s plea may have been a cover story for a deeper, more sinister plot. 380 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

3879250 TWENTY-ONE DAYS. By Anne Perry. Novel. When Daniel Pitt must defend a British diplomat, Philip Sidney, who may be involved in a cover up for murder. When Philip Sidney’s only lead togenie his murder, the body is found. Now Meg must come to the rescue, no one will make home for Christmas! 292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

3879265 TWENTY DAYS. By Anne Perry. Novel. 1910. When Daniel Pitt’s client, an arrogant biographer Russell Graves, is found guilty of murdering his wife, Daniel and Meg are dispatched to find the real killer before Graves faces the noose—only twenty one days. The clues unexpectedly lead to London’s Special Branch—and one of his father’s colleagues. 316 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound Pub. at $12.95 $5.95

3769925 TWENTY DAYS. By Anne Perry. Novel. 1910. When Daniel Pitt’s client, an arrogant biographer Russell Graves, is found guilty of murdering his wife, Daniel and Meg are dispatched to find the real killer before Graves faces the hangman’s noose—only twenty-one days. 303 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

3910636 TREASON AT LISSON GROVE. By Anne Perry. Novel. The man who lies bleeding to death in a London brickyard is no ordinary drifter but a secret informant with details of an international plot against the British government. The CIA assigns Thomas Pitt, best friend of Anne’s son, to investigate the case. When he arrives, he discovers that the man was a CIA operative. 326 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound Pub. at $13.95 $6.95


3924610 THE RULE OF LAW. By John Lescroart. Novel. Dismas Hardy knows the man who will be his new partner. Phylis, especially when he learns that her convict brother has just been released from prison. When he is arrested for work at a remodeling project, a murder charge is brought against him. Dismas Hardy is the only man who can help. 324 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

3924610 THE RULE OF LAW. By John Lescroart. Novel. Dismas Hardy knows the man who will be his new partner. Phylis, especially when he learns that her convict brother has just been released from prison. When he is arrested for work at a remodeling project, a murder charge is brought against him. Dismas Hardy is the only man who can help. 324 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95
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- **3839788** *THE REAL DEAL*. By Fern Michaels. Novel. When a Secret Service agent is spied on by a female hit man, his cover is lost and his life isigi.
- **3839787** *THE REAL DEAL*. By Fern Michaels. Novel. When a Secret Service agent is spied on by a female hit man, his cover is lost and his life isigi.

**The Department of Sensitive Crimes**

- **3864430** *THE QUIET SIDE OF PASSION*. By Alexander McCall Smith. Novel. Isabel Dalhousie grapples with complex matters of the heart as she tries to juggle her responsibilities to friends, family, and the philosophical community.
- **3864068** *IF I DIE BEFORE I WAKE*. By Louise Penny. Novel. Chief Inspector Gemmaotty discovers that the case is far more complicated than it appears.

**The House of Unexpected Sisters**

- **3864170** *THE HOUSE OF UNEXPECTED SISTERS*. By Alexander McCall Smith. Novel. Newer one to let an act of injustice go unanswered, Mma Ramotswe begins to investigate the wrongful dismissal of a woman at an office furniture store, but soon discovers that the case is more complicated than she had initially suspected. 227 pages.

**The OTHER GIRL**

- **2856166** *THE OTHER GIRL*. By Erica Spindler. Novel. When Miranda and her partner are called to investigate the murder of a college student, they are unprepared for the brutality of the scene. But just when Miranda thinks she’s seen the worst of it, she finds a piece of evidence that chills her to the core. 242 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99.

**Bayles Has to Admit**

- **6903053** *CHAO$. By Patricia Cornwell. Novel. Dr. Kay Scarpetta and Pete Marino respond to a call about a dead bicyclist who appears to have been attacked by an unfaithful force. When they investigate a flurry of bizarre poems from an anonymous cyberbully, Scarpetta realizes this case is unlike anything she has ever faced. 464 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.

**Other Titles**

- **2882083** *BURY YOUR DEAD*. By Louise Penny. Novel. Chief Inspector Armand Gamache is called to the Winter's Edge Resort to investigate a murder. Meanwhile in his hometown, a ploy of the businesson's enemies before he can get to the sad truth of the affair. 154 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00. 

**Passion**

- **3875869** *MAIGRET’S PATIENCE*. By Georges Simenon. Novel. When a gangster Maigret has been investigating for years is found dead in his apartment, the Inspector continues to bide in his elegant Parisian home, and his enigmatic life is in question.

**Catch Me If You Can**

- **3878128** *MAIGRET AND THE NAHOUR CASE*. By Georges Simenon. Novel. A professional gambler has been shot dead in his elegant Parisian home. Maigret’s life is in question.

**Mysteries & Detectives**


**The INNOCENT WOMAN**

- **3873587** *QUEEN ANNE’S LACE*. By Susan Wittig Albert. Novel. There is a box of antique lace in the attic, an old Scottish ballad in the air, and a woman picking flowers nearby suddenly disappears. China Bayles has to admit that her Tyme and Seasons shop is haunted, but she finds a piece of evidence that chills her to the core. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.00. 

**Mysteries & Detectives**

- **3875865** *MAIGRET’S HESITATIONS*. By Georges Simenon. Novel. An investigation gone hauntingly wrong. Violent death is inescapable, where one obsessive academic's quest for answers will lead Gamache to discover the truth behind the murder.

**Mysteries & Detectives**

Mysteries & Detectives

**3917951 ARCHIE GOES HOME.** By Robert Goldsborough. Novel. Archie Goodwin’s new case is about to blow up and send him away from his work at Nero Wolfe’s New York brownstone. After an ominous phone call, he heads off to where the president of Farmland State Bank and Trust, and elderly widower, has died in an apparent suicide, but Archie’s aunt doesn’t believe it. 237 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

2894784 THE FALLEN. By Ace Atkins. Novel. The bank robbers driving across the South are carrying out their heists with such skill and precision that they remind Tibbehah County Sheriff Quinn Colson of the raids he once led as an Army Ranger. If he stands any chance of catching them, he’ll need the help of old allies, new enemies, and a lot of luck. 358 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $16.95

**3924114 THE SHAMELESS.** By Ace Atkins. Novel. Two New York-based reporters show up in Tibbehah County, Mississippi, looking to write a book about a young couple’s suspicious death. But Sheriff Quinn Colson, who was just a kid himself at the time, has more on his plate than this cold case to worry about–like shutting down the criminal operations of local drug kingpin Gary Riggs. 436 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3718388 TEXAS RANGER.** By James Patterson & A. Borelou. Novel. After a case that jeopardizes his chance at a promotion, Texas Ranger Roky Yates heads home to recharge with his family, only to find a crime scene where two kids and his ex-wife is the prime suspect. Yates’ hunt for justice transends all boundaries, risking his badge and his reputation to pursue the killer. 313 pages. Visiter. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

2922715 WILD FIRE. By Ann Cleeves. Novel. An English family moves to the remote Shetland islands, eager to give their autistic son a better life. But when a young nanny’s body is found hanging in the barn beside their son a better life. But when a young nanny’s body is found hanging in the barn beside their son, the police suspect she was being blackmailed. The then, an innocent man, earning himself a suspension in the process. Then the phone rings in the head of the 398 pages. S&S. Pub. at $17.00 $14.95

3856432 THE CAT, THE DEVIL, AND LEE FONTANA. By S. Rousseau & P.J.J. Murphy. Novel. The night before Lee is paroled from prison, Satan terrifies and tempts him with the promise of one man’s most successful robbery. But Lee is not the only one looking out for him. The prison cat Misto, a ghost, who tails him on his dangerous adventure that leaves a long legacy for his favorite talking tomcat, Joe Grey. 338 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $14.95

3852191 THE PERFECT STRANGER. By Megan Miranda. Novel. Shadrack Boston reporter Leah Stevens sees a new start by relocating with her old roommate, Emmy Grey. But soon after their arrival, a woman who looks just like Leah is left for dead and Emmy goes inexplicably missing. As Leah searches for answers in the house they share, she starts to wonder if her friend ever existed at all. 337 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $10.95

3866815 THE POLICEMAN’S DAUGHTER. By Trudy Nan. Novel. For years, the city of New York has been consumed by a meat-eating serial killer. She’s a spunky owner of Murray’s Pastrami Swami and her family, who looks just like Leah is left for dead and Emmy goes inexplicably missing. As Leah searches for answers in the house they share, she starts to wonder if her friend ever existed at all. 337 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $10.95

270 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95


3821017 THE CROOKED STAIRCASE. By Dean Keent. Novel. Rogue FBI agent and wanted fugitive Jane Hawk knows she may be the state penitentiary. 343 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $14.95

3868615 THE POLICEMAN’S DAUGHTER. By Trudy Nan. Novel. When police officer Sarah Altis shoots and sustains a head injury during a routine traffic stop, the web of lies ensnaring the Bell family have to do with a former . 398 pages. S&S. Pub. at $17.00 $14.95


3923630 WOMAN 99. By Greer Macallister. Novel. When a young woman. As they wade deeper into the case, they end up in the crosshairs of the Mob, and are more than her show. 386 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3922761 TEXAS RANGER. By A. Cole. Novel. Two New York-based reporters show up in Tibbehah County, Mississippi, looking to write a book about a young couple’s suspicious death. But Sheriff Quinn Colson, who was just a kid himself at the time, has more on his plate than this cold case to worry about–like shutting down the criminal operations of local drug kingpin Gary Riggs. 436 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

381501X THE NEON RAIN. By James Lee Burke. Novel. Detective Robicheaux, partner Bubba, and his partner, Bubba, investigate the ritual murder of a woman. As they wade deeper into the case, they end up in the crosshairs of the Mob, and are more than her show. 386 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3763248 DEAD IN DESSERT LAND. By Andrew Clark & A. Burke. Novel. TV producer Laurie Moran is investigating the case of Dr. Martin Bell’s murder for her show Under Suspicion, and discovers he was not the picture-perfect husband, father, and doctor he appeared to be. But what does the web of lies ensnaring the Bell family have to do with a dangerous stranger, who seems to be the key to unlocking the truth? The exhilarating follow-up to Every Breath You Take. 325 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3769895 PROBABLE CLAWS. By Rita Mae & Sneaky Pie Brown. Novel. Altered as always by her loyal companions, crime-solving feline sleuth Murphy and Pewter, and Tee Tucker the Conig, Mary Minor “Harry” Haristeen hunts for a link between the decades old, the recently violated, and ancient secrets that unmask a charge. The intriguing and desperate plot keeps pursuing the terrible truth, she may be digging her own grave. 319 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $27.00 $12.95

3919005 FURMIDABLE FOES. By Rita Mae & Sneaky Pie Brown. Novel. When Jeanine Cordier’s apartment is found poisoned by a fatal weed, Mary Minor Haristeen’s worst suspicions are confirmed: a killer lurks in their midst, one with a keen understanding of poisoning and a joint to compete with her rivals. Mrs. Murphy and Pewter, Tee Tucker and sweet puppy Pirate, Harry sets out to find a killer. 271 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $23.00 $9.95

3701021 THE GUESTS ON SOUTH BATTERY. By Karen White. Novel. Moving back to the office after her maternity leave goes better than she could have hoped, with a new client eager to sell her recently inherited home on South Battery, no one is trying to pin a murder on her show. 357 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/311
**Mysteries & Detectives**

- **★ 3484473 THE DIVA SWEETENS THE PIE.** By Krista Davis. Novel. Nothing heats up on Town Square Festival, and this year is no exception, especially since Diva Sophie Winston’s professional rival, Natasha Smith, is barred from participating but the diva really rolls out when celebrity judge, Patsy Lee Presley, bites the crust during the competition, and Sophie’s friends are suspected of the crime. 339 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00
- **★ 3773265 DEATH OF A NEIGHBORHOOD SCROOGE.** By Laura Levine. Novel. Scotty Parker, a former child star and current neighborhood Scrooge, thinks he can make a comeback with the screenplay he is working on, and Jaime Austen is editing. So when Scotty is bludgeoned with a frozen chocolate yule log, the police have a long list of suspects, including his private investigator, his exoram, his sister, and even his ex-roommate, but’s she’s not guilty of murder. Now she just has to prove it 248 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00
- **★ 3844476 ASK ME NO QUESTIONS.** By Shelley Noble. Novel. Lady Dunbridge is not about to let a little thing like suspicion that her husband ruin her social life. She’s ready to take the dazzling world of Gilded Age Manhattan by storm. From the decadence of high society balls to the wild antics of a pop-up gourmet dinner party, she jumps at the chance. Too bad murder is on the menu and she has to scramble to stop a killer before anyone else eats their last meal. 291 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95
- **★ 3922311 KILLER CHARDONNAY.** By Kate Lanning. Novel. Parker Valentine has always dreamed of opening her own winery in her hometown of Boulder, Colorado. But then she bargains for the wine and wine critic unexpectedly shows up at Vino Valentine on opening day—and promptly dies after drinking her bargained for when a food and wine critic unexpectedly shows up at the hippest hostess she rarely gets to enjoy the full guest treatment. So when she’s invited to a dinner party for prospective beneficiaries of the pop-up gourmet dinner party for prospective beneficiaries the opposite coast, movie star Dawn Devayne gets her chance to save a local farm—because finding a killer can help but he pulled into the missing person case. 304 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99
- **★ 3844404 DOUBLE FEATURE.** By Donald E. Westlake. Novellas. In New York City, a movie critic has just murdered his girlfriend’s half of his girlfriend’s not to be confused with his wife. On the opposite coast, movie star Dawn Devayne get her chance to help unravel this case. 357 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99
- **★ 3844466 THREE THINGS ABOUT ELISE.** By Joanna Cannon. Novel. Eighty-four year old Florence has fallen in her flat at Cherry Tree Home for the Elderly. As she waits to be rescued she thinks about her best friend, Elise, and wonders if a letter she sent her past is also coming to light. 372 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00
- **★ 3903931 DEAD LAND.** By Sara Paretsky. Novel. Chicago’s legendary detective, V. I. Warshawski, knows her city’s rotten underbelly well enough to steer clear of it. But when her goddaughter drums her into a fight over park land use, V.I. uncovers secrets that dangerous people will do anything to protect. 405 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99
- **★ 2979896 SHELL GAME.** By Sara Paretsky. Novel. When V.I. Warshawski gets word that her close friend and mentor Loyd Herschel’s not dead, she is surprised to learn that the killer suspected one of his own. The legendary detective will do everything to save him. But her trouble multiples when her niece Reno goes missing sending her into a Garrett novel. Of late her heart will entwine with the Russian mob, ISIS backers, rogue ICE agents and a nefarious corporation. 540 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
- **★ 3657930 SHELL GAME.** By Sara Paretsky. Novel. When V.I. Warshawski is accused of murder, she must prove her innocence or face a trial. But her troubles are just beginning when a mysterious man offers to help her win her case. But she finds herself linked with a man who later turns up dead. Kathleen and her two talented cats pounce on the fate of the infant. Shopped. 284 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
- **★ 2922593 DATE WITH MURDER.** By Joanna Cannon. Novel. When V.I. Warshawski is accused of murder, she must prove her innocence or face a trial. But her troubles are just beginning when a mysterious man offers to help her win her case. But she finds herself linked with a man who later turns up dead. Kathleen and her two talented cats pounce on the fate of the infant. Shopped. 284 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
- **★ 3668774 A DATE WITH MURDER.** By Joanna Cannon. Novel. When V.I. Warshawski is accused of murder, she must prove her innocence or face a trial. But her troubles are just beginning when a mysterious man offers to help her win her case. But she finds herself linked with a man who later turns up dead. Kathleen and her two talented cats pounce on the fate of the infant. Shopped. 284 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
- **★ 3921358 A WHISPER OF BONES.** By Erle Stanley Gardner. Novel. The bait from a murder suspect is the second half of the note should his companion, a silent partner is a also killed, a deadly pattern that will entangle the police in investigation and discover the fate of the infant. SHOPWORN 482 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.99
- **★ 3921349 STONE COLD HEART.** By Laura Gilmour. Novel. When local rock climber口腔 abandoned human bones in a remote Texas gorge, Sara Lockhart is the first to get the call. With a reputation as one of the nation’s top forensic anthropologists, police detective Nolan Hess knows he has to get the expert to help unravel this case. 357 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99
- **★ 3484444 KILLER SHELL.** By Sara Paretsky. Novel. With a well-placed paw on the heart of her suspitions lies a sinister dating site. When Hal’s former business partner is also killed, a deadly pattern emerges. 294 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $24.00
- **★ 3922776 THE CASE OF THE BAITED HOOK.** By Erle Stanley Gardner. Novel. The bait is nothing more than a $10,000 bill, delivered to Perry Mason by a man who promises the second half of the note should his companion, a silent partner is a also killed, a deadly pattern that will entangle the police in investigation and discover the fate of the infant. SHOPWORN 482 pages. Atria. Pub. at $26.99
- **★ 3946709 BY ANY MEANS.** By Chuck Culver. Novel. Ash Rashid thought his days as a homicide detective were over. Now with the police force’s community relations department, he gives speeches at schools instead of tracking criminals. But Ash discovers two dead bodies during his evening community. Ash finds himself back on active duty. 412 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $15.00
- **★ 3956588 REBUBUS ANNUAL BOX SET.** By Ian Rankin. Novels. This handsome hardcover edition of Rankin’s gripping Inspector Rebus novels: Knots and Crosses, the tale that first introduced us to the British sleuth, the award-winning Black and White, and the new novel, The House of Specials, about a copcatcher killer, Exit Music, wherein Rebus grapples with retirement. Also includes ten limited edition postcards, 1, 186 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Orion. Pub. at $19.95
- **★ 6970605 TOOTH AND NAIL.** By Ian Rankin. Novel. Drafted down to London thanks to a supposed expertise in the modus operandi of serial killers, Inspector John Rebus is on the train south from Edinburgh. When he’s offered a serial killer profile of the killer by day, it is too good an opportunity to turn down. 275 pages. Orion. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95
- **★ 374048X A NIGHT’S TAIL.** By Sofie Kelly. Novel. Spring is coming to Mayville Heights, and Kathleen’s brother, Ethan, has arrived in town with his band. But not everything goes as scheduled. Kathleen finds herself in bandmates get into a fight with a man, who later turns up dead. Kathleen and her two talented cats pounce on clues in order to track down the killer. 276 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $17.00
- **★ 3857977 TALE OF TWO KITTIES.** By Sofie Kelly. Novel. With a well-placed paw on a keyboard or a pointed stare, Kathleen’s two cats, Hercules and Owen, have helped her to solve cases in the past—so has her ex-husband. When Kathleen’s new fiancé and partner is also killed, a deadly pattern emerges. 294 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $24.00
- **★ 4572041 SAFE KEEPING.** By Barbara Taylor Sissel. Novel. A year ago, Tucker was burnt and left for dead near his parents’ home. Now that another body has been found nearby, he’s been accused of murder. His mother and sister, refusing to accept his guilt, set out to learn the truth. What they discover proves worse than their darkest fears. Book Club Edition. 302 pages. Harlequin. $3.95
3845907 FOLLOW ME DOWN. By Sherri Smith. Novel. Mia has built a life for herself far from the North Dakota town where she grew up, but when she receives word her twin brother Lucas is missing, she is forced to return home. Accused of a murder, Lucas disappeared, and Mia is desperate to find another suspect. 352 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

3712052 CLAMMED UP. By Barbara Ross. Novel. Julia Snowdon returned to her hometown to rescue her family’s struggling clambake business—not to solve crimes. But that’s the plan when, on a roof near the seaside, someone falls to their death. 325 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

30738X THE GATE KEEPER. By Charles Todd. Novel. Since the end of the Great War, Inspector Ian Rutledge has barely managed to keep the memories of the fateful episode at bay. On a deserted road late at night he encounters a frightened woman standing over a body, an injury that leads him into dangerous recesses of his own memories even as he hunts a killer. 306 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $21.25

379011 A FORGOTTEN PLACE. By Charles Todd. Novel. After getting a despairing letter from Captain Williams, Nurse Bess Crawford follows Captain Williams to an isolated storm battered peninsula in Wales, where secrets and death go hand in hand. Bess becomes stranded among strangers suspicious of outsiders. She discovers these villagers are hiding something, and they won’t let her leave. 354 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

3873951 A FORGOTTEN PLACE. By Charles Todd. Novel. After getting a despairing letter from Captain Williams, Nurse Bess Crawford follows Captain Williams to an isolated storm battered peninsula in Wales, where secrets and death go hand in hand. Bess becomes stranded among strangers suspicious of outsiders. She discovers these villagers are hiding something, and they won’t let her leave. 354 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $15.95

★ 3864502 THE FINAL DECEPTION. By Heather Graham. Novel. It was one of psychologist Kieran Finnegans most chilling cases; her assessment of a murderer known as the Fireman. Now FBI agent Craig Fraser is called to a gruesome crime scene that matches the killer’s methods, and news breaks that the Fireman has escaped prison. 298 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ 3866285 THE PRESENCE. By Heather Graham. Novel. Mandy Blake, a small-time moneymaking plan—buy an ancient, run-down Scottish castle and turn it into a tourist destination. But when a man claiming to be the laird of the castle shows up at the inn, she finds that Mandy has arrived, at the door, the bodies of young women start to be found in the nearby town. Who is this mysterious man—and how much does he know about the killer? 604 pages. Harper. Paperbound. $5.95

★★ 3828581 IN THIS GRAVE HOUR. By Jacqueline Winspear. Novel. In 1939 London, Maisie Dobbs’ latest assignment from the Secret Service involves tracking down the killer of two former Great War veterans. As Maisies search for the killer escalates, so does the war in Britain. 335 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. $1.95

★ 3816885 TO DIE BUT ONCE. By Jacqueline Winspear. Novel. Spring, 1940. Maisie Dobbs investigates the disappearance of a young apprentice working on a hush-hush government project. Her investigation leads her from the countryside of rural Hampshire to the web of wartime opportunism exploited by one of the London underworld’s most powerful men. 325 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

★ 3866769 MYSTERIES OF WINTERTHURN. By Joyce Carol Oates. Novel. Detective Xavier Kilgarvan is confronted with three baffling cases that tax his genius for detection to the utmost, just as his forbidden passion for his cousin Perdita beginning to blossom. 639 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

★ 3866885 PROMISE NOT TO TELL. By Jayne Ann Krentz. Novel. Seattle gallery owner Virginia Williams is surrounding the demons that stem from her childhood time in a cult and the night a fire burned through the compound, killing her mother. And now she’s taken her own life, but not before sending Virginia a last picture: a painting that makes Virginia doubt the suicide. 325 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

3893577 MURDER IN MORNINGSIDE HEIGHTS. By Whitney G. Nordoff. Novel. When the police declare the death of a gifted young woman a random attack, her parents request former police sergeant Frank Malloys help to find the truth. With his wife Sarah as his assistant, they soon learn that the exemplary student and teacher, may have lived in a world of secrets and lies. 296 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $15.95

★ 3844854 THE DAUGHTERS OF TEMPERANCE HOBBS. By Katherine Howe. Novel. Connie is an expert on Americas fractured past with witchcraft. A history professor interested in the direct descendant of Deliverance Dane, a woman tried as a witch in Salem, and she must solve the mystery behind a centuries old curse. 338 pages. Holt. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

★ 3785108 THE OLD SUCCESS. By Martha Grimes. Novel. When the body of a French tourist washes up in Hell Bay, an inlet off the Cornish coast, Brian Macalvie, divisional commander with the Devon-Cornwall police, is called in. Macalvie and the local police are soon involved in CID detective Tom Brownell, renowned for solving every case he undertook, but one. Pretty soon the three are working together to solve a trio of murders. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $26.00 $15.95

★ 3832724 FOX TRACKS. By Rita Mae Brown. Novel. There’s more than one shadowy scheme in the works, and when “Sister” Jane voices her suspicions, too becomes a target. But with her loyal friends, Sister Jane vows to smoke out the conspirators, one of which may be a devious killer desperate to cover his tracks. 293 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

★ 3852946 THE MARTIAN MENACE. By Thomas Fuller. Novel. The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. By Eric Brown. Novel. When Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson are called upon to investigate the strange murder of a man, if he’s taunting the cops. Meanwhile, the press is having a field day. This is what Bernie Gunther finds on his first murder case. 368 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00 $21.95

★ 3861317 BLINDSIDE. By J. Patterson & J.O. Born. Novel. Michael Bennett and the mayor have always had a tense relationship, but now the mayor sees in Bennett a discreet investigator with family worries of his own. Bennett has always been an honorable man, but one case involves the kinds of innocence that are at stake—honor has to take a back seat. Survival comes first. 366 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

★ 3816710 SHAKESPEARE’S CHRISTMAS. By Patrick Redford. Novel. Lily Bard goes home—always an uncomfortable scenario for the introverted Lily—for her sister’s Christmas wedding. A four year old unsolved kidnapping resurfaces to push Lily to act once again as amateur detective in a case that is more than Lily can handle. Ecco. Pub. at $15.95

★ 3847039 MRS. JEFFRIES AND THE诡怪女巫. By Emily Brightwood. Novel. When Christopher Gilhaney is shot dead under the cover of fireworks at a holiday party, his murder is deemed a robbery gone wrong. But when the case hasn’t been solved six weeks later, Inspector Witherspoon is called upon to find the killer, and he receives the help of Lily Belle, Ruth, and Mrs. Goode—three wise women. 365 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $20.00 $3.99

★ 3854587 THE FORGOTTEN PLACE. By Rennie Airth. Novel. Beloved church con artist, the Reverend John P. Marquand. Novel. Finding himself insolvent and stranded in Japan, Casey Lee has few friends—but that changes suddenly when he is introduced to Mr. Moto, a Japanese man who takes a particular interest in his plight. Published in 1935, this is the first installment in an iconic mystery series introducing Japan’s most skillful spy. Mr. Persimmon. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

★ 3924432 THE FOURTH READER. By Kate Chopin. Novella. Brooklyn and her new hunky husband, Derek, are excited to be guests at Dharma’s first annual Book Festival and are hoping for a fun, relaxing weekend. But when three mystery writers are brutally murdered and the money for the festival seems to have vanished, Brooklyn and Derek go into attack mode to catch the killer. 319 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $25.00 $18.95

★★ 3888086 THE DECENT INN OF DEATH. By Charles Allan Ahl. Novel. Beloved church organist, Greta, has slipped and fallen to her death in a shallow stream. While it seems like an accident, her friend Vera remains unconvinced. Finding a new gig digging a little deeper, former Chief Inspector Angus Sinclair’s investigation leads him first to Oxford, then to the stately manor of Julia Lesage. 353 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. $11.95

★ 3875598 YOUR TURN, MR. MOTO. By John P. Marquand. Novel. Finding himself insolvent and stranded in Japan, Casey Lee has few friends—but that changes suddenly when he is introduced to Mr. Moto, a Japanese man who takes a particular interest in his plight. Published in 1935, this is the first installment in an iconic mystery series introducing Japan’s most skillful spy. Mr. Persimmon. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

★ 2942836 METROPOLIS. By Philip Kerr. Novel. At central police HQ, the Murder Commission has its hand full. A killer is on the loose and though he scatters many clues and leaves behind another one of his taunting messages to the cops. Meanwhile, the press is having a field day. This is what Bernie Gunther finds on his first murder case. 368 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $26.00 $21.95
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Maxwell, against her instincts, lets a presidential candidate out of her...
397407 OUR HOUSE. By Louise Candlish. Novel. When Fionia Lawson arrives home to find strangers moving into her life, she’s plunged into terror and confusion. She and her husband, Bram, have owned their house for years; how can another family possibly think they can move in? And why has Bram disappeared along with their cat? Fionia is now suspected of murdering three of her missing neighbors. 404 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95.

386644 THE LAST ODYSSEY. By James Rollins. Novel. To save the world and avert a second world war, Sigma Force must embark on a dangerous journey into an ancient past where horrors are all too present, and to try to prevent a tyrant from igniting a global war. 437 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99.


387668 SOMEBODY I USED TO KNOW. By David Bell. Novel. When Nick sees the young woman at the restaurant where he lost his love 20 years earlier, he tries to talk to her, she rushes off. Police arrive at Nick’s house; the girl is dead, Nicho is dead, and Nancy is dead. But when his pursuit takes a shocking and tragic turn, Shaw becomes desperate to discover what went so horribly wrong and if he was to blame. 416 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00.

377468 ROGUE LAWYER. By John Grisham. Novel. Attorney Benedict瑞d and Zola came to law school to change the world. But when they realize they’ve been duped, they all bowled heavily to attend a school so mediocre that its graduates rarely pass the bar exam. After the school’s owned by a shady hedge-fund operator who’s using student loans, they decide they must expose the fraud. 408 pages. Dell. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.


38641X CRUCIBLE. By James Rollins. Novel. Out for a drink with his best friend and colleague, Monk, Commander Gray Pierce discovers his house ransacked; his pregnant lover missing, and his best friend’s wife, Kat, unconscious. Kat, the only witness to what happened is in a coma, and no one can speak until a neurologist offers a radical approach to “unlock” her mind revealing a frightening truth. 628 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

370519 CRUCIBLE. By James Rollins. Novel. An aging house on the edge of town, Commander Gray Pierce discovers his house ransacked, his pregnant lover missing, and his best friend’s wife, Kat, unconscious. Kat, the only witness to what happened is in a coma, and no one can speak until a neurologist offers a radical approach to “unlock” her mind revealing a frightening truth. 628 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

6714322 ICE HUNT. By James Rollins. Novel. Suspense buried deep in the earth’s polar ice cap of a moving island of ice twice the size of the United States, and a nearby underwater research vessel. One of the crew sees something alive inside the iceberg that never should have survived. 633 pages. HarperPaperbacks. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.

392462 SEA OF GREED. By C. Cussler & G. Brown. Novel. After an explosion in the Gulf of Mexico, a salvage team is Reverie to a dying field, Kurt Austin and the NUMA Special Projects team are tapped by the President of the United States to find out what’s gone wrong. 402 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00.

68866X NIGHTHAWK. By C. Cussler & G. Brown. Novel. NUMA’s Kurt Austin and Joe Zavala must find a missing aircraft, the X-7, that’s carrying a dangerous stowaway. The situation will be stored at a temperature near absolute zero. As long as it remains frozen, the cargo is inert, but if thaw the consequences are unthinkable. The teams face off against Kurt and Joe Zavala, and the NUMA team rockets around the globe in search of answers. The NUMA team must track their enemies from the high-tech streets of Tokyo to a secret called the Maltese Penguin. 438 pages. Putnam. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99


378909X BRING HER HOME. By David Bell. Novel. Just a year and a half after the tragic death of her wife, Bill Price’s 15-year-old daughter, Summer, and her best friend, Haley, arrive at a remote beach house on a New Year’s Day. But when they arrive, they find the house is dead, while Summer is left beaten beyond recognition. The more time Bill spends with Summer, the more he wonders what happened or if the injured girl is really her daughter. 451 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00.

278724 THE PEOPLE V.S. ALEX CROSS. By James Patterson. Novel. Alex Cross is on the wrong side of the law, followers of his nemesis are dead, and Cross is charged with gunning them down. As he prepares to prove his innocence, his former partner John Sampson brings him a video tape tied to the death of several young girls. And despite his suspension, Cross can’t refuse the case. 411 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99.
**Spies & Thrillers**

- **385673** THE NIGHT WINDOW. By Dean Koontz. Novel. A Vegas mob boss teamed with a dedicated former Air Force pilot plots to avoid arrest. A dedicated TSA agent. The fates of these three, and many others, converge in this gripping thriller that engages ordinary men and women in the flight of their lives during a flight from New York to San Francisco. 255 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99. **$9.95**

- **389027** THE SILENT CORNER. By Dean Koontz. Novel. “I very much need to be dead,” says the final victim. The last of a man who had everything to live for, but took his own life. And he’s not alone: people of talent, accomplishment, and sound mind are being disposed of in a seemingly random manner. After losing her husband, Jane Hawk demands answers—and quickly finds herself in the most wanted fugitive in America. 452 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00. **$8.95**

- **389090** THE SILENT CORNER. By Dean Koontz. Novel. “I very much need to be dead,” says the final victim. The last of a man who had everything to live for, but took his own life. And he’s not alone: people of talent, accomplishment, and sound mind are being disposed of in a seemingly random manner. After losing her husband, Jane Hawk demands answers—and quickly finds herself in the most wanted fugitive in America. 452 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00. **$8.95**

- **389360** ELEVATOR PITCH. By Linwood Barclay. Novel. When an elevator in a Manhattan office tower plunges to the bottom of the shaft, it’s considered a terrible accident. But when it happens again, people begin to wonder. The investigation is plunged into chaos. Two seasoned New York detectives and a straight-shooting journalist race against time to uncover the truth. 500 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. **$5.95**

- **390107** WHAT MY SISTER KNEW. By William Landay. Novel. “If you know anything about the suspect’s whereabouts, please call.” When she looks up at the TV, she sees her twin brother’s face. The golden boy whom everyone believed disappeared is found safe. But a young woman who is known this would eventually happen, and she thinks to herself: “What have you done Ellie? What the hell have you done?” 471 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $26.99. **$9.95**

- **390146** BACKLASH. By Brad Thor. Novel. When covert counter-terrorism operative Scot Harvath is designated to infiltrate one of the world’s most notorious prisons and free the man the kidnappers demand as ransom, he quickly learns that there is much more to the operation than anyone dares to admit. Adults only: 316 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. **$7.95**

- **390182** THE FIRST COMMANDMENT. By Brad Thor. Novel. When the president of the U.S. is blackmailed into releasing five detainees from Guantanamo Bay, a sadistic assassin with a vendetta in the making is reactivated. Simultaneously, a Delta Force team is being targeted. Now Harvath must mount his own covert plan for revenge. 495 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. **$7.95**

- **390448** TRAIL BY FIRE. By J.A. Jance. Novel. When a woman is rescued from a fire, the victim has no idea who she is. Let alone who would want to kill her. This menaces an advocate for the unidentified patients and Ali Reynolds, the police department’s medical consultant, team up to locate the woman’s missing relatives. But their efforts may be exposing the victim once more to danger. 386 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. **$7.95**

- **386407** ACCIDENTAL HEROES. By Danielle Steel. Novel. A decorated former Air Force pilot plots to avoid arrest. A dedicated TSA agent. The fates of these three, and many others, converge in this gripping thriller that engages ordinary men and women in the flight of their lives during a flight from New York to San Francisco. 255 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99. **$6.95**

- **381991** STAY CLOSE. By Harlan Coben. Novel. Bennett’s child suffers a mysterious injury, and a dangerous world you never knew existed. Before you know it, both your family and your life are on the line—and now you must face the evils that world head-on to save her. 446 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. **$7.95**

- **458358** THE STRANGER. By Harlan Coben. Novel. Adam Price has a lot to lose: a law career, even his wife. But when he is tapped once thought was important: Kindle County, his once thought was important: Kindle County, his life’s work: a cold case that needs to be solved. Now he is in a dead-end job posing as a paparazzo. Broome is a detective who can’t get a cold case. Three people living lives they never wanted, running secrets they would never suspect, will the past doesn’t go away. 387 pages. Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. **$7.95**

- **390765** WICKED RIVER. By Jenny Milchman. Novel. A former Adirondack forest separate Natalie and Doug from civilization. For the newcomers, an isolated back country honeymoon seems idyllic. But just as Natalie and Doug arrive, an毾 to explore the depths of their love for each other, it becomes clear that they are not alone in the woods. Six million acres makes it easy for the wickeds to escape detection. 456 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. **$3.95**

- **390851** I’VE GOT MY EYES ON YOU. By Mary Higgins Clark. Novel. When eighteen year old Kerry Dowling is found dead at the bottom of a 45 foot cliff, her close friend and secrets about Adam’s wife. When he confronts her, the mirage of perfection disappears and a darker conspiracy comes to light. 464 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. **$6.95**


- **381932** THE MALTA EXCHANGE. By Steve Berry. Novel. When news of the uncovered treasure destined for the Knights of Malta shakes out, the remaining factions rash to seize their share. Thrust into this battle is former Justice Department agent Cotton Malone, whose own connection to the Knights is far more complicated than he ever imagined. 493 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. **$4.95**

- **381512** THE MALTA EXCHANGE. By Steve Berry. Novel. When a plot to steal one of these relics, the price of entry into a blackmailing auction, where the trade secrets could change the balance of power in Europe. 368 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $22.99. **$9.95**

- **392558** THE ORDERED. By Christopher Golden. Novel. When news of the uncovered treasure destined for the Knights of Malta shakes out, the remaining factions rash to seize their share. Thrust into this battle is former Justice Department agent Cotton Malone, whose own connection to the Knights is far more complicated than he ever imagined. 493 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. **$4.95**


- **392153** THE LAST TRIAL. By Scott Turow. Novel. At 85 years old, Alejandro Stern, a Nobel Prize winner in Medicine, is faced with a decision that will change the course of his life. 392 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. **$9.95**

- **391058** TESTIMONY. By Scott Turow. Novel. Bill Ten Boom has walked out on everything he once thought was important: Kidlle County, his law career, even his wife. But when he is tapped as a prosecutor by the International Criminal Court, he is compelled by a mystifying case, and soon discovers that the truth to stay buried—along with the bodies of anyone searching for answers. 484 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99. **$3.95**


- **389902** THE SILENT CORNER. By Dean Koontz. Novel. “I very much need to be dead,” says the final victim. The last of a man who had everything to live for, but took his own life. And he’s not alone: people of talent, accomplishment, and sound mind are being disposed of in a seemingly random manner. After losing her husband, Jane Hawk demands answers—and quickly finds herself in the most wanted fugitive in America. 452 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00. **$8.95**

- **389963** THE NIGHT WINDOW. By Dean Koontz. Novel. A Vegas mob boss teamed with a decorated former Air Force pilot plots to avoid arrest. A dedicated TSA agent. The fates of these three, and many others, converge in this gripping thriller that engages ordinary men and women in the flight of their lives during a flight from New York to San Francisco. 255 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99. **$6.95**
Spies & Thrillers


**390762 BIRDS OF PREY.** By J.A. Jance. Novel. As the Starfire Breeze steams its way north toward the gulf of Alaska, those on board are seeking peace, relaxation, adventure, and escape. But as terror strolls the decks and death is a conspicuous, unwelcome passenger, J.P. Beaumont soon finds this is a cruise gone horribly wrong, with him uncharted waters. 422 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99. **$9.99**

**3842195 SNAKEHEAD.** By Peter May. Novel. A vehicle crammed with dozens of dead Chinese immigrants is found in southern Texas. Forensic pathologist Margaret Campbell has bought him to Brussels. 400 pages. Quercus. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. **$11.95**

**3823857 THE MAN WITH NO FACE.** By Peter May. Novel, Neil Bannerman, a journalist, on assignment in Belgium suddenly finds himself a participant in an unsolved murder. The facts slowly begin to emerge. Bannerman soon finds that the shootings may have a deep and foul link with the rotten past. 336 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99. **$6.95**

**3928187 I’LL KEEP YOU SAFE.** By Peter May. Novel. Niamh is a prime suspect in an unsolved murder. As the case closes, she becomes convinced that what looked like a terrorist attack on her lover might be something more personal. By far. 366 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $26.99. **$5.95**

**3939693 DAUGHTER OF WAR.** By Brad Taylor. Novel. Hot on the trail of a North Korean-looking to sell sensitive U.S. intelligence to the N.K. she is forced to make a desperate run for the border. The Taskforce stumbles upon something much graver: the sale of a lethal substance called Red Mercurry. Unbeknownst to the Taskforce, the DNI will use the weapon to destroy against American forces. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$7.95**

**3782456 SEA OF GREED.** By Clive Cussler & G. Brown. Novel. After an explosion in the Gulf of Mexico destroys three oil rigs, Kurt Austin and the NUMA Special Projects Team are tapped by the president of the U.S. to find out what’s gone wrong. With hired killers on his trail, Austin needs to locate the president himself becomes a suspect–until he disappears from public view. 563 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99. **$9.95**

**3772659 THE HOUSE NEXT DOOR.** By James Patterson et al. Novels. Presents three electrifying thrillers that includes: The House Next Door; Laura Sherman fears that things can go far too with a new neighbor. The Killer’s Wife; Detective McGrath knows the way to find six missing young girls, the Father’s Day Massacre; We Aren’t, Not Alone. An Air Force scientist finds a message that will change the world. 396 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. **$7.95**

**3741753 MURDER, INTERRUPTED.** By Ragnar Jónasson. Novel. In Murder, Interrupted, Frank is willing to pay Billie whatever it takes to kill his wife. When Billie’s bullet misses the mark, he and Frank will turn on each other. The result: All Murders, a chronically ill teenager realizes she isn’t sick and that her mother has lied all these years, and exacts her revenge. Paperback. Pub. at $8.89. **$6.95**

**3938281 WITHOUT MERCY.** By Lisa Jackson. Novel. As a brutal snowstorm sweeps in to the Oregon mountains where an elite boarding school for wayward kids is situated, it cuts the. 336 pages. Zebra. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. **$6.95**

**3877744 THE ISLAND.** By Ragnar Jónasson. Novel. When a group of friends go away for the weekend on a isolated island. But one of them isn’t going to make it out alive. Could this death have links to the previous tragedy? But the Hilda Hermansdottir is determined to find the truth. 336 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. **$5.95**

**3872440 RED WAR.** By V. Flynn & K. Mills. Novel. When Russian president Maxim Kuprin discovers that his wife is suffering from Alzheimer’s, he is determined to cling to power, and declare war with the West. Facing an opponent who has nothing to lose, the CIA sends a team of killers to assassinate the most powerful man in the world. 370 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.99. **$6.95**

**3844919 FACE OFF.** By David Hagberg. Novel. When terrorists attempt to bring the entire CIA’s overseas operations to a halt, the CIA’s number one assassin, Kirk McGarvey, springs into action to stop the attack. His efforts uncover a much larger plot, one that aims to force the West to negotiate a peace. To stop the president out by placing him against Russia. 333 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99. **$4.95**

**3846180 THE NIGHT AGENT.** By Matthew Quinn. Novel. No one is more surprised than FBI Agent Peter Sutherland when he’s tapped to work in the White House Situation Room. His job is monitoring an emergency line for a call that might never come. Until tonight. He plunges into a desperate hunt for a Russian mole at the highest levels of the U.S. government. 424 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99. **$4.95**

**3786595 THE BAD DAUGHTER.** By Joy Fielding. Novel. Robin must return to the family she left behind. As she attempts to mend fences and make peace with her own family, Robin begins to wonder if there is more to the incident that left her father in critical condition than just a botched burglary attempt. It seems everyone is hiding the truth. 354 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00. **$5.95**

**3917355 ALL THE WRONG PLACES.** By Joy Fielding. Novel. Four women turn to online dating for companionship, only to find themselves in the crosshairs of a tech-savvy killer. Together, they uncover the identity of their fictional killer. When one of them unwittingly makes a date with the killer, it starts the clock on what will ultimately become a race to save her life. 368 pages. Harper. **$4.95**


---
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Spies & Thrillers

★ 3844137 ROADWORK. By Stephen King
writing as R. Bachman. Novel. It’s coming to
an end for Barton Dawes. As construction of
the city’s Highway 784 extension continues
demolishing Bart’s neighborhood, he’s not
about to give up everything without a fight. As
a matter of fact, he’s ready and waiting to initiate
an explosive confrontation with the legislative
forces gathered against him. 409 pages.

3723267 Labyrinth. By Catherine Coulter
Novel. In a small town in Virginia, Special
Agent Griffin Hammond meets and falls in love
with Carson DeSilva, a kidnapped woman who claims
that her captor had probably murdered three
missing teenage girls. However, the real story is
the local schoolboy’s nephew, and when the sheriff
arrests Griffin and Carson, Griffin calls agents Savich
and Lombardo into action. 497 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $27.99

★ 3918211 THE CHOCOLATE COBWEB. By
Shirley Armstrong. Novel. When Amanda was
born, a newly-discovered mix-up caused the
to briefly hand her over to the
government family by mistake. The error was
quickly fixed, and Amanda was never told.

★ 242 pages. Pergamon. Pub. at $11.95

★ 3919102 SOMEONE WE KNOW. By Shari Lapena. Novel.
In a quiet, leafy suburb in upstate New York, a teenager has
been slowly being introduced into and the owner’s computers
as well, learning their secrets. But in this neighborhood, it’s
not just the husbands and wives who play games, here,
everyone in the family has something to hide. 293 pages.
Penguin. Pub. at $17.00

★ 3825051 WESTWIND. By Ian Rankin. Novel. At British
ground-control headquarters, a top-level agent
loses contact with the most advanced satellite
in Europe. A colleague of Hepton’s, who suspects
something strange is going on, disappears
forcing Hepton to realize there is much more at
than anyone knows. Originally published in
1990, this masterpiece of espionage is as timely
as ever. 253 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00

★ 3920417 THE PERSUASION. By Iris Johansen. Novel. When Eve Duncan’s
dughter becomes a violent suicide’s target, Jane
must team up with longtime love interest Seth Caleb.
As Jane and Seth chase down their bloodthirsty adversary, they
also have to reckon with a much more threatening adversary.
But one thing is clear, it will take both of them to confront and
defeat this evil. 453 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00

3774945 TAILSPIN. By Sandra Brown. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Rye Mallett,
a fearless “flying dog” pilot who delivers cargo
to far-flung locations, has a rock-solid reputation;
he files in the worst of weather, day or night, and
gets the goods to his clients’ doorstep. But when
Rye is asked to fly into a completely
logobound town and deliver a mysterious black
box, more trouble than inclement weather awaits

★ 3921337 SOMEONE KNOWS. By Yasuko Ogata. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. Alii
is heading home to the funeral of a childhood friend.
She is not only grief stricken, she’s full of dread.
Because going home means seeing the other two
people who share an unspoken secret involving a horrific incident that shattered
the lives of five teenagers. 543 pages. Random.

Paperback. Pub. at $29.00

★ 3893294 DAUGHTER OF WAR. By Brad Taylor. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel.
Taskforce operators Pike Logan and Jennifer
Cahill come face to face with a conspiracy
where nothing is as it seems. As they begin
to unravel the truth, a plot is unfolding that
impossibly holds the key to the conspiracy. She is the
one person who can stop the attack, if she can live long enough. 523 pages. Random.

Paperback. Pub. at $29.00

★ 3899721 TOM CLANCY OATH OF OFFICE. By
Marc Cameron. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. As mounting tensions
between China and the United States push the world’s
two great powers to the brink of war, it falls to
President Jack Ryan to identify the lethal chess
master behind these moves, even if it means
making himself a target. 735 pages. Random.

Paperback. Pub. at $32.00

★ 3910628 TOM CLANCY POWER AND
EMBARGO. By Max Allan Collins. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novel. As a
defining moment, the troubled and theξen...
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331 pages. HQN. Pub. at $27.99

342 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

362 pages. HQN. Pub. at $9.99

367 pages. HQN. Pub. at $12.99

369 pages. HQN. Pub. at $16.99

375 pages. HQN. Pub. at $12.99


379 pages. Forever. Pub. at $4.95

380 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00


388 pages. HQN. Pub. at $12.99


468 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

484 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00


507 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99


573 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

582 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

587 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

592 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

597 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99


611 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99


694 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00


717 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00


**Romance & Women's Stories**

3864311 SURRENDER TO THE HIGHLANDER. By Lynsay Sands. Novel. Lady Edith Drummond owes her life to NIcholas Buchanan and his brothers. Waking after an illness to a castle overrun by rugged Highlanders is disconcerting, but so is learning that she's slowly being poisoned. But a more dangerous, is her hold attraction to the fierce warrior Niels. 373 pages. Avon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3864316 THE WRONG HIGHLANDER. By Lynsay Sands. Novel. Lady Evina Maclean has heard much about Rory Buchanan till a healer. When she doesn't hear is how good the brawny Highlander looks. But Evina can't afford the distraction, for their ailing mother urgently needs care. Only when she's rendered Buchanan toothless and dragged him back to her family, she realizes it's her brother Conran. 281 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

3865688 THE HIGHLANDER’S PROMISE. By Lynsay Sands. Novel. Ailay Buchanan has retreated to the clan’s hunting lodge for a few days of relaxation. But the raven-haired beauty he pulls from the ocean puts an end to any chance of rest. Though he shines her, she knows nothing of her real identity. It will not be easy for Ailay to keep her honor intact—when she mistakenly believes they are man and wife. 276 pages. Avon. $5.95

3865683 MIDNIGHT ON THE RIVER GREY. By Angela W. Novel. After her brother’s mysterious death, Rebecca Hunter vows to expose the man she believes responsible: Mr. Lewis Browning—known by the locals as the Midnight Devil, and by Rebecca as he had retreated to his reclusive country estate, Rebecca plans her own investigation. 327 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3822070 THE SWEET SMELL OF MAGNOLIAS AND MEMORIES. By Celeste Fletcher McHale. Novel. Waiting for help as Mississippi floods surround them, Jacey knew Colvin was the love of her life—until her rescuer boat went under water, along with Colvin’s last name and pieces of Jacey’s memory. A year later at a wedding, the last person she expected to see is Colvin. The biggest surprise though, is that the man of her dreams is the preacher. 282 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

387107X BEACH TOWN. By Mary Kay Andrews. Novel. As a movie location scout, picture-perfect is the name of the game for Georgia Hennessy. But a deadly storm up in flames, and her career is on the verge of flaming out. Georgia has been given one more chance, if she can find the perfect beach hideaway for a big budget movie. 336 pages. Harvest House. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95


3908603 THE LOVE LETTER. By Rachel Hauck. Novel. Rachel has never been a princess. She can ride a horse as well as any man, even a cowboy like Sam Tate, and Birdee’s sister India head for the island to transform the wintry world is thrown off balance as they beyond themselves, they are overcome with desire. 408 pages.

2886359 THE ISLAND. By Elin Hilderbrand. Novel. Birdie and her daughters, Chess and Tate, and Birdie herself, are the beautiful Tuckernuck Island where, without distractions, they can escape their troubles. But throw sisters, daughters, and their secrets only on a remote island is a Careful watch becomes much more difficult. 407 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3933822 THE PARIS ORPHAN. By Natasha Lester. Novel. 1942. When American model Jessica May arrives in Paris to cover the war as a photojournalist for Vogue, most of the soldiers are determined to make her life as difficult as possible. France, 2005. Sixty years after the war, D’Arcy Hallworth arrives at a beautiful chateau to cursed in a collage of wartime photos—uncovering secrets that will change her life forever. 472 pages. Forever. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3924157 THE PRICE. By Joan Johnston. Novel. Luke Creed has sacrificed everything to his career at the prestigious law firm DeWitt & Blackstone: a chance to run his family’s ranching empire, his marriage, even time with his two daughters. Defending a major client in a wrongful death case, Luke crosses paths with his high school sweetheart, and although divided by forces beyond themselves, they are overcome with desire. 408 pages.

2959291 LIGHTHOUSE BEACH. By Shelley Noble. Novel. When Jess and Lilo discover pictures of an old man in the parking lot, Jess, Lilo, Allie and Diana all pile into Lilo’s old van and head up the coast to Lighthouse Beach. But what begins as a flight from a wedding soon becomes an adventure with a chance of rest. Luke crosses paths with his high school sweetheart, and although divided by forces beyond themselves, they are overcome with desire. 408 pages.


3918656 IRISH ABOVE ALL. By Jenny Colgan. Novel. While Scotland is everything Zoe dreamed of, the unquiet family will be up to a mess. When the family farm, the mother has abandoned the family, the children have been kicked out of school and their father is a wreck. Zoe has his work cut out for her and is determined to rise to the challenge, especially since her son Hari moves into their new home. 408 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

2861614 CHRISTMAS AT LITTLE BEACH STREET BAKERY. By Jenny Colgan. Novel. In the Christmas season has arrived. But holiday bliss soon goes wrong when a storm wrecks the village off from the mainland. Now it will take all of the villagers to work together in order to ensure everyone has a happy holiday. 303 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $25.99 $9.50

2986930 RIVAL FORCES. By D.D. Ayres, Novel. When it comes to training K-9 patrol dogs, Yardley Summers always trusts her instincts. But not when dating her current partner, Kye McGregor has never forgotten the days he trained at Yardley’s camp. When he hears that Yardley is on a mission to find a missing doctor, Kye is determined to keep her out of harm’s way, and can she make a move when she’s his boss? 296 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3751422 A DIFFERENT LIGHT. By Mariah Stewart. Novel. In her New Jersey town, beautiful young widow Zoe has never been as good a police officer as the line of duty and as the daughter of a beloved former city councilman. But when she meets Quentin Forbes, a tough newspaper reporter, emotions will start to stir again. 419 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3817865 IRISH, AND FELL. By Mary Pat Kelly. Novel. As Nora Kelly’s life moves through the Roaring Twenties, the Great Depression, and World War II, it’s Nora’s unexpected trip to Ireland where she experiences the deepest passion she will ever know and meets the love of her life. Nora transforms her life for all time to come. 508 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99 $4.95

3834786 THE NIGHT WE MET. By D. Macomber & L. T. McClain. Novels. In Starlight, Rand begins to fall in love for the first time. His parents are used to him being late but this is different. Then he sees a woman and--a secret that could devastate his comrade’s lovely wife. 475 pages. MIRA. Hardcover. Pub. at $3.99 $6.95

298848X A HORSE FOR ELSE. By Lila B. Novel. Else is desperate for a horse of her own, so when Elam asks her to help out at his father’s horse farm she agrees. As their friendship grows, she becomes more comfortable in Elam’s world and better understanding of him. Elam sees Else only as a friend, and someone to muck out the stalls or something more?
387750 BETWEEN YOU & ME, By Susan Wiggs. Novel, deep within the heart of Amish Country, a life or death emergency shatters a quiet world to its core. A story of love and loss, family and friendship, and the arduous road to discovering the heart’s true path. 358 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

3924831 THE AMISH WIDOW’S LOVE/PLAIN OLIV/OUTSIDE, By L. Tolsma & A. Stull. Novellas. In Plain Love, young Amish widow restauranteur to raise her disgraced first love to raise money for her infant son’s surgery. In Plain Olivia, growing up in a Amish home with four older brothers, to see and meet the Amish widower she had fathomed she’d become the target of a stalker. Now her future is in the hands of a handsome stranger. 415 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. $5.95

3925224 SEASONS OF AN AMISH GARDEN, By V. Clifton. Novellas. Enjoy a year of beautiful seasons in this new story collection, as young Amish couple mangle a community garden and harvest friendships and love along the way. Titles include Spring is in the Air, Summer Blessing, Fall at Rest, and Winter’s Rest; with bonus novella, The Amish Matchmaker. Paperbound. $5.95

3927095 A PERFECT AMISH MATCH/AMISH HAVEN, By V. Chapman & D. Richter. Novellas. In Amish Match, an educated Amish bachelor Noah Graber would rather inelastic seen after three failed relationships, and in Amish Haven, community garden and harvest friendships and love along the way. Titles include Spring is in the Air, Summer Blessing, Fall at Rest, and Winter’s Rest; with bonus novella, The Amish Matchmaker. Paperbound. $5.95

3868192 AN AMISH MARKET, By Amy Clipston. Novel. All the color and variety of a quaint Amish shop in a charming collection of three of your favorite authors. Love Birds by Amy Clipston, A Bid for Love by Kathleen Fuller, and Sweeter Than Onions by Kelly Irvin. 318 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3849879 AN UNEXPECTED AMISH ROMANCE/AN AMISH LADY’S SWEETHEART, By P. Davids & J. Greher. Novels. In An Unexpected Amish Romance, Helen Zook is embracing her independence after a broken engagement, with a new job in New York City, and in An Amish Lady’s Sweetheart, Lily Koons is finally part of a vibrant, joyful Amish community as a nanny for her nephew, but teaching English to the pretty Pennsylvania Dutch wife wasn’t what she expected. 474 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. $5.95

3932508 THE SADDLE MAKER’S SON, By Kelly Irvin. Novel. Rebekah Lantz feels as though her close-knit Amish community judges her because her sister left the faith. Tobias Byler is trying to put some mistakes behind him, together in war-time Amish America, will they discover the key to forgetting the past is the one that will open the door to love and the future? 404 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


3871228 SENSE AND SENSIBILITY, By G. de Bodard & E. Ashby. Novellas. In this Amish re-telling of Jane Austen’s classic, after the Detweiler women move to a nearby cottage, the spirited Mary Ann catches the eye of an older bachelor but a young Amish man, together in war-time Amish America, to find out the truth about why he hated school, they are bound for disaster. Yet longings to love again, until a suspicious outsider with a shadowy past comes crashing into her fragile world. 319 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

2883511 DESERT DEATH-SONG, A Collection of Western Stories. By Louis L’Amour. Comprisides nearly a dozen of Louis L’Amour’s greatest stories, many of which have been included in his collection DUEL: Terror Stories by Richard Matheson. These tales feature the mavericks, outlaws, romantics and heroes that have made L’Amour the definitive voice of Western fiction. 249 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. $14.95

3888649 THE GREATEST STORIES OF ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON. Stevenson's brilliant and lucid prose, his dramatic skill, and his perfect sense of pace that characterize these six stories are essential reading for Middle-earth aficionados, and each tale is followed by commentary from editor Christopher Tolkien. 391 pages. Del Rey. Paperbound. $16.99 $6.95


3918408 POIROT INVESTIGATES, By Agatha Christie. Hercule Poirot shows off his brilliant mind once again in this official collection of fourteen classic short stories, featuring exclusive content from the Queen of Mystery. Titles include The Adventure of The West End Window; The Tragedy of Mr St. Loe; The Adventure of The Cheap Flat; The Lost Mine; and more. 254 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


3931382 THE BEST AMERICAN MYSTERY STORIES 2019. Ed. by Jonathan Lethem. This collection includes its full share of salacious intrigue, guilt, and retribution. The twists and bad decisions pile up when a thief picks the wrong target or a simple scavenger hunt takes a deadly turn. What sexual boundaries do you dream about crossing? In this red-hot collection of letters from the most adventurous Penthouse readers, you’ll find that there are no limits to your fantasies. Adults only. 353 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6498576 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXXIII: Down and Dirty Lust. How will you accommodate the desire? What sexual boundaries do you dream about crossing? In this red-hot collection of letters from the most adventurous Penthouse readers, you’ll find that there are no limits to your fantasies. Adults only. 353 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3933628 THE COMPLETE Sookie STOCKHOLM STORIES. By Charlaine Harris. For the first time together in one volume, here is the complete short story collection of Sookie Stackhouse, True Blood’s telepathic waitress. Sookie Stackhouse. Return to Bon Temps with ten tales that will make you wish Sookie never left. 367 pages. Ace. Pub. at $24.99 $16.95

3924922 THE BEST AMERICAN MYSTERY STORIES 2017. Ed. by John Sandfort. From an isolated Wyoming ranch to the Detroit boxing underworld, from kidnapping and adultery in the Hollywood Hills to a serial killer loose in a ruthless corporate world, these stories are about the full spectrum of crime, psychological suspense, and bad intentions. Includes: C.J. Box, Craig Johnson, Jeffery Deaver and many more. 360 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

2998475 DUEL: Terror Stories by Richard Matheson. Presents nail-biting tales of horror and suspense in this outstanding collection of stories by the award winning author Richard Matheson. Here are more than a dozen commendable entries. Three from the Sun; When the Wake Sleeps; Born of Man and Woman; Return; Brother to the Machine; - over When You’re Near Me; and more. 364 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.95

3831610 THE BOOK OF LOST TALES 2. By J.R.R. Tolkien. This second collection of tales featuring exclusive content from the Queen of Mystery. Titles include The Adventure of The West End Window; The Tragedy of Mr St. Loe; The Adventure of The Cheap Flat; The Lost Mine; and more. 254 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHallBookseller
Short Stories

2803844 THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF HALLOWEEN STORIES. Ed. by Stephen Jones. Thrilling twenty-six story dark feast of frightening fiction by some of the most successful and respected horror writers. Includes Reflections in Black by Steve Rasnic Tem, October in the Choir by Gary, The Helen Monster by Alison Littlewood, In the Year of Ormins by Helen Marshall and more. 504 pages.

$14.95

629468 GRIMM'S COMPLETE FAIRY TALES. By the Brothers Grimm. This handsomely bound folio-sized volume with gilded edges and a ribbon bookmark collects over 200 fairy tales. Instead of the blunted, dull, and safe versions that most are familiar with, what you'll find here are the original, sharp, and somewhat dangerous fairy tales as recorded by the Brothers Grimm over 200 years ago.


$17.95

2804124 THE DEVIL'S DIARY. THE COMPLETE TALES OF JULES DEGRANDIN. By Seabury Quinn. This is the second of five volumes collecting all of Seabury Quinn's tales featuring occult detective Jules de Grandin. It includes all the stories from The Black Master to The Wolf of St. Bonnot. 488 pages. Night Shade. Pub. at $34.99

$9.95

2804083 BLACK MOON, VOLUME FIVE: THE COMPLETE TALES OF JULES DEGRANDIN. By Seabury Quinn. This volume collects all ninety-three of the Dr. Jules de Grandin classics. Originally published in 1934, 128 pages.

Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

$9.95


$11.95

3767582 A FEW OF THE GIRLS. By Maeve Binchy. Brings together 36 of Binchy's very best stories filled with her trademark warmth, wisdom, and humor. Written over a period of decades these stories show how times change, people often remain the same. 319 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

$9.95


$4.95


$4.95


$4.95


$4.95


$4.95


$4.95


$4.95


$4.95


$4.95


$4.95


$4.95


$4.95


$4.95


$4.95


$4.95


$3.95


$4.95

3804011 THE BLACK BAT #2: The Black Bat Strikes Again/Black Bat's Challenge. By Norman Daniels writing as G.W. Jones. Blinded and scarred by a mob acid attack, D.A. Tony Quinn, whose weapon as the Black Bat, nemesis of crime in these two pulse-pulsing pulp fiction classics, originally published in 1939. Illus. 128 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

$4.95
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**MARVEL COMIC ART OF ALEX ROSS**. By Chip Kidd. Here is the cover art of comics characters, brought to thrilling life in this stunning volume. They're all here: Spider-Man, Captain America, Iron Man, the Hulk, Batman, the X-Men, Black Panther, and many more. This is also the inspiring story of a little boy who only ever Painted. 9x12¼, pub. by B&W. Paperbound at $12.99.

**ARKHAM ALCHEMIST**. By Adam Bray et al. This updated and expanded edition of the bestselling guide details more than 1,200 of Marvel Comics’ timeless characters, along with their dynamic, filmic adventures. Prominently features the latest crossover events, including Civil War II and Secret Empire. 448 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x12¼. pub. at $39.99.


**FRANKENSTEIN, AGENT OF S.H.A.D.E., VOLUME 1: WAR OF THE MONSTERS**. By Jeff Lemire. For decades, S.H.A.D.E. (The Super Human Advanced Defense Executive) has defended Earth against horrid threats, but now all believe it’s time for a well-deserved spotlight on a true Marvel classic. Within the Marvel Universe, heroes soar high in the skies, ready to battle the villains. Living in the shadow of the superheroes, the S.H.A.D.E. agents, a small team of New York photojournalists who dedicates his career to uncovering the exploits of the superheroes, is the bastion of our everyday life. Includes its Annual #1. 7. 194 pages. Monthly. Pub. at $29.99.

**MARVEL ENCyclopedia.** By Adam Bray et al. This updated and expanded edition of the bestselling guide details more than 1,200 of Marvel Comics’ timeless characters, along with their dynamic, filmic adventures. Prominently features the latest crossover events, including Civil War II and Secret Empire. 448 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10x12¼. pub. at $39.99.


**THE COMIC BOOK ARCHIVES, VOL. 1: DC COMICS: 1946-1965, VOLUME 10.** By Al Feldstein, Johnny Craig, Frank Frazetta and others feature in classic stories like “The Hawkman Takes to the Skies” and “The Hawkman and the Man of Bronze.” 1943, Superman’s success was on the rise, as were his increasingly powerful foes. In this collection of Golden Age adventures, the Man of Steel must battle every threat, among them the nefarious baddies. Collects Superman #21-24. 210 pages. DC Comics. Pub. at $49.95.


**3867471 THE CLASSIFIED CAT, VOL. XXIV.** By Joe Dzidzio. A humorous look at the often lurid and bizarre “Personals” section found in most urban newspapers. In it, city dwellers are forced to give personal information in an attempt to find someone to write about their own personal lives by writing their own personals pages. Hoping to find that perfect mate. Illus. 96 pages. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95

$3.95


$3.95

**3923745 THE COMPLETE PEANUTS, 1955-1956.** By Charles M. Schulz. The strip that moved from the 1950s into the 1960s. The forerunner of the modern comic strip, this collection will fill the void of some of the best of the 1950s. Fully illus. in color. 526 pages. IDW. Pub. at $59.95

$7.95

**3915005 THE COMPLETE PEANUTS 1955-1956.** By Charles M. Schulz. This collection also appears as a hardcover. The strip that moved from the 1950s into the 1960s. The forerunner of the modern comic strip, this collection will fill the void of some of the best of the 1950s. Fully illus. in color. 526 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

$9.95

**3926718 GUT BUSTERS AND BELLY LAUGHS: Jokes for Seniors, Boomers, and Anyone Else Who Thinks 30-Somethings Are Just Kids.** By Dave Barry et al. Gut busters and belly laughs are the key to this collection of jokes that will make any person laugh. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

$4.95

**3976320 GUT BUSTERS AND BELLY LAUGHS: Jokes for Seniors, Boomers, and Anyone Else Who Thinks 30-Somethings Are Just Kids.** By Dave Barry et al. Gut busters and belly laughs are the key to this collection of jokes that will make any person laugh. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95

$4.95

**8687771 POGO: The Complete Syndicated Comic Strips, Volumes 3 & 4.** By Walt Kelly. Features four years’ worth of lovingly restored Pogo strips, including daily and—for the first time—the Sunday funnies. The sanest, most exciting collection of questions and trivia. These field tested conversation starters are guaranteed to provide ridiculous fun, break the ice, and play correctly. Open a unique window into the imaginations of friends and family. 398 pages. Workman. Pub. at $14.95

$7.95

**3957069 CUBICLES THAT MAKE YOU ENVY THE DEAD.** By Scott Adams. This collection is choked full of comical send-ups of pointless meetings, office misbehavoir and soul-crushing workspaces that make every cubicle punk Filthy Luil. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

$9.95

**3925229 DAMNED IF YOU DO...: The Outrageous Book of Bizarre Choices.** By Larry King. A collection of the worst possible choices that people have made. Fully illus. in color. 512 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

$7.95
Humor & Cartoons

802264 THE COMPLETE PEANUTS FAMILY ALBUM: The Ultimate Guide to Charles M. Schulz’s Classic Characters. Product of the late great Mr. Schulz and his sons, this is one of the best reference books for Peanuts fans of all ages! The work is comprehensive and thorough. The print is crisp and easy to read. The book has more than 700 images of classic strips, memorabilia, and contemporary art. SHOP WORN. 1,247 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. New information and recently uncovered details unfold here. Ages 8 & up. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Weldon Owen. $7.95


387925X THE RED FAIRY BOOK. Ed. by Andrew Lang. Originating from French, Danish, Romanilian, and Russian sources, as well as some folklore, this collection of celebrated tales has stood the test of time. Some of the famous stories included are: Jack and the Beanstalk; Rapunzel; The Golden Goose; The Three Bears; The Twelve Brothers; and many more. Ages 8-14. Illus. in color. 386 pages. Racehorse. Pub. at $14.95. 128 pages. Weldon Owen. $5.95

376319 WORLD BOOK OF AMERICA’S PRESIDENTS. By Susan Blum et al. Presents fascinating facts about the office of the presidency and the individuals who have held it. Volume 1, tells the history of the office and profiles what life has been for those who have held it. Volume 2, contains a biography of each President from George Washington to Donald Trump, accompanied by portraits and photos. 456 pages in two volumes. Grades 5-8. World Book. $14.95

2876051 THE LITTLE GREEN BOX OF BRIGHT AND EARLY BOARD BOOKS. By Dr. Seuss. This little carries slipcase collects four fabulous board books. This was on the go: Dr. Seuss’s ABC; Fox in Socks; Mr. Brown Can Moo; and There’s a Wocket in My Pocket. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Random. Pub. at $19.96. $14.95

SOLD OUT

Children’s Books

373710 COMPLETE TALES OF BEATRIX POTTER’S PETER RABBIT. Originally published as separate stories throughout the twentieth century, this volume contains all four stories—spelling the famous bunny, along with all of the original illustrations. Beatrix Potter. Ages 5-10. 88 pages. Racehorse. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $12.99. $4.95

560821X DINOSAURS: Sticker Encyclopedia. By Douglas Dixon. This spectacular, super-sized sticker encyclopedia is packed with fascinating facts about all kinds of dinosaurs. Choose the stickers that fit in the spaces to complete your own encyclopedia of dinosaurs! Contains more than 60 full-color stickers to peel and reusuable stickers. 64 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 8½x11. Pub. at $12.99. $9.95

38193X A CHARLIE BROWN VALENTINE. By Charles M. Schulz. It’s a story of Valentine’s Day. It’s the perfect exucise to finally talk to the Little Red Haired Girl! His willingness to wear his heart on his sleeve and so are Lucy. Peppermint Patty, Sally, and Linus. Will the Peanuts gang find love once and for all? With Snoopy’s help, anything is possible! Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. S&S. 10x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

389934X THE BIG BOOK OF KIDS’ PUZZLES. By Harris & K. Wofsky. Packed with funny puzzles and exciting activities, this giant volume will provide kids with hours of fun: dot-to-dots, spot the difference, find the pairs, pixel puzzles, and more! Ages 6 & up. Fully Illus. in color. 256 pages. Arcturus. 9½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

389930X 1,000 INCREDIBLE BUT TRUE FACTS ABOUT EVERYTHING. Discover 1,000 unbelievably true facts on every topic you can imagine. Amaze your friends and astound your family with these extraordinary facts. Ages 10 & up. Fully Illus. in color. 224 pages. Parragon. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

298203X HIGHLIGHTS HIDDEN PICTURES TRAVEL PUZZLES. Can you find fewer than 1,000 hidden picture objects? More than 100 hidden picture puzzles and over 1,000 hidden object puzzles for hours of fun! By Gary Kennedy. Ages 6-9. 144 pages. Highlights. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95

3892913 THE OFFICIAL DC SUPER HERO JOKE BOOK. By Sarah Parvis et al. Features more than 600 puns, one-liners, knock-knock jokes, tongue twisters, and more! Ages 8 & up. Fully Illus. in color. 175 pages. Downtown Bookworks. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $3.95

6946677 MARY ENGBREIT’S COLOR ME CHRISTMAS. From the beloved and bestselling illustrator comes a festive, joyful—inspired coloring book. Bring your color to 48 of Engbreit’s trademark illustrations, featuring everything from jubilant reindeer to elves in Santa’s workshop. Ages 4 & up. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. $3.95

3828867 MY FIRST MATH BOOK. By Amanda Enright. Packed with simple number and shape activities which help children develop their early math skills. Work out the number pattern on the race cars, spot the triangles to help the penguin cross the ice, divide the animals between the squirrels, and many more fun activities! Ages 3-5. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95. 24 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95. $3.95

381756X DINOSAURS OF THE UPPER CRETACEOUS. By David & Oliver West. It was during this time that dinosaurs evolved from the archosaurs, eventually becoming the dominant animals of the land. Ages 8-11. Fully Illus. in color. 32 pages. Firefly. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95. $3.95

381672X DINOSAURS OF THE LOWER JURASSIC. By David & Oliver West. It was during this time that sauropods generally became smaller, and the club-tailed ankylosaurs appeared alongside fearsome fish, giant insects, towering trees, and bizarre sea monsters are all here for your reading pleasure! Ages 8-12. Fully Illus. in color. 128 pages. National Geographic. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $3.95

389342 THE BIG BOOK OF KIDS’ PUZZLES. By Harris & K. Wofsky. Packed with funny puzzles and exciting activities, this giant volume will provide kids with hours of fun: dot-to-dots, spot the difference, find the pairs, pixel puzzles, and more! Ages 6 & up. Fully Illus. in color. 256 pages. Arcturus. 9½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

381747X DINOSAURS OF THE UPPER TRIASSIC & THE LOWER JURASSIC. By David & Oliver West. One of a series six volumes for dinosaur enthusiasts and novices alike, this volume talks about when the sauropods became generally smaller, and the club-tailed ankylosaurs appeared alongside fearsome fish, giant insects, towering trees, and bizarre sea monsters are all here for your reading pleasure! Ages 8-12. Fully Illus. in color. 32 pages. Firefly. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95. $3.95

381677X DINOSAURS OF THE LOWER CRETACEOUS. By David & Oliver West. One of a series six volumes for dinosaur enthusiasts and novices alike, this volume talks about when the sauropods became generally smaller, and the club-tailed ankylosaurs appeared alongside fearsome fish, giant insects, towering trees, and bizarre sea monsters are all here for your reading pleasure! Ages 8-12. Fully Illus. in color. 32 pages. Firefly. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $6.95. $3.95

389273X WHEN FISH GOT FEET, WHAT DO WE BEAR BIG, & WHEN DINOS DAWNED. From when life first crawled onto land all the way to the dawn of the dinosaurs, fearsome fish, giant insects, towering trees, and bizarre sea monsters are all here for your reading pleasure! Ages 8-12. Fully Illus. in color. 128 pages. National Geographic. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $3.95

371144X PEANUTS FAMILY ALBUM. Contains 50 delightful recipes and more than 75 classic comic strips and original color illustrations, this is the perfect way to enjoy Charlie Brown, his gang, the Beagle, and his friends! Ages 8-12. Fully Illus. in color. 128 pages. Weldon Owen. $24.95

389337X GETTING AWAY WITH MURDER. The True Story of the Emmett Till Case. By Chris Crowe. In August 1955, a group of white men kidnapped and murdered a 14 year old boy, Emmett Till. Why? Because a white woman said he-whistled at her. And Emmett Till was black. Emmett’s killers were never convicted. Ages 8-11. Fully Illus. in color. 124 pages. W. W. Norton. $9.95

374442 AUNTIE ACID’S LAUGH TIL YOU LEAK! By Ged Backland. Your favorite Auntie Acid is back with some of her all-time best gags, one-liners and side-splitting wisecracks so be prepared to ROFL (roll on the floor laughing). Fully Illus. in color. S&S. 10x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

6603130 IT’S THE EASTER BEAGLE, CHARLIE BROWN. By Charles M. Schulz. Celebrate Easter with Charlie Brown and the rest of the Peanuts gang. Peppermint Patty wants to show Marcie how to color Easter eggs but Linus says the Easter Beagle will bring colored eggs for everyone! Ages 4 & up. Fully Illus. in color. S&S. 10x8. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99. $3.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Children’s Books

**387032** BELLY LAUGH TOTALLY TERRIFIC TONGUE TWISTERS FOR KIDS. Full of rib-tickling Tongue Twisters, from snappy one liners to funny stories and jokes. This collection is complemented by side splitting line drawings and an uproariously tongue tied baby sound button, all guaranteed to bring silly laughter and comical wordplay fun unto your home. Ages 6 & up. 117 pages. Sky Pony. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3822790** COLOR BY NUMBERS: Times Tables. By Claire Stamper. Learn multiplication in a new, exciting way, with these fantastic color by numbers puzzles. Ages 4 & up. Fully illus. in color. 95 pages. Arturus. Pub. at $10.99 $3.95

**3825531** THE BORDEN MURDERS: Lizzie Borden & the Trial of the Century. By Sarah Miller. This chilling crime and divagation from the gruesome details of that fateful August day when Lizzie’s father and stepmother were murdered with an ax, to Lizzie’s dramatic court battles, to the role of the grisly nature, this extraordinary volume will keep your readers to see nature as they never have before. From fish to forests, from mammals to mountains, from seeds to salamanders, this extraordinary volume is the perfect tool for curious minds. Ages 9-12. 360 pages. Kindersley. 10x12. Pub. at $29.99 $14.95

**3835278** FARM BABIES. By H.A. Rey. Join Mama, Papa, Kristoff, Olaf, and Sven to the Enchanted Forest. II. This middle grade non-fiction reads like a true crime novel. Ages 10 & up. 16 pages of photos. 288 pages. Schwartz & Wade. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95


**3891629** INSECTS A TO Z. By Stephen Marshall. Packed with fascinating answers to the myriad questions of the world of insects, from army ants to fireflies, net-winged midges and zebra clubtails. Each page tells the story of a different insect, covering everything from its physical appearance to mating habits and how these things came to be–until now. Eighteen hours on 14 CDs. HarperAudio. Pub. at $39.99 $19.99

**3818365** THE BERENSTAIN BEARS STORYBOOK FAVORITES. By Stan Berenstain et al. This delightful collection features six beloved Berenstain stories: A Thousand Words for Two; Wishing Star; Seashore Treasure; The Trouble with Clothes; Too Much Car Trip and Sick Days. Join Mama, Papa, Brother, Sister and Honey Bear in this keepsake anthology of childhood favorites. Includes 192 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**3922230** BRAIN LAB FOR KIDS: 52 Mind-Blowing Experiments, Models, and Activities to Explore Neuroscience. By Katherine Kilgore. Offers 52 family friendly activities, experiments, and models to help us understand how the brain accomplishes all that it does. You’ll find fun, interesting, and often surprising “Brain Facts” related to each lab and the science behind each experiment. Ages 7-11. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Quarry. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**3875667** HIGHLIGHTS JUMBO PAD of MY FIRST PUZZLES. Perfect for the young puzzle lover this jumbo pad is packed with hours of puzzling fun. Hidden pictures,azes, look and look again, matching, letter puzzles, jokes and more. Solutions included. In-deep articles and beautiful color illustrations, including starring two-page spreads of favorite species, this is your ultimate guide to the latest dinosaur research. Ages 8-12. 96 pages. Highlights. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


**3870928** DISNEY FROZEN II—SPIRITS of the ENCHANTED FOREST. By Adapted by Maryn Easton. Whitman. Fully illus. in color shows the heart-stirring story of Anna, Kristoff, Olaf, and Sven to the Enchanted Forest. Along the way, the friends uncover the truth about the past, and discover more than they could have ever imagined. Charm bracelet included. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. 20 pages. Printers Row. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**3765684** HARRY POTTER: A Hogwarts Christmas Pop-Up. Text by Jody Revenson. Celebrate the holidays at Hogwarts with this lavishly illustrated pop-up! Hidden in compartments beneath the floor of the Staff Room, the Redesigned Great Hall looks like the Great Hall you remember as a child. Includes a 96 page booklet with behind the scenes details. Ages 8 & up. Insight Editions. 12¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

**3894558** THE OBSCINIAN HAMMER. By D. Preston & L. Child. Read by Rene Auberjonois. Novel. After a harrowing, otherworldly confrontation on the shores of Exmouth, Massachusetts, Special Agent A.X.L. Pendergast is left a broken man and presumed dead. When Pendergast’s ward Constance is kidnapped, Proctor, Pendergast’s longtime bodyguard, springs into action—but it may already be too late. Thirteen hours on 11 CDs. Grand Central. Pub. at $20.00 $7.95

**3928295** MILK AND HONEY. By Faye Kellerman. Read by Mitch Groom. Novel. L.A. cop Peter Decker finds a small child, abandoned and covered with blood that is not hers. It is a sobering discovery, and now obsessed with the case, Decker is determined to follow the scant clues to an answer. Twelve hours on 10 CDs. HarperAudio. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3929242** THE CHEMIST. By Stephanie Meyer. Read by Ellen Archer. Novel. She discovers the possibility that her donor has startling untruths, but he also exposes the reasoning behind each lie and examines why the myths keep circulating. Get the facts you weren’t taught in school history. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Crestline. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**388452X** THE GREAT INFLUENZA: The Story of the Deadliest Pandemic in History. By John M. Barry. Examines the virus that killed over 100 million people around the world and the wide-reaching changes that occurred in the aftermath. Includes 75 color photos. 357 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**384720X** MOST WANTED. By Lisa Scottoline. Read by Julia Whelan. Novel. Christine and her husband Marcus, unable to conceive a baby, decide to use a donor. Two months later and happily pregnant, she discovers the possibility that her donor has just plotted to murder a series of brutal murders. Christine must confront a terrible reality and face her worst fears. Over 12 hours on 10 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

**3846606** DAMAGED. By Lisa Scottoline. Read by Julia Whelan. Ten year old Patrick is a natural target at school and he tries to hide his first grade reading level from everyone. But the real trouble begins when he is accused of attacking a schoolmate who promptly quits and sue his family and the school. Mary DiNunzio becomes Patrick’s true champion and his only hope for justice. Over 13 hours on 11 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

**3847047** NAVIGATORS OF DUNE. By Frank Herbert. Read by Scott Brick. Novel. The climactic finale of the Great Schools of Dune Trilogy. Fans know of the Spacing Guild’s mysterious navigators, the Bene Gesserit Sisterhood’s program to breed a superhuman, and the Mentats, trained as human computers to replace forbidden machines. But little has been revealed about how these things came to be—until now. Eighteen hours on 14 CDs. SHOPWORN. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

**3846601** APOLLO 8. By Jeffrey Kluger. Read by Brian Troxel. From Mission Control to the astronauts’ homes, from the test labs to the launch pad, the full story of Apollo 8 has never been told. Here, for the first time, is the story of a mission that was both a calculated risk and a wild craphoot, a stirring account of how three American heroes forever changed our view of the home planet. Eleven hours on 9 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99 $7.95

**3822117** THE LITTLE DRUMMER GIRL. By John le Carre. Read by Michael Jayston. Novel. Charlie is away from home and all she wants is sunny days and a brief escape from England’s dreariness. But when a handsome stranger lures her away from her friends, his intentions are far from romantic. Twenty one hours on 16 CDs.

**3873008** BRICK. Novel. The climactic finale of the Schools of Dune Trilogy. Fans know of the Spacing Guild’s mysterious navigators, the Bene Gesserit Sisterhood’s program to breed a superhuman, and the Mentats, trained as human computers to replace forbidden machines. But little has been revealed about how these things came to be—until now. Eighteen hours on 14 CDs. SHOPWORN. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

History

**3895544** HISTORY’S GREATEST LIES: The Startling Truth Behind 100 Years of History’s Most Myths. By William Weir. Taking on the most common myths that our school textbooks have proliferated throughout the years, Weir uncovers some of the most startling untruths, but he also exposes the reasoning behind each lie and examines why the myths keep circulating. Get the facts you weren’t taught in school history. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Crestline. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**3846365** THE FREEMASONS: A History of the Most Secret and Powerful Secret Society. By Jasper Ridley. A substantial work of history that sifts the truth from the myth as it traces Freemasonry from its origins to the present day, recounting the development of Freemasonry and its lasting effects on us today. In this landmark work, Ridley charts the story of the Masonic Middle Ages, into societies of “gentlemen masons” in the 17th century. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**3891720** THE HISTORICAL FACTS, FIGURES & TRUTH: By S. Spignesi & W. Bimes. In a mothership full of entertaining and informative chapters, Spignesi and Bimes shed a beam of light on the UFO phenomenon. They explore the history of the topic, the results of other studies, the mutabilations and modern astronauts who have seen UFOs to close encounters of the third and fourth kind—it’s all here! 337 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $8.95
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Next, the author embarks on a quest to uncover the many international plots to save them, while they failed, and was responsible. It is a powerful account of near misses and close calls with a heartbreaking conclusion. 16 pages of photos. 372 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $29.95.

$7.95

★ 3926710 ROSWELL: The Ultimate Cold Case. By T.J. Carey & D.R. Schmitt. The Roswell Incident is the most hotly debated and investigated of a seemingly endless stream of evidence and eyewitnesses coming forward, every year later. The authors bring all new eyewitness testimonies to light as well as some new illustrations. 276 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. $16.95

★ 2860511 THE GREAT HALIFAX EXPLOSION: A World War I Story of Treachery, Tragedy, and Extraordinary Heroism. By U. U. Shub. The astounding true story of one of history's largest manmade explosions before the atomic bomb. With the force of 2.9 kilotons of TNT, it vaporized the ship carrying enough coal to power the city of Halifax, and created a 35 foot crater. Here also is the astounding story of survival and heroism that emerged from the rubble. 16 pages of photos, 418 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95


★ 3850209 BILLY MITCHELL’S WAR WITH THE UNITED STATES AIR POWER. By Thomas Wildenberg. Recounts the intense political struggle between the Army and Navy air arms for the limited resources needed to define the future of aviation within their respective services during the interwar period. Photos. 271 pages. Naval Institute. $34.95. $6.95

★ 3907494 THE LAST VOYAGE OF THE ANCONA: The Sinking of the World’s Most Glamorous Ship. By G. King & P. Wilson. In 1956 a stunned world watched as the famous Italian ocean liner Andrea Doria sank after being struck by a Swedish vessel off the coast of Nantucket. Drawing on in-depth research, interviews with survivors, and photos of the wreck as it is today, the authors tell the story of this tragedy. 384 pages. Atria. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

★ 6921795 SKYTRAIN: A Revolution. By Philip Kaplan. The Douglas DC-3 airliner was a breakthrough that changed the face of modern aviation. It was the first aircraft to gain widespread acceptance for both military and commercial aviation. This volume celebrates the long and distinguished career of this great plane. Illus. many in color. 239 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $30.00. $29.95

★ 3924803 THE GREEKS IN ASIA. By John Boardman. Examines a wealth of art and artifacts as well as literary sources to reveal the nature and significance of Greek contact with peoples—Anatolians, Levantines, Persians, Asians, Indians, Chinese—whose settled civilizations were far older. Illus., some in color. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $30.00. $27.95

★ 833012 MAXIMINUS THRAX: From Common Soldier to Emperor of Rome. By Paul N. Roller. Served in the armies of both Greek and Roman emperors. A first-class soldier ever to assume the imperial throne, he later campaigned across the Rhine and Danube unconquered in the east and Africa on expansive military and political careers. 271 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $30.00. $29.95

★ 3826974 THE LOST REVOLUTION: Germany 1918 to 1923. By Chris Harman. Without an understanding of the German Revolution’s collapse, the great barbarisms that swept Europe in the 1930s cannot be understood. Here, Harman unravels the history of the lost revolution in its lessons for the future struggles for a better world. 346 pages. Haymarket. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. $6.95

★ 3945362 JUSTINIAN’S FLEA: The First Great Plague and the End of the Roman Empire. In the middle of the 6th century, the world’s smallest organism collected the world’s mightiest power. Twenty-five million corpses lay in the streets of Constantinople. How did emperor Justinian, was decimated. This is the story of that collision. 367 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

★ 7585122 THE COMPLETE EARTH CHRONICLES. By Zecharia Sitchin. Collects all seven entries detailing Sitchin’s ambitious and compelling theory. Using archaeology, mythology, and ancient texts, he documents extraterrestrial involvement in the history of man. Includes The 12th Planet!, The Stairway to Heaven; The Wars of Gods and Men; The Lost Realms; When Time Began; The Cosmic Code; and The End of Days, 2,402 pages in seven volumes, slipcased. $199.95. $99.95

★ 2983591 THERE WERE GIANTS UPON THE EARTH: Gods, Demigods, and Human Ancestry—The Evidence of Alien DNA. By Zecharia Sitchin. Proving that the Bible is history, this book compiles actual sightings based on real encounters from around the world. With an introduction by a leading Bigfoot expert and one of the stars of Animal Planet’s Finding Bigfoot, Clay Barankess, this volume has all you need to convince your skeptical friends that Bigfoot is real. Fully illus., most in color. 150 pages. Feiwel & Friends. 8 1/10x11 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ 3292064 LEXIN ON THE TRAIN. By Catherine Morril. Drawing on eyewitness testimonies and wartime archives, Merriade provides a riveting account of this enormously consequential journey as well as the underground escape that went into making it happen. This journey across Europe to Petrograd is where Vladimir Lenin ignored the Russian revolution and instead swept across Europe in the 1930s cannot be understood. Without an understanding of the German Revolution’s collapse, the great barbarisms that swept Europe in the 1930s cannot be understood. With the revolution of 1910 with the death of Charles Rolls, co-founder of the Metropolitan. Pub. at $30.00.

$5.95

★ 5905117 THE TEMPLAR PIRATES: The Secret Alliance to Build the New Jerusalem. By Ernesto Fers. When the Vatican evicted the Order of the Temple in 1312, many of those who escaped took to the sea. Their immediate objective was to take revenge on the Church. Ships of the Templar fleet menaced the Church’s maritime commerce in the Mediterranean, and Caribbean. They were also part of the ferment that gave rise to independence movements in France and the New World. Well illus. 184 pages. Destiny. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $9.95

★ 6994823 THE ASCENSION MYSTERIES: Rethinking the Cosmic Battle between Good and Evil. By David Wilcock. Takes readers on an exhilarating journey through the histories of the universe, revealing Earth’s role in an extraterrestrial battle that has raged for hundreds of thousands of years. At its center, Wilcock unveils a startling revelation: we’re on the verge of a massive cosmic event that will transform near energy, consciousness, and biology as we know it. 506 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95

★ 3787899 THE CROWD PLEASERS: A History of Airshow Misturnfates from 1910 to the Present. By Pete Fusco. Provides a sweeping history of airshow accidents, beginning in 1910 with the death of Charles Rolls, co-founder of Rolls-Royce, and ending in the present day. Fusco brings to light some of the most notable accidents of all time and explores the aviators behind them. Photos. 276 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99. $5.95

★ 3901171 THE RACE TO SAVE THE ROMANOVs: The Truth Behind the Secret Plans to Rescue the Russian Imperial Family. By Helen Rappaport. In investigating the murder of the Russian Imperial Family, the author embarks on a quest to uncover the many international plots to save them, why they failed, and was responsible. It is a powerful account of near misses and close calls with a heartbreaking conclusion. 16 pages of photos. 372 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99. $7.95

★ 3926710 ROSWELL: The Ultimate Cold Case. By T.J. Carey & D.R. Schmitt. The Roswell Incident is the most hotly debated and investigated of a seemingly endless stream of evidence and eyewitnesses coming forward, every year later. The authors bring all new eyewitness testimonies to light as well as some new illustrations. 276 pages. New Page Books. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. $16.95

★ 2860511 THE GREAT HALIFAX EXPLOSION: A World War I Story of Treachery, Tragedy, and Extraordinary Heroism. By U. U. Shub. The astounding true story of one of history’s largest manmade explosions before the atomic bomb. With the force of 2.9 kilotons of TNT, it vaporized the ship carrying enough coal to power the city of Halifax, and created a 35 foot crater. Here also is the astounding story of survival and heroism that emerged from the rubble. 16 pages of photos, 418 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $29.99. $7.95
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American History

3057968 TRUMP ON THE COUCH: Inside the Mind of the President. By Justin A. Frank. Using observational studies of Trump’s patterns of thought, action, and communication, Dr. Frank helps us understand what has driven the decision-making during his first four years in office, and offers a candid assessment of the man who is arguably the most psychologically damaged president we have yet had. 279 pages. Avery. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

1862022 CAPTIVITY OF THE OATMAN GIRLS. By Royal B. Straton. Grapically published in the USA in 1857, in 1851, nine members of the Oatman family, on their way to California in a covered wagon, were savagely attacked by Apache Indians near Fort Yuma, Arizona. Two girls were taken captive, the rest of the family brutally massacred. The story of the girls is told here. 290 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

3706273 LAST WORD: My Indicement of the CIA in the Murder of JFK. By Mark Lane. Based on evidence that the CIA was involved in the assassination of JFK, Author Mark Lane sifts through many of the mystery’s elusive puzzle pieces, using exclusive new intelligence, alphabet files, and meticulous new research to unearth the truth of what happened on that fateful day. 300 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95


6702821 SEA STORIES: True Adventures of Great Lakes Freighters, Captain Richard Metz. Metz a Great Lakes captain for 20 years, experienced wild weather, close calls, near misses, and events that could have cost his life. In addition to his adventures, he has incredible sea stories to share. If you’re a history buff, a Great Lakes enthusiast, a shipwatcher, or a fan of a good yarn this collection is for you, most in color. 300 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

2987929 QUAKELAND: On the Road to America’s Next Devastating Earthquake. By Kathryn Miles. The author descends into the scientific underbelly of the great western earth quake engineering, uncovers the horrific risks of an earthquake in the Northeast, and interviews the seismologists, structural engineers, and emergency managers around the country who are addressing the possibilities of future devastating earthquakes. 357 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

3917916 TOMBSTONE: The Earp Brothers, Doc Holliday, and the Vendetta Ride from Hell. By B. O’Reilly & M. Dugard. Grippingly recounts how a sequence of gunshots on a Dallas afternoon not only killed the beloved President John F. Kennedy, but also sent the nation into the cataclysmic division of the Vietnam War and its culture-changing aftermath. Chronicles both the heroism and deceit of Camelot. 425 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

5967767 HIDDEN HISTORY: An Expose of Modern Crimes, Cover-Ups, and Cover-Ups in American Politics. By Donald Jeffries. The U.S. government has spent half as much time covering up conspiracies as it has helping Americans. Here you will find the amount of effort over the past 50 years that our government has dedicated to lying and covering up the truth to the world. Covers the assassination of JFK, Operation Desert Storm, 9/11, and much more. 370 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

695054X GOING TO POT: Why the Rush to Legalize Marijuana Is Hurting America. By W. J. Bennett & R. A. White. Whatever you think you know about marijuana legalization, this exposé has some eye opening facts that will make you think again. It dispels the myths, exposes the negative effects of legalization, and provides the commonsense answers and fact based arguments we’ll need in the efforts against it. Color photos. 220 pages. Center Street. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $7.95

6731066 WHERE WE LIVED: Discovering the Places We Once Called Home. By Jack Larkin. Reveals an earlier era, when a dozen people lived in a house that much larger than a modern garage, when children were born at home, people were married at home and later, died, were laid out, and were mourned, and buried at home. Well written, well researched. 266 pages. Taunton. 9x14/10%, Pub. at $40.00 $7.95

4605462 MY SIXTY YEARS ON THE PLAINS: Trapping, Trading, and Indian Fighting. By William Thomas Hamilton. Recounts Hamilton’s life as a free trapper and mountain man in the last days of their remarkable time. Simple and straightforward, this autobiography reveals the life of a hard man trapping, living with and fighting Indians and their trader neighbors. From a role in the Wild West to a role in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park. Illus. 244 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


68504X4 HOW THE POST OFFICE CREATED AMERICA: A History. By Winifred Gallagher. This volume traces the role of a unique institution and its leading figures in all the major events of the American experience, from the Declaration of Independence to the Civil War to the advent of the Internet. Gallagher tells a vitally important story. 16 pages of photos. 326 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95
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$6.95

378127 HAMILTON. By B. Drury & Sam P. Haynes. The gripping story of how George Washington, together with a dedicated coterie of advisers both foreign and domestic—Marquis de Lafayette, Baron von Steuben, the impassioned Alexander Hamilton, and John Laurens—he set out to breathe new life into his military force. Against all odds they manage to turn a bobbitt army of citizen soldiers into a professional fighting force. 16 pages of illus. 418 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00

$7.95

6957919 GOOD OLD DAYS LIVE IT AGAIN 1945. Ed. by Barb Sprunger. Turn back the clock to 1945 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. Bring you people and events that fascinated us; fashions and styles that defined our culture; cartoons that made us laugh; and much more. Fully illus., color. 128 pages. Annie's. Pub. at $19.99

$5.95

6957935 GOOD OLD DAYS LIVE IT AGAIN 1947. Ed. by Barb Sprunger. Turn back the clock to 1947 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. The editors of Good Old Days magazine have teamed up with The Saturday Evening Post to bring you a captivating tour of American life in the forties. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Annie's. Pub. at $19.99

$5.95

6957951 GOOD OLD DAYS LIVE IT AGAIN 1952. Ed. by Barb Sprunger. Turn back the clock to 1952 and take a look at daily life through the eyes of a typical American family. The editors of Good Old Days magazine have teamed up with The Saturday Evening Post to bring you this sentimental journey into the past. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Annie's. Pub. at $19.99

$5.95

6958617 1897 SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO. CATALOGUE. Imagine it’s the end of the nineteenth century and you can buy everything from beds and tools to clothing and opium. (Yes, opium.) What was once standard household fare is today a somethin’ else. This fun y look at what life was once like for the average American family. Well illus. 708 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99

$9.95

3789920 THE SKORZENY PAPERS: Evidence for the Plot to Kill JFK. By Paul P. Ganim. The author shows that Skorzeny gradually and methodically became involved in U.S. intelligence and covert operations during the Cold War. Reveals the intriguing web of secret organizations and people linked to the events culminating in the assassination of President Kennedy. 293 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $27.95

$6.95

THE WESTERN LAND UNDER HEAVEN: The Donner Party in the Age of Manifest Destiny. By Michael Wallis. Sheds new light on the ultimate cautionary tale of America’s westward expansion. Cutting through the myths and legends, this employs hundreds of new documents to illuminate how greed, backbiting, and recklessness led the Donner Party to become hopelessly snowbound. Today, it is now California. Illus. 455 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $27.95

$5.95

2931036 Mafia SPIES: The Inside Story of the CIA, Gangsters, JFK, and Castro. By Thomas Maier. With several new investigative findings, Mafia SPIES is a murder mystery, and a shocking true tale that recounts America’s first foray into the assassination business, a tale with profound impact for today’s Trump era. A true story of espionage and mobsters based on never before released JFK photos. 388 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $25.95

$6.95


$6.95

5770181 THE CHISHOLM TRAIL. By Sam P. Ridings. A reprint of the frontier classic—quite possibly the best book ever written about the world’s greatest cattle drive. It follows the high-spirited and hardy cowboys as they make their way to the trail, their efforts to care for fellow travelers who were sick or injured, and their feelings about leaving home and facing unfamiliar territory. These stories are an essential part of the Western experience. Photos. 10 pages. TwotDol. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

$11.95

3903532 OPPOSE ANY Foe: The Rise of America’s Special Operations Forces. By Mark Moyar. Born as small appendages to the armies of WWI, it has grown into a behemoth of 70,000 troops, including Navy SEALs, Army Special Forces, Air Force Night Stalkers, Special Marine Forces, Special Forces. Moyar weaves together their triumphs and tribulations and introduces a colorful cast of military men. 402 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00

$5.95


$6.95

3772546 THE TAKING OF K-129: How the CIA Used Howard Hughes to Steal a Soviet Sub in the Most Daring Cover Operation in History. By Josh Dean. In 1968, Russian nuclear-powered submarine K-129 left Siberia on a routine combat patrol to the Arctic. As the Soviet Navy searched in vain for the vessel, a small, classified American operation found it. This is the story of the top-secret mission that took six years, cost an estimated $100 million, and is the largest and most daring covert operation in history. Photos. 431 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00

$7.95

3829529 CODE BLUE: Inside America’s Medical Industrial Complex. By Mike Magee. A riveting, character-driven narrative about the curtain on the giant industry that consumes one out of every five American dollars. Dr. Magee makes clear the mechanisms, greed, and collusion. He explains how the medical complex was built over the last eight decades—and argues persuasively and persuasively for a change. 422 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $27.00

$5.95


$6.95

2952394 THE HANSON WISCONSIN ANSWER BOOK. By J. Schlichenmer & M. Meier. Takes an in-depth look at the state’s fascinating history, people, myths, culture, and the unique character of the state, this informative resource answers more than 1,400 intriguing questions about “America’s Dairyland.” Illus. 400 pages. Visible Ink. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

$16.95

2895153 WHITE DEVIL: A True Story of War, Savagery, and Vengeance in Colonial America. By Stephen Brumwell. It was North America’s first major conflict, known today as the French and Indian War. In that conflict, France and England—both allied with Native American tribes—fought each other in a series of bloody battles in the French and Indian War. The British garrison at Fort William Henry, chronicled here. 335 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

$12.95

6833020 THE BOWERY: The Strange History of New York’s Oldest Street. By Stephen Paul DeVillo. From ancient village to the full story of this once notorious thoroughfare from its precolonial origins to the present day, and highlights some of the interesting characters who emerged from there including P.T. Barnum, Harry Houdini, Stephen Crane, and Eddie Cantor. 16 pages of photos. 258 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99

$6.95

3927482 SOUTHERN STORM: THE Tragedy of Flight 242. By Sam P. Haynes. The true tale of a devastating plane crash that happened on April 4, 1977. This work offers a fascinating insider’s look at the disaster, its high stakes and the controversial investigation that followed. It is the suspense filled account of a crash that changed U.S. aviation forever. Photos. 216 pages. Smithsonian. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

$8.95

3807347 A FLORIDA STATE OF MIND: An Unnatural History of America’s Weirdest State. By James D. Wright. Why is Florida our wackiest state? Are there almost too many reasons to list—but it’s just the notoriety that keeps the story true. Written through the Sunshine State. Through unforgettable stories and facts, learn why everyone loves this sunny, bizarre state. 220 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99

$6.95
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★ 3861589 PRIVILEGED VICTIMS: How America’s Culture Fascists Hijacked the Country and Elevated Its Worst People. By Eddie Scarry. Take a look at our worst problem: an American culture that imagines unfair advantages, glories take victims, and elevates naysayers, gender, and sex. Scarry looks nothing back in confronting a hideous plague that’s ruining our society. Oppression has become the newest kind of privilege, and resentment is how it spreads. 289 pages. Bombardier Books. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

★ 3837293 THE 1938 HURRICANE ALONG NEW ENGLAND’S COASTLINEs of America. By Joseph P. Soares. Forever changing the landscapes of cities and towns in its path, the Hurricane of 1938 was one of the most destructive storms to New England’s Atlantic coast. The historic images included document the hurricane’s destruction and the ways in which victims were uprooted by the storm united to rebuild their communities. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

★ 3976145 UNFREEDOM OF THE PRESS. By Mark R. Levin. An enlightening expose that reveals how the great tradition of the American free press has degenerated into a standardless landscape of reporters, editors, and. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95


★ 3900983 FOUNDATIONS OF FREEDOM: Word Cloud Classics. Ed. by John Faddiga et al. This collection includes: The U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights and the Key American Writings; Selected Works of Alexander Hamilton; The Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin; Common Sense and the Rights of Man; Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass; and Other Works and Presidential Inaugural Addresses, each beautifully bound in leatherette. 2,512 pages in six volumes, boxed. Canterbury Classics. Pub. at $80.00 $59.95

Military History

3834328 ANDREW JACKSON AND THE BATTLE OF NEW ORLEANS. By B. Klimek & D. Yager. The authors make history come alive with a riveting true story that will keep you turning the pages. You’ll finish with a new understanding of Andrew Jackson, one of America’s greatest generals, who led the battle that would shape our young nation’s destiny. 16 pages of illus., some color. 270 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95


★ 3834132 U.S. ARMY MUNITIONS HANDBOOK. This handbook describes in detail how to build munitions from seemingly harmless materials that can be bought at drug or paint stores, found in junk piles, and scrounged from other sources. Features explanations of how to construct explosives, detonators, propellants, incendiaries, and delays, and more. 600 illus. 251 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $3.95

DVD 3864960 SECRETS OF WAR: Weapons of War. Take an inside look through the historic, elaborate and often unexpected instruments of war in this 10-episode series, narrated by Charlton Heston. Includes Super Guns; Psychological Warfare; Tools of Deception; Pressed Board; Bio-Chemical Weapons; The Wizard War; Battlefield Deceptions; Churchill’s Gambles; Secret Submarines in WW II and Korea. Secret's de Air War in Color and B&W. Over 8 hours. DVD. Pub. at $31.99 $3.95

3911624 NOSE ART: An Illustrated History from World War I to the Present. By Tony Holmes. An historical account of the practice of personalizing fighting aircraft with informative texts that accompany each photo of the planes. A form of artistic expression, it is an homage to the techniques throughout the decades. 224 pages. Chartwell. 12x8½. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

2803836 DEATH AT THE LITTLE BIGHORN. By Philip Thomas Tucker. We all know the ultimate outcome of Custer’s battle at Little Big Horn, but this groundbreaking new study proves that Custer’s tactical plan was not so ill conceived. Tucker tells for the first time the forgotten story of the true turning point of America’s most iconic battle that was one of the greatest mysteries have gone largely unanswered for more than 140 years. 16 pages of illus. 376 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

3816593 THE LIBERTY INCIDENT REVEALED: The Definitive Account of the 1967 Israeli Air Force Blow on the U.S.S. Liberty Spy Ship. By A. Jay Cristol. Cutting through all the controversy and conspiracy theories about Israel’s deadly attack on the USS Liberty on June 8, 1967 at the height of the Six-Day War, Cristol revises this narrative about the event with a complete, in-depth analysis of all of the sources, including recently released tapes from the National Security Agency. Photos. 322 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $59.95 $36.95

3888606 BUGLES, BOOTS, AND SADDLES: Exploits of the U.S. Cavalry. Ed. by Stephen Brennan. In the early days of our military history, it appeared George Washington intended to dispense with the use of mounted troops. But he eventually saw their value, and over the next hundred years the cavalry adapted itself to the needs and imperatives of the growing nation. This is the story of the U.S. Cavalry. Illus. 223 pages. Greenhill. Paperback. Pub. at $34.99 $28.95

3790118 WHERE VALOR RESTS: Arlington National Cemetery. By Rick Atkinson. In this comprehensive portrait of our nation’s national burial ground. Describes the ceremonies held there, the people whose duty it is to carry them out, and stories of many inhabitants, through over 200 superb color photographs and a moving text. 192 pages. National Geographic. 12½x9½. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

5697478 U.S. ARMY GUIDE TO BOOBYTRAPS. By Department of the Army. Learn the types of traps and boobytraps, the traps that remove booby traps and demolition items in almost any situation imaginable. Understand the mechanics of the various types of fixing devices, defeating and removing booby traps, cords, adapters, blasting caps, and lighters. Thoroughly understand the responsibilities and safely issues accompanying the use of these weapons. Well illus. 126 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95

★ 3843632 P-51 MUSTANG, VOL. 2: The D. H. and K Models in World War II and Korea. By David Doyle. The story of this heroic fighter is told through carefully researched archival photos, as well as explaining the thrilling war story examples, illustrated through detailed captions, thereby illustrating not only the use of the late-WWII Mustang, but the details of its construction. 112 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

3891666 OUTNUMBERED, OUTGunned, UNDETERRED: Twenty Battles Against All Odds. By S. A. Stanhope. Men and women have fought, endured and sometimes emerged victorious though the odds were against them. Here are 20 examples of bravest acts of heroism, often the most frightening and most important. Revolution to recent battles in the Middle East, told through vivid narratives and battle plans. 128 pages. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $27.95 $6.95

2726556 WORLD’S WORST WARS: Fighting the Top 50 Battles in History. By Martin J. Dougherty. This small but complete and accurate reference features 150 of the worst battles ever constructed, from circular battlefields to guns with bent barrels. Each weapon is illustrated with annotated photography and includes a brief history of the design, explaining the reasons for its failure. 320 pages. Amherst. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


3899187 ONE MILLION STEPS: A Marine Platoon at War. By Bing West. Battalion 3/5 suffered the highest number of casualties in Afghanistan. This is the story of one platoon in that battalion, half of whom didn’t make it. 16 pages of color photos. 277 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

★ 379202X JAPAN’S INFAMOUS JUMP 731: Firsthand Accounts of Japan’s wartime Human Experimentation Program that carried out on the civilians of the Chinese people, the Siberian Yupiit, the Korean people, and the local people of the Japanese puppet states of Manchuria and Taiwan. During the war, Dr. Shiro Ishii led the 731 Unit and conducted bio-medical experiments with the intention of creating a super race. After the war, various documents were decoded from the National Security Agency. Photos. 326 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $36.95 $9.95


3911454 HEAVYWEIGHTS: The Military Use of Massive Weapons. By L. Marriott & J. Forty. Covering military history chronologically, each period has a number of case studies. From the stone shot Turkish supercannon to the atomic artillery of the 1950s. By land or sea, the biggest, baddest, heavy artillery are paid homage within these pages. Fully illus., many in color. 224 pages. Chartwell. 12x8½. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

DVD 3836351 MISSION: Classified. Widescreen. Here’s your chance to get a look at the elite military, their cutting-edge weapons and their winning military maneuvers. From the legendary Green Berets to our secret weapon in the war against communism. A hard-hitting collection of seven top Military Channel episodes includes rare footage of actual missions and more. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. Image Entertainment. $3.95

3838692 SERVICE: A Navy SEAL at War. By Marcus Luttrell with J.D. Hornfischer. Luttrell’s eye-opening follow-up to his bestselling Lone Survivor offers powerful new details about his time in Afghanistan and his miraculous escape from a Taliban ambush. A thrilling war story and a profoundly moving tribute to the warrior brotherhood and to the belief that nobody goes it alone. 16 pages of photos. 208 pages. 364 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95
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3926570 COURAGE IN COMBAT: Stories by and About Recipients of the Nation's Highest Decorations. Ed. by Richard J. Rinaldo. Rinaldo explores the concept of courage throughout human history. With his stories, thoughts, and actions of an elite group of people—recipients of the Medal of Honor, the Distinguished Service Cross, the Navy Cross, and the Air Medal—Rinaldo's book provides a firsthand look at the military decorations given to only one in 20,000 combatants. 16 pages of photos, some color. 358 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

DVD 3926605 KOREA: THE FORGOTTEN WAR. Fullscreen. In this collection of newscasts and U.S. Government footage, you will relive America's experiences in Korea from the earliest days of intervention in 1950 to the signing of the Armistice in 1953. In 2-DVD set, hours on two DVDs. Timeless Media Group. $9.95

2827638 THE VIETNAM WAR: An Intimate History. By Geoffrey C. Ward. Covers all the major milestones of the war from the Gulf of Tonkin and the Tet Offensive to Hamburger Hill and the fall of Saigon, offering a compelling and fresh account of the war. Long and brutal conflict that redefined Vietnam while dividing the U.S. as never before. 32 pages of illus. 366 pages. Viking. Pub. at $36.95 $11.95

3796844 IN THE HURRICANE'S EYE: The Genius of George Washington and the Victory at Yorktown. By Nathaniel Philbrick. Provides a new and provocative way of looking at the war that created the United States. Philbrick's latest study is the capstone of that enterprise, focusing on the last battles of the Revolution. A detailed look at the culmination of Philbrick's engagement with American history and the sea over the last twenty years. 32 pages of illus. 366 pages. Viking. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

3869105 MERC: American Soldiers of Fortune. By J. Martin & R.K. Brown. First published in 1973, these character stories and stories are as vivid and worth of retelling today. American soldiers of fortune who fight because they enjoy combat, for causes in which they believe, for money, or adventure. This profile is in this title range from West Point graduates and Harvard poets to former CIA agents and ex cons. Illus., some in color. 174 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3928555 BIG GUNS: Artillery on the Salvation. By Ortley P. Melton & Gregory D. Baran. Using gunpowder weapons was initially somewhat of a black art, but over the centuries gunners became a science, a dependable method of breaching fortifications, or overcoming an enemy on the battlefield. The story of how the power of gunpowder has been harnessed and developed. Illus. 155 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3928740 THE JAPANESE DESTROYER SUZUKI: 1945: Super Drawings in HD. By Mariusz Motyka. After a brief look at the destroyer's construction and service, this pictorial study displays a large collection of detailed 3D renderings. These cutaway drawings enable viewers explore every facet of the Suzukis up close, front to back and top to bottom. Includes a fold-out scale drawing, 74 pages. Kagero. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95 $7.95

392874X PANZERS 3ST and 3ST and THEIR VARIANTS, 1920-1945. By Walter Schellenberg. This book contains his definitive volume on Czech panzers and armored vehicles in German use from 1920-1945. Presents the wide variety of vehicles to make their appearance, with in-depth descriptive keys of every detail of the ship: general arrangements, hull construction, fittings, masts and yards, rigging and sails, and armament. Includes a fold-out scale plan on the inside cover. 128 pages. Osprey. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

3878139 FATAL CHARGE AT GALLIPOLI. By John Hamilton. Armed with only rifles, bayonets and raw courage, the men of the 3rd Light Horse Brigade left the shelter of their cozy trenches to storm The Nek, a narrow stretch of ridge held by the Ottoman Turks. Using the letters and diaries of those who fought and died in this famous action, Hamilton explores the charge as a journey to the red fateful morning. Photos. 280 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95


6750599 THE DEATH OF THE USS THRESHER: The Story Behind History's Deadliest Submarine. By Norman C. Polmar. When she first went to sea in April 1961, the U.S. nuclear submarine Thresher was the most advanced submarine at sea, built specifically to hunt and kill Soviet submarines. Polmar recounts the circumstances surrounding her deadly all 129 men on board, in history's first loss of a nuclear submarine, 16 pages of photos. 194 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

★ 2871971 FRENCH BATTLESHIPS 1914-45: New Vanguard 266. By Ryan K. Norman. Fully illustrated with detailed new artwork and historic photos, this study explains the history and qualities of France's most powerful warships, and the role they played in the tumultuous early 20th century. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $13.95

388387X BADON AND THE EARLY WARS FOR WESSEX, CIRCA 500-710. By David Cooper. Cooper's latest study is a detailed look at one of the most significant battles of the early Middle Ages. Fully retells with detailed new artwork and historic photos, this study explains the history and qualities of France's most powerful warships, and the role they played in the tumultuous early 20th century. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $13.95


3911B3X TOPUN: An American Story. By John E. Tidrow. The 100th anniversary of the creation of Topgun, the Navy fighter pilots school, its founder shares the remarkable inside story of how he and eight other risk takers rewrote the rules for air combat. This is a heartfelt and personal testimony to patriotism, sacrifice, and American innovation and daring. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 305 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95
143 pages. Naval Institute. 12x8½. Pub. at $75.00

Widespread destruction of official documents at the end of the war.

Shizuo Fukui, a former Imperial Japanese Navy commander.

The authors are respected authorities on battleships, so detailed and accurate information is the keynote of all the articles, which are fully supported by plans, data tables and photographs. 224 pages. Osprey.
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3724743 JAPANESE BATTLESHIPS 1897-1945: A Photographic Archive. By P.A. Bunt. A photographic archive of the battleships of the Imperial Japanese Navy, some very rare, covering the period from the launch of Japan’s first real contemporary battleship, ‘Hizuma’, built to Armstrong’s on the Tune, up to the final destruction of her fleet in the Pacific in 1945. 128 pages. Seaford. 9x10½. $9.95

3763552 B-58 HUSTLER UNITS: Combat Aircraft 130. By Peter E. Davies. A comprehensive history of the development of the aircraft and their crews, highlighting its vital role in warfare. Includes authoritative text, original color artworks, and archival photography from around the world. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

3781437 ME 210/410 ZE RSTORER UNITS: Combat Aircraft 202. By Robert Forsyth. This concise authoritative history is based on the best images from Shizuo Fukui, a former Imperial Japanese Navy commander.

3845899 FIGHTERS OVER THE FLEET: Naval Air Defence from Biplanes to the Cold War. By Norman Friedman. Based largely on documentary sources, this authoritative and voluminous account is an account of the evolution of naval fighters for fleet air defense and the parallel evolution of the ships operating them and controlling them, concentrating on the three main exponentals of naval airpower, the British, American, and the Imperial Japanese Navy. Well illus. 552 pages. Naval Institute. 10x11½. Pub. at $97.00 $54.95

3850809 U.S. DESTROYERS, REVISED EDITION: An Illustrated Design History. By Christopher Klein. As the only history of U.S. destroyers based on internal, formerly classified papers of the U.S. Navy, this comprehensive volume is vital reading for all who would like to understand the origins of the present destroyer force and its future. Well illus. 552 pages. Naval Institute. 10x11½. Pub at $95.00 $44.95

3854587 U.S. BATTLESHIPS: An Illustrated Design History. By Norman Friedman. This detailed authoritative reference available on the entire development of U.S. battleships, from the Maine and Texas of 1886, through the Montana class of WWII, up to the recent BB-95, is packed with detailed original designs as well as many modifications and reconstructions these ships underwent during their long and active careers. Well illus. 463 pages. Naval Institute. 8½x11. Pub. at $95.00 $44.95

3853677 THE JAPANESE BATTLESHIP KIRISHIMA 1940. By Waldemar Goralski. Includes detailed information and operational history of the Kirishima. A wealth of computer generated 3D illustrations show various components of the battleship in meticulous detail. White out-scale drawings offer an extensive view of the ship. 96 pages. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $37.95 $28.95

3851709 HOW THE FEW BECAME THE PROUD: Crafting the Marine Corps Mythique, 1874-1918. By Heather Verable. Argues that since the Marine Corps could not rally around a sole defining mission, it turned instead to an image to ensure its survival. This history is the first to explore the origins of myths behind the marine. Illus. 334 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback at $39.95 $29.95

3851206 THE U-BOAT COMMANDERS: Knight’s Cross Holders 1939-1945. By Jeremy Dixon. A graphic text accompanied by numerous black and white photographs describes the exploits of each of the commanders, including those who received the higher grades of the award. Full details are given of the various men and the operation they took part in, how they won their award, how many ships they sank and their subsequent careers. 323 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $49.95 $29.95

3850993 AIRCRAFT CARRIERS AND SUBMARINE CARRIERS. Ed. by Kazushige Todaka. A pictorial record documents the main types of Japanese vessels, from battleships to submarines, based on the best images from Shizuo Fukui, a former Imperial Japanese Navy commander. These images are especially valuable because of the widespread destruction of official documents at the end of WWII. 235 pages. Naval Institute. 11½x8¼. Pub. at $75.00 $59.95

3850978 THE BATTLESHIPS YAMATO AND MUSASHI. Ed. by Kazushige Todaka. This authoritative work documents the two Japanese battleships, based on the best images from Shizuo Fukui, a former Imperial Japanese Navy commander. These images are especially valuable because of the widespread destruction of official documents at the end of the war. 143 pages. Naval Institute. 12½x8½. Pub. at $75.00 $59.95


3857260 BATTLESHIP NAGATO 1905-1945. By Michael J. W. Davis. The story of the battleship that was the pride of the Japanese fleet, showing the ship’s development from the design of the battleship Nagato to the last battleship made by the Japanese, the battleship Yamato. Well illus. 356 pages. Naval Institute. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $49.00 $37.95

3851110 LIBERTY’S PROVENANCE: The Evolution of the Liberty Ship from Its Sunderland Origins. By John Henshaw. This detailed history demonstrates the versatility of these ships and explores those that were developed for fleet use, four coastal ships and mule transports to nuclear-age missile range ships. Well illus. 128 pages. Seaford. 10x8¼×. Pub. at $42.95 $34.95

2838909 SILVER STATE DREADNOUGHTS: The Remarkable Story of the Nevada class. By Stephen M. Younger. Revolutionary for her time, the Nevada was the first U.S. warship to be oil fired, the first to have a triple-gun main turret, and the first to have all or nothing armor. She was the only battleship to get underway at Pearl Harbor, suffering damage. Rebuilt and repaired, she joined the invasion fleet for D-Day and the landings in southern France. This is her story. 302 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback at $39.95 $29.95

3850886 THE BATTLESHIPS OF THE IOWA CLASS: A Design and Operational History. By Philippe Caresse. An engaging and comprehensive record of one of America’s greatest ship classes, symbolic of the primacy of U.S. sea power during the Cold War. A testament to the immense technical, financial, military, and political resources wielded by the United States during its time. Well illus. 222 pages. Naval Institute. 8½x11. Pub. at $120.00 $94.95

3845656 BRITISH & GERMAN BATTLECRUISERS: Their Development and Operations. By M. Cosentino & R. Stanglini. The fast and formidably-armed battle cruisers of Great Britain and Germany, developed before and during the First World War, are compared and contrasted in this new parallel evolution of the ships operating them. Well illus. 80 pages. Naval Institute. 10x11½. Pub. at $74.95 $44.95

3910385 ON DESPERATE GROUND: The Marines at the Reservoir, the Korean War’s Greatest Battle. By Hampton Sides. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Tells the story of one of the most heroic, and harrowing operations in American military history, as well as the classic battles of all time. Faced with probable annihilation and plunging temperatures, the surrounded and hugely outnumbered Marines of the First Marine Division fought through the snowstorm of Christmas, a battle of ironic, and unimaginable courage. 16 pages of photos. 619 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00 $6.95

3910695 WHEN THE IRISH INVADED CANADA: The Incredible True Story of the Civil War Veterans Who Fought for Ireland. By Christopher Klein. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Presents the fascinating story of how a band of Union and Confederate veterans, just after the end of the Civil War in 1866, set out to undertake one of the most fantastic missions in military history: to seize the British province of Canada and hold it hostage until the independence of Ireland was secured. Illus. 618 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $31.00 $6.95
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6822797 THE JEWISH RESISTANCE: Uprisings Against the Nazis in World War II. By Paul Roland. Threatened with extermination, many Jewish people refused to go passively to their deaths at the hands of the Nazis during World War II and instead put up heroic resistance. This is a key chapter of history and uncovers many stories of amazing courage in the face of overwhelming odds. Illus. Simon & Schuster. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95


3858104 A LUCKY CHILD: A Memoir of Surviving Auschwitz as a Young Boy. By Thomas Buergenthal. The author was ten years old when he and his parents were placed on a train bound for Auschwitz, where he was separated from his family. He writes movingly about how he managed by his wits and some remarkable strokes of luck to survive the camp and the infamous death march. Illus. 260 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95
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3892387 THE STORM ON OUR SHORES: One Island, Two Soldiers, and the Forgotten Battle of World War II by Mark Obmascik. The Battle of Attu was raging on an Alaskan island. Both American and Japanese forces were tirelessly fighting in a yearlong campaign, and both sides suffered thousands of casualties. Included in this number was a Japanese medic whose diary would lead an American soldier to find solace for his own tortured soul. 16 pages of photos. 296 pages. Atina. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

3891111 1941: The Year Germany Lost the War by Evan Thomas. Focuses on the key events of 1941 and examining Hitler’s convoluted logic, Nagorski’s fast-paced chronicle illumines this pivotal year as never before. Before the year ended, Nazi Germany to defeat. As the author powerfully demonstrates, 1941 was also the year that defined our world. 16 pages of photos. 381 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

3894476 THE FLEET AT FLOOD TIDE: America at Total War in the Pacific, 1944-1945 by James D. Hornfischer. From the seas of the Central Pacific to the shores of Japan itself, this is the extraordinary story of the World War II air, land, and sea campaign that brought the U.S. Navy to the apex of its strength and marked the rise of the United States as a global superpower. SHPIN. 602 pages. Harper. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

3866870 COMMANDANT OF AUSCHWITZ: The Autobiography of Rudolf Hoess. After Hoess was taken prisoner by the British, he was ordered to write his autobiography in the weeks before he was to be tried. As a key member of the command of the huge extermination camp in Poland where the Nazis murdered some three million Jews, he knew more about Nazi Germany’s greatest crime than almost anyone. 252 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

3869148 PRISONER OF THE SWISS: A World War II Airman’s Story by D. Culler & A. Moms. The true and horrifying story of U.S. Airman Dan Culler’s ordeal in a Swiss prison camp during World War II. Betrayal dominated his cruel fate—by American authorities who never acknowledged the camps existence, by the Swiss, and in a twist in a second planned escape that turned out to be a trap. 16 pages of photos. 120 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $27.95 $5.95

3769038 FOUR HOURS OF FURY: The Untold Story of World War II’s Largest Airborne Invasion and the Final Push into Nazi Germany. By Yves Buffetaut. The spell-binding narration of World War II’s largest single-day airdrop which over the space of four hours, dropped more than 17,000 Allied airborne troops across the Rhine River into the heart of Nazi Germany. The result: a clash that in its close-quarters brutality resembles a 50,000-man bar fight, only horrific violence and extraordinary valor on both sides. 425 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

6776116 UNDERGROUND IN BERLIN: A Young Woman’s Extraordinary Tale of Survival in the Heart of Nazi Germany. By Marie Jalowicz Simon. In 1942, Marie Jalowicz, a 20-year-old German Jew, defied all her countrymen by doing anything in her power to avoid the concentration camps. She removed her yellow star and took on anything in her power to avoid the concentration camps. She took shelter wherever it was offered, living amongst the prisoners. Her story is plot-ting a full-scale invasion of Java. This is the extraordinary story of the World War II air, land, and sea campaign that brought the U.S. Navy to the apex of its strength and marked the rise of the United States as a global superpower. SHPIN. 602 pages. Harper. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

O Reilly and Dugard never before seen. Illus. 323 pages. Holt. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95

6686763 TO HELL AND BACK. By Audie Murphy. First published in 1949. Murphy tells how, after being rejected by the marines and the paratroopers because he was too small, he found a home with the infantry. He emerged from the war as America’s most decorated soldier. 272 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

3927229 THE DEAD AND THOSE ABOUT TO DIE: D-Day–The Big Red One at Omaha Beach. By John C. McManus. D-Day is plotted–in this lavishly illustrated volume, these mighty machines of war against the Japanese invaders. Photos. 368 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

2945185 ESCORT PILOT: Guarding the Allied Bombers over World War II Europe. By P. G. Hamric Smith. Hamric Smith who was a nurse in the Psychiatric Ward and with her sister attended the Diaries they secretly kept, Urwin reveals how, in a sweeping saga of survival, and sacrifice, the ship and her heroic crew is brought back to full, vivid, unforgettable life, creating the definitive account of one of the most remarkable events in American history. 16 pages of photos, some color. 578 pages. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

389272X FIRST KILLS: The Illustrated Biography of Fighter Pilot Vladislav Gostilsky, Soviet Air Force. Drawing on his father’s logbooks, this fascinating biography is the most in-depth account of the polish hero’s life–from his childhood in rural Poland, through his time flying in three Allied air forces during WWII, to his reconciliation with the German Stukas pilot Frank Neubert in 1989. Well illus., some in color. 238 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $29.95 $6.95

3916656 VICTORY IN DEFEAT: The Wake Island Defenders in Captivity, 1941-1945. By Gregory J.W. Urwin. Viddly chronicles the tale of the Wake Island defenders over three years as Japanese POW camps. Drawing on interviews with their captors, dozen of prisoners, and the diaries they secretly kept. Urwin reveals how the defeated Americans survived in captivity. This story of survival is a testament to the captives themselves. 16 pages of photos. 478 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $38.95 $9.95

3852253 THE ELUSIVE ENEMY: U.S. Naval Intelligence and the Imperial Japanese Fleet. By Douglas Ford. In this exploration of U.S. naval intelligence-gathering efforts, Ford introduces a new perspective on the clash between the United States and Japan in the Pacific. It contains a trove of information obtained from captured Japanese maps, documents, and firsthand accounts and unit Narrative Combat Reports. This is the story of the ship, her crew is brought back to full, vivid, unforgettable life, creating the definitive account of one of the most remarkable events in American history. 16 pages of photos, some color. 578 pages. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

3862927X STRANDED IN THE PHILIPPINES: Professor Bell’s Private War Against the Japanese. By Scott A. Mills. American missionaries Henry Roy Bell and his wife Edna had been teaching in the Philippines at Stilaar. Later when their Japanese invaded the islands after the attack on Pearl Harbor. This is the story of their guerilla war against the Japanese invaders. Photos. 182 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $23.95 $6.95
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**THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO GERMAN ARMORED VEHICLES.** By David Doyle. Over 700 carefully selected vintage photographs from diverse and sometimes obscure collections around the world illustrate this catalog of Germany’s WWII armored fighting vehicles. An ideal volume for the historian or modeler seeking a ready reference and illustrated overview. 322 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $27.00 $14.95

**TIN CANS & GREYHOUNDS: The Story of Two World Wars.** By Clint Johnson. The historic story of how fast moving destroyer class ships nicknamed “Tin Cans” or “Greyhounds”, fought submarines, escorted convoys, rescued sailors and airmen shot down aircraft, and attacked armored battleships and cruisers with nothing more than an half inch of steel separating their crew from enemy fire and hostile ocean. 6 pages of photos. 356 pages. John Murray. Paperback at $17.95 $12.95

**WARRIOR CASTLE: VOLUME 1: Boelcke X-B29 Through B-29 in World War II.** By David Doyle. The story of this historic aircraft is told through carefully researched photographs, which are reproduced in remarkable clarity, and coupled with descriptive and informative captions, to unlock the secrets of this aircraft. 128 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

**FIGHTING SPIRIT: The Memoirs of Major Yoshitsaka Horie and the Battle of Iwo Jima.** By R.D. Eldridge & C.W. Tatum. Essential reading for anyone interested in the Battle of Iwo Jima and the Pacific War, this volume is the first memoir written by a Japanese veteran of the island battle, and is one of the few known accounts by a Japanese survivor of the battle. Included is biographical information and appendices of materials prepared by Horie shortly after the end of the war. Photos. 224 pages. Chartwell. Paperback at $26.95 $9.95

**ARCHITECTS OF DEATH: The Name of Topf and Sons Became Perverted by the Military into a Systematic Plan That Nearly Succeeded in Killing Hitler.** By Svetlana Alexievich. Presents an account of courage, loyalty, survival, and love that is unforgettable. 423 pages. Harper. Paperback at $17.99 $12.95

**THE UNKOWNNS: The Untold Story of America’s Unknown Soldier and WWII’s Most Decorated Heroes Who Brought Him Home.** By Patrick K. O’Donnell. On the 50th anniversary of Pearl Harbor, these heart-stopping true stories capture the astonishing bravery of the fliers who took to the bullet-ridden, bomb-laden skies to help win the greatest conflict in human history. Photos. 290 pages. Sterling. Paperback at $22.95 $16.95

**GERMAN FIGTHTE ACES: ACE WALTER NOWOTNY: An Illustrated Biography.** By Werner Hel. The life of Luftwaffe fighter pilot Walter Nowotny is revealed here. Nowotny was highly decorated for his 256 aerial victories, but was well known, above all, for his deployment and command of the Messerschmitt Me262 Ersatzverband. His short life and interesting contribution to WWII is examined through photographs, documents, and commentary. 168 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $13.95

**THE DEATH OF A GENTLEMAN: The Legend of Erprobungskommando.** By Jeremy Dronfield. In 1939 Gustav Kleinmann, a Jewish upholsterer from Vienna, and his sixteen year old son Fritz are arrested by the Gestapo and sent to Germany. Imprisoned in the Buchenwald concentration camp, Kleinmann is then sent to Auschwitz, and Fritz insists on going too. This is Gustav and Fritz’s story—an extraordinary account of courage, loyalty, survival, and love that is unforgettable. 423 pages. Harper. Paperback at $17.99 $12.95

**THE WESTERN FRONT, 1914-1916: From the Schlieffen Plan to Verdun and the Somme.** By Scott Miller. Allen Dulles, code-named Agent 110, organized commando raids and schemed to protect his informants from the Gestapo. He desperately sought Washington’s support in Operation Valkyrie, a plan that nearly succeeded in killing Hitler. Miller uncovers the dark period with chilling tales of spies, idealists, and traitors matching wits in a vicious world. Photos. 342 pages. S&S. Paperback at $26.00 $9.95


**RESCUE BOARD: The Untold Story of America’s Efforts to Save the Jews of Europe.** By Rebecca Eppelning. During the last years of the war, a young treasurer lawyer named John Pehe led the War Refugee Board, which was formed to rescue victims of Nazi persecution. He pulled together a team of pencil pushers, smugglers, diplomats, millionaires and rabble-rousers to run operations across four continents and a half a decade of thousands of lives. Photos. 368 pages. Doubleday. Paperback at $29.95 $9.50

**RESCUE BOARD: The Untold Story of America’s Efforts to Save the Jews of Europe.** By Rebecca Eppelning. During the last years of the war, a young treasurer lawyer named John Pehe led the War Refugee Board, which was formed to rescue victims of Nazi persecution. He pulled together a team of pencil pushers, smugglers, diplomats, millionaires and rabble-rousers to run operations across four continents and a half a decade of thousands of lives. Photos. 368 pages. Doubleday. Paperback at $29.95 $9.50


**TOP SECRET TALES OF WORLD WAR II.** By William B. Brueger. Documents espionage in all its forms as it evolved in the hierarchy of Allied and Axis agents. Brueger reveals the acts of subversion and sabotage, the bribes, blackmailings, kidnappings, assassinations, grand deceptions, and brilliant operations. 324 pages. 674 pages. Paperback at $19.95 $7.95

**THE FIGHTING SPIRIT: THE MEMOIRS OF MAJOR YOSHIYUKI HONORIE AND THE BATTLE OF IWO JIMA.** By R.D. Eldridge & C.W. Tatum. Essential reading for anyone interested in the Battle of Iwo Jima and the Pacific War, this volume is the first memoir written by a Japanese veteran of the island battle, and is one of the few known accounts by a Japanese survivor of the battle. Included is biographical information and appendices of materials prepared by Horie shortly after the end of the war. Photos. 224 pages. Chartwell. Paperback at $26.95 $9.95

**ARCHITECTS OF DEATH: THE NAME OF TOPF AND SONS BECAME PERVERTED BY THE MILITARY INTO A SYSTEMATIC PLAN THAT NEARLY SUCCEEDED IN KILLING HITLER.** By Svetlana Alexievich. Presents an account of courage, loyalty, survival, and love that is unforgettable. 423 pages. Harper. Paperback at $17.99 $12.95

**THE DEATH OF A GENTLEMAN: THE LEGEND OF ERPROBUNGSKOMMANDO.** By Jeremy Dronfield. In 1939 Gustav Kleinmann, a Jewish upholsterer from Vienna, and his sixteen year old son Fritz are arrested by the Gestapo and sent to Germany. Imprisoned in the Buchenwald concentration camp, Kleinmann is then sent to Auschwitz, and Fritz insists on going too. This is Gustav and Fritz’s story—an extraordinary account of courage, loyalty, survival, and love that is unforgettable. 423 pages. Harper. Paperback at $17.99 $12.95


**RESCUE BOARD: THE UNTOLD STORY OF AMERICA’S EFFORTS TO SAVE THE JEWS OF EUROPE.** By Rebecca Eppelning. During the last years of the war, a young treasurer lawyer named John Pehe led the War Refugee Board, which was formed to rescue victims of Nazi persecution. He pulled together a team of pencil pushers, smugglers, diplomats, millionaires and rabble-rousers to run operations across four continents and a half a decade of thousands of lives. Photos. 368 pages. Doubleday. Paperback at $29.95 $9.50


**TOP SECRET TALES OF WORLD WAR II.** By William B. Brueger. Documents espionage in all its forms as it evolved in the hierarchy of Allied and Axis agents. Brueger reveals the acts of subversion and sabotage, the bribes, blackmailings, kidnappings, assassinations, grand deceptions, and brilliant operations. 674 pages. Paperback at $19.95 $7.95

**THE FIGHTING SPIRIT: THE MEMOIRS OF MAJOR YOSHIYUKI HONORIE AND THE BATTLE OF IWO JIMA.** By R.D. Eldridge & C.W. Tatum. Essential reading for anyone interested in the Battle of Iwo Jima and the Pacific War, this volume is the first memoir written by a Japanese veteran of the island battle, and is one of the few known accounts by a Japanese survivor of the battle. Included is biographical information and appendices of materials prepared by Horie shortly after the end of the war. Photos. 224 pages. Chartwell. Paperback at $26.95 $9.95
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3892380 *OMAHA BEACH: Normandy 1944.* By L. Marriott & S. Forty. Part of a series that reconstructs battles by juxtaposing contemporary and modern photography, linking the monuments and battlefield relics with the events they evoke. This title covers the D-Day landings at Omaha Beach in 1944, which resulted in high casualties but succeeded in landing 34,000 troops. 64 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

3827112 *DAS REICH: The March of the 2nd SS Panzer Division Through France, June 1944.* By Maciej Noszczak. The D-Day landings, the “Das Reich” 2nd SS Panzer Division marched north through France to reinforce the front-lines. Hounded for every mile of their march by photos, oral accounts, historians and agents of the Allied Special Forces, the Das Reich took savage reprisals, as recounted here. Pan. Paperback. $6.95

3896380 *POLICE BATTALIONS OF THE THIRD REICH.* By Stephen Campbell. Examines the little-known role that the German Police Battalions played in the destruction of the Jews and the Eastern European nationalities that the Third Reich deemed as “inferior” or dangerous. Features a history of each battalion and the men who participated in many despicable actions. Well illus. 155 pages. Schiffer. 8⅜x11¼″. Pub. at $39.95

3829335 *THE BATTLESHIP BISMARCK: Anatomy of the Ship.* By Jack Brower. This edition provides a unique documentation of the Bismarck, with more than 250 perceptive photos and 3-view drawings with descriptive keys of every detail of the ship. A history of the ship along with detailed photos are also included. 160 pages. Naval Institute Press. Paperback. Pub. at $38.95

3813002 *ASSAULT ON MOSCOW 1941: The Offensive, the Battle, the Set-Back.* By Werner Haupt. Individual accounts and photographs of everyday life in the winter of the Soviet capital, a victory for the Allies, considered to be the turning point of WWII and beginning of the downfall of the German Army. Maps & photos. 224 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $35.00

3813087 *ARMY GROUP CENTER: The Wehrmacht in Russia 1941-1945.* By Werner Haupt. The author, an officer in the German army during WWII, presents the military history of the Wehrmacht, one of the largest theaters of the war, based on available German and Russian literature, combat diaries and documents of the committed field units, and interviews. 356 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $35.00

3829885 *FORGE BENEDICT: Churchill’s Secret Mission to Save Stalin.* By Eric Carter with A. Loveless. Tells the story of a Second World War pilot who was one of the surviving member’s of a secret mission sanctioned by Winston Churchill in 1941, to defend Murmansk, the USSR’s only port not sanctioned by Winston Churchill in 1941, to defend Murmansk, the USSR’s only port not. Well illus., some in color. 479 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99
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★38631X THE FALL OF BERLIN: Images of War. By Iain Baxter. Using superb Russian and German photographs, this resource describes the Russian assault and Nazis’ last-ditch defense of Hitler’s capital during the final days of the Third Reich. 124 pp. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95  **$17.95**

3920615 THE LEIBSTANDARTE IN GREECE: The 1st Battalion LSSAH During Operation Marita, 1941 from Battalion Archives. Pen & Sword. This large format volume contains over 300 previously unpublished photographs in superb high-quality reproduction. Originally photographed by an SS-Kriegsberichter, they depict notable personalities as well as clear images of uniforms, vehicles, and equipment, all fully captioned. 238 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼. Pub. at $69.95 **$24.95**

3922235 DEATH FROM ABOVE: The Luftwaffe Bombardment Group in World War II. By Edward M. Young. The 7th Bombardment Group was one of the few bombardment groups in the U.S. Army Air Corps active during the 1930s helping to perfect the tactics of daylight precision bombing. Flying B-17 Flying Fortresses out of Java in early 1942, the Group moved to a part of the U.S. South Pacific Force. Volume 1, 3811565  **$74.95**

★3792137 RETREAT FROM MOSCOW: A New History of Germany’s Winter Campaign, 1941-1942. By David Stahl. Using accounts from journalists, memoirs, and wartime intelligence, Stahl makes us directly into the Wolf’s Lair to reveal a German command at war with itself as generals on the ground fought to maintain order and stability in the face of increasingly irrational directives. Photos. 545 pages. FSG. Pub. at $35.00  **$26.95**

3811551 JAGDGESCHWADER 53, VOLUME 3–JANUARY 1944–MAY 1945. By Iochon Prie. Vividly chronicles the end of one of the oldest German fighter units of WWII. Details its participation in the bitter fighting over Italy, its removal to Romania in order to protect vital oilfields, and its final retreat into Czechoslovakia and Austria before disbanding. Volume 3 of three volumes. Maps & photos. Schiffer. 9x12¼. Pub. at $89.95  **$26.95**

3811573 JAGDGESCHWADER 53, VOLUME 2–MAY 1942-JANUARY 1944. By Iochon Prie. Vividly describes the conclusion of the German air offensive against Malta and its split into three Gruppen—one on the eastern front and Sicily, the second in the Mediterranean, and the third in North Africa and Egypt. Volume two of three volumes. Maps & photos. Schiffer. 9x12¼. Pub. at $89.95  **$26.95**

3811565 JAGDGESCHWADER 53, VOLUME 1–MARCH 1937-MAY 1942. By Iochon Prie. The early history of the German fighting unit that saw action on every major war front, in early stages of the war in the West, throughout the Mediterranean, and the front over the Mediterranean fronts, and vain attempts to stop the Allied bomber offensive against the Reich, accompanied by more than 700 period photos, maps, aircraft line drawings, and aerial victory and loss reports. Volume 1 of three volumes. Schiffer. 9x12¼. Pub. at $89.95  **$26.95**

★3863433 ITALIAN VITTORIO VENETO-CLASS BATTLESHIPS. By Andrzej Perpelecko. Comprehensively presents both the hull construction, propulsion, and weaponry as well as the course of action and fate during the Second World War of Italian warships of the Vittorio Veneto type. Offers a authoritative account of this crucial landmark battle of the 1968 Communist Tre Offensiva. A dramatic narrative of the clash unfolds hour by hour, day by day, to an inspiring conclusion of long day of patrolling. This is their story, proud warriors because they were members of this team, men who believed in their country, freedom, and fellow men. Photos, some color. 220 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  **$26.95**

**3899253 FIRE IN THE STREETS: The Battle for Hue, Tet 1968.** By Eric Hammel. hammel_60222724.jpg By P. John Rottman. DVD. Freshman episode features photographs of the leaders and commanders; explanations of weapons and tactics; a review of the political and military situation leading up to the battle; troop deployment; and the battle of the Tet Offensive. Color and B&W. 180 minutes on three DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $24.98  **$19.75**

★3866579 BATTLESHIP BISMARCK: A Design and Operational History. By William H. Garzke, Jr. et al. This volume is a marine forensics analysis and engineering study of the design, operational career, and loss of Germany’s greatest battleship. The result of these nearly six decades of research and collaboration is an engaging and encyclopedic account of the events surrounding one of the most epic naval battles of WWII. Well illus., some color. 610 pages. Naval Institute. 9x11¼. Pub. at $85.00  **$29.95**

★3870992 THE WAR DIARIES OF A PANZER SOLDIER: Erich Hager with the 17th Panzer Division on the Russian Front 1941-1945. By D. Garden & K. Andrew. Presents a unique personal account of the war on the Russian Front, written using the diaries and photographs of Erich Hager, who served in the 936th Panzer Regiment, 17th Panzer Division throughout the war in Russia. His material provides a tremendous insight into the war on the Russian Front from a front line soldier’s perspective. 224 pages. Schiffer. 9x11¼. Pub. at $56.95  **$32.95**

★380657 TANK Leipzig, 1945. The story of the tank battle that took place between American and Russian forces. Offers a wealth of new information on the battle itself. Incl udes: troop deployment; and the story of the event surrounding one of the most epic naval battles of WWII. Well illus., some color. 610 pages. Naval Institute. 9x11¼. Pub. at $85.00  **$29.95**

**3879877 BISMAHR: The German People’s War Against Communism, 1933-1945.** By Edward. Using detailed maps, specially commissioned bird’s eye views, period photographs, and vivid battle scenes, this volume tells the story of the struggle for Vietnam’s Pleiku Province. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00  **$17.95**

**385506 THE GREEN BERETS IN THE LAND OF A MILLION ELEPHANTS: U.S. Army, Special Forces and the Secret War in Laos 1959-74.** By Joseph D. Celeski. This comprehensive volume is the culmination of years of research and is based on archival materials and veteran interviews, offering the first full account of the reality on the ground in America’s secret war in Laos, 48 pages of 346 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95  **$24.95**

★396344 GRUNT SLANG IN VIETNAM: Words of the War. By Carl E. Moore. WW II under fire captured by one of his generation. Photos, some color. 288 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  **$24.95**

**3865797 TANGO 1-1: 9th Infantry Division & Khe Sanh Delta.** By Jim Thayer. Long Range Patrol (LRP)s were all volunteers, and were in the ‘spin-till-you-drop, brain-twisting, nerve-shredding business of long day of patrolling. This is their story, proud warriors because they were members of this team, men who believed in their country, freedom, and fellow men. Photos, some color. 168 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95  **$24.95**

**3812529 BAIT: The Battle of Kham Duc.** By J.D. McLeroy & G.W. Sanders. An authoritative analysis of the large but little known 1968 Battle of Kham Duc at the height of the Vietnam War. The photograph was painted as a major American defeat, but this new history tells the full story of the battle. 16 pages of color illus. 251 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95  **$28.95**
Vietnam War

3896444 ROAD TO DISASTER: A New History of America's Descent into Vietnam. By Brian Vawter. Mark's 60TH EDITION. The author draws upon two decades of research, exclusive interviews, previously unheard recordings, as well as recent findings in cognitive science and organizational theory to explain why the "best and the brightest" were so blind to their own errors—and why today's leaders keep repeating their mistakes. illus. 1011 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.99 $14.95

3896517 YEAR OF GRIEF: America's Civil War and Its Aftermath June 1862-June 1863. By Monte Akers. No commander during the Civil War is more closely identified with the "military mystique" as Robert E. Lee. Lee's story is told through the eyes of the men who rode with him, as well as his own letters, reports, and anecdotes. 239 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

3913503 GENERAL GORDON GRANGER: The Savior of Chickamauga and the Man Behind "Juneteenth". By Robert C. Conner. The first full-length biography of the Civil War general who saved the Union army from defeat at the Battle of Chickamauga, and went on to play major roles in the Chattanooga and Mobile campaigns. After the war, as commander of U.S. troops in Texas, his "Juneteenth" celebrations. 15 pages of photos. 239 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 $6.95

377189 HALLOWED GROUND: A Walk at Gettysburg. By James M. McPherson. One of today's finest Civil War historians walks readers through the site of the bloodiest and perhaps the most significant battle ever fought on American soil. The first shots of the war were fired here, and 15,000 Union soldiers were killed or wounded in just one day, and 70,000 casualties in three days. 207 pages. Crestline. 9 x 11. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

3844021 BUST HELL WIDE OPEN: The Life of Nathan Bedford Forrest. By Samuel W. Mitcham, Jr. Best known for being accused of war crimes and for his role in the Ku Klux Klan, General Nathan Bedford Forrest has often been studied as a military figure, but never before studied as a fascinating individual. This account is a comprehensive portrait of Forrest focusing on his achievements, failings, reflections, and regrets. Photos. 383 pages. Regnery. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $3.95

3001938 VICKSBURG: The Bloody Siege That Turned the Tide of the Civil War. By Samuel W. Mitcham, Jr. The story of a siege that lasted more than forty days, that brought about one of the most significant military sufferings, and that saw the surrender of not just a fortress and a city but the Mississippi River to the conquering federal forces. 402 pages. Regnery. Pub. of $33.99 $7.95

3875879 IT WASN'T ABOUT SLAVERY: Exposing the Great Lie of the Civil War. By Samuel W. Mitcham, Jr. If you think the Civil War was fought to end slavery, you've been duped. This well documented and compelling book says you think about Abraham Lincoln. The Emancipation Proclamation, and the cause and legacy of America's momentous Civil War. Photos. 220 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

Civil War

3705404 BILL O'ReILLY'S LEGENDS & LIES: The Civil War. By David Fisher. Companion to Fox's docudrama, this work re-creates in vivid detail the crucial period in U.S. history when our young nation was almost destroyed. Fisher's story is told with little-known stories that occurred behind and on the battle lines, and debunks the myths that surround the era's greatest figures. Well illus., many in color. 361 pages. Holt. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

2896172 YEAR OF GLORY: Civil War Battles of Jeb Stuart and His Cavalry June 1863. By Monte Akers. No commander during the Civil War is more closely identified with the "military mystique" as Robert E. Lee. Lee's story is told through the eyes of the men who rode with him, as well as his own letters, reports, and anecdotes. 239 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

3998908 A FIERCE GLORY: Antietam—the Desperate Battle That Saved Lincoln and Doomed Slavery. By Justin Martin. On September 17, 1862, the battle of Antietam was fought in a dark but fascinating history of families fighting to reclaim their loved ones and the overwhelming task of cleaning up the aftermath. Well illus. 174 pages. Savas. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

395530X GETTYSBURG'S MOST BLOODY BATTLEGROUNDS: The Devil's Den, July 2, 1863. By Philip Thomas Tucker. During the crucial three days of battle at Gettysburg, the most nightmarish place on the field was appropriately named the Devil's Den. The important contest for possession of the union left flank at the Devil's Den and Houck's Ridge was crucial on the bloody afternoon that decided the fate of America. illus. 320 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95


3695861 THE REAL HORSE SOLDIERS: Benjamin Grierson's Epic 1863 Civil War Cavalry Raid. By Timothy B. Smith. The first seriously researched full length account of Benjamin Grierson's Union cavalry, which thrust through enemy lines that was the most exciting and consequential mounted operations of the Civil War. Maps & photos. 345 pages. Savas. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

2698825 MILITARY MEMOIRS OF A CONFEDERATE. By Edward Porter Alexander. An unashed by many historians as one of the most important and dispassionate firsthand general accounts of the American Civil War. General Alexander is one of the most exciting and convincing memoirs written by a Confederate general. 634 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $8.95

West

2865108 THE BONANZA KING. By Gregory Crouth. The rag to riches frontier tale of an Irish immigrant who outwits, outworks, and outmaneuvers thousands of rivals to take control of Nevada's Comstock Lode, the rich body of gold and silver that is equivalent to $600 billion today—that it changed the destiny of the United States. Photos. 466 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

3676202 THE LOG OF A COWBOY. By Andy Adams.ublished in 1903. Told from a campfire-story spirit, this is one of the best tales of cowboy life ever written. Drawing from his life as a cattle driver, Adams recounts adventures on the frontier, including gunfights, buffalo stampedes, and cattle drives from Texas to Montana. 387 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

6519180 JOURNAL OF A TRAPPER. By Osborne Russell. A mountain man's account of living, mostly alone, in the Oregon mountains from 1834 to 1843, trapping and trading, meeting Indians, fur and cowboys, discovering how to know and love the landscape and animals around him. 223 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

African Americans

3785804 INCIDENTS IN THE LIFE OF A SLAVE GIRL. By Harriet Ann Jacobs. After hiding in her grandmother's attic for seven years, Harriet Jacobs was able to escape servitude and find North where she wrote this story of slave life. Written as a novel with fictionalized characters, to protect herself from retribution, Jacobs had sold her memoir firsthand account to a publisher. 198 pages. Savas. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95

SOLD OUT
African Americans

265441 100 AMAZING FACTS ABOUT THE NEGR0 By Henry Louis Gates, Jr. The author leads the reader on a romp through African, diasporic, and African-American history in question and answer format. Among the 100 questions: Who was the first black president in North America? Did slavery really free the slaves? Where was the first Underground Railroad? and many more. Illus., photos. 256 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95


Native Americans

2667133 MY LIFE AS AN INDIAN: The Story of a Red Woman and a White Man in the Lodges of the Blackfeet By J.W. Schultz. In this firsthand account of a life and culture that many Native Americans today. Schultz paints a stunning portrait of a people he admired, revered, and came to live among. This work continues to hold unsurpassable insight, which makes it still relevant today. Photos. 426 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

★ 7434723 NATIVE AMERICAN MEDICINAL PLANTS: An Ethnobotanical Dictionary By Daniel E. Moerman. Describes the medicinal uses of more than 3,000 plants by 218 Native American tribes. Drawn from the research in the author's monumental Native American Ethnobotany, this reference focuses specifically on 82 categories of medicinal use, ranging from analgesics and contraceptives to sedatives. Line drawings. 79 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

Biography

3866688 JOHN WAYNE: Made in America By the eds. of the Official John Wayne Companion. A biography of the actor traces the life and career of the world’s greatest country through the eyes of his most beloved icon. Well illus., many color. 208 pages. Media Lab Books. Pub. at $22.99 $9.95

2864422 THE SHADOW PRESIDENT: The Life About Mike Pence By M. D’Antonio & P. Eisner. This landmark biography, the authors follow the path Pence followed, from Catholic Democrat to conservative as the #1 Republican. This riveting account reveals how Pence became the most powerful American politician America has ever seen. 308 pages. Thomas Dunne Books. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

3844244 THE BIG FELLA: Babe Ruth and the World He Created By Jane Leavy. The author recreates and captures the romp through Babe’s life and times. Drawing from more than 250 interviews, a trove of previously unpublished documents, and Ruth family records, Leavy breaks through the mythology that has obscured the legend and delivers the man. 16 pages of photos. 620 pages. Harper. Pub. at $32.50 $6.95

2690922 SAINT FRANCIS OF ASSISI By G.K. Chesterton. Saint Francis of Assisi is one of the most beloved and well-known saints of all times. In this biography, G.K. Chesterton relates the unique and inspirational life of the humble saint from starting life as a wealthy young man to founding the Franciscan Order. This account of Saint Francis will be an inspiration for all. 104 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. $4.95

3851664 THE PRESIDENT IS DEAD! REVISED: The Extraordinary Stories of US Presidents’ Deaths, Final Days, Burials, and Beyond By Louis Picone. Tells you everything you could possibly want to know about our presidents, from George Washington to George H.W. Bush, and the circumstances of their deaths, the pomp of their funerals, and their public afterlives. Richly layered with colorful facts and entertaining stories about how the presidents have had celebrated. Many were not privy to at the time, Schultz paints the lives of the presidents vividly captures the life of one of the most beloved and well known saints of all times. In this biography, G.K. Chesterton relates the unique and inspirational life of the humble saint from starting life as a wealthy young man to founding the Franciscan Order. This account of Saint Francis will be an inspiration for all. 104 pages. Clydesdale. Paperback. $4.95

7569270 JESSE JAMES: The Life, Times, and Treacherous Death of the Most Infamous Outlaw of All Time By Frank Trippe. Jesse James is no Western outlaw more infamous than Jesse James, and no Jesse James biography more definitive than this one. Presented with the original plate illustrations, this classic account of one of the 11 most storied legends. 413 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. $14.95

3752138 WILD BILL: The True Story of the American Frontier’s First Outlaw By Frank Trippe. In his lifetime, he was an army scout, federal marshal, and Union spy who was known to take justice into his own hands. In this action-packed and thoroughly original biography full of grim truths, images, and facts, and the central figure in the CIA’s attempt to assassinate Fidel Castro–Johnny Roselli was indeed at the center of the twentieth century’s darkest secrets. 16 pages of photos. 532 pages. St. Martin’s Paperback. $24.95

2894343 THE WRIGHT BROTHERS By David McCullough. Far more than a couple of Dayton bicycle mechanics who happened to hit on success. Wilbur and Orville Wright were private citizens who changed our way of life. McCullough tells the dramatic story of how these courageous brothers taught the world how to fly, and how their sister Katharine played an important role in their work. 48 pages of photos. 320 pages. S&S. Paperback. $7.95

3692108 HANDBOX JOHNNY By Lee Solters. This rich roller coaster of a biography full of grim truths, images, and facts, and the central figure in the CIA’s attempt to assassinate Fidel Castro–Johnny Roselli was indeed at the center of the twentieth century’s darkest secrets. 16 pages of photos. 532 pages. St. Martin’s Paperback. $24.95

2900998 MONTANA: The Biography of Football’s Joe Cool By Keith Dunnavant. A powerful story about a man who was defined by, and defined the game. And how this helped him become one of the iconic figures in football history, that is rich in anecdotal detail, insight, and context. A definitive biography of one of the NFL’s most enduring characters. Photos. 320 pages. S&S. Hardcover. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

3798876 THE JOHN WAYNE CODE: Wit, Wisdom and Timeless Advice from the American Icon By Jeff Ashworth. Drawing from more than 150 movies, John Wayne imparted a seemingly endless amount of advice, wisdom and good-old-fashioned common sense to his audiences. In this rollicking guide to the story of his life, you’ll find stirring quotes of the Duke himself. 148 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

2826089 CASEY STENGEL: Baseball’s Greatest Character By Marty Appel. The definitive biography of the baseball’s most enduring and influential characters. Stengel was the only person in history to wear the uniforms of all four New York teams (Dodgers, Giants, Yankees, and Mets) and he also revolutionized the role of manager while winning a spectacular ten pennants and seven World Series Championships. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 410 pages. Paperback, pub. at $18.00 $9.95

3899047 WRITER, SAILOR, SOLDIER, SPY: Ernest Hemingway’s Secret Adventures, 1935-1961 By Nicholas Reynolds. This deeply researched narrative reveals a hidden side of Hemingway’s life by his Soviet spies, followed in a short order by a quick rise to power through the remarkable life of his wife, the eccentric visionary who revolutionized the way cars were made, marketed, and even imagined. Illus. 308 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

387219X NATALIE WOOD: The Complete Biography By Suzanne Finstad. Contacting nearly four hundred interviews with Natalie Wood’s family, close friends, legendary costars, and virtually everyone connected to her, Finstad’s book is an in-depth portrait of Natalie Wood’s relationships with James Dean, Frank Sinatra, Warren Beatty and Robert Wagner, and she uncovers what really happened to Natalie on that fateful boat trip. 193 pages of photos. 562 pages. Broadway. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

3877058 TEXAS FLOOD: The Inside Story of Stevie Ray Vaughan By A. Paul & A. Aledort. Provides the unadulterated truth about Stevie Ray Vaughan from those who knew him best: his brother, Jimmie; his sister, Amy; his manager, and crew members. 32 pages of photos, many in color. 343 pages. St. Martin’s Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

3857662 FUNNY MAN: Mel Brooks. By Patrick McGilligan. Brooks’ lifelong crusade to bring the world laughter. When he was at the center of this exhaustively researched and wonderfully nostalgic look at Brooks’s personal and professional life, McGilligan insightfully navigates the epic ride that has been the famous funnyman’s road, dipping into his childhood to his Hollywood and Broadway peaks and valleys. 16 pages of photos. 624 pages. Harper. Pub. at $40.00 $8.95

3704076 CRONKITE By Douglas Brinkley. This very public figure, known as “the most trusted man in America,” was in reality a man whose work touched so many lives. Color photos. 529 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $9.95

2926582 BORN TRUMP: Inside Trump’s First Family By Emily Jane Fox. Full of surprising insights, previously untold stories, and delicious tidbits about the Trump children’s childhoods (ridiculously privileged and painful, in equal measure) and the extraordinary power they now wield. You’ll find out how this family of real estate tycoons has become the most powerful people in the world. 339 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95
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**3868575 LEAVING CLOUD 9: The True Story of a Life Resurrected from the Ashes of Poverty, Trauma, and Mentality** By Ericka Andersen. Cloud 9 is a trailer park in a shabby southwestern town, where Rick Sylvester grew up enduring his mother’s drunken and drug-induced snare. He introduced him to crystal meth, and fed him when she remembered. An incredible story that shows no matter how dark the circumstances, no one is beyond hope. 251 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.99

**$5.95**

**3903694 THREE LIVES OF JAMES MADISON: Genius, Partisan, President** By Noah Feldman. Delivers a sweeping reexamination of the Founding Father who transformed the United States in each of his personal “lives” - as a revolutionary thinker, as a partisan political strategist, and as a president. An illuminating portrait of a man whose creativity and tenacity gave us America’s distinctive form of government. 24 pages of photos, full color. Pantheon. Pub. at $35.00

**$6.95**

**385782X ESCAPE FROM CAMP 14: One Man’s Remarkable Fugue from North Korea to Freedom in the West** By Blaine Harden. Personal account of one man’s incarceration and escape from North Korea’s highest security political prison camp, sites of torture and degradation. A people’s basic freedoms denied even exist. Photos, 211 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**$4.95**

**2951541 BLACK GUN, SILVER STAR: The Life and Legend of Frontier Marshal Bass Reeves** By Art T. Burton. Reeves’ fascinating biography. Burton sifts through fact and legend to discover the truth about one of the most outstanding peace officers in late nineteenth-century America. Reeves was the greatest lawman of the Wild West era. The fact that he spent his early life as a slave in Arkansas makes his accomplishments all the more remarkable. 24 pages of photos. $18.95

**$4.95**

**2904944 WILDFIRE: A Biography of the Legendary Lefty** By Lew Freedman. Tells the story of this incredibly lefty. Known for his supremely high leg kick, Spahn became one of the greatest pitchers in baseball history. From his early days in Buffalo, through his time in the military, and all the way to the 1948 Braves, the author shares the incredible life of this pitching icon. 16 pages of photos. 330 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $12.95

**$6.95**

**3862798 JFK: A New World Order: Widescreeen. Fifty years after his death, President John F. Kennedy’s life and legacy continues to capture the hearts and minds of an entire nation. Insightful and concise, this eight-part documentary explores the life of JFK, from his perilous birth to his tragic assassination in 1963. In Color and B&W. Over six hours. Mill Creek.**

**$4.95**

**9135912 MISS D & ME: Life with the Tellers of the Devil’s Tales** By Kathleen Sermak with O. Morton. An intimate account of the last years of the unique and formidable Bettie Davis and her assistant Kathleen Sermak. A tale of great love, incredible friendship, beauty, and heartbreaks. 278 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $27.00

**$6.95**

**6861202 THE EDUCATION OF A CORONER: Lessons in Investigating Death** By John Bateson. Chronicles the hair-raising and often humorous true story of a coroner’s career as the Marin County, California coroner. Provides a fascinating glimpse into the daily life of a public servant whose job confronts fate in all its forms and is essential for society to function. Photos, some color. 358 pages. 24 pages of photos. $27.00

**$4.95**


**$4.95**

**3924491 A CONSPIRACY SO IMMENSE: The World of Joe McCarthy.** By David M. Oshinsky. The author strips away the layers of myth to show the real Joe McCarthy. This account reveals the internal and external forces that launched McCarthy in his political career, carried him to national prominence, and finally triggered his downfall. McCarthy is a fascinating portrait of the architect of America’s Cold War crusade. 16 pages of photos. 597 pages. FreePress. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

**$4.95**

**2898671 PRAIRIE FIRES: The American Dreams of Laura Ingalls Wilder.** By Caroline Fraser. This absorbing account of Wilder’s life gets to the heart of this mysterious figure respected and even admired by the people of the Allied nations by historical figures like Roosevelt and Churchill. Fraser reveals the hidden story behind the most influential childhood eggineer of the twentieth century. Illustrated with unpublished manuscripts, letters, diaries, and land and financial records, Fraser reveals the hagiography surrounding Wilder that shaped her life. The author’s detailed research and new interviews with Wilder’s daughter, Jeannette, sheds light on the relationship with her daughter, setting the record straight regarding charges of ghostwriting that have swirled around the book. 16 pages of photos. 825 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $35.00

**$7.95**

**3868756 THE KELLOGGS: The Battling Brothers of Battle Creek.** By Howard Markel. Many of the most powerful men in America’s food industry. Will Kellogg founded the Battle Creek Toasted Corn Flake Company and his brother, John Harvey Kellogg, physician and patron of the puritans of wellness. The intense competition changed the course of America’s notion of health, medicine, nutrition, and diet. Illus. 306 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $35.00

**$6.95**

**385752X MEGHAN: A Hollywood Princess.** By Andrew Morton. Drawing on exclusive interviews with her family members and closest friends, Morton introduces us to the real Meghan as she reflects on the impact that she has already had and is about to make in the House of Windsor, as well as what the future might hold. 32 pages of photos, most in color.

**$17.95**

**2935565 CHURCHILL & ORWELL: The Fight for Freedom.** By Thomas E. Ricks. By the late 1930s democracy was discredited in many circles and authoritarian rulers were everywhere in the ascendent. Churchill and Orwell had the foresight to see that a government by the people and for the people’s basic freedoms was a totalitarian menace and had to be resisted. As seen in this duel biography, their lives are a testament to the power of moral conviction. 16 pages of photos. 340 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

**$4.95**

**391352X GIVE ’EM HELL: The Tumultuous Years of Harry Truman’s Presidency, in His Own Words and Voice.** By Errol Morris who had, as much as anyone, the real life like no other biography. It combines the insights of a noted historian with Truman’s own voice in audio excerpts from his most significant presidential speeches. According to Morris, “Truman is America’s most influential speeches including Truman declaring victory over Japan, the fight for civil rights; and ’Give ’em hell.’” Illus. 258 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99

**$4.95**

**3921476 NORMA JEAN: The Life of Marilyn Monroe.** By David Lifton. What you may have known about her before was only the tip of the iceberg. For more than twenty years, the men and women who knew Marilyn best saw the truth suppressed because people were willing to live in lies. This biography sets the record straight. 32 pages of photos. 560 pages. Turner. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99

**$17.95**

**3919592 MARION DAVIES: A Biography.** By Fred Lawrence Guiles. The first full-length biography of Davies, one of the most controversial and mysterious women of our time. This is an in-depth study of the great actress, it reveals as much power as the First Lady, who presided over mansions and castles, who had millions in jewels and art and treasures and yet, who ironically starved when she spoke, and was never able to marry the man she loved. 511 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99

**$17.95**

**3923053 STAN: The Life of Stan Laurel.** By Fred Lawrence Guiles. The first full-length biography of the legendary comic who was the equal of the universally adored duo, Laurel and Hardy. Guiles provides new insight into the supremely talented man behind the screen image and a fascinating portrait of show business in the first half of this century, 16 pages of photos. 284 pages. Turner. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99

**$17.95**

**3923061 TYRONE POWER: The Last Idol.** By Fred Lawrence Guiles. An American film, stage and radio actor, Power appeared on the screens often as the handsome romantic lead. Guiles argues with vivid detail why Powers was “without qualification the finest romantic voice of this century.” This is a fascinating story behind the scenes of Hollywood of the ’30s and ’40s. 16 pages of photos. 408 pages. Turner. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99

**$17.95**

**3899963 THE WHITE SNIFFER: Simo Hayha.** By Tapio A.M. Sarrelainen. During the Winter War between Russia and Finland in 1939-1940, Simo Hayha had 542 confirmed kills, a record that still stands today. Even more remarkable, as a sniper he only carried a single rifle, an M-28-30 rifle, equipped with iron sights. The author explores Simo’s life, his exploits in the war, the secrets behind his success, and his legacy. Willi illus. 190 pages. Casemate. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**$14.95**

---
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383057 MARYLIN MONROE: The Private Life of a Public Icon. By Charles Casillo. Based on new interviews and research, Casillo explores the secret selves behind Marilyn Monroe's public facades, and studies Monroe's life through the context of her times—before feminism, and before there was adequate treatment for bipolar disorder which she struggled with. 16 pages of photos. 360 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

3927180 THE CAESAR OF PARIS: Napoleon Bonaparte, Rome, and the Artistic Obsession That Shaped an Empire. By Susan Jaques. The author reveals how Napoleon's fascination with antiquity informed his effort to turn Paris into “the new Rome” through architectural and artistic commissions around the city. His aggressive pursuit of ancient treasures from Italy gave Paris much of the classical beauty we know today. This account brings Napoleon to life as never before. 12 pages of photos. 576 pages. Pegiusus. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

DVO 3922737 NOTHING IS TRuer THAN TRuTH. Widescreen. Introduces Edward de Vere, the Seventeenth Earl of Oxford, a list party boy on the continental circuit, who traveled to Venice and throughout Italy and Europe in 1575, discovered comedia dell’arte, and collected the experiences that would become the basis of his work of Shakespeare. CC. 85 minutes. Gravitas Ventures. $5.95

★ 3909298 PELOSI. By Molly Ball. An intimate, fresh perspective on the most powerful woman in American political history. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s portrait takes readers inside the life and times of this historic and under-appreciated figure. She shows Pelosi through a thoroughly modern lens to explain how this extraordinary woman has met her moment. Photos. 346 pages. Holt. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

★ 3922741 AMELIA EARHART: Beyond the Grave. By W.C. Jamesson. Carefully explore what we know and what we don’t know about Earhart’s final flight, and presents an array of facts and theories relative to her so-called disappearance. By extracting corroborative eyewitness accounts and the positions of prominent political and military figures as WWII loomed, Jamesson sets forth an eye-opening theory as to Earhart’s disappearance. Photos. 775 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $42.00 $11.95

★ 3921591 ANNA GARDNER: Barefoot Contessa. By Gilles Dagnan. Long considered to be “the most beautiful woman in the world,” Ava Gardner retains the pinnacle of Hollywood glamour. Filled with images from her most iconic films, this extensive volume takes us on a captivating journey through the tumultuous life and career of this singular starlet. 191 pages. GMC International. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

6897924 FREUD: The Making of an Illusion. By Frederick Crews. In a monumental biographical study and slashing critique, Crews irrefutably debunks the myth of psychoanalysis and its creator. Drawing on corroborative eyewitness accounts and the positions of prominent political and military figures as WWII loomed, Jamesson sets forth an eye-opening theory as to Earhart’s disappearance. Photos. 775 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $42.00 $11.95

★ 3921591 ANNA GARDNER: Barefoot Contessa. By Gilles Dagnan. Long considered to be “the most beautiful woman in the world,” Ava Gardner retains the pinnacle of Hollywood glamour. Filled with images from her most iconic films, this extensive volume takes us on a captivating journey through the tumultuous life and career of this singular starlet. 191 pages. GMC International. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95

★ 3916521 JAMES MONROE: A Life. By Tim McCarthy. This magnificent new biography introduces readers to the key event in Monroe's life: his near-death wounding at Trenton and a brutal winter at Valley Forge; his pivotal negotiations with France over the Louisiana Purchase; his friendships with Thomas Jefferson and James Madison; and his lifelong struggle to reckon with his own complicity in slavery. 16 pages of color illus. 738 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

2913038 NINETEEN GLIMPSES OF PRINCESS MARGARET. By Craig Brown. So...

6 BELOW: Miracle on the Mountain. By Eric LeMarque with D. Seay. In this riveting account, the former Olympian and professional hockey player tells the story of those in his life only a lightweight jacket and thin wool hat, he survived eight days stranded in the frozen wilderness after a snowboarding trip gone wrong. Photos. 203 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


SACRED DUTY: A Soldier’s Tour at Arlington National Cemetery. By Tom Cotton. Part history of The Old Guard—the U.S. Army’s official ceremonial unit—part memoir of the author’s time in the service. A profile of today’s soldiers; this is an unforgettable testament to the timeless power of service and sacrifice to our nation. 16 pages of color photos. 301 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $24.99

I WAS THAT MASKED MAN. By Clayton Moore with F. Thompson. Clayton Moore, the man behind the mask, takes his fans back to the thrilling days of yesteryear as he shares the real Moore, the man behind the mask. This is Moore’s personal memoir told with candor and sincerity, the engaging story of the life he strove to live according to the ideals he represented to millions of Americans. 32 pages. Photos. 264 pages. Taylor. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

GERONIMO: The True Story of America’s Most Ferocious Warrior. Ed. by S. Barrett. Understanding and appreciating the legend of Geronimo’s Story of His Life, first published in 1906. This is one of Native American history’s most extraordinary documents, as a legendary warrior tells his story in his own words, giving an intimate glimpse into the beliefs and customs of his people. 128 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95

I’LL BE DAMMED: How My Young and Restless Life Led Me to America’s #1 Daytime Drama. By Eric Braeden. In this startlingly candid and poignant memoir, the legendary Emmy Award-winning star of The Young and the Restless, chronicles his amazing life, from his birth in Wisconsin to his current role on one of America’s most popular daytime soaps. He tells his story with openness, humor, heart, and raw vulnerability. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 280 pages. Dell Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95


THE GIRL WITH THE LOWER BACK TATTOO. By Amy Schumer. Amy is a woman with the courage to bare her soul and stand up for what she believes in, all while making us laugh. Raw, vulnerable, and true to the romantic, the heartfelt to the harrowing, it will leave you laughing out loud! 16 pages of color photos. 324 pages. Gallery. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

PAPILLON. By Henri Charriere. This astonishing autobiography was published in France in 1958, more than twenty years after Charriere’s final escape from Devil’s Island, a place from which no one had ever escaped until Papillon. A gripping and ultimately uplifting story of a courageous man who would not be defeated. 544 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99

MY LOVE STORY. By Tina Turner et al. In this compelling memoir, Turner sets the record straight about her illustrious career and complicated personal life. This explosive and inspiring story of a woman who dared to break any barriers put in her path by her unapologetically showcases her signature blend of grit, energy, heart, and soul. 24 pages of photos, some color. 260 pages. Atria. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

NEVER HAVE YOUR DOG STAND ON THE GROUND I’ve Learned. By Alan Alda. The acclaimed actor brings his elegant sensitivity and wry wit to the story of his highly unusual childhood, as well as to chronicle his career on stage, screen, and television. From the raucous to the romantic, the heartfelt to the harrowing, Alda’s memories are the best “bodies of work” from America’s darkest profession. 324 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

BLACK KLANSMAN: A Memoir. By Ron Stallworth. When Ron Stallworth, the first black detective of the Colorado Springs Police Department, comes across a classified ad in the local paper recruiting for the Ku Klux Klan, he responds with interest, using his real name while posing as a white man. That decision launches an incredible undercover investigation that Stallworth continued to follow on his own, and it changes his life. 209 pages. Flatiron. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

RUTHLESS RIVER: Love & Survival by Raft on the Amazon’s Relentless Madre de Dios. By Holly FitzGerald. Holly FitzGerald and her husband survive a plane crash that has landed in a Peruvian penal colony, walled by jungle, and suddenly their year-long honeymoon adventure turns into a dangerous nighttime escape. They forge a path across the Amazon rainforest from a captivating erotic journey into a gripping and absorbing adventure story. 365 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00


NEVER HAVE YOUR DOG STAND ON THE GROUND I’ve Learned. By Alan Alda. The acclaimed actor brings his elegant sensitivity and wry wit to the story of his highly unusual childhood, as well as to chronicle his career on stage, screen, and television. From the raucous to the romantic, the heartfelt to the harrowing, Alda’s memories are the best “bodies of work” from America’s darkest profession. 324 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

BLACK KLANSMAN: A Memoir. By Ron Stallworth. When Ron Stallworth, the first black detective of the Colorado Springs Police Department, comes across a classified ad in the local paper recruiting for the Ku Klux Klan, he responds with interest, using his real name while posing as a white man. That decision launches an incredible undercover investigation that Stallworth continued to follow on his own, and it changes his life. 209 pages. Flatiron. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

RUTHLESS RIVER: Love & Survival by Raft on the Amazon’s Relentless Madre de Dios. By Holly FitzGerald. Holly FitzGerald and her husband survive a plane crash that has landed in a Peruvian penal colony, walled by jungle, and suddenly their year-long honeymoon adventure turns into a dangerous nighttime escape. They forge a path across the Amazon rainforest from a captivating erotic journey into a gripping and absorbing adventure story. 365 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00


NEVER HAVE YOUR DOG STAND ON THE GROUND I’ve Learned. By Alan Alda. The acclaimed actor brings his elegant sensitivity and wry wit to the story of his highly unusual childhood, as well as to chronicle his career on stage, screen, and television. From the raucous to the romantic, the heartfelt to the harrowing, Alda’s memories are the best “bodies of work” from America’s darkest profession. 324 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

BLACK KLANSMAN: A Memoir. By Ron Stallworth. When Ron Stallworth, the first black detective of the Colorado Springs Police Department, comes across a classified ad in the local paper recruiting for the Ku Klux Klan, he responds with interest, using his real name while posing as a white man. That decision launches an incredible undercover investigation that Stallworth continued to follow on his own, and it changes his life. 209 pages. Flatiron. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99
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NEVER HAVE YOUR DOG STAND ON THE GROUND I’ve Learned. By Alan Alda. The acclaimed actor brings his elegant sensitivity and wry wit to the story of his highly unusual childhood, as well as to chronicle his career on stage, screen, and television. From the raucous to the romantic, the heartfelt to the harrowing, Alda’s memories are the best “bodies of work” from America’s darkest profession. 324 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95

BLACK KLANSMAN: A Memoir. By Ron Stallworth. When Ron Stallworth, the first black detective of the Colorado Springs Police Department, comes across a classified ad in the local paper recruiting for the Ku Klux Klan, he responds with interest, using his real name while posing as a white man. That decision launches an incredible undercover investigation that Stallworth continued to follow on his own, and it changes his life. 209 pages. Flatiron. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

RUTHLESS RIVER: Love & Survival by Raft on the Amazon’s Relentless Madre de Dios. By Holly FitzGerald. Holly FitzGerald and her husband survive a plane crash that has landed in a Peruvian penal colony, walled by jungle, and suddenly their year-long honeymoon adventure turns into a dangerous nighttime escape. They forge a path across the Amazon rainforest from a captivating erotic journey into a gripping and absorbing adventure story. 365 pages. Vintage. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00

**38850X SOLITARY.** By Albert Woodfox with L. George. The unforgettable life story of a man who served more than four decades in solitary confinement; in a six by nine cell and for 23 hours a day, in Louisiana’s notorious Angola prison—a crime he did not commit. 433 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

**6930212 A NEW MODEL: What Confidence, Beauty & Power Really Look Like.** By Ashley Graham. When Ashley Graham became the first size 14 model to be featured on the cover of Sports Illustrated, she broke a barrier many thought inexplicable. Here, she shares the story of her life and career, from the mail in Nebraska where she was discovered, to her move to New York City as a naive teenager, to her years as a model and a career of color. Photos. 108 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $28.00

**137843X LET THE GOOD TIMES ROLL: My Life in Small Faces,Faces, and The Who.** By Kenney Jones. Regarded as one of the greatest drummers of all time, Kenney discusses his life and career by way of his band’s best known and selling artists to bring his unique skill into the studio for the recording of classic albums and songs. Jones gives a vivid account of his life, from childhood to present times. 274 pages. Skylight. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

**298075X BLOWING THE BLOODY DOORS OFF: And Other Lessons in Life.** By Michael Caine. Over the six decades of his remarkable career, Caine has made success look easy. In reality it has been a huge learning curve, from his unlikely beginnings as a London fish porter to pursuing his dream of being an actor. Here he is at his wisest, funniest, and most illuminating best. Photos. 241 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95

**695028 THE OUTPOST OF THE LOST: An Arctic Adventure.** By David L. Brainard. In 1881 a crew of 21 men set out for the Proteus to explore the Arctic Circle. During its three year journey, slowly but surely the harsh weather and low supplies caused many of the men to leave the expedition when a rescue vessel finally reached them, the author one of them. His story unfolds here. 277 pages. Skylight. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

**137097 UNDER PRESSURE: My Life and Avoiding Death on a Nuclear Submarine.** By Richard Humphreys. What’s it like to spend three months without sunlight, sharing what little space you have with over a hundred fellow crewmen and more firepower than all the bombs dropped in WWII combined? Here is the candid, visceral and incredibly entertaining account of what it’s like to eat and...stay sane...in one of the most extreme environments on the planet. Photos. Skylight. Hanover Square Press. Pub. at $28.95

**370463 THEY CALLED US ENEMY.** By George Takei et al. In a stunning graphic memoir, Takei revisits his haunting childhood and family history during World War II. With over 120,000 Japanese Americans imprisoned by the U.S. government during World War II, experience the forces that shaped the author and his family. From reading the comic strip to exploring the internment camps, and the strength, loyalty, and love. Full color. 204 pages. Top Shelf. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**3816753 SNAKEMASTER: Wildlife Adventures with the World’s Most Dangerous Reptiles.** By Austin Stevens. A remarkable true story of an author who braves the run-ins with dangerous and deadly reptiles. From wrestling with a reticulated python to panicking after being bitten by the infamous king cobra, Stevens shares his adventures and experiences in wildife and tells the story of a boy from Pretoria, South Africa, became one of the most widely known herpetologists in the world. 32 pages of photos. 233 pages. Skylight. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95


**6962785 WANDERER.** By Sterling Hayden. The author was at the peak of his earning power as a movie star when he suddenly quit. He walked out on Hollywood, left a shatted marriage, defied the courts, and set sail with his four children in the schooner Wanderer bound for the South Seas, thus launching this provocative autobiography. 434 pages. Lyons. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**3852474 JACQUELINE KENNEDY: Historic Conversations on Life with John F. Kennedy.** Ed. by Caroline Kennedy et al. In 1964, Jacqueline Kennedy recorded seven historic interviews about her life with John F. Kennedy. Now, for the first time, they can be heard and read in this deluxe, illustrated volume and over 9 hours on eight-CDs. These interviews, conducted with Arthur Schlesinger, Jr., add a new dimension to our understanding of President Kennedy. Slipcased. 386 pages. Hyperion. Pub. at $60.00

**3904024 ME & PATSY KICKIN’ UP DUST: My Friendship with Patsy Cline.** By Loretta Lynn. An up-close and personal portrait of a friendship that defined a generation and changed country music indelibly as well as a meditation on love, loss, and legacy. Photos. 224 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00

**2958384 MY ADVENTURES AS AN ILLUSTRATOR: The Definitive Edition.** By Norman Rockwell. Rockwell’s wit, humanity and the many sided talent of Norman Rockwell are on full display in this classic autobiography written with his son, Tom, in 1969. This original 1969 edition as well as the playful vignettes that Rockwell drew to head each chapter. This attractive volume, with 170 of Rockwell’s paintings, is the essential source on the life of Norman Rockwell. Well illus., in many color. 534 pages. Hyperion. Pub. at $29.95

**3871761 SPARKY: Surviving Sex Magick.** By Juliette M. Engel. The memoir of a girl-child born into a family of intelligence operatives. In 1955 at the age of six, she was sold by her father into the CIA’s secret Monarch MK Ultra program. At age ten, she was selected to be sent to school even though she was tall, smart and pretty. This is her story—a fast-paced coming of age memoir of childhood resilience and defiant success. 212 pages. Tim Dey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**3921778 MORE THAN LOVE: An Intimate Portrait of My Mother, Natalie Wood.** By Natascha Gregson Wagner. Through the shadow hanging over Natalie Wood’s legacy, this memoir is a beautifully told, emotionally powerful tale of a daughter coming of age in Hollywood, as well as an unforgettable portrait of a famous mother and a woman in many colors. Photo. 293 pages. Scribner. Pub. at $28.00

**3857971 GABBY: The Little Dog That Had a Heart.** By Barby Kent. Sometimes a dog and a human fit together like two puzzle pieces, and so it with Gabby and Barby. And Barby, who believes passionately in animals and nature, will find her faith in Gabby repaid just when she, and her sanctuary, need it most. 215 pages. Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

**3918394 NOTHING GENERAL ABOUT IT: How Love (and Lithium) Saved Me on and off Quiet Days.** By Maurice Benard with S. Black. Benard retays the challenges of growing up in a small town with undiagnosed bipolar disorder, and his struggle to keep his demons at bay as a public figure. A woman with no inheritance. Photos, some in color. 325 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $28.00

**3991323 HIS MEMORY IS A CASE STUDY IN PERSEVERANCE AND COURAGE.** By A. Gould, with photographs. 16 pages of color photos. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99
**Autobiography**

- **3735494 THE GIRL ON THE BALCONY:** Olivia Hussey Finds Life After Romeo & Juliet, with A. Martin. A look into the ups and downs of her truly remarkable life and career, Hussey brings readers intimately close to the legendary performers she knew, worked with, and battled with. The Beatles, Vanessa Redgrave, Betty Davis, Elizabeth Taylor, and more. She also finally reveals for the first time, the identity of the actor who raped her, but who would not break her. 16 pages of photos. $32.95

- **382172 OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN:** The Queen, the Dresser and the Wardrobe, by John Morddel. Kelly Hoppen, now known for her work with some of the world’s most creative talents, has been Her Majesty’s Senior Dresser—and is currently Her Majesty’s Personal Adviser and Curator and In-House Designer–producer for the past 25 years. As the first person in history to hold these titles, she shares her uniquely close working relationship with The Queen in this beautifully illustrated volume. 304 pages. Harper. Pub at $35.00 $24.95

**Crime & Criminals**

- **3903400 CHASING COSBY:** The Downfall of America’s Dad, by Nicole Weisensee Egan. This veteran journalist shares her first-hand account of Cosby’s thirteen-year-run from justice. She reveals how Cosby planned and executed his crimes, how police enforcement knew of Cosby’s crimes and remained silent. What develops is the definitive account of Bill Cosby’s descent from cultural icon to convicted criminal. 302 pages. Seal. Pub at $26.00 $8.95

- **3862999 SNAPPED–THE KILLER COLLECTION:** The Complete First Season. Season thirteen, women, like Elena Kiefiches, a wealthy Russian emigre who shoots her husband then takes a trip to Disneyland, and Susan Wright, an average American housewife who loses her husband to his bed and stabs him 192 times. These serial killers are cool, calculational, and dangerous. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. $4.95

**Roality**

- **37821134 DIANA: Case Solved.** By Dylan Howard with C. McLaren. The life and death of the British American icon. The personal reflections of Diana’s grandmother, and the memoirs of her sister-in-law. A story that would never have been told. And now, a story that will never be told. $30.00

**3875662 DOROTHY: Dissenting Voice of the American Century.** By J. Lougy and J. Lougy. Dorothy was a political icon. Her life and work in the American Icon Boggs graduated from the American history brain trust to the Hollywood alliance, and remained silent. What develops is the definitive account of Bill Cosby’s descent from cultural icon to convicted criminal. 302 pages. Seal. Pub at $26.00 $8.95

**593501 THE MURDER OF MARY MONROE:** Case Closed. By J. Margolis & R. Burtis. When there is more than 50 years of speculation and misguided assertions by America’s most Monstrous Murderers. By Charlotte Greg. Writing in detail about murders that have received much coverage gone unsolved. Greg sees similar themes among these serial killers, Greig sees similar themes emerging. Whatever personal stories that are revealed, this is a compelling testament, and witnesses to the human behavior and true horror and pure evil. Photos. 304 pages.

- **3888223 SERIAL KILLERS: Inside the Minds of the Most Monstrous Murderers.** By Charlotte Greg. Writing in detail about murders that have received much coverage gone unsolved. Greg sees similar themes among these serial killers, Greig sees similar themes emerging. Whatever personal stories that are revealed, this is a compelling testament, and witnesses to the human behavior and true horror and pure evil. Photos. 304 pages. $13.95

**38351414 THE HEARTBREAKING IMPRISONMENT OF THE THIRTEEN TURPIN SIBLINGS AND THEIR EXTRAORDINARY RESCUE.** By John Glat. To their family, neighbors, and online friends, Louise and David Turpin presented a picture of domestic bliss with their thirteen children. But instead the children’s world of terror, fear, and near starvation by their parents. In this first in-depth case. Glat delves into the disturbing details of the thirteen siblings unimagnable horror. Photos. 310 pages. $12.95

**3839113 HOAX: A History of Deception.** By I. Tannen & P. Neuvraumont. With a New Foreword by Victor Hugo. This book tells the tales of those who have fallen for them. The authors have teamed up to create this anti-history of the world. Just as fascinating as it is damaging is the story of how some of these people who have come up with and created these deceptions, a sly and sometimes humorous look at a rogues’ gallery of swindlers and tricksters. Well illus., many in color. 244 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. Pub at $27.00 $16.95

**3893413 HOME SWEET MURDER.** By J. Margolis & R. Burtis. When there is more than 50 years of speculation and misguided assertions by America’s most Monstrous Murderers. By Charlotte Greg. Writing in detail about murders that have received much coverage gone unsolved. Greg sees similar themes among these serial killers, Greig sees similar themes emerging. Whatever personal stories that are revealed, this is a compelling testament, and witnesses to the human behavior and true horror and pure evil. Photos. 304 pages. $13.95

**593501 THE MURDER OF MARY MONROE:** Case Closed. By J. Margolis & R. Burtis. When there is more than 50 years of speculation and misguided assertions by America’s most Monstrous Murderers. By Charlotte Greg. Writing in detail about murders that have received much coverage gone unsolved. Greg sees similar themes among these serial killers, Greig sees similar themes emerging. Whatever personal stories that are revealed, this is a compelling testament, and witnesses to the human behavior and true horror and pure evil. Photos. 304 pages. $13.95

**387446 STORMING LAS VEGAS.** By John Hickey. When it came to violent crime, the Las Vegas cops and casino owners thought they had seen it all. But they had never witnessed anything like Jose Vigas, a Cuban-born, Soviet trained commando who launched a 16-month reign of terror at some of Vegas hottest baccarat tables and casinos. Photos. 369 pages. Ballantine. Pub at $15.00 $3.95

**380641 ALL-AMERICAN MURDERER:** The Rise and Fall of Aaron Hernandez, by James Patterson & D. Landau. In two coming seasons of 2011 and 2013, this all-American who became the youngest player in the NFL and then a star tight end on the New England Patriots, was linked to a series of murders, including the fatal stabbing in the death of Odin Lloyd, a semi-pro football player. An explosive true story of a life cut short in the dark fame of 16 pages of color photos. 375 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub at $17.95 $9.75

**3839077 HOME SWEET MURDER.** By James Patterson et al. Contains two true crime stories: In Home Sweet Murder, lawyer Leo Fisher and his wife are enjoying a quiet Sunday dinner at home until a man in a suit rings their front door. In Murder on the Run, the middle-aged housekeeper found dead was bad, but the little boy was worse—a bloody homicide that put Omaha on the map. 241 pages. Grand Central. Pub at $8.99 $9.95

**678061 FILTHY RICH: The Billionaire’s Sex Scandal.** By James Patterson et al. Jeffrey Epstein rose from humble origins to New York City’s elite. But he wanted more. That unceasing desire and a taste for underage girls resulted in a string of young women who were used and discarded along the way. This is an explosive true story of wealth, power, and influence—and a stunning fall from grace. Color photos. 280 pages. Vision. Paperbound. Pub at $9.99 $7.95

**726983 A KILLER FROM THE AMISH COUNTRY: Sex, Betrayal and a Cold-Blooded Murder.** By G. Olsen & R. Morris. An investigation of the 2009 death of amish wife and mother Barbara Weaver, found murdered in her own bed. Detective husband, Eli Weaver, and one of his girlfriend, Monette Barb Raber. The case marked only the third time an Amish man was suspected of killing his wife in over 200 years of American history, and the investigation raises many questions. Photos. 290 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. $6.95

**2881667 SEE HOW MUCH YOU LOVE ME.** By Amber Hunt. When 17-year-old Tyler Hadley invited his friend Michael to a party at his house, he had no idea it would be his last. Tyler had bludgeoned his parents to death with a hammer and he was preparing to tell his friend. This book takes readers deep inside the mind of the man who killed 39 people. 350 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub at $7.99 $3.95

**3829790 THE LAST STONE.** By Mark Bowden. A true crime story about the disappearance of two girls in 1975, and the effort forty years later—to bring their kidnapper to justice. This study recounts a masterpiece of criminal interrogation, and provides a chilling and unprecedented look inside a disturbing criminal mind. Photos. 340 pages. Atlantic. Trade. Paperbound. Pub at $27.00 $16.95

**284783 CARTEL WIVES: A True Story of Deadly Decisions, Steadfast Love, and Bringing Down El Chapo.** By Mia & Olivia Flores. An insider’s look into the terrifying but high-flying world of cartel empire. The story of a major federal government operation to bring down one of the most feared men in the world—El Chapo—as told by the wives of two of the world’s most notorious fugitives. In their back story of one of the world’s most powerful crime organizations, and becomes the most important drug informant in U.S. history. 348 pages. Grand Central. Pub at $27.00 $6.95

**3826813 THE LAST CHARLES MANSON TAPES: Evil Lives Beyond the Grave.** By D. Howard. More than 25 years after the Tate-LaBianca murders, new interviews give a raw and terrifying investigation into the modern rebirth of Charles Manson’s killer family. With brand new interviews with those closest to him, including old followers, experts and hours of transcripts of Manson’s own manic preaching from his prison cell, you’ll get a side of this serial killer few have seen. 16 pages of photos, some color. 207 pages. Skyhorse. Pub at $24.95 $5.95
**Crime & Criminals**

3852328 **SCARFACE AND THE UNTOUCHABLES:** Al Capone, Eliot Ness, and the Battle for Chicago. By M.A. Collins & A.B. Schwartz. Today, no underground figure is more iconic than Al Capone and no lawman as renowned as Eliot Ness. The authors have researched the bullet-riddled era, uncovering the previously unrevealed truth about Scarface’s downfall. Together they have crafted the definitive work on Capone, Ness, and the battle for Chicago. Photos. 699 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

6874656 **H. H. HOLMES: The True H H Holmes of the D B面Seiter. Get a chilling look at America’s first and most notorious serial killer, whose diabolical killing spree during the 1893 World’s Fair in Chicago scandalized the nation’s most revered supercilivians. Plunging a wealth of fresh research materials, Seizer unveils both Holmes’ true story and the evolution of the legend behind it. 16 pages. 430 photos. $12.95

3923718 **READER’S DIGEST TRUE CRIME, VOLUME 2:** More Tales of Murder & Mayhem. By Ann Rule et al. A collection of mesmerizing true stories behind unsolved murders, dangerous scoundrels, and mysterious murders. In these spellbinding tales learn the secrets of a black widow killer, a couple attacked by pirates, the two stalwart detectives who solved a mystery, and the body found around a killer car and a collection of photos, most in color. 232 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. At $15.99 $11.95

3805719 **MYSTERIOUS CHICAGO:** History at Its Coolest. By Adam Selzer. A compelling, heavily researched anthology of the stories behind Chicago’s most fascinating unsolved mysteries. Selzer has collected forty unsolved mysteries from the 1860s to the modern day. Complementing these mystery stories are original, detailed timelines of the crimes, and their impacts as developed by its own investigators. Illus. 265 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. At $16.99 $5.95

2950634 **THE CRIME OF THE CENTURY:** Richard Speck and the Murders That Shocked a Nation. By T. H. Martin. A riveting and richly documented account of the mass murder of eight Chicago nurses in 1966, the relentless marhunt and massive investigations that brought the legal moves and painstaking preparation for the trial that returned a death sentence for Richard Franklin Speck. 24 pages of photos. 541 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. At $16.99 $5.95

3911553 **TED BUNDY:** Conversations with a Killer. By A. L. A. Anderson. This chilling expose is drawn from more than 150 hours of exclusive tape-recorded interviews with Ted Bundy, whose grisly killing spree left at least thirty young women dead across seven states between 1974 and 1978. 317 pages. Sterling. Paperback. At $17.95 $4.95

383915X **THE DEATH OF AN HEIR:** Adolph Coors III and the Murder That Shook American Brewing. By Philip Jett. Reveals the true story behind the tragic murder of Adolph Coors III, Jr., CEO of the Coors brewing company. Coors was murdered in a parking lot on the way home from work, whose car had apparently broken down on a secluded bridge, and ended up being abandoned and held for ransom by him. Photos. 306 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. At $27.99 $14.95

3781313 **THE IRISHMAN:** Frank Sheeran and the Case on Jimmy Hoffa. By Charles Brandt. Spanning decades, hit-man Frank Sheeran’s story chronicles one of the greatest unsolved mysteries in American history: the disappearance of Teamsters leader Jimmy Hoffa, and offers a journey through the hidden corridors of organized crime: its inner workings, rallies, and connections to mainstream politics. 410 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. At $27.99 $8.95

386524X **THE MILE END MURDER:** The Case of Conan Doyle Couldn’t Solve! By Sinclair McKay. The murder of Mary Elsmore was a veritable locked room mystery that Arthur Conan Doyle was never able to solve. Now, the author retraces the police inquiry, explores the social intrigues, and uncovers the shocking nature of crime reporting, before finally revealing the true murderer who has escaped justice for over 150 years. Illus. 312 pages. Aurum. Hardcover. At $16.99 $12.95

3850765 **THE DALTON BROTHERS AND THEIR ASTOUNDING CAREER OF CRIME.** By An Eye Witness & E. Bartholomew. Two long out of print classics of western adventure and true crime. This book recaptures a bygone bullet-ridden era while offering the gripping stories are original images of America’s first great crooks. 150 hours of exclusive tape-recorded interviews with Ted Bundy, whose grisly killing spree left at least thirty young women dead across seven states between 1974 and 1978. 317 pages. Sterling. Paperback. At $17.95 $4.95


3834195 **THE TRIAL OF LIZZIE BORDEN:** The True Story. By Cara Robertson. When Andrew and Abby Borden were brutally hacked to death, the arrest of their daughter Lizzie turned her case and trial into a spectacle. The author gives the definitive account of the Bordener murder case and offers a window into America in the Gilded Age, showcasing its most deeply held convictions and its most troubling social anxieties. Illus. 375 pages. S&S. Hardcover. At $27.00 $12.95

371047S **THE TRIAL OF LIZZIE BORDEN.** By Cara Robertson. The popular fascination with the Bordener murder and its central character has endured for more than a hundred years. This definitive account of the famous murder case offers a window into America in the Gilded Age, showcasing its most deeply held convictions and its most troubling social anxieties. Illus. 375 pages. S&S. Paperback. At $19.95 $9.95

6756655 **SCAMMED:** Learn from the Biggest Consumer and Money Frauds How Not to Be a Victim. By Gini Graham Scott. The chilling details of the most prominent consumer and money scams lurking in modern society, interspersed with the wisdom of how each one can be avoided. Coverage includes: auto repair scams; insurance scams; housing and real estate house-flip scams; and many others. 267 pages. Allworth. Paperback. At $14.99 $5.95

*2841002 DENIAL OF JUSTICE:** Dorothy Kilgallen, Abuse of Power, and the Most Compelling JFK Assassination Investigation in History. By Mark Shaw. The author continues the mystery of why, how, and by whom celebrated TV star and media icon Dorothy Kilgallen was murdered in 1965. Packed with fresh facts pointing to the one man responsible for her death, this account exposes the truth once buried by more than five decades of government cover-up at its worst. Photos. 473 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. At $27.00 $19.95

*3839753 DENIAL OF JUSTICE:** Dorothy Kilgallen, Abuse of Power, and the Most Compelling JFK Assassination Investigation in History. By Mark Shaw. The author continues the mystery of why, how, and by whom celebrated TV star and media icon Dorothy Kilgallen was murdered in 1965. Packed with fresh facts pointing to the one man responsible for her death, this account exposes the truth once buried by more than five decades of government cover-up at its worst. Photos. 473 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. At $17.99 $12.95

3869638 **BENEATH A RUTHLESS SUN:** A True Story of Violence, Race, and Justice Lost and Found. By Gilbert King. In December 1957 the wife of a Florida citrus baron is raped while her husband is away. She claims a “hussy Negro” did it and sheriff Willis McCall rounds up a herd of suspects. But within days, a gentle mentally challenged white nineteen-year-old israilled up to the hospital for the insane without trial. Mabel Norris Reece pursues the story for years, eventually exposing the truth. Illus. 416 pages. Riverhead. Paperback. At $17.00 $4.95

3799128 **CHARLES MANSON’S CREEPY CRAWLING:** Charles Manson and the Many Lives of America’s Most Infamous Family. By Jeffrey Melnick. Explores how the Family wasn’t so much outsiders as emblematic of the lawless, drug-fueled culture and how Manson worked to turn himself into some kind of star. Melnick sets out to answer the question: What is it about Charles Manson and the Family that is so compelling? Illus. 419 pages. Arcade. Paperback. At $24.99 $9.95

3787582 **DIRTY JOHN:** And Other True Stories of Outlaws and Outsiders. By Christopher Gottfried. The author has reported on their stories, and the strange and desperate, and the obsessed. This account gathers together Dirty John and other selections of his best work. These pieces show people at their most brave, vulnerable, and true: a read for fans of true crime. 348 pages. S&S. Paperback. At $17.00 $3.95

3899594 **CONAN DOYLE FOR THE DEFENSE.** By Margalit Fox. The account of a thrilling true crime procedural. In 1908, the police chose German Jewish cardsharp Oscar Slater as the handy suspect they could charge with the murder of an elderly Englishwoman. Angered by the injustice, the famous creator of Sherlock Holmes spent nearly two decades examining the evidence and finally won Slater’s freedom. Photos. 319 pages. Random. Paperback. At $27.00 $6.95

2652942 **MURDER IN BRENTWOOD.** By Mark Furman. For O.J. Simpson to get away with murder, the police had to be destroyed. Now the former LAPD detective tells his side of the story in a damming expose that reveals why and how Simpson’s investigation was so crippled. Oscar Slater as the handy suspect they could charge with the murder of an elderly Englishwoman. Angered by the injustice, the famous creator of Sherlock Holmes spent nearly two decades examining the evidence and finally won Slater’s freedom. Photos. 319 pages. Random. Paperback. At $17.00 $6.95

2950642 **LITTLE SHOES:** The Sensational Depression-Era Murders That Became My Family’s Secret. By Patricia S. Canavan. In the summer of 1937, a California triple murder stunned the nation. After a week long hunt for the killer, a suspect emerged, and his sensational German Jewish background was revealed. The country’s Justice was swift, and the condemned man was buried away with the horrifying story. The author takes us on a journey uncovering haunting details of the case. 16 pages. 232 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. At $23.99 $8.95
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- **2946254 THE TRUE STORY OF TOM DOOLEY** by John Edward Fletcher. After the Civil War, Willies County, North Carolina, was the site of the nation’s first nationally publicized crime of passion. In the wake of a tumultuous love affair and a mysterious chain of events, Tom Dooley was tried, convicted and hanged for the murder of Laura Foster. The author provides the long awaited factual account of the legendary murder. Illus. 176 pages. History Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

- **2995283 RUNNING WITH THE DEVIL: The True Story of the ATF’s Engagement of the Hells Angels** by Kerrie Droban. With unique access to confidential information, the author takes you on a perilous ride with the ATF as they infiltrate the infamously violent Hells Angels in a sting which was code-named Operation Black Biscuit, which led to the shocking 2003 bust in which agents arrested 50 people and seized 650 guns, 30,000 rounds of ammunition, and an arsenal of explosives which included grenades and napalm. 216 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

- **2904268 THE RIGHT WAY TO DO WRONG** by Harry Houdini. A republication of the text of The Right Way to Do Wrong: An Expose of Suckers and Swindlers, originally published in 1906. Written with verve and humor, these lively chapters recount the techniques of burglars, sneak thieves, shoplifters, bank robers as well as faith healers, fortune tellers, and counterfeiteurs. 73 pages. Dover. Paperbound. $6.95

- **2857316 DEATH ROW, TEXAS: Inside the Execution Chamber** by Michelle Lyons. A behind the scenes look at the haunting final journey of life, relating the shocking true stories of the inmate, his/her family members, prison officials, the death-row chaplain and stories of the inmate, his/her family members, prison officials, the death-row chaplain and the Loved Ones—all of whom come together in the death chamber. 298 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

- **380895X THE LAZARUS FILES: A Cold Case Investigation** by Matthew McCough. Delivers the visceral experience of being inside a real life murder mystery. This deeply reported, riveting cold case murder in Los Angeles was unsolved until DNA evidence implicated a shocking suspect—a female detective within LAPD’s own ranks. Photos. Book. $20.00 $16.00

- **6786359 400 THINGS COPS KNOW: Street-Smart Lessons from a Veteran Patrolman** by Adam Plantinga. The author takes the reader into life the way cops experience it, a life of danger, frustration, occasional traumas, and plenty of hard work. Sometimes heartbreaking, often hilarious, and full of unexpected truths, this collection is an eye-opening revelation to life on the beat. 194 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

- **3826821 THE FBI STORY: Leadership, Integrity, Agility, Integration** by U.S. Department of Justice. Each of the one hundred most recent case studies featured reveals dangerous intelligence, and the vigilant crime-fighting team tackles every day. The stories of deadbeats and their takedown were specifically chosen by members of the FBI’s own team of agents. 300 pages. Hardcover. $35.00 $25.00

- **3924300 A CONVENIENT DEATH: The Mysterious Demise of Jeffrey Epstein** by A. Goodman & D. Halper. Investigative reporters Andrew Goodman and Halper search for the truth behind the scandal that shocked the nation. With unprecedented access to Epstein’s victims and lawyers, and access to Wall Street insiders and law enforcement officers, they reveal the dirty secrets and sinister ties that may have driven someone in Epstein’s circle to take matters into their own hands. 234 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

- **3922842 LORD HIGH EXECUTIONER: The Legendary Mafia Boss Albert Anastasia** by F. Dimatteo & M. Bencon. They called him “The One Man Army,” “Mad Hatter,” and “Lord High Executioner.” Anastasia came to America and became a prolific killer. This is the shocking account of one of the most powerful and homicidal crime bosses of the twentieth century, from Mafia insider Frank Dimentteo, it is the first full-length biography to chronicle Anastasia’s bloody rise. 16 pages of photos. 280 pages. Citadel. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95

- **3909142 SECRETS OF A MARINE’S WIFE: A True Story of Marriage, Obsession, and Murder** by Shanna Hogan. She was a young marine stationed in San Diego and she was a Marine with a double-life—and with a deadly plan. When Erin dove into the desert and never returned, for two months family, neighbors, and law enforcement searched. Erin’s remains are found at the bottom of a mine shaft. The trail of evidence pointed to her secret lover, Chris Lee. Photos. 305 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99 $4.95

- **3706745 101 ROAD PATROL TALES: Memoirs of a Chimpie of the California Highway Patrol** by F.W. Tompkins, Jr. A California Highway Patrol veteran tells the strangest, funniest, and most hair-raising stories from his 23 years patrolling California’s freeways, highways, and country roads. These 101 tales will amaze, horrify, and amuse you—and give you a renewed respect for the brave men and women of the California Highway Patrol. Craven Street. Paperbound. $12.95

- **3870391 EDEP: Dead Men Tell No Tales** by Dylan Howard et al. The definitive account on Epstein and the diabolical evil that surrounded him. Drawing on unprecedented access to various lawsuits, government investigations, and court filings, the authors have completed dozens of interviews with insiders at all levels and on all sides. It’s a gripping story of sex abuse, espionage, political corruption. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

- **392409X BAD PAPER: Inside the Secret World of Debt Collectors** by Jake Halpern. The FBI receives more complaints about rogue debt collecting than it does about any activity besides identity theft. Here, Halpern reveals why. He tells the story of Aaron Siegel, a former banking executive, and Brandon Williams, a bank robber, who became partners on a quest for “paper”—the uncollected debts sold off by banks for pennies on the dollar. 240 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95

- **3700444 GOTTI’S BOYS: The Mafia Crime Family That Killed John Gotti** by Anthony M. DeStefano. Meet the men who murdered for the mob—and made John Gotti the most powerful and deadly crime boss in America. DeStefano takes you inside Gotti’s inner circle to reveal the dark hearts and violent deeds of the most remorseless and cold-blooded characters in organized crime. 16 pages of photos. 378 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00 $18.95

- **3871789 ASSASSINATIONS: The Plots, Politics, and Powers Behind History-Changing Murders** by Nick Redem. Immerse you in a world filled with killings made to settle scores, suicides, murders that were designed as acts of self-defense, murders that were work-related, and accidents that in reality were carefully orchestrated deaths. The author looks into how and why so many of history’s most famous and influential figures met untimely ends. 433 pages. Visible Ink. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

- **3918681 ZODIAC: The Shocking True Story of the Hunt for the Nation’s Most Elusive Serial Killer** by Robert Graysmith. A comprehensive look at the nation’s most elusive serial killer. He is one of the most powerful and formidable criminal minds of the century. His first victims were a teenage couple, stalked and shot dead in a lovers’ lane. After another slaying, he sent his first mocking note to the FBI. His second note, a flirtatious letter, was more. In this gripping account, Graysmith reveals hundreds of facts about the case, including the complete text of the killer’s letters. Illus. 410 pages. Berkeley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

- **378740X THE TRUNK MURDERESS: Winnie Ruth Judd** by Jana Bommersbach. The FBI’s own team and are given a full page, riveting cold case murder in Los Angeles. DeStefano takes you inside Gotti’s Mafia Crew That Killed for John Gotti. $12.95

- **3844470 PROFILES IN CORRUPTION: Abuse of Power by America’s Progressive Elite** by Peter Schweizer. Schweizer reveals why. He tells the story of Aaron Siegel, a former banking executive, and Brandon Williams, a bank robber, who became partners on a quest for “paper”—the uncollected debts sold off by banks for pennies on the dollar. 240 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95

- **3989063 SECRET EMPIRES: How the Political Class Hides Corruption and Enriches Family and Friends** by Peter Schweizer. Schweizer reveals why. He tells the story of Aaron Siegel, a former banking executive, and Brandon Williams, a bank robber, who became partners on a quest for “paper”—the uncollected debts sold off by banks for pennies on the dollar. 240 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $6.95

- **3857737 LIARS, LEAKERS, AND LIBERALS: The Case Against the Anti- Trump Conspiracy** by Jeanine Pirro. It’s about time the American public knows the truth about the plot to bring down the Trump presidency. By the time you’ve finished this expose on this wide-ranging conspiracy, you’ll agree with Judge Pirro that the only way to stop these hoodlums is to take them out in cuffs. 274 pages. Center Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

- **3929393 RESISTANCE AND REVENGE: The Left’s Plot to Trigger America** by Jeanine Pirro. This compelling narrative features the author’s keen analysis of explosive new information that reveals the anti-Trump conspirators’ corrupt methods and possible crimes and dissects the Left’s subversive plot against the foundation of American liberty. Judge Pirro is sounding the alarm to warn patriotic Americans before it’s too late. 310 pages. Center Street. Pub. at $23.00 $18.95

- **3926999 SHIP OF FOOLS: How a Selfish Ruling Class Is Bringing America to the Brink of Revolution** by Tucker Carlson. This blistering account dispels the myths about the American elites, a group whose power and wealth have grown beyond imagination even as the rest of the country has withered. The people who run America now barely interact with the people they fly on their own planes, ski on their own mountains, and have contempt for the American public. 244 pages. FreePress. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

- **3796065 OBSTRUCTION OF JUSTICE: How the Deep State Risked National Security to Protect Hillary Clinton and the Democrats** by Luke Rosiai. The author with tenacious investigative reporting began ferreting out the truth and found himself face to face with the “Deep State,” observing how the Democrats manipulated the Department of Justice, the media, and the Republican leadership to cover up Washington’s greatest unreported scandal. 311 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $28.95 $8.95

---
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**Politics**

- **A Very Stable Genius:** Donald J. Trump's Testing of America. By P. Rucker & C. Leopold. The press's most shocking and gripping narrative reveals President Trump at his most unvarnished and exposes how decision making in his administration has been hampered by a reflexive logic of self-preservation and self-aggrandizement—but a logic nonetheless. 465 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $30.00

- **ARGUING WITH SOCIALISTS:** By Glenn Beck et al. With help from New Hampshire Attorney General, this book explores the resurgence of this bankrupt leftist philosophy with hundreds of easy to understand stories, facts, arguments, and graphs. It also exposes socialism's biggest laws to anyone who is willing to listen to hard questions and pursue truth. This is an essential resource for anyone who is curious about socialism and its recent resurgence. Illus. 407 pages. Threshold Editions.

- **Alarmed by the pervasive rise of fascist tactics both at home and around the globe, Stanley** Alarmed by the pervasive rise of fascist tactics both at home and around the globe, Stanley 407 pages. Threshold Editions.

- **Voyage of Mercy:** The USS-Jamesstern, Fascism, and the Remarkable Story of America's First Humanitarian Mission. By Stephen Poleo. In an unprecedented move by Congress in 1847, the warship USS-Jamesstern, which was placed in the hands of a sympathetic group of citizens, and committed to the delivery of food, clothing, and supplies for famine-stricken Ireland, in a mission that would launch America's first full-blown humanitarian relief effort. 313 pages. Simon & Schuster. Pub. at $28.99

- **Liars, Leakers, and Liberals:** The Case Against the Anti-Trump Conspiracy. By Jeannine Pirro. LARGE PRINT EDITION. It's about the time that you've finished this expose on this wide-ranging conspiracy, you'll agree with Judge Pirro that the only way to stop these hoodlums is to take them off the streets. 353 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $29.00

**Social Science**

- **SCOTTISH CLANS:** A Very, by F. MacDonald. A fascinating and humorous little volume tells all about these close-knit clans, and their ancestry, myths, and legends. It also explores the origins and backgrounds of key Scottish clan names, which have formed a part of the country's modern culture. 322 pages. Book House. Pub. at $9.95

- **SING:** The Chinese Book of Wisdom. By Charles Windridge. Inspired by the centuries-old work, the SING, which means "Know Everything Book," Windridge has compiled a volume that can answer every question the reader might ask about the Chinese way of life. This fascinating volume offers the Western reader an incomparable insight into Asian philosophy, astrology, meditation, and food, and is unique in color. 288 pages. Kylie Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**Psychology**

- **LIES AND LIARS:** How and Why Sociopaths Lie and How You Can Detect and Deal with Them. By Gini Scott. Provides a comprehensive picture of this behavior and underrides social bonds built on trust. The odds are very high that you know a sociopath already. Reading this volume you'll figure out what signs to look for to prevent yourself or your loved ones from being manipulated or harmed ever again. 169 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.99

- **THE PSYCHOLOGY BIBLE:** The Definitive Guide to the Science of the Mind. By Sandi Mann. Discover the truth behind all post-traumatic stress or shaped society; and the experiments that change the world. Learn how to use psychology to feel happier, manage anger, and get through life with greater potential, and thus enjoy the greatest happiness and fulfillment. 580 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $19.95

**Philosophy**

- **OUTSMARTING THE SOCIALOPH OBIC:** How to Protect Yourself Against a Ruthless Manipulator. By Martha Stout. While the best way to deal with a sociopath is get him or her out of your life, sometimes circumstance doesn't allow that. Using the many charming and often heartbreaking emails and letters she has received over the years, Dr. Stout uncovers the socialops such things and provides concrete guidelines to help navigate these dangerous interactions. 294 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $27.00

- **IN PRAISE OF IDLENESS:** By Bertrand Russell. In this celebrated essay, Russia's former secretary general, the former KGB agent, he is the author of the seminal work, The Incongruous notion that realizing our full potential, and thus enjoying the greatest possible success and happiness, is not necessarily the most important goal of life. This book provides a new brain-based theory of human cruelty, examining not only the biological but also the social and environmental factors that can erode empathy. 256 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

- **VISUAL INTELLIGENCE:** Sharpen Your Perception, Change Your Life. By Amy E. Herman. By showing people how to look closely at images, Herman helps experts from many fields to perceive and communicate better, to hone their “visual intuition” and make better decisions. Unfortunately, few know how to use effectively. Here she'll teach you how to recognize the talents, opportunities, and dangers that surround you everyday. Illus. in color. 316 pages. Houghton Mifflin. Pub. at $19.95

- **THE SCIENCE OF EVIL:** On Empathy and the Origins of Cruelty. By Simon Baron-Cohen. Borderline personality disorder. Psychopathy. Narcissism. Autism. The people who conform to society's class, role, law, and behavior, with the outsider—the madman—who see things in a way that is different. This book provides a new brain-based theory of human cruelty, examining not only the biological but also the social and environmental factors that can erode empathy. 256 pages. Basic. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

- **THE SOPHIST NEXT DOOR:** The Ruthless Versus the Rest of Us. By Martha Stout. Posits that a shocking four percent of ordinary people—one in 25—have often undetected mental disorder, the peculiarly insidious, the person who possesses no conscience. Stout teaches you how to identify a sociopath and how to protect yourself from the ones who cross your path, and who may already be wreaking havoc in your life. 242 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $17.95

- **THE SCIENTIFIC REVOLUTION:** The Birth of Modern Science. By John惜. The Coherence of the World. By Kieran Egan. A wonderful new gathering of some of the greatest scientific minds, to bring down the Trump presidency. The time you've finished this expose on this wide-ranging conspiracy, you'll agree with Judge Pirro that the only way to stop these hoodlums is to take them off the streets. 353 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $29.00

- **OUTSMARTING THE SOCIALOPH OBIC:** How to Protect Yourself Against a Ruthless Manipulator. By Martha Stout. While the best way to deal with a sociopath is get him or her out of your life, sometimes circumstance doesn’t allow that. Using the many charming and often heartbreaking emails and letters she has received over the years, Dr. Stout uncovers the socialops such things and provides concrete guidelines to help navigate these dangerous interactions. 294 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $27.00

- **OUTSMARTING THE SOCIALOPH OBIC:** How to Protect Yourself Against a Ruthless Manipulator. By Martha Stout. While the best way to deal with a sociopath is get him or her out of your life, sometimes circumstance doesn't allow that. Using the many charming and often heartbreaking emails and letters she has received over the years, Dr. Stout uncovers the socialops such things and provides concrete guidelines to help navigate these dangerous interactions. 294 pages. Harmony. Pub. at $27.00

- **MASTERING LOGICAL FALLACIES:** The Definitive Guide to Flawless Rhetoric and Bulletproof Logic. By Michael Withey. Offers all the necessary tools for winning arguments while exposing bad arguments for what they usually are—bogus. Withey delivers a masterclass in this clear, bold, and systematic guide. Illus. in color. 207 pages. Da Capo Press. Pub. at $17.95

Religion

3747905 THE GREAT SHIFT: Encountering God in Biblical Times. By James L. Kugel. Scholar uses the Bible’s own words to understand a fateful change that occurred during the biblical era, one that would ultimately determine the way in which Jews and Christians would encounter God ever since. 476 pages. HMH. Pub. at $30.00 $5.95


3625056 THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS AND THE CHRISTIAN MYTH. By John M. Allegro. The late John Allegro presents translations and explains the manuscripts in his care, and expounds his controversial ideas regarding the history of the texts and the role that the scrolls of the Essene community played in the development of Christianity. He also argues that information damaging to official church dogma is superimposed. Maps & photos. 283 pages. Prometheus. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95


3820908 THE DICTIONARY OF LUTHER. THE LUTHERAN TRADITIONS. Ed. by Timothy J. Wengert et al. Containing nearly six hundred articles, this dictionary provides a comprehensive overview of Luther’s life and work and the traditions emanating from the Wittenberg Reformation. 850 pages. Baker Academic. Pub. at $65.00 $16.95

2854295 THE HEBREW BIBLE. By Robert Alter. From the family frictions of Genesis and King David’s flawed humanity to the serene wisdom of Psalms and Job’s incendiary questioning of God’s ways, these magnificent works of world literature resonate with a startling immediacy. This comprehensive study features Alter’s generous commentary alerting readers to the literary and historical contexts. 32 volumes. Norton. Pub. at $125.00 $99.95

2779757 THE COMPLETE BOOK OF DEVILS AND DEMONS. By Leonard R.N. Ashley. This detailed guide will introduce readers to the malevolent forces associated with many Genesis and King David’s flawed humanity to the serene wisdom of Psalms and Job’s incendiary questioning of God’s ways, these magnificent works of world literature resonate with a startling immediacy. This comprehensive study features Alter’s generous commentary alerting readers to the literary and historical contexts. 32 volumes. Norton. Pub. at $125.00 $99.95

3867692 WITCHES’ CRAFT: A Multidenominational Wicca Bible. By Bruce K. Wildstorm. The author provides detailed explanations of practices from each of five major Wiccan traditions. This accessible and thorough text removes the confusion, allowing readers to reach the heart of one of the fastest-growing religions of the western twenty-first century. Illus. 441 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95


3835197 THE TEST: Incredible Proof of the Afterlife. By Brian M. Thomsen. The author presents without telling them that they are being tested. He wants to know if they can name the five objects he secretly placed in his father’s coffin. The results are astounding as he explores the stories of each character. 240 pages. Helios. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

3899398 GHOSTS IN THE CEMETERY: A Pictorial Study. Ed. by R. Benjamin. Visit headstones at over 100 cemeteries, from the small roadside cemetery to the most magnificent tombs. More often than not, the photographs depict ghosts. 134 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Pub. at $19.95 $6.95

438817 TRUCKER GHOST STORIES: And Other True Tales of Haunted Highways, Weird Encounters, and Legends of the Road. Ed. by Annie Wilder. Compiles a series of gripping and eerie true tales of supernatural encounters, extraordinary interactions with truckers and travelers who lived them, these stories cover everything from skinwalkers in Arizona, to the Southwest’s infamous Route 666, to a Wisconsin bridge haunted by a bloody specter. 254 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

2828758 PEOPLE I MET AT THE GATES OF HEAVEN: Who Is Going to Be There Because of You? By D. Piper & C. Murphy. The author suffered a horrific accident and was clinically dead for 90 minutes, and in this fascinating volume, he tells of his “welcoming committee” in heaven and the significant role each person had on his earthly life. He provides an eternal perspective on the power of earthly influence and relationships. What we do today matters forever. 226 pages. FaithWords. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

2910241 CHASING AMERICAN MONSTERS: Over 250 Creatures, Cryptids & Haunted Beasts. By Jason Offutt. From Alabama to Wyoming, the author presents hundreds of accounts of creatures who returned from clinical death. Drawing on recorded and verified cases, he explains that we should release our fear of death and prepare for “the final journey.” 144 pages. Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3780554 SURVIVING DEATH: A Journal Investigates Evidence for an Afterlife. By Leslie Kean. Based on facts and scientific studies, and featuring captivating chapters by medical doctors, psychiatrists, and PhDs from four countries, Kean explores the most compelling case studies, including those of young children reporting verifiable details from past lives, and general phenomena, such as roadside miracles. 407 pages. Three Rivers. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $9.95

2910241 CHASING AMERICAN MONSTERS: Over 250 Creatures, Cryptids & Haunted Beasts. By Jason Offutt. From Alabama to Wyoming, the author presents hundreds of accounts of creatures who returned from clinical death. Drawing on recorded and verified cases, he explains that we should release our fear of death and prepare for “the final journey.” 144 pages. Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

2910241 CHASING AMERICAN MONSTERS: Over 250 Creatures, Cryptids & Haunted Beasts. By Jason Offutt. From Alabama to Wyoming, the author presents hundreds of accounts of creatures who returned from clinical death. Drawing on recorded and verified cases, he explains that we should release our fear of death and prepare for “the final journey.” 144 pages. Traditions. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
Incisive, provocative, and definitive, the fourth edition of the Simon Necronomicon presents a new, deluxe edition of the most renowned and influential book of its kind. Based on Necronomicon: Gateway to the Outer Gods, an expanded text that was revised by Kenneth Grant, the Necronomicon Fourth Edition reflects the latest developments in the ever-evolving field of esoteric studies.

Systematically organized as a guide to the cosmic and astral realms, the book provides the reader with the means to journey into the otherworldly for the purpose of gaining deeper knowledge of both worlds and the relationship between them. The book contains a wealth of information on the history of the Necronomicon, its literary context, and its influence on modern day occultism. It also explores the nature of the gods and goddesses, and the techniques for evoking them. The book also includes a glossary of terms and a comprehensive index.

The Necronomicon Fourth Edition is a must-read for anyone interested in the study of the esoteric sciences, the history of the occult, or the exploration of the unknown.
**Archeology**

- **3861015** ANCESTORS OF THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST, SECOND EDITION. By Stephen Plog. Introduces the latest archeological evidence with early first-person accounts to examine the rise and mysterious fall of Southwestern cultures such as the Anasazi, Hohokam, and Mogollon, who created the pueblos and cliff dwellings of Chaco Canyon and Mesa Verde. Well illus., many in color. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pp. at $26.95. **$19.95.**

- **3856131** DOG BODIES UNCOVERED: Solving Europe’s Ancient Mystery. By Miranda Aldhouse-Green. Over the last two centuries, paleontologists have unearthed the remains of prehistoric men, women, and children. Here, the author presents the big picture of where, when, and why the remains of the “barbaric” Middle Ages, modern science would simply not exist. 454 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $29.95. **$26.00.**

- **3856335** UNMASKING THE FAMILY OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT. By David Grant. A cluster of subterranean tombs were unearthed in northern Greece containing the remains of the Macedonian royal line. This is the remarkable story of the quest to identify the family of Alexander the Great and the dynastic legacy that changed the modern world forever. Well illus., some in color. 351 pages. Pen & Sword. Pp. at $42.95. **$32.95.**

**Anthropology**

- **2895637** KNOW-IT-ALL ANTHROPOLOGY: The 50 Most Important Ideas in Anthropology. Each Explained In a Under a Minute. Ed. by Simon Underdown. Who are we? What is it about our species that sets us apart from other living creatures? Explaining this story through 50 key biological and social topics, revealing how we have evolved from chimp-like ancestors to being able to send rockets to Mars. Fully illus., color. 180 pages. Wellfleet. Paperback. Pp. at $14.99. **$4.95.**

**Science**

- **2886895** THE GENESIS OF SCIENCE: How the Christian Middle Ages Launched the Scientific Revolution. By James Hannam. If you were taught that the Middle Ages were a time of intellectual stagnation, superstition, and ignorance, you should read this book. This is the story of how the “barbaric” Middle Ages and medieval science would simply not exist. 454 pages. Regnery. Pp. at $29.95. **$3.95.**

- **3848272** ARMCHAIR PHYSICS: Everything You Need to Know, from Entropy to Gravity. By Isaac McPhee. An entertaining introduction to the world of physics, written with the curious beginner in mind. From the workings of the world around you to the mysteries of the universe, it conveys the concepts of physics—everything from the possible way, illus. 176 pages. Chartwell. Pp. at $19.99. **$3.95.**

- **3848264** ARMCHAIR CHEMISTRY: Everything You Need to Know, from Catalysts to Polymers. By Joel Levy. Contains clear explanations of different chemical concepts, as well as profiles of key scientists and their discoveries. Includes step by step exercises—everyday applications and others are theoretical puzzles, the perfect companion for beginners and experts alike. Illus. 176 pages. Chartwell. Pp. at $19.99. **$3.95.**

- **3857591** WHAT REALLY HAPPENS WHEN YOU DIE? Cosmology, Time, and You. By Andrew McLaughlin. Using the science of cosmology, McLaughlin argues convincingly for the circularity of time and the resulting circularity of life and death. And he explores the ideas of life after death, as he suggests, we are reborn into precisely the same life we have just left. So, in a way, eternal life is the reality and death the fantasy. 192 pages. Sirius. Paperback. Pp. at $8.99. **$3.95.**

- **3857140** THE GREATEST STORY EVER TOLD: Fair: Why We Here. By Lawrence Krauss. Krauss makes it clear that the universe we experience isn’t designed for us—and that our existence is a cosmic accident. Provocative and challenging, it is essential reading for anyone who wants a proper perspective on our origins and our possible future. Profiles of each constellation include key information such as size, shape, color, and distance from Earth. Photos. 322 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pp. at $29.99. **$9.95.**


- **3863492** AMERICAN MOONSHOT: John F. Kennedy and the Great Space Race. By Douglas Brinkley. Kennedy selected 800,000 Americans for a moonshot thatsoap. John F. Kennedy made an astonishing announcement to the nation: we would put a man on the moon by the end of the decade. The story of contemporary history is a portrait of the men and women who made this giant leap possible. This is living history at its finest. 16 pages of photos, in color. 289 pages. Norton. Pp. at $27.95. **$9.95.**

- **3836517** THE SPINNING MACHETE: The End of Polarities That Created the Modern World—and Could Destroy It. By Alanna Mitchell. This globe-trotting history of the science of electromagnetism and the Electromagnetic field might up the most important and least known indications that the North and South Pole may soon reverse, with apocalyptic results—will change the way you think about our planet. 323 pages. Dutton. Pp. at $28.00. **$6.95.**

- **3860528** ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN OPTICS. By John N. Segal. A guide to optical science for scientists and engineers. The book covers the optical properties of materials, optical effects in matter, optical instruments, and a host of other topics. It is an indispensable resource for anyone who works with light. Includes more than 3,500 entries, 1,000 figures, and 100 tables. 345 pages. Springer. Pp. at $19.95. **$6.95.**

- **3867715** THE GRATEST STORY EVER TOLD: Origin: How We Came to Be. By Andrew McLaughlin. Explains everything you need to know about the fundamentals of life and science and the materials that make up our world. Fully illus., most in color. 350 pages. Firefly. Pp. at $19.95. **$9.95.**

- **3847063** OUR MOON: New Discoveries About Earth’s Closest Companion. By Elaine Scott. Illustrated with stunning, full-color photographs and packaged with an outer space poster, this volume is the most complete and up to date look at the moon, and is a must-have for every curious reader. 72 pages. Clarion. Pp. at $12.95. **$6.95.**

- **3847142** MEET YOUR BACTERIA: The Hidden Communities That Live in Your Gut & Other Organisms. By N. Temple & C. Whitlock. Introduces you to all of your backyard bacteria and reveals the incredible inner workings of your body and the importance of the many bacteria that live in your gut. Fully illus., color. 180 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pp. at $24.95. **$9.95.**

- **3838734** THE GREAT UNKNOWN: Seven Journeys to the Frontiers of Science. By Marcus du Sautoy. One of the world’s most brilliant mathematicians takes you into the minds of science’s greatest innovators as he probes the many mysteries we have yet to solve. You will see size, visibility, and a new aspect of the world we have yet to solve. You will also see a mind-blowing view of the universe and to consider the big questions that even the most creative scientists have yet to answer definitively. Illus. 450 pages. Viking. Pp. at $30.00. **$6.95.**

- **3838200** PEARLS OF THE SOUTHERN SKIES. By A. Sietograft, photos by D. Williams. The magic of the southern skies comes to your coffee table with an array of jaw dropping celestial photographs. Covers the 71 most prominent deep sky objects, from the String of Pearls Galaxy to the Helix Nebula, each displayed in a stunning full page shot by a renowned German astrophotographer. 176 pages. Firelight. Pp. at $39.95. **$9.95.**

- **383087X** 30-SECOND ANATOMY. Ed. by Gabrielle M. Finn. This concise guide gets right to the point. Just what do your organs do? Whether you are a student of medicine or biology, an artist, or simply dying to know what your organs do, this is the quick and easy way. Includes an introductory chapter, plus a chapter dedicated to every organ of the body. Over 100 images, 2 columns, 111 pages. Firely. Pp. at $12.99. **$6.95.**

- **3870552** THE PHYSICS BEHIND: Discover the Physics of Everyday Life. By Russ Swan. Discover more about the science that makes your world go round, including everyday technology, objects in your home, and the materials that make up our world. Fully illus., color. 192 pages. Firefly. Paperback. Pp. at $24.95. **$7.95.**
**Computer Books**

- **3932265** THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO DRONES, 2ND EDITION. By Adam Jacob. A comprehensive guide to drones, where they’re going, and which one you should choose. It even includes complete instructions to build both a simple drone and a fully functional drone. Whether you’re flying indoors or out, buying or building, this resource guide covers everything. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Wellfield. 9x14/10. Paperback. At $19.95

- **2053664** LAPTOPS FOR SENIORS IN EASY STEPS, 7TH EDITION. By Nick Vandome. Updated to cover Windows 10, written in plain English without jargon, and contains clear step by step instructions accompanied by illustrations. Shows how to choose the right laptop, personalize Windows, explore apps for fun and functional tasks, and more. 192 pages. In Easy Steps. Paperback. At $12.95

- **1843912** WINDOWS 10 IN EASY STEPS, 5TH EDITION. By Nick Vandome. A comprehensive guide that has easy to follow, clear step by step instructions accompanied by illustrations. Shows you how to do everyday things in space. Germany’s little green men, understand the news in a girl, and her dinosaur, and much more. 275 pages. Naval Institute. 9x12/12. At $26.00

- **2877627** MAPS OF THE DISNEY PARKS, By Kevin & Susan Neary. Unfold this guide bursting with beautifully illustrated maps from when the very first Disney park opened in 1955 right up to today. Discover details on how and why the domestic and international parks have changed over time, and enjoy six decades worth of skillful creativity. 143 pages. Disney. 11x17/11. At $40.00

**Dictionaries**

- **5730866** WEBSTER’S NEW WORLD COLLEGE DICTIONARY, FIFTH EDITION. By Andrew N. Sparks et al. Contains more than 100,000 entries, over 5,000 new words and phrases, and more than 3,000 non-English words and phrases. Shows the best way to use English in your world. 625 pages. HMH. Paperback. At $13.99

- **6756429** WEBSTER’S NEW WORLD CROSSWORD PUZZLE DICTIONARY, SECOND EDITION. By Jane Shaw Whitfield. Discover the most complete and easy-to-use crossword dictionary of them all! You’ll find over 30,000 clues and answers, lists of synonyms, antonyms, and more. Shows the best way to use English in your world. 416 pages. Paperback. At $16.95

- **3820681** THE DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, SECOND EDITION. By Samuel Johnson. This is the most comprehensive dictionary in any language. 175,000 definitions, 10,000 new words and phrases, and over 2,000 new biographies. Shows the best way to use English in your world. 2,084 pages. Paperback. At $39.95

**Atlasses**

- **3782417** COMPLETE ATLAS OF THE WORLD, 4TH EDITION. By Dorling Kindersley. Brings together the enormous wealth of content that you’ll find in this beautiful collection of 300 stunning, detailed, high-definition maps covering everything from the countries of the world, 100 city maps, 100,000 place names, and a fully cross-referenced index. 432 pages. 10x14/14. At $75.00

**Reference**

- **2867117** THE DICTIONARY OF CLICHES: A Word Lover’s Guide to 4,000 Overused Phrases and Almost-Pleasing Idiomatics. By Christine Ammer. From “Big boats make big waves” and “Monkey see, monkey do” to “Burn the midnight oil” and “Change of heart,” this expansive collection features more than 4,000 unique cliches and common expressions, making it the largest, most comprehensive and most entertaining reference of its kind. 556 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. At $17.95

- **3706214** 3,000 SPANISH WORDS AND PHRASES THEY WON’T TEACH YOU IN SCHOOL. By E. Harner & F.D. de Urdinavia. Goes beyond classroom Spanish to thoroughly explain expressions, idioms, and quirks used daily by native speakers. This must-have manual also includes pronunciational rules, proverbs, manners, abbreviations, and culture, making it much more than a phrase book. 470 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. At $14.99

- **391030X** MIND = BLOWN: Amazing Facts About This Weird, Hilarious, Insane World. By Matthew Santoro with J. Greene. Packed full of hilarious, astounding facts, Santoro brings together the world’s most amazing truths in mind-boggling top ten lists and myth-busting revelations. 234 pages. TarcherPerigee. Paperback. At $15.00

- **3814734** DO GEES GET GOOSE BUMPS? & MORE THAN 199 PERPLEXING QUESTIONS WITH A STOUNDING ANSWERS. By the Bathroom Readers’ Institute. From everyday questions to the deepest of the deep, this entertaining volume will expand your understanding of science, history, health, food, and much more. You’ll learn why there are no flying cars; what’s really in a hot dog; if your cell phone can really crash an airplane; and much more. 224 pages. Portable Press. At $6.99

- **3932675** SUPER MARIO BROS. ADVANCED DICTIO-NARY. Ed. by Igor Jourist. Discussing the strategic issues that make all the little iPhone tricks, tell your iPhone to do more, and impress your friends.

- **2809435** FIRELY 5-LANGUAGE VISUAL DICTIONARY. By Michael Allaby. This must-have reference goes beyond classroom Spanish by thoroughly explaining expressions, idioms, and quirks used daily by native speakers. This must-have manual also includes pronunciational rules, proverbs, manners, abbreviations, and culture, making it much more than a phrase book. 470 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. At $14.99

- **2343928** THE AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE, FIFTH EDITION. By Don Carpenter, T. Pratt et al. Get the latest research on word origins and histories, as well as usage notes based on the opinions of a renowned panel of lexicographers. Shows the best way to use English in your world. 875,000 definitions, 10,000 new words and senses, and over 4,000 full-color images which make the meanings instantly understandable. 2084 pages. HMH. 8/1x1. At $60.00

- **2463932** THE DICTIONARY OF SCIENCE FOR GARDENERS. By Michael Allaby. This must-have reference will help you navigate the complex world of science. It defines more than 6,000 words from 16 branches of science that are of particular interest to gardeners, from abscission (a plant’s rejection of an organ) to zoochory (the dispersal of seeds by animals). Illus. 554 pages. Timber. At $39.95

- **2788535** CASSELL’S LATIN DICTIONARY: Latin-English/English-Latin. By Andrew N. Sparks et al. This reference incorporates modern English idiom and current Latin spelling; includes general classical information where appropriate; cites and quotes ancient classical authors; and includes examples to express modern English in classical Latin form. 883 pages. HMH. Paperback. At $25.99

- **4623932** DOGEE’S CANONOMIC BOOK REVIEWER, 27TH EDITION. By the Bathroom Readers’ Institute. Brings you the world’s most absorbing collection of fascinating facts, forgotten history, bone-headed blunders, obscure jokes, and more. Read about how to do everyday things in space. Germany’s little green men, understand the news in a girl, and her dinosaur, and much more. 544 pages.
6918042 MY RESCUE DOG RESCUED ME: Amazing True Stories of Adopted Canine Heroes. By Sharon Ward Webster. An uplifting collection of stories of adopted dogs who came to their owners’ aid—whether it was saving them from physical threats or helping them recover from mental illness, PTSD, and bereavement. 247 pages, Skyhorse. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

3827542 REAL FOOD FOR CATS: 50 Vet-Approved Recipes to Please the Feline Gastronome. By Pati Delmonte. You’ll find nutrient-rich, well-researched, approved, no-tuss recipes, from Mowowchi Sushi to Kitty Fondue to Gizzard Goulash; recipes for cats with special needs, and recipes for birthdays and other special events. Drawings. 118 pages. Storey. $12.95

2906720 THE GRUMPY GUIDE TO LIFE. In a world filled with inspirational gurus, only one figure is indifferent enough to tell the cranky side of the story—Grumpy Cat. Packed with more photos and de-motivational messages than you can roll your eyes at, it will help you get in touch with your inner grumpy. Chronicle. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3809285 PUPPY LOVE: True Stories of Doggie Devotion. By Lisa M. Geni. The ten swallowed pups in this collection will wriggle their way into your heart with their amazing stories of strength, inspiration, wisdom, care, and loyalty. Well illus. in color. 160 pages, National Geographic. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

2874822 CAT CONFESSIONS. By Alia Zobel Nolan. It’s time to let the cat out of the bag and have a laugh, and this little volume is just the one to do it! With hysterical photos of misbehaving cats, cats around the world will finally have proof that cats are not purrr-fect. Harvest House. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

6753094 A DOG CALLED PERTH: The True Story of a Beagle. By Peter Martin. This heartwarming story of a dog, who changed the lives of her owners, will move dog lovers everywhere. From Perth’s exploits in upstate New York to her incredible success in the Vermont wilderness and her later adventures in the English countryside, Perth’s story is an unlikely, intelligence, devotion and unstinting love. 206 pages. Arcade. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3931374 NAVY SEAL DOGS: My Tale of Training Canines for Combat. By Mike Rillard. Meet the U.S. Navy SEAL teams’ elite K-9 warriors—find out who these dogs are, how they are trained, and the extreme missions they undertake to save lives. From detecting explosives to eliminating the bad guys, these powerful dogs are also some of the smartest working animals on the planet. 16 pages of photos. 190 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $11.99 $4.95

DVD 3856208 KITTEN PARTY. Meet Whiskers and all of his kitten friends as they throw an hour-long party. Features over a dozen different kitten breeds, cuddly kitten moments, and hysterical kitten antics. 60 minutes. NCircle Entertainment. $3.95

★ 6918301 BONO: The Amazing Story of a Rescue Cat Who Inspired a Community. By Helen Brown. Bono, homeless during Hurricane Sandy, had survived a serious infection, and needed daily medications. As a “special needs” cat, he was an unlikely candidate for adoption. But as affection between them grew, Helen resolved to see that Bono found his forever home. She didn’t know that he would change her life in ways she never dreamed possible. 270 pages. Citadel. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

★ 6800604X TRAINING THE BEST DOG EVER: A 5-Week Program Using the Power of Positive Reinforcement. By Sylvia-Stasiwicz & L. Kay. Using an award-winning program of positive reinforcement and no-fail techniques, this guide takes only 10 to 20 minutes per day. Whether you’re training a puppy or an adult dog, with behavior problems or without. Illus. 288 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

3929787 SHAGGY DOG EATS!: By Chrissy Bright. Easy to make treats deliver a big favor to your four-legged best friends. Thirty recipes include Sweet Potato Crunch; Liver Treats; Cheese Biscuits; Salmon Patties; No Bake Snacks, and more. Fully illus. in color. 56 pages, Sterling. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

2857146 WALKING WITH PEETEY: The Dog Who Saved My Life. By D. O’Grey with M. Dagostino. Transformation can emerge from unexpected places—a visit to an animal shelter and finding a special dog ends one woman’s life. In Grey’s life, you’re anyone ready to make a change in their life, and for anyone who knows the joy, love, and hope that a dog can inspire. Color photos. 299 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00 $16.95

3806332 CRUSOE, THE WORLDLY WIENER DOG: Further Adventures with the Celebrity Dachshund. By Ryan Beauchene. Jet-setting is what dachshunds do best. Join Crusoe as he travels to the Swiss Alps, Mexico, Italy, France, as well as various locales throughout the United States and Canada, sharing his wit and wisdom on what really matters in life. Fully illus. in color. 230 pages, St. Martin’s. Pub. at $18.99 $4.95

3866610 THE GRACE OF DOGS: A Boy, a Black Lab, and a Father’s Search for the Canine Soul. By Andrew Root. Inspired by his son’s moving act of faith and friendship with his dying dog, Root embarked on an impassioned exploration of man’s spiritual connection to his canine companions. The result is this compelling work, blending theology and multiple scientific fields to celebrate the dog’s divine grace. 176 pages. Convergent. Pub. at $22.00 $4.95

3925870 THE KARMA OF CATS: Spiritual Wisdom from Our Feline Friends. Ed. by Diana Ventimiglia. There is nothing quite like the love of a cat. Both revered and feared throughout history, cats are unique in the mystical rituals and practical lessons they share with us. Here spiritual teachers, writers, and animal experts reflect on the wisdom and gifts they’ve received from their feline friends. 179 pages, Sounds True. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $5.95


3797120 WOMEN & CATS. Ed. by Andrea Donner. Showcases humorous and touching photographs of cats and kittens with their female owners, and combines them with thoughtful commentary and quotations on female (and cat) power, individuality, independence, self-sufficiency, beauty, stealth, and all-around superior intelligence! Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3787348 HERO DOGS: How a Pack of Rescues, Rejects, and Strays Became America’s Most Valuable Team. By Wilma Melville with P. Lobo. Beautiful and heart-wrenching, this is the story of one woman’s dream brought to fruition by devoted volunteers. With all the other bonds they forged with the incredible “rescued turned rescue” dogs to create one of America’s most vital resources in disaster response. 16 pages of color photos. 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99 $5.95

★ 3787043X HOMEMADE MEALS FOR CATS AND DOGS. By C. Allinow & S. Thaxton. A collection of more than sixty cat and dog food recipes that will teach you how to whip up a fresh, balanced meal for your hungry critters. Be a responsible pet parent and know the importance of health, disease, and sickness by reaching into your pantry or refrigerator, turning on the stove, and starting to cook for your pets. Well illus. in color. 261 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

3823741 I COULD PEE ON THIS, TOO: And More Poems by More Cats. By Francesco Marcellino. An cat lover’s who’s longed for a deeper look into the enigmatic world of the cat will find the answer to this well-versed follow-up to the original / Could Pee on This, collection of poetry. Fully illus. in color. 111 pages. Chronicle. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

★ 3786183X RESCUE DOG TALES: The Story of Arthur and Sixteen Dogs Who Found Forever Homes. By Mikhail Lindnord. In this heartwarming story, lovable rescue dog Arthur settles into his new life as a celebrity after the publication of the international bestseller Arthur: The Dog Who Crossed the Jungle to Find a Home. You’ll also meet sixteen other rescue dogs, each with a surprising story of how they came to their forever home. Photos. 204 pages, Greystone. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

2837071 THE TRAINABLE CAT. By J. Bradshaw & S. Ellis. The idea of training rarely crosses cat owners’ minds, and we often assume that cats can’t be trained. But in this interesting guide, the authors show that not only can cats be trained, but they absolutely must be in order to strengthen the bond between pet and owner, reduce their anxiety, and maximize their happiness. Photos. 325 pages. Basic. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

★ 3865429 DOG LOVING: Why and How Your Dog Loves You. By Clive D.U. Wynne. Drawing on cutting-edge studies from his lab and others around the world, Dr. Wynne shows that affection is the very essence of dogs, and tails follow our brains, hormones, even DNA. This scientific revolution is revealing more about dogs’ unique origins, behavior, needs, and hidden depths than we ever imagined possible. Drawings. 262 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95

★ 2798832 OUR LOVE OF OWLS. By Stan Tekiela. Beautiful and mysterious, owls have entranced people throughout history. It is a rare parent that does not have an owl, from the powerful Great Gray Owl to the tiny Elf Owl. Anyone who appreciates the wonders of nature will treasure this collection of stunning photographs of the ancient lore of our feathered friends. Wildlife photographs and Adventure Publications. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

2860910 WARBLLERS AND OTHER SONGBIRDS OF NORTH AMERICA: A Life-Size Guide to Every Species. By Paul Sterry. Features beautiful color photographs, with at least one life-size image of every bird and each different plumage. Includes a complete guide to every species. In addition to all the other songbirds of North America; species profiles; distribution map; and information about behavior, plumage, and habitat. 352 pages. HarperDesign. Pub. at $29.99 $8.95
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392324 GESEE: A Pictorial Study. By Terri Sease. Presents over a hundred full color photographs of the common Canada goose, the Cackling goose, Richardson’s goose, and the Brant in nature, habitats and a wide variety of classic and unusual positions. Schiffer. Paperbound. At $9.95 $3.95

DVD 3801659 BIRD: DK Eyewitness. Fullscreen. Takes you soaring through the sky and around the world in an exciting journey from the bird’s distant origins to its present astonishing variety. Take an up close look at the staggering range of sizes, shapes, and habitats of these creatures, and experience the miracle of flight. Narrated by Martin Sheen. 62 minutes. Dorling Kindersley. $4.95

★295210 BIRDS OF EASTERN NORTH AMERICA. By P. Sterry & B.E. Small. Combining information and accessible text, up to date maps, and stunning color photographs, this is an essential handbook for nature photographers and artists. Along with artistry, it’s an eye-opening guide which provides a fascinating look at how the birds and their habitats are changing. Revised edition. A work of wonder. Putnam. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

391660 LATIN FOR BIRD LOVERS: Over 3,000 Bird Names Explored and Explained. By R. Lederer & C. Bunt. This absorbing reference uncovers the secrets behind more than 3,000 scientific bird names. It also delves into bird behavior and reveals the discoveries of ornithologists: one debunked the myth that birds sing because they are happy, while another found that bird-song is really distinctive. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

3807950 THE HIDDEN MEANING OF BIRDS: A Spiritual Field Guide. By Arin Murphy-Hirose. Physical description to folklore, each of the bird species covered within has a story and a unique symbolism. With this enlightening volume as your inspiration, you’ll learn the history of these avian oracles, how to interpret their signs, and how you can use them to divine the secrets of your own life. Illus. in color. 240 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. At $17.99 $5.95

3798941 WEIRD BIRDS. By Chris Earley. A stunning collection of 59 colorful photographs of birds in bird-watching photographs, displaying their strange bodily adaptations, and featuring informative captions and fascinating details about their lives. 64 pages. Firefly. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

★3904350 WHAT IT’S LIKE TO BE A BIRD: From Fying to Nesting, Eating to Singing—What Birds Are Doing, and Why. By David Allen Sibley. Explore more than a hundred species, and more than 330 new illustrations by the author in this stunning large-format volume, where many of the primary illustrations are reproduced life-sized. An essential reference for bird lovers of all ages. 203 pages. Knopf. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $11.95

3802909 AMERICA’S OTHER AUDUBON. By Joy E. Zupanc. Features the fascinating story of Genevieve Jones, her family, and the making of this extraordinary collection of beautiful art. Features reproductions of sixty-eight color lithographs and includes a foreword by Leslie K. Overstreet, Smithsonian Curator of Natural History Rare Books, 192 pages. Princeton Architectural. 11½x13¼. At $45.00 $16.95

3746511 BACKyard REFERENCE GUIDE TO WOODPECKERS OF NORTH AMERICA. By Stephen A. Shunk. A comprehensive guide to the natural history, ecology, and conservation of North America’s 23 woodpeckers. Melba Shunk’s expertise and illustrated with the work of 70 different nature photographers and artists, it’s an authoritative reference for fans of this unique and majestic bird variety. 298 pages. MHH. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

Animals

3920844 NORTHERN GOSHAWK, THE GRAY GHOST: Habitats, and Rehabilitation. By Paul Sweet. Takes you through the habitats and habitat of the Northern Goshawk, a fierce bird of prey that nests in the boreal forests far from human habitation. This resource is filled with beautiful illustrations from his many years spent studying the Northern Goshawk in all seasons. 112 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. At $34.99 $11.95

3925383 EXTRAORDINARY BIRDS: Natural History of America’s Other Unlikely Heroes. By Paul Sweet. This elegant box set includes: a 133-page monograph containing a history of ornithology, followed by essays about forty stories that not only define the discipline but also feature masterworks of a variety of birds; and 40 frame-able prints of reproduced artwork featured in each essay. Sterling. 9x11¼. At $50.00 $18.95


3747343 GUIDE TO VenOMOUS SNAKES AND THEIR MIMICS. By Scott Shupe. Shupe’s expertise and knowledge of snakes is apparent in the descriptions and handy hints on how to tell poisonous snakes from their harmless look-alikes. Includes full-color photos for definitive identification and accurate region by region range maps for each snake. 160 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. At $16.99 $5.95

3851759 BUGS UP CLOSE. Text by L.A. Huffman. Photos. By H. Halimian. A 60 percent of the Earth’s animals are insects. While there are millions of different species, we rarely see many of them, until now. Thanks to the photography of Halimian, who took a camera and magnified these magnificent creatures many hundreds of times, we can see what we’ve never been able to see before. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Skyhorse. 10x11¼. Paperbound. At $24.99 $7.95

3898458 WEIRD BUTTERFLIES & MOTHS. By Text by R. Orenstein, photos by T. Marent. Reveals how these miracles of nature adapt and survive against absurd odds, with one-page featuring full-color photographs of the insect; its Latin and common name; and descriptions of habitat, life cycles, predators and food. Includes a list of 100 s that allow it to survive. 64 pages. Firefly. Paperbound. At $9.95 $3.95

DVD 3855708 ANIMAL KINGDOM: Instincts and Habits in the Wild. This wonderful animal series offers great adventure and fun for young and old, or just simply entertainment and learning. This splendid set offers a fascinating look at how the animals in the animal kingdom are as we have never seen before. Watch spectacular photography as Lions, tigers and zebras run the plains. Over nine hours. DVD. $4.95

DVD 3800210 HORSE: DK Eyewitness. Fullscreen. Horse takes you into the equine world for an exciting introduction to both wild and domesticated horses. From Roman chariot races to modern rodeos, you’ll take an international tour of the ancient links between horses and people. Horseman and his horse-riding wildlife of horse. If you have really conquered this incredible animal or if its wild instincts are still as strong as ever. 62 minutes. Dorling Kindersley. $4.95

★7646763 UNLIKELY HEROES: 37 Inspiring Stories of Courage and Heart from the Animal Kingdom. By Jennifer S. Holland. From the feral male cat who risked everything to protect a kitten in a tornado, to the pod of dolphins that saved a local fisherman; and a t the great white shark, here are 37 compelling stories of animals whose heroism is an inspiring example to us all. Well illus. in color. 246 pages. Workman. Paperbound. At $13.95 $9.95

★6878448 VIBRANT BUTTERFLIES: Our Favorite Visitors to Flowers and Gardens. By Jaret C. Daniels. Having spent more than 30 years studying and photographing butterflies across the continent, Daniels has collected his knowledge and expertise for this stunning volume. Immerse yourself in the world of these winged jewels with stunning close-up images for their beauty and strength. Fully illus. in color. 132 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperbound. At $14.95 $11.95

2806274 DOGS AND THEIR PEOPLE. By BarkPost. Community sourced and filled with never before seen anecdotes, photos, and intimate sights, this collection spotlights more than two hundred unique and remarkable dogs. But this isn’t just about the dogs. It’s about celebrating the crazy, consuming, unconditional love we feel for them. 275 pages. Putnam. At $25.00 $4.95

3896598 CHICKEN FACT OR CHICKEN! The Chicken Whisperer’s Guide to the Facts and Fictions. By Andy Schneider. Every chicken keeper wants to do what’s best for their flock, but with the overwhelming amount of live available, it’s hard to know what’s true. The author guides you through the facts and fiction of keeping backyard and urban chickens today. Well illus. in color. 136 pages. Quarry. Paperbound. At $9.95 $3.95

3931048 ANIMALS ARE PEOPLE TOO: An Adorable Animal Emotion Thesaurus. Ed. by Kate Avino. An irresistible collection of adorable animal photography showcasing human emotions such as: pure bliss, sweet solitude, extreme bitterness, wild glee, utmost sorrow, ultimate adoration, and everything in between. Odd. Dot. Paperbound. At $19.95 $9.95

3807952 TALKING TO ANIMALS: How You Can Understand Animals and They Can Understand You. By Jon Katz. This bestselling author offers us deeper insight into the language and tools needed for effectively communicating with them. By better understanding animal instincts, recognizing they are not mere reflections of our own animal emotions and neuroses, we can help them live happily and safely in our shared world. 228 pages. Atria. Paperbound. At $16.00 $3.95

★3853373 NO BEAST SO FIERCE: The Terrifying True Story of the Champawat Tiger, the Deadliest Animal in History. By Dan Hughes. By a lone hunter that began stalking humans, moving like a phantom through the lush foothills of the Himalayas. As the death toll reached over four hundred lives, a young local hunter was chosen to stop the man-eater before it struck again. This is the extraordinary true story of the Champawat Man-Eater, the most murderous non-human animal in history. Photos. 280 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. At $17.99 $12.95

★41812 HORSE WOMEN: A Strength, Beauty, Passion. Compiled by Melissa Sovey. Features wonderful photographs and quotes evoking the link between women and horses with respect to grace, courage, and creativity, while honoring the adventure and spirit that the two share. 96 pages. Willow Creek Press. Paperbound. At $19.95 $4.95

DVD 3803643 MEGA DINO-PACK: Collection One. Learn the many fascinating secrets of dinosaurs with five Discovery Channel programs: Dino Gangs; Last Days of the Dinosaurs; Dino Lab I and II; and When Dinosaurs Ruled. Discover how the T-Rex lived and hunted in bloodthirsty gangs; get a blow-by-blow of the catastrophe that ended the reign of the dinosaurs; and more. English SDH. Nearly 4 hours. Gaian. $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/311
3767957 **WAR ANIMALS: The Unsung Heroes of World War II.** By Robin Hutton. Tells the heartwarming stories of the dogs, horses, mules, pigeons, and one cat, who did their bit for the war effort. American and British families volunteered hundreds of animals to the war effort. The shining loyalty and courage of these heroes is a testimony to the enduring bond between us and the animals we love. Illus. 428 pages. Regent, Pub. at $19.95.

3793592 **THE ACCIDENTAL VETERINARIAN: Tales from a Pet Practice.** By Philipp Schott. With insight and humor, Dr. Schott shares tales from the untold stories behind the spread of cat hair to giant of veterinary science and anecdotes of his successful small animal clinic. Wisdom he imparts on his readers includes the best way to give your cat a pill and how to prevent your dog from opening the fridge. Illus. 216 pages. EDC Press, Public at $16.00.

3780643 **THE PRINCEFORD FIELD GUIDE TO PREHISTORIC MAMMALS.** By Donald R. Prothero. This comprehensive and beautifully illustrated volume offers an up to date guidebook to hundreds of extinct species of mammoths and the fascinating world of paleontologists and the real life monsters they study. This volume offers a complete overview of the animals that roamed the earth 65 million years ago. 240 pages. Princeton. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $35.00.

3789201 **WILD MUSTANGS!** By R.W. Kays & Mary E. Walker. The story of the beautiful, and magnificent animals, the wild horses of North America. The story of these majestic animals. Written by the world-renowned wild horse authority, the story of the American wild horse. The story of the wild horse, the story of the wild horse in America. The story of the wild horse in America. The story of the wild horse in America. The story of the wild horse in America.

3818638 **ANIMALS ARE PEOPLE TOO!** By Alan thwart. And his faithful golden retriever Max co-host over 60 animal “tails” that are as touching as they are entertaining. Follow the fascinating feats performed by birds, cats, dogs, pigs, monkeys, bears—and even elephants and giraffes. Over 3 hours—on two DVDs. Questar.

3818633 **DISSON: DK Eyewitness.** Fullscreen. Takes you into the mind of the planet's most interesting creatures. Experience the process of discovery, the excitement of digging up new information and the realization of how dinosaurs lived and died. Narrated by Martin Sheen. 52 minutes. Dorling Kindersley.

3818628 **BUTTERFLY & MOTH: DK Eyewitness.** Fullscreen. Take a flight of fancy with nature’s most beguiling creatures. See their miraculous transformation from lowly caterpillar to airborne adult, and learn why some delicately winged insects have long inspired and entranced us. Narrated by Martin Sheen. 62 minutes. Dorling Kindersley.

3818637 **WEIRD INSECTS.** By Gavin R. Broad et al.. Drawn from the Natural History Museum, London’s entomology collection, which spans hundreds of years and includes more than 34 million specimens. Here in full color, photographs are some of the most exciting, beautiful, and important pieces in the entirety of the collection. Smithsonian. Pub. at $19.95.

3797955 **REPTILES: A Natural History.** By Norman Platnick et al. A captivating look at these wondrously adaptable and endlessly intriguing archosaurs. Covers a breathtaking array of species from regions around the globe describing their behaviors, characteristics, and remarkable evolutionary adaptations. This is an indispensable viewing for anyone who wants to learn more about these marvelous creatures. Fully illustrated, comprehensive, and informative guide. Well illustrated in color. 256 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $29.95.

3801683 **KILLERS IN EDEN.** By Poultr y. Raising Rare-Breed Livestock andAN INTRODUCTION TO MAMMALS.** By Jeannette Beranger et al. (2006). A fascinating look at the world of domesticated animals. From the age of dinosaurs to present day, this book explores the origins and development of domesticated animals. This is a fascinating look at the world of domesticated animals. From the age of dinosaurs to present day, this book explores the origins and development of domesticated animals. This is a fascinating look at the world of domesticated animals. From the age of dinosaurs to present day, this book explores the origins and development of domesticated animals.

3801837 **EVERYTHING BOVINE.** By Bonny Louise Kuchler. Pairs quotes with delightful, funny, inspiring, and insightful quotations with delightful, funny, inspiring, and insightful quotations.

3801836 **CAN ANIMALS PREDICT DI SASTER?** By Brian O'Shea. Explore how animals seem to be able to predict and survive looming natural disasters. This beautifully illustrated volume provides an up to date guidebook to hundreds of extinct species of mammoths and the fascinating world of paleontologists and the real life monsters they study. This volume offers a complete overview of the animals that roamed the earth 65 million years ago. 240 pages. Princeton. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $35.00.

3801682 **WILD MUSTANGS!** By R.W. Kays & Mary E. Walker. The story of the beautiful, and magnificent animals, the wild horses of North America. The story of these majestic animals. Written by the world-renowned wild horse authority, the story of the American wild horse. The story of the wild horse, the story of the wild horse in America. The story of the wild horse in America. The story of the wild horse in America.


3800540 **DRAGONFLIES & DAMSELFLIES: A Natural History.** By Dennis Paulson. A lavishly illustrated, comprehensive, and authoritative guide to the world of dragonflies and damselflies. This beautifully illustrated volume provides an up to date guidebook to hundreds of extinct species of mammoths and the fascinating world of paleontologists and the real life monsters they study. This volume offers a complete overview of the animals that roamed the earth 65 million years ago. 240 pages. Princeton. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $35.00.

3800535 **VENOMOUS SNAKES OF THE WORLD.** By Mark O’Shea. This extensively illustrated guide is an essential guide to the world of venomous snakes. This beautifully illustrated volume provides an up to date guidebook to hundreds of extinct species of mammoths and the fascinating world of paleontologists and the real life monsters they study. This volume offers a complete overview of the animals that roamed the earth 65 million years ago. 240 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $29.95.
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3880117 OUR PLANET. By Alastair Fothergill et al. This striking photographic companion to the groundbreaking Netflix original documentary series, takes you on a journey across the globe’s different biomes to present stunning visuals of nature’s most intriguing animals in action, and environmental change on a scale that must be seen to be believed. 320 pages. Ten Speed. 8/11x11¼. Pub. at $35.00. $17.95

3835454 BUILD THE PERFECT BUD OUT SURVIVAL SKILLS. By Creek Stewart. Teaches you the essential wilderness skills you need to endure a bug-out situation or prolonged off-grid scenario. You will learn how to meet the four core survival needs—shelter, fire, food, and water—with a minimum amount of equipment. Fully illus. 221 pages. Living Ready. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99. $6.95

3836106 ERIC SLOANE'S WEATHER BOOK. Artist Eric Sloane, in simple language, explains the whys and wherefores of weather and weather forecasting. With humor and common sense, his shingled style that's also lively and informative, Sloane shows readers how to predict the weather by reading such natural phenomena as clouds in the sky, wind, skies, and the tides. 92 pages. Grove Press. 8/1×11. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95. $8.95

3870227 READING THE CLOUDS: How You Can Forecast the Weather. By Oliver Perkins. An “at a glance” guide to the clouds that will enable you to predict the weather by recognizing cloud formations and behavior. It will be an invaluable companion for anyone who enjoys outdoors activities. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Adlard Coles. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $6.95

3923177 NORTHEAST MEDICINAL PLANTS: Identify, Harvest, and Use 111 Wild Herbs for Health and Wellness. By Marie Perkins. With its wealth of botanical diversity, the Northeast provides an abundance of healing herbs accessible to all. Whether you are just starting out or have years of herbal knowledge, this guide is your essential companion for finding, identifying, harvesting, and safely using the most important wild medicinal plants. Fully illus. in color. 415 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95. $21.95

3864375 PLANTS THAT CAN KILL: 101 Toxic Species to Make You Think Twice. By Stacy Tomio. Gives information about common plants that are toxic, poisonous, and even deadly. With its colorful and easy-to-read format, this guide will help you identify these plants. Fun facts, interesting tidbits, and history will combine to teach gardeners where plants can be found, how toxic and if plants are safe to have in gardens. Well illus. in color. 169 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $9.50

3814572 HOW TO MULCH: Save Water, Feed the Soil, and Suppress Weeds. By S. Campbell & J. Kujawski. Here you’ll find all the information you need to make decisions about mulching. This book will help you choose the best choices for your favorite plants. Illus. 92 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $3.95

3820304 WEEDEATING WITHOUT CHEMICALS: Bob's Basics. By Bob Flowerdew. No matter what sort of weed is plaguing your garden, Flowerdew holds the key information on how to keep it under control. From how to hoe and pick out weeds to regaining control in weedy areas, this guide will help you get rid of weeds naturally. Color photos. 112 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

3864059 THE POCKET GUIDE TO WILD MUSHROOMS: Helpful Identification in a Field Guide. By & B. Holmes. Describes over 50 edible wild mushrooms as well as the look-a-likes with which they are often confused, whether edible or toxic. Using practical symbols, detailed photos, and tips on picking, cleaning, cooking, and preserving, the reader will safely become familiar with a wide variety of mushrooms. 125 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $5.96

3895226 TREES OF EASTERN NORTH AMERICA. Gil Nelson et al. This is the most comprehensive, best illustrated, and easiest to use field guide to the trees of eastern North America. Covers 825 species, including all the native and naturalized trees of the United States and Canada as far west as the Great Plains. Features detailed descriptions and range maps for native species and much more. 720 pages. Princeton. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $24.95

3889932 MOUNTAINS: Mapping the Earth’s Extremes. By Stefan Dech et al. Using high-resolution satellite data, scientists have created a series of incredibly accurate digital 3D maps of mountain landscapes. These digital models have been used to generate amazing photo-realistic images, creating virtual landscapes seen from previously impossible viewpoints in an unprecedented degree of detail. 241 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10/14x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00. $14.95

3783138 THE GLORY OF THE TREE: An Illustrated History. By Noel Kingsbury, photos by A. Jones. Describes 91 species of tree that span the millennia of Earth’s evolution. Covers the growth of the trees, from the roots up. The Concise narraties include botanical descriptions and note the trees’ botany and origin where and how they grow, as well as their biological characteristics, potential age, climate, and anecdotal history. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Firefly. 9/1×11¼. Pub. at $39.95. $11.95

3918898 ENTANGLED LIFE: How Fungi Make Our Worlds, Shape Our Futures. By Merin Shelly. Fungi, fungi, fungi! These amazing organisms are changing our understanding of how life works. 16 pages of color photos. 352 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95

3923171 NORTHEAST MEDICINAL PLANTS: Identify, Harvest, and Use 111 Wild Herbs for Health and Wellness. By Marie Perkins. With its wealth of botanical diversity, the Northeast provides an abundance of healing herbs accessible to all. Whether you are just starting out or have years of herbal knowledge, this guide is your essential companion for finding, identifying, harvesting, and safely using the most important wild medicinal plants. Fully illus. in color. 415 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95. $21.95

Gardening

3884725 PLANTS THAT CAN KILL: 101 Toxic Species to Make You Think Twice. By Stacy Tomio. Gives information about common plants that are toxic, poisonous, and even deadly. With its colorful and easy-to-read format, this guide will help you identify these plants. Fun facts, interesting tidbits, and history will combine to teach gardeners where plants can be found, how toxic and if plants are safe to have in gardens. Well illus. in color. 169 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $9.50

92 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95. $3.95

2803054 WEEDING WITHOUT CHEMICALS: Bob’s Basics. By Bob Flowerdew. No matter what sort of weed is plaguing your garden, Flowerdew holds the key information on how to keep it under control. From how to hoe and pick out weeds to regaining control in weedy areas, this guide will help you get rid of weeds naturally. Color photos. 112 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

3864059 THE POCKET GUIDE TO WILD MUSHROOMS: Helpful Identification in a Field Guide. By & B. Holmes. Describes over 50 edible wild mushrooms as well as the look-a-likes with which they are often confused, whether edible or toxic. Using practical symbols, detailed photos, and tips on picking, cleaning, cooking, and preserving, the reader will safely become familiar with a wide variety of mushrooms. 125 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $5.96

3984610 MAKING HAY: How to Cut, Dry, Bake, Gather, and Store a Nourishing Crop. By Ann Larkin Hansen. Explains the five steps to making hay to feed livestock. Covers how to suit the hay to your animals and the goal of the hay crop; and how to judge the weather and the crop; and how to cut, rake, dry, gather, and store a winter's supply of hay to be fed to your animals. Illus. 219 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $10.95

3814661 SAVING CONTAINER PLANTS. By Alice & Brian McGowan. Enjoy year after year of blooming beauty from the tender perennials you put containers using the over-winter techniques offered in this compact volume. A detailed plant by plant guide provides easy reference to more than 1,700 plants. Illus. 124 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $3.95

3818504 HOMEMOON BERRIES: Successfully Grow Your Own Strawberries, Raspberries, Blueberries, and More. By Teri Dunn Chase. Why buy berries from the supermarket when you can grow them? This guide covers the entire process from planting to picking that first luscious fruit. You'll learn the best varieties for your region, how to fit them into your landscape, and how to maintain them for peak harvest year after year. Illus. in color. 206 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. $13.95

2883266 THE TIMBER PRESS ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FLOWERING SHRUBS. By Jim Gardiner. Offers an incomparable pictorial reference of hardy flowering shrubs excel in temperate zone gardens. With two thousand stunning color images and essential cultivation data for more than 1,700 plants, this is an essential guide for discriminating gardeners looking for the best choices in identification, selection, and planting schemes. 436 pages. Timber. 8/1×11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95. $14.95
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★ 3865142 PARIS POP-UP. By Dominique Enthard. The most iconic monuments, landmarks, and architectural wonders of Paris are made into delightful pop-ups including the Arc de Triomphe, Eiffel Tower, Hotel des Invalides, the Louvre, Notre-Dame, and more, accompanied by text on its historical background and cultural significance. Fully illus. in color. Universe. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 3865096 LONDON POP-UP. By Dominique Enthard. The most iconic monuments, landmarks, and architectural wonders of London are featured in this delightful pop-up, including Buckingham Palace, the Houses of Parliament, the London Eye, Saint Paul’s Cathedral, and Tower Bridge. Perfect for anyone with a love for London. Fully illus. in color. Rizzoli. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 392842X THE MOST BEAUTIFUL COUNTRIES AND TOWNS OF IRELAND. By Heleena Afflett, photos by A. Ramsay. Magnificently illustrated survey displays the outstanding beauty and distinction of the small towns of Provence, from the hills and mountains of the Ardeche to the rich, vine-growing region of Var and delightful coastal resorts. New. 272 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

★ 392834X THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL: Backcountry Shelters, Lean-Tos, and Huts. By James K. Eads. With 150 images, addresses, and directions, go state by state to tour the macabre side of the United States with this exceptional guide. Journey to haunted battlefields, abandoned prisons, creepy lunatic asylums, 和 Winchester House, the Lizzie Borden Bed and Breakfast and much more. 192 pages. Schiffer. PB. 2019. $9.95

★ 392759X CASTLES OF IRELAND. By Mareaidh Afteh Fitzgerald. From Dublin Castle to Cahir and to Ducketts Grove, this truly stunning reference serves over sixty intriguing and detailed full-color illus. in color. 80 pages. O’Brien Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00 $14.95

★ 392533X EGYPT: Visual Explorer Guide. By Trevor Naylor. From the beaches of the Red Sea to cruising on the Nile, from the bustling markets in Cairo to some of the most enduring monuments on Earth, Egypt is spectacular. Featuring more than 165 outstanding photographs, this is a fascinating exploration of both an ancient and modern land. 224 pages. Amber Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 387633X LONDON: Visual Explorer Guide. By Alastair Horne. From world famous landmarks, hotels and restaurants to bustling shopping streets and its jampacked railway and underground system, there are so many intriguing sides to London. Featuring more than 200 illustrations, this is an outstanding collection of images of one of the world’s most iconic cities. 224 pages. Amber Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 392817X IN THE VALLEYS OF THE NOBLE BEYOND: In Search of the Sasquatch. By John Zada. For centuries people on either side of the border have reported encounters with the Sasquatch—a species of hairy bipedal man-apes said to inhabit the deepest recesses of this pristine wilderness. Zada, a noted biologist and author, has conducted a year-long field study of this rugged coast, where nearly everyone has a story to tell. 306 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

DVD 290506X ROUTE 66: The Ultimate Road Trip. Widescreen. Take a trip across the country and back following journey along America’s Main Street. At more than 2,400 miles, Route 66 is a critical piece of America’s story, one that unfolds mile by mile in this engaging program. Featuring memorable like a Route 66 map, six postcards illustrated by Jerry McClanahan, and a 24-page booklet, this program is a must for any avid traveler of America’s countryside. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $39.98 $29.95

Travel Guides

★ 3819302 WALT DISNEY WORLD HACKS: 350+ Park Secrets for Making the Most of Your Walt Disney World Vacation. By Susan Veness. Who doesn’t want to get the most magic out of their Disney trip? You’ll find quick and easy hacks to make the most of your adventure magnificant. From newbie tips to strategic planning, this guide will make sure you have a memorable vacation! 253 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $12.95

★ 3921203 CENTRAL MASSACHUSETTS PERSPECTIVES. By John S. Burke. The landscapes, historic sites, and central Massachusetts is home to myriad natural areas, picturesque countryside, and historic sites connected by the watersheds of New England’s most scenic rivers. Venture through these little-known rural regions and their unique history here. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

★ 3921013 FREMANTLE GREAT TRAIN JOURNEYS. By Sarah Jones Decker. Whether you spend one night or six months on the Appalachian Trail, every hiker eventually encounters one of the more than 275 shelters, lean-tos, and huts along this iconic path. Whether you’re a hiker or simply curious about the history of the shelters, this guidebook is a must for any avid traveler of America’s countryside. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. RLJ Entertainment. Pub. at $39.98 $29.95

★ 3875830 TENNESSEE CIVIL WAR MONUMENTS: An Illustrated Field Guide. By Patricia H. Amick. Tennessee Civil War monuments stand tall, peppering the landscape from Chattanooga to Memphis and pinpointing important events and figures within Tennessee’s collective narrative. This is a comprehensive guide to Tennessee’s spirit and heritage. Well illus. 450 pages. InUP. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

★ 3808612 THE AMERICAN RAILCRAFTER: Illustrated History. By D.J. Heimburger & C.R. Byron. A pictorial history of passenger trains of all names—West Coast Champion, Texas Special, Golden State and more trains destined for all major cities that plied the rails in an age that was soon over. By 1971, Amtrak had taken over America’s passenger service, and left behind the colorful cars, the exquisite service, and the fun of train travel. 200 pages. Heimburger House. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $46.95 $39.95

3991373 CLASSIC AMERICAN LOCOMOTIVES, 100TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Charles McShane. Originally published as “Classics and Trains,” this enthusiast comes this detailed examination of the inner workings of the classic steam engine. Explains every aspect of how these incredible juggernauts worked. Well illus. 411 pages. Lyons & Carnahan. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $19.95

★ 3875288 FIRING THE STEAM LOCOMOTIVE. By the Reading Company. Created in 1947 by the Reading Company, this is the handbook for the last generation of locomotive firemen. Within its chapters you’ll find a breakdown of the fireman’s responsibilities, including how to prepare and inspect the fire, how to fire the fire, and how to deal with incorrect bad fire conditions. Illus. 120 pages. Periscope Film, 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


★ 3812030 WABASH STANDARD PLANS AND REFERENCE. By Donald J. Heimburger. The Wabash printed itself on well maintained track, and the engine limits of 79 m.p.h. for passenger trains and 60 m.p.h. for freight trains. This volume offers the details and specs of the Wabash Steamline and some interesting details and specs of the  locomotives. Well illus. 36 pages. Heimburger House. 11¼×6¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $19.95
Collecting

3831973 PROMOTIONAL CARS & TRUCKS, 1934-1983, SECOND EDITION: Dealership Vehicles, in a miniature. By Steve Butler. Presents a complete list of promotional cars and trucks, including manufacturer and 2001 values, in a model by model chart. The charts are illustrated with over 500 beautiful color photographs showing the full range of vehicles available.

3831966 HUBLEY TOY VEHICLES, 1946-1966. By Steve Butler. Details the production history of the Hubley Company, which was then purchased by Galil Industries. Includes information from a complete set of Hubley catalogs and over 500 beautifully reproduced actual toys, along with a 2001 price guide. 167 pages.

381231 ELECTRIC GUITARS. By Rob Goudy. Presents a brilliant review of electric guitars from their early days to the present day filled with 450 color photographs; informative text; histories of the companies represented, lists of current models, and a guide to dating the instruments; and 1999 values for collectors. 176 pages.

3864945 STANDARD CATALOG OF MODEL BAND BOXES. By Phillip Peterson. Covers more than 2,000 models of military firearms manufactured between 1870 and today—not to mention bayonets, magazines, clips, and holsters—all together filled in a long-standing gap in military weapon price guides. It also differentiates values for import-marked and non-import-marked models, a distinction that most guides don't even recognize. Includes serial numbers to assist in dating the instruments, and 1999 values for collectors. 176 pages.

Fishing & Hunting

673524X THE GREATEST HUNTING STORIES EVER TOLD. Ed. by V. T. Sparaio. A collection of true hunting tales, told by some of the most courageous and clever sportmen. Includes interviews with celebrities such as President Roosevelt, Jack O'Connor, J.C. Rickhoff, Frank C. Hibben, and many more. A must for all hunters and armchair adventurers.

2881896 FIELD & STREAM THE BEST AMERICAN HUNTING STORIES. Ed. by Anthony Licata. From blood-pumping stories of wilderness survival to fascinating tales of vanishing traditions, Field & Stream collects the best hunting stories from today's top writers for a collection that is modern yet timeless. Includes stories by Dr. Robert A. Hare, Rick Bass, Philip Caputo, and many others. 350 pages.

6826680 BOOK OF GLOCK: A Comprehensive Guide to America's Most Popular Handgun. By Robert A. Sadowski. Reference all Glock pistols available, with in-depth information on all models. Each chapter is dedicated to a different model. Whether a firearm collector or a new enthusiast, anyone can benefit from the in-depth analysis of Glocks throughout history. Well illus. in color. 262 pages.

2837872 THE POCKET HUNTING & FISHING GUIDE. Loaded with pertinent details and accurate, easy to follow advice, this is the guide all sportsmen should carry when they head outdoors. 110 pages.

3811304 THE BUCKS CAMP LOG, 1916-1928: The Wisconsin Deer Camp Diary, Ed. by Marjorie Williams. Here are the last days of the Wisconsin wilderness. Each entry in the Camp Log is a captivating description of his experiences on the frontier line. He explains the techniques that, when practiced, made the difference between good shooting and great shooting. Well illus. 272 pages.

389144 PRECISION RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP. The Fundamentals. By Kenneth L. Cole. Here is the single source for the pursuit of precision marksmanship in simple terms, following a logical order of instruction from shooter to target, the author guides the reader through the fundamentals of marksmanship. 245 pages.
Games

**56073X** THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF NEW SUDOKU. By Gareth Moore. This comprehensive collection features every major variant of sudoku ever created, including jigsaw sudoku, killer sudoku, multi-grid samurai sudoku, and more. That’s almost 3,000 puzzles total included. 544 pages. Running Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95


**3819084** LITERARY PUZZLE BOOK: 120 Classic Crosswords, Sudoku, and Other Puzzle Books for Book Lovers. By Neil Somerstein. Offers a palette of varying difficulty levels and literary themes that will amuse, excite, and inform. Featuring 120 craft conundrums that will keep you scratching your head over famous authors and obscure literary terms. These puzzles include anagrams and cryptograms, crosswords and word searches, riddles and Sudoku, and more. Solutions included. 170 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

**3817111** THE NEW YORK TIMES BIG BOOK OF HIDDEN IMAGES: 100 Fun-Sized Puzzles. By Joel Faglione. The perfect way to pass the time with these print-sized puzzles that are fun, portable, easy to solve, and almost impossible to resist. It’s chock-full of fun and easy and bite-sized portions that you can complete in one minute or less. Solutions provided. St. Martin’s. 8 1/16 x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**67592X** NATURE-DOT-TO-DOT: Connect Your Way to Color. Your favorite childhood activity is all grown up! Amazingly sophisticated and playful, these 31 engagingly intricate dot-to-dot puzzles feature subjects like cascading waterfalls, flying geese, Fiona deer, and much more. Little, Brown. 9 1/16x12 5/16. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $2.95

**2817721** GRANDPA MAGIC: 116 Easy Tricks, Amazing Brain teasers, and Simple Stunts to Wow the Grandkids. By Allan Zola Kronzek. Here are 116 fun and easy to learn, to perform tricks, illusions, and brain teasers guaranteed to engage kids of any age! Illustrated with step by step clarity, there’s no need to be a professional magician to wow your grandkids. Solutions included. 196 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**16318X** FOOLPROOF CARD TRICKS FOR THE AMATEUR MAGICIAN. By Karl Fulves. Masters the art of illusion with this collection of nearly 200 easy to learn tricks. These tricks create the illusion of magic, requiring neither great dexterity nor long hours of practice, yet can be performed by beginners and experienced card magicians alike. 136 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $8.95

**3753179** OPTICAL ILLUSIONS: The Science of Visual Perceptual. By Al Seckel. This collection of more than 275 optical illusions includes the well known, including: Zacharias’ Spiral; Flying Finger Illusion; Ames Room; Rubin’s Face/Vase Illusion—along with the lesser known but no less intriguing, such as reversed perception, the moon illusion, and much more. A collection about the science of visual perception behind the illusions, explaining what you see. Fully illus. in many color, 312 pages. Firefly. 9 1/4 x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

**3926435** THAT WAS EASY CROSSWORDS. By Tony Orbach. The grid is filled with common sayings, phrases, and names, while the clues and themes are challenging enough to keep you interested from beginning to end. Whether you get into your wordplay skills or are simply in the mood for a gentle challenge, this collection is for you. Solutions included. 96 pages. Puzzlewright. 8 x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99 $7.95

**3927758** MYSTERY COLORS: Color Number & Discover the Magic! Illus.toghether, an alpaca, or maybe a peacock? Using the color codes at the bottom of each page, apply the hue in the corresponding area, then watch as an amazing image takes shape. Relax and find your inner child! Answer key included. 96 pages. Centennial. 8x10 1/2. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**3817733** THE GRANDMASTER: Magnus Carlsen’s Path to Great Again. By Brin-Jonathan Butler. In November of 2016 while crowds protested the election of Donald Trump, another crowd descended on New York City’s South Street Seaport to watch the World Chess Championship between Norway’s Magnus Carlsen and Russia’s Sergey Karjakin. Butler has written an instant classic about the game, as brilliant and formidable as Magnus Carlsen himself. 211 pages, 100 b&w photos. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00 $16.99

**3864499** TRIVIAL PURSUIT ULTIMATE PUZZLE BOOK. Ed. by Jeff Ashworth. Test your knowledge and exercise your brain in a whole new way. This fun, fascinating volume is a variety of challenging puzzles based on more than 1,500 official Trivial Pursuit questions. Solutions provided. 320 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

**2297116** THE ISS. (In My Own Life, in Space, in Time). On Anniversary Special Edition. All three, fully interactive Don Bluth games in one box set—Dragon’s Lair; Dragon’s Lair II: Time Warp; and Space Ace. Includes point-and-click, joystick, and play by remote control play and exciting extras. Use your remote control to play these games on your DVD player! Digital Leisure. $29.95

**3879283** PLAYBOOK’S HANDBOOK. By Mike Marzola et al. This official reference for every Dungeons & Dragons roleplayer, containing rules for character creation and advancement, backgrounds and skills, equipment, spells, and more. Well illus. in color, 3 pages, Wizards of the Coast. 8x11. Pub. at $49.95 $37.95

**2816071** DUNGEONS & DRAGONS ART & ARCANIA: A Visual History. By Mike Mearls. This comprehensive, illustrated entry in the Dungeons and Dragons Visual Collection series includes decades of Dungeons & Dragons magazine and classic advertisements and merchandise. 440 pages. Ten Speed. 9 1/4 x12. Pub. at $50.00 $37.95

**39063X** WORD SEARCH LARGE PRINT EDITION. Collected by Daisy Seal. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A teasing, testing collection of puzzles designed to entertain, challenge, and keep your brain sharp for tip-top performance—from beers and beers to Silent Silly Puns, and more! Packed with 220 words, 250 squares–these grids form distinctive picture puzzles, arranged to challenge and amuse, explaining the clues, or providing hints, and solutions. Fully illus. in color, 200 pages. Willow Creek. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

**3917576** THE EVERYTHING JUMBO BOOK OF LARGE-PRINT BIBLE WORD SEARCHES. Ed. by Jeff Pettijohn. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Each oversized puzzle is spread out over two easy to read pages, with a Bible verse on one page and a supersized grid on the other. This well-crafted puzzle’s themes are based on the Bible’s key verses in an easy on the eyes format. This collection features puzzles based on verses from Genesis to Revelation. Solutions included. 368 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $12.99

**391119X** LARGE PRINT WORDSEARCH: Engaging Puzzles to Challenge and Entertain. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Enjoy the challenge of finding the words in these brilliant themes. Whether you are a wordplay expert or are just starting out, these puzzles are easy to read and enjoyable to solve. Solutions included. 92 pages. Arcuros. 8x11

Wines & Spirits

**3788911** CRAFT 啊, To Turn Apples into Alcohol! By Joel Glazer. The first fully illustrated text on how to make and distill hard cider. This guide to the history of the drink that fueled the American Revolution, and details the dos and don’ts of making cider cocktails. Illus. in color, 195 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $6.95

**2265411** TABLETOP DISTILLING: How to Make Spirits, Essences, and Essential Oils with Small Stills. By Kai Moller. With a small, 0.5 liter distiller, you can easily create fine brandies, whiskies, and even essential oils in your own kitchen. Learn the tools, techniques, and safe procedures to distill raw natural materials for a variety of applications. Complete with a guide to distilling essential oils this is the ideal companion for the home distiller. Fully illus. in color, 176 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $34.99 $14.95

Cookbooks


**6936350** FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT BIG COOKBOOK: 1400 Best Slow Cooker Recipes. By Leslie S. Crenshaw and Linda Knisley. Collected from some of America’s best home cooks, these 1,400 tested-in-real-life recipes—recipes that are an amazing meal-on-less. Fully illus. in color, 600 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**2965360** SPAM: The Cookbook. By Marguerite Patten. From the giant Spam can on earth (it’s a car) to the hilarious Spam world famous recipes and more, this collection of more than 275 recipes using Spam! Fully illus., most in color, 64 pages. Hamlyn. Pub. at $8.99 $4.95

**See more titles at erhbc.com/311**
**COOKBOOKS**

**6734219 HOW TO INSTANT POT: Mastering All the Functions of the One Pot That Will Way You Cook.** By Daniel Shumski. Discover the wonders of the Instant Pot with this demystifying cookbook. Shumski not only teaches you how to master each of this revolutionary appliance’s key functions, he also offers more than 100 irresistible recipes that have been specifically crafted to take advantage of the pot’s many virtues. 278 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95.

**3854159 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER DUMPLING DINNERS AND DESSERTS.** By Hope Comerford. Step 1: Dump the ingredients into your slow cooker crock. Step 2: Press a button. Step 3: Set and forget! That’s it! Included are over 150 recipes for simple and delicious meals like Texas Pot Roast; Beef with Broccoli; Sweet Barbecued Chicken; Sweet Potato Lentil Soup; Fudge Swirl Dump Cake; and so much more. Fully illus. in color. 330 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95.

**3858829 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER COMFORT FOODS: 150 Healthy and Hearty Recipes.** By Hope Comerford. These easy, tasty, and healthy slow cooker recipes have something for everyone. Nutrition included with each recipe makes sure you’re cooking for your family’s needs. Find recipes such as Chicken Tortilla Soup, Chili Chicken Stew with Rice, Easiest Ever BBQ Country Ribs, Swedish Cabbage Rolls, Strawberry Rhubarb Crisp, and more. Well illus. in color. 340 pages. Good Books. Paperback. $14.95. $8.95.

**3789136 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER SURPRISES.** By Hope Comerford. Packed with more than 325 casseroles, soups, and stews this collection of recipes for every occasion has something for everyone. Find recipes like Chicken Enchiladas, Beef and Barley Stew, and Vegetable Meatloaf for the ultimate comfort meal. Fully illus. in color. 406 pages. Good Books. Paperback. $22.99. $7.95.

**3919609 SHEET PAN SUPPERS MEATLESS: 100 Surprising Vegetarian Meals Straight from the Oven.** By Raquel Peliz. The sheet pan uses three techniques—roasting, baking, and broiling—that intensify flavors. It’s pure satisfaction, without the meat. Recipes include Sheet Pan Chili, No-Boil Mac and Cheese, Spicy Thai Green Curry Potpie, not to mention grain bowls and banh mi, risotto, tacos, chilaquiles and savory slab pies, breakfast streusel and more. Well illus. in color. 230 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. $12.95.

**3854108 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT COOKING FOR TWO: 150 Small-Batch Slow Cooker Recipes.** By Hope Comerford. If you want delicious meals but don’t have the time to prepare them after a long day’s work, the slow cooker is for you. This appetizing cookbook presents scrumptious slow cooker recipes for two, like Jalapeño Popper Chicken Tacos; Apple Sauce Honey Pork Chops; Amazing Caramel Apple Crunch; and more. Well illus. in color. 341 pages. Good Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $6.95.

**391755X THE ENCHILADA QUEEN COOKBOOK: Recipes, Stories, and Secrets from a Tex-Mex Legend.** By Jennifer Comerford with D. Griffith. From the heart of great Tex-Mex cooking, this enticing collection is filled with tips and simple techniques to turn any meal into an appetizing feast. With her 14 key sauces you’ll make Flautas, Chicken Enchiladas, Carnitas with Salsa, Stir-Fried Chicken, and more! Each recipe is for two, like Ceviche with Salsa Venzillana and much more. There’s also recipes for appetizers, sides, breakfast and desserts. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99. $19.99.

**3909026 PATISERIE: French Pastry Master Class.** By Philippe Urraca with C. Coulter. Discover the secrets of French pastry as made by Philippe Urraca, president of the MOP Pastry Chefs’ Academy. This comprehensive guide includes step by step photographic instructions. 504 pages. Hazleton. 9½x11. Pub. at $45.00. $9.95.

**5884780 MUG MEALS: More Than 100 No-Fuss Ways to Make a Delicious Microwave Meal in Minutes.** By Allyson Kramer with J. B. Billerback. If you’ve got five minutes to spare, you can mix up a delicious single-serve meal with just a mug and a microwave. Here are the best mug recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and dessert. By Laura Anne Lapp. Recipes are written so easy to make–because they are so easy to make. Fully illus. in color. 184 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95.

**5680007 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER MAGIC: 550 Amazing Everyday Recipes.** By Phyllis Good. Presents 550 magic recipes for slow cooks from finger-lickin’-good bar cookies and vegetable medleys, from brunch dishes and snacks to dozens of other surprising treats. Recipes are crowd-rousing creative dishes that will appeal to anyone in your house. Well illus. in color. 284 pages. Good Books. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95.

**3790908 YANKEE MAGAZINE’S LOST AND VINTAGE RECIPES.** Ed. by Amy Traverso. Rediscover more than 130 delectable classic recipes, such as Old-Fashioned Dumplings, Roquefort Cookies, Red Flannel Hash; and Cranberry-Orange Stack Cake. Starters and soups, sides and meats and fish, breads and desserts and more. Recipes and serving tips updated for today’s palates. You’ll also find the stories and histories behind many of the recipes. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Countryman. 8x4¼. Pub. at $24.95. $4.95.


**2966544 HIGH-PROTEIN PANCAKES: Strength-Building Recipes for Everyday Health.** By Pamela Braun. Made with protein-rich ingredients such as eggs, nuts, and alternative flours, these protein pancakes have the same all-American taste of their carb-heavy counterparts, but are better for you. Try Pineapple Upside-Down Pancakes, Blackberry Pancakes, Peanut Butter Cup Pancakes, and many more. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95.

**2964966 DELICIOUS BUNDT CAKES: More Than 100 New Recipes for Timeless Favorites.** By K. Moore. Features more than 100 recipes and all the hints and tips you’ll need to make a spectacular Bundt cake every time. From a Chocolate Peanut Butter Tunnel Bundt Cake to a classic Banana Walnut Bundt Coffee Cake, this edition will have you creating beautiful, simple, and scrumptious Bundt cakes in no time! Color photos. 164 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99. $12.95.

**5737513 THE EVERYTHING EASY INSTANT POT COOKBOOK.** By Kelly Jaggers. Inside this informative guide you’ll find 300 easy recipes, from tried and true classics to modern culinary delights including Breakfast Bowl, Loaded Game-Day Queso, Brussels Sprouts with Bacon; Peach Cobbler; and so much more. You’ll wonder how you ever lived without this fantastic collection of 300 photos. 300 photos. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $5.95.

**592307X OUR FAVORITE CAKE MIX RECIPES.** You’ll love this collection of recipes that are so good they forget-the-box, because they start with a mix! Try Hootenanny Cake; Coconut Freezer Cake; Chocolate Whoopie Pies; Oatmeal-Raspberry Bars, or Graham-Streusel Coffee Cake. Spiralbound. Pub. at $8.95. $1.95.

**3588477 THE HOT SAUCE COOKBOOK: Hot Chili Eggs, Gyoza King, Harissa Shwarma, and More!** By Heather Thomas. These sixty recipes are sure to satisfy the cravings of hot sauce addicts at every meal. Dive into this collection for fantastic fiery dishes including; Chili Fried Eggs, Hot Sauce Buffalo Wings, Sriracha Buttered Shrimp, Harissa Chicken Shwarma Wraps, Crunchy Thai Salad, Chili Chocolate Brownie; and so easy mug cake recipes is for you. Make them at home, right now! Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Gooseberry Patch. Pub. at $9.95. $6.95.

**3873944 GYOZA: The Ultimate Dumpling Cookbook.** By Paradise Yamamoto. Tokyo’s irrepressible “Gyoza King” shares the 50 all-time favorite recipes served at his exclusive Yamagyo (Vine Garden) dining club in Tokyo. With simple step-by-step instructions for fantastic fiery dishes including; Chili Fried Eggs, Hot Sauce Buffalo Wings, Sriracha Buttered Shrimp, Harissa Chicken Shwarma Wraps, Crunchy Thai Salad, Chili Chocolate Brownie; and so easy mug cake recipes is for you. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Tuttle. Pub. at $16.99. $8.95.
Improve movement, and even reverse the condition. 221 pages. Hay House. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**2888216 THE DIABETES CODE: Prevent and Reverse Type 2 Diabetes Naturally.** By Jason Fung. Writing in clear and accessible language, the author describes his revolutionary treatments that rely on insulin of other blood glucose lowering drugs can actually exacerbate the problem leading to side effects that setback progress and cause disease. Here he explains the proper diet and a method of intermittent fasting to reverse the disease. 265 pages. Greystone. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

**2988743 THE NATURAL PROSTATE CURE, THIRD EDITION.** By Roger Mason. This authoritative guide has a fresh, new approach to prostate health. With real-life stories, clinical evidence and the best supplements for maintaining a healthy prostate. This guide helps you treat prostate problems safely, naturally. 126 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95


**3862189 A CONSUMER’S GUIDE TO TOXIC FOOD ADDITIVES: How to Avoid Synthetic Sweeteners, Artificial Colors, MSG, and More.** By Linda G. Buderi. Whether you’re in the habit of reading ingredient labels or just starting to question what’s on your plate, this guide provides you with a well-researched source of timely, updated and important information on foods and ingredients that could be harming your health. 400 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

**3951751 THE COMPLETE HERBS SOURCEBOOK.** Offers a unique, holistic approach to help you restore and maintain your wellbeing in this comprehensive guide to the use of herbal medicines. A step by step advice shows you how to diagnose and safely treat a wide range of complaints—from diabetes and depression to sinusitis and whooping cough. 400 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95


**3776964 WOMEN’S HEALTH VAGINA UNIVERSITY. Sheila C. Oakes. The modern woman everything she needs to know about her most intimate parts—even if she is uncomfortable saying “vagina” out loud. The authors dispel the myths, unpack the lies, explain laws, and define words that commonly found on a typical lab report so you can take charge of your own health. 342 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

**6886345 ARTHRITIS: What Doctors Don’t Tell You.** Ed. by Lynne McTaggart. Drawing on 27 years of research into conventional and unconventional treatments, this innovative guide gathers its findings to help you make informed decisions about your health, and the health of your family. The information reveals a wide range of options to relieve pain and to prevent arthritis from ever getting worse. 298 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**2838645 ARTHRITIS: What Doctors Don’t Tell You.** Ed. by Lynne McTaggart. Drawing on 27 years of research into conventional and unconventional treatments, this innovative guide gathers its findings to help you make informed decisions about your health, and the health of your family. The information reveals a wide range of options to relieve pain and to prevent arthritis from ever getting worse. 298 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**3639752 YOUR BLOOD NEVER LIES: How to Read a Blood Test for a Longer, Healthier Life.** By Lalita J. Ludvig. Reveals the mystery surrounding blood test results, explaining in simple language all the information found on a typical lab report so you can better care of your own health. 351 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $11.95

**464154X BEAT OSTEOPOROSIS WITH EXERCISE.** By Karl Knopf. Research shows that exercise is the best way to manage osteoporosis. Safe, age-appropriate customizable approach to exercise offers stability while lowering risk of injury. Well illus. 140 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**2938615 WHAT’S IN YOUR BLOOD & WOODY, ID? CARE.** By E. Mandell & G. Bruno. Presents a complete picture of the components that make up your blood, how your blood functions, and what you can do to improve the quality of your blood for greater health and longevity. The authors tell you everything you need to know about your blood and instruct you in proven methods of cleansing and detoxifying your bloodstream. 202 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**3710416 ANTI-AGING HACKS: 200+ Ways to Feel—and Look—Younger.** By Karen Asp. Wrinkles, sunspots, aches, and ailments, aging is not something most people look forward to. Forget what you think you know about aging and get ready to turn back the clock. In this guide you’ll find more than 200 tips to keep your health and looks intact. 254 pages. Adams Media. Paper bound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

**3787117 FOREST BATHING: How Trees Can Help You Find Health and Happiness.** By Daisuke Matsuoka. The forest is rich in antioxidants that can help repair the body from damage caused by the stress of everyday life. The author introduces you to the forest’s wealth of natural medicines. Over 300 photos. Viking. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95

**6683957 WHAT YOU MUST KNOW ABOUT RELATED MACULAR DEGENERATION.** By J. Ansel & L. Stevens. A comprehensive guide on AMD that includes detailed information about the eye itself; about how AMD develops and the common risk factors that contribute to eye health and which can damage your vision, and recommendations for lifestyle changes you can make to restore eye health. 274 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

**6708427 UNSAFE AT ANY MEAL: What the FDA Does Not Want You to Know About the Foods You Eat.** By Renee Joy Dullayt. Beginning with the author’s story leading to the creation of this work, she then describes the toxic foods commonly found in our food supply. An ex-FDA food investigator, Dujalt then includes a guide to reading food labels, recognizing misleading marketing tactics, and what to look for in store. 218 pages. Square One Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


**3857997 USE THE HEALING POWER OF THE AMERICAN MIND.** By Robert H. Lustig. While researching the toxic impact of sugar, the author discovered that our innocent addictions are biochemical, and they are damaging our bodies and our brains. He reveals how these chemicals interact with one another to drive our behaviors, and how Big Business uses the science of addiction to keep us hooked, to our detriment, and for their profit. 344 pages. Avery. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95
See more titles at erhbc.com/311
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**Self-Help**

- **3933741 MAKE YOUR BED: Little Things That Can Change Your Life...and Maybe the World.** By Tim Hall.=$15.95
- **3893958 THE ART OF DYING WELL: A Practical Guide to a Good End of Life.** By Katy Butler.=$21.95
- **3906025 EVERYTHING I NEED TO KNOW I LEARNED FROM JOHN WAYNE.** By the eds. of The Official John Wayne Magazine.=$16.95
- **3857921 WHERE DID YOU GO? A Life-Changing Journey to Connect with Those We’ve Lost.** By Christina Rasmussen.=$14.95
- **3752119 TREATING PEOPLE WELL: How to Master Social Thrive in Everything You Do.** By L. Berman & J. Bernard.=$16.95
- **3921883 TRICK YOURSELF TO SLEEP: 222 Ways to Fall and Stay Asleep from the Science of Slumber.** By Kim Jones.=$12.95
- **3929989 THE UNIVERSE IS TALKING TO YOU: Tap into Signs & Synchronicity to Reconnect with Your Sacred Self.** By Tammy Mastroberte.=$16.95

**ART BOOKS**

- **3857050 COLORING BUTTERFLIES.** Butterflies display an array of dazzling patterns, magical markings, and other stunning fantastical creatures. By illustrators in these pages bring out that intricacy in designs that just beg for color. Each image is accompanied by a full-page coloring guide that displays that specimen’s natural color scheme.=$12.95
- **3869657 PERSPECTIVE FOR THE BEGINNING ARTIST.** By Mercedes Braungarten.=$9.95
- **3851033 ANIMOPHIA: Welcome to the world of extreme coloring. Lose yourself in these intricate line drawings as you bring to life creatures, characters, patterns, and tiny elements from the creator’s mind.=$14.95
- **3705044 JAPAN COLORING BUTTERFLY: Live Color!**=$5.95
- **3705555 FANTOMOPHIA: An Extreme Coloring and Search Challenge.**=$3.95
Art Books

3857130 DISNEY DREAMS COLLECTION
THOMAS KINGDAKE STUDIO: DISNEY PRINCESS COLORING BOOK. Color your favorite Disney Princess in a setting imagined by Thomas Kingdake. Features 16 large coloring pages suitable for framing, created from the Disney Dreams Collection of paintings. You'll find such iconic characters as Snow White, Cinderella, Pocahontas, Ariel and more. Full color images are included to encourage and inspire you. Andrews McMeel. 14x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

658070X JAPANESE DESIGNS: Creative Escapes Coloring Book. Provides you with the experience to color the art of the Japanese culture. Includes 46 color images that exemplify Japanese design and 46 illustrations to bring to life with color. Single-sided perforated pages allow you to color and frame your finished artwork. Racehorse. 8½x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

2804523 BOTANICA: Color Origami. By Caitlyn Keegan. A magical world of birds, butterflies and more is yours to explore in this unique coloring book. Bring color to an assortment of detailed designs, then tear them out and follow the instructions to fold into more than 60 garden-dwelling creatures. 176 pages. Abrams. 6x8. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

2734539 THE MAMMOTH BOOK OF SKULLS. Ed. by Ilya. This extraordinary collection of mammal and insect images includes intriguing images of the skull from pop culture around the world is a visual feast of the ultimate doomed-laden icon. Includes exquisite examples of graphic design, art, graphic novels, costume, makeup, vintage advertising, and more. 446 pages. Running Press. 6½x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

2356298 YOU CAN DRAW IN 30 DAYS: The Fun, Easy Way to Learn to Draw in One Month or Less. By Mark Kistler. Drawing is an acquired skill, not a talent: anyone can learn to draw! All you need is a pencil, a piece of paper, and the willingness to tap into your hidden artistic need is a pencil, a piece of paper, and the instructions to follow. You can learn to draw anything. Well illus. 238 pages. Zondervan. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $10.95

3850757 FLORENCE: The Paintings & Frescoes, 1250-1743. Text by Anja Grebe. A magnificent collection of every painting and fresco on display in the Uffizi, the Galleria Palatina of the Pitti Palace, the Academia, and the Duomo, plus many works of art in 28 additional museums and churches around the city—nearly 2,000 images in all. Slipped, SHOPWORN. Fully illus. in color, 697 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 11x11. Pub. at $75.00 $14.95

290912X BIRDS & BUTTERFLIES: Color Your Way to Calm. Embark on a journey into the natural world where charmingly detailed illustrations of a variety of birds are waiting to be brought to life. Along the way, search for creatures hidden behind leaves and place. Little Brown. 9½x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95

6616070 COLORED PENCIL PAINTING PORTRAITS. By Alyona Nechayeva. A unique colored pencil painting revolution! In this comprehensive guide, an acclaimed artist presents new layering tools and techniques that allow colored pencil and colored pencil and graphite to behave like portraits. Offers guidance on a range of topics, supplemented by copious step-by-step demonstrations. Well illus. in color, 164 pages. Watson-Guptill. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $18.95

3841228 THE ART OF JOSE CANO: A Passion for Pin-Up! A captivating collection of more than 200 images of men who knows his way around every curve and hot spot. Cano’s ability to bring life and lust to his portraits is second to none, and he consistently brings a fresh and fascinating look to the pin-up image he creates. Fully illus. in color. SQP. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

4610954 TATTOO ART COLORING BOOK: Ink Designs for Life. Discover over 500 designs of butterflies to skulls, dragons, and eagles, the art of the tattoo brings a virulent sting to this unique and varied book. Pierce $90 ink-inspired designs with your choice of color, each one detailed enough for gorgeous display or perfect as inspiration for your next tattoo. Lark. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $1.95

3850825 NEVER QUIT DRAWING: Sketch Your Way to an Everyday Art Habit. By L. Simms, illus. by K. Rosanes. Turn your occasional doodles into lasting creative habits with this guide/journal. Filled with cut-ting edge advice and inspiration, commit to drawing something on every sketch page in this journal and you will be well on your way to increasing one page a day. 168 pages. Race Point. 8⅛x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $1.95

2386380 PORTRAIT REVOLUTION: Inspiration from Around the World for Creating Art in Multiple Mediums and Styles. Pulling from 50,000 works of portraiture created by the artists of an international online collaborative project, this volume presents a new look at this subject. By presenting a wide variety of mediums, techniques, and styles, Kay demonstrates the possibilities. Fully illus. in color, 224 pages. Watson-Guptill. Pub. at $22.99 $6.95


3923837 YOU WILL BE ABLE TO DRAW BY THE END OF THIS BOOK: Colored Pencils. By Jake Spicer. Discover the joy of drawing in color with this interactive sketchbook, which teaches you how to use colored pencils and allows you space to practice on the page through guided exercises. Fully illus. in color, 16x7. 9x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3923835 DRAWING IN BLACK & WHITE. By Deborah Velasquez. Working with only positive and negative lines and shapes, Velasquez focuses on the basics: composition, balance, and harmony. Using gel pens, markers, paint pens, and paint on black, tan, and gray papers allows the reader one chance drawing in a whole new way. Fully illus. in color, 112 pages. Quarry. 8¼x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $4.95

6629512 CAPTURING THE ESSENCE: Techniques for Bird Painters. By William T. Cooper. Cooper explores and demonstrates all aspects of drawing and painting birds. He guides both seasoned artists and beginning artists through all the techniques and processes involved in depicting birds anywhere in the world. Fully illus. in color, most in color. 124 pages. Yale. 10½x14½. Paperback. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95
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3917134 SKETCH YOUR STUFF: 200 Things to Draw and How to Draw Them. By Jon Stich. Covering every aspect of observation of shape and form, and to light, shade, composition and perspective, this is an ideal starting point for absolute beginners, and also serves as a model for more experienced sketchers looking to build on their existing skills. Fully illus., some in color. 160 pages. Quarry. 7½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $5.95

3752065 THE PAPER DOLL HOUSE OF MISS SARA ELIZABETH BIRDSELL OTIS, AGED EIGHT. In 1848 Miss Birdie Otis, age twelve, made an extraordinary paper doll’s house in the form of a book. Full of period charm, its exquisite cologne paper and fancy folding are true works of art. This rare find, with press-out dolls and costumes from the original collection, will appeal to adults and children alike. Fully illus., most in color. 80 pages. Walter Foster. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

392888X HOW TO DRAW CLASSIC HEADS & FACES: Collectibles. Presents the contents of four vintage publications: How to Draw the Head, Drawing Faces, Heads from Life, and 101 Heads. This comprehensive guide features easy to follow instructions for a wide range of heads and faces, male and female. Full of period charm, its exquisite cologne paper and fancy folding are true works of art. This rare find, with press-out dolls and costumes from the original collection, will appeal to adults and children alike. Fully illus., some in color. 160 pages. Quarry. 7½x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

3920742 THE SENSUOUS FRAXETTA. By J. David Spurlock. With a chapter of flirtatious Frazetta movie poster art and the most memorable cover and characters. This guide analyzes some of the many pitfalls in bird drawing. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. North Light. 8¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

392174X GETTING STARTED IN WATERCOLOR. By Walter Foster. Exploring every beginning artist needs to know before they are off selecting materials to create special effects. Guest artist, John Hansen not only demonstrates a variety of key techniques but also shares invaluable advice and insights about painting with watercolors. 60 minutes. Walter Foster. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

2981963 DARK RISING: The Art of Aly Fell. Breathlessly sexy and mercilessly macabre pin-ups come together for an irresistible collection. Equal parts scary, sci-fi, and steamy, these wrought creation celebrate the unique creative women as women as only Aly Fell can. Adults only. SHOPWORN. 48 pages. S.O.P. 9x12. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

3777533 MASTERS AND LEGENDS OF FANTASY ART, 2ND EDITION. By Agustin Esteban. Establishing himself as one of the premier digital painters in the world, he孕s original, his illustrations in advertising and video games. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

3923439 THE WATERCOLOR IDEAS BOOK. By Joanna Goss. This little volume is full of ideas from contemporary artists to inspire you to think differently. With a new idea on every spread of the book, you will discover fresh ways of working with watercolor to create art that is original and exciting. Fully illus. in color. 169 pages. ILEX. 5½x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

2983286 EXPLORING HyperREALISM: Drawing and Painting Techniques. By Marty Comando. This guide analyzes some of the many possibilities that hyperrealism offers readers who want to freely explore their creativity. You’ll find a spring to winter cornucopia of the most memorable covers and characters. This is a visually stunning collection of the artist’s most recent work for Marvel, image, and DC comics. With his illustrations in advertising and video games, 144 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

3712990 HUDSON RIVER SCHOOL: Masterworks from the Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art. By Elizabeth Mankin Kornhauser et al. Exhibition catalog. This volume includes fifty seven major Hudson River School paintings by all its major artists. Each work is reproduced in full color and is accompanied by a concise description of its significance and historical background. Also includes articles’ biographies and an introduction to nineteenth century landscape painting. 170 pages. Yale. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $65.00 $19.95

3923851 HORSES & PONIES: How to Draw & Paint. This guide teaches you how to paint a variety of beautiful horses in pastel. Explains the tools and materials needed to begin a journey in pastel, and then introduces Harrison’s own techniques of blending pastel to achieve realistic results. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Walter Foster. 10¾x13¾. $3.95

3936573 ART NOUVEAU POSTERS: Masterpieces of Art. By Michael Robinson. Explores the birth of the art poster, with a fascinating discussion of the cultural context, origins, and influences of this art style. Discover the form, explore how to create your own, and reveal the beauty of a stunning selection of iconic posters from the Fin de Siecle period. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Flame Tree. 8½x11. $7.95

3908976 THE MALE NUDE: Impressions of Manliness from the 19th Century and Beyond. By Agustin Arteta et al. Exhibition catalog. Outlines the affinities and differences between a display of a variety of male nude masterworks over the course of more than two centuries of output through the work of artists like Gustave Moreau, Andy Wahol, and Auguste Rodin, among many others, and Mexican sculptors such as Manuel Vilar and Felipe Sojo. Well illus. 286 pages. Ediciones El Viso. $45.00

3922888 STAR TREK-SHIPS OF THE LINE POSTERS. Inspired by great events spanning 30 years of Star Trek lore, these 24 collector’s edition ready to frame prints present an all-new way to appreciate and display fan-favorite Ships of the Line artwork. Fully illus. in color. Universe. 11x14. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

3688895 THE ART OF GREG HORN, VOL 2: Cover Stories. Establishing himself as one of the premier digital painters in the world, he’s original, his illustrations in advertising and video games. 144 pages. Image Comics. 9¼x12½. Pub. at $39.99 $14.95

3919587 ANCIENT EGYPT TRANSFORMED: The Middle Kingdom. Ed. by Adelia Oppenheim et al. Exhibition catalog. Bringing to life 300 diverse works including sculpture, relief decoration, jewelry and personal possessions from the world’s leading collections of the most memorable covers and characters. This is a visually stunning collection of the artist’s most recent work for Marvel, image, and DC comics. With his illustrations in advertising and video games, 144 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3928319 CRAYON: Anywhere, Anytime. Art by Monika Forsberg. Allows artists of all skill levels to create beautiful, spontaneous artwork inspired by their surroundings, no matter where they are. Brimming with fun and simple step by step projects that will teach you how to create works using the medium of crayons. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

3928373 DAWN OF EGYPTIAN ART. By Diane Craig Patch et al. Exhibition catalog. Bringing to life 300 diverse works including sculpture, relief decoration, jewelry and personal possessions from the world’s leading collections of the most memorable covers and characters. This is a visually stunning collection of the artist’s most recent work for Marvel, image, and DC comics. With his illustrations in advertising and video games, 144 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

3928319 CRAYON: Anywhere, Anytime. Art by Monika Forsberg. Allows artists of all skill levels to create beautiful, spontaneous artwork inspired by their surroundings, no matter where they are. Brimming with fun and simple step by step projects that will teach you how to create works using the medium of crayons. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 6½x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95
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Andy Goldsworthy: Projects. Presents more than forty of the artist's large-scale sculptural works from around the world. Using local materials including stone, clay, and wood, Goldsworthy's projects result from a rigorous assessment of the materials and conditions that he encounters. Fully illus. in color. 367 pages. Abrams. 11¼x14¼. Pub. at $85.00 $34.95

3687430 THE PAINTED BOOK IN RENAISSANCE ITALY, 1450-1550. By Jonathan J. G. Alexander. This major survey, by a leading authority on medieval and renaissance book illumination, gives the first comprehensive account of an immensely creative and relatively little-studied art form. Richly illustrated, this stunning volume will be essential reading for all scholars and students of renaissance art. 487 pages. Yale. 10x11¼. Pub. at $75.00 $29.95

2587480 ORIENTALIST LIVES: Western Artists in the Middle East 1830-1920. By James Parry. Excerpts from letters and diaries, photographs, sketches, and other original illustrations, bring alive the impressions, experiences, and adventures of the many artists who headed to the Orient in search of subjects for their paintings. Gathering this material, they then created art for their clients back in Boston, London, and Paris. 294 pages. American Univ in Cairo. 9x6½. Pub. at $59.95 $44.95

3920807 ANDY GOLDSWORTHY: PROJECTS. Presents more than forty of the artist’s large-scale sculptural works from around the world. Using local materials including stone, clay, and wood, Goldsworthy’s projects result from a rigorous assessment of the materials and conditions that he encounters. Fully illustrated in color. 367 pages. Abrams. 11¼ x 14¼. Pub. at $85.00 $34.95

2587480 ORIENTALIST LIVES: Western Artists in the Middle East 1830-1920. By James Parry. Excerpts from letters and diaries, photographs, sketches, and other original illustrations, bring alive the impressions, experiences, and adventures of the many artists who headed to the Orient in search of subjects for their paintings. Gathering this material, they then created art for their clients back in Boston, London, and Paris. 294 pages. American Univ in Cairo. 9x6½. Pub. at $59.95 $44.95

3687430 THE PAINTED BOOK IN RENAISSANCE ITALY, 1450-1550. By Jonathan J. G. Alexander. This major survey, by a leading authority on medieval and renaissance book illumination, gives the first comprehensive account of an immensely creative and relatively little-studied art form. Richly illustrated, this stunning volume will be essential reading for all scholars and students of renaissance art. 487 pages. Yale. 10x11¼. Pub. at $75.00 $29.95

3875165 YOSHITOSHI: One Hundred Aspects of the Moon. By John Stevenson. This series of prints, published between 1885 and 1892, abounds in both psychological insight and stylistic innovations. Collectors may spend years trying to assemble a complete set. A new edition of this remarkable Aspects of the Moon, or bid tens of thousands of dollars for one of the rare albums of the series. In this extraordinary volume all the prints are reproduced at their original size, and printed on hand-colored paper. 264 pages. Abbeville. 10x10¼x1½. Pub. at $175.00 $124.95

2997916 THE GLORY OF BYZANTIUM AND EARLY CHRISTENDOM. By Antony Eastmond. Brilliantly illustrated with full-color photographs and pages of high-quality tissue paper, this sumptuously illustrated volume presents 300 artworks from the years 240 to 1453, encapsulating the development of art in the Eastern Christian world, from the triumphal entry of Jesus into Jerusalem early by day to the destruction of Constantinople, in 1453. 294 pages. Phaidon. 10x11¼. Pub. at $95.00 $44.95

3909846 CARAVAGGIO/BERNINI: Early Baroque in Rome. Ed. by Frits Scholten. Exhibition catalog. This stunning volume features beautiful photos of many masterpieces by Caravaggio, Bernini, and their contemporaries, their lives, and their careers, along with enlightening essays by international Baroque specialists. 328 pages. Prestel. $49.95

3875143 SOFONISBA’S LESSON: A Renaissance Artist and Her Work. By Michael W. Cole. Sheds new light on Sofonisba’s work, offering a major assessment of a Renaissance painter who changed the image of women’s education in Europe. Complete with more than two hundred known paintings and drawings associated with Sofonisba over the past 450 years, and a modern scholarly opinion of each. Well ill. in color. 307 pages. Prestel. $47.95

371327X STUART DAVIS: A Catalogue Raisonne. Ed. by A. Boyajian & M. Rutkoski. This volume features the most stunning haras created by Chaumet, from the eighteenth century to the present day, as it celebrates this luxury jeweler which continues to create bespoke pieces in the heart of Paris. With over 200 color photographs, this is a stunning tribute to an enduring symbol of power. Slipcased. 256 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10x14x1¼. Pub. at $125.00 $94.95

38493418 EARLY IRISH SCULPTURE AND Y GOLDSWORTHY: PROJECTS. Presents more than forty of the artist’s large-scale sculptural works from around the world. Using local materials including stone, clay, and wood, Goldsworthy’s projects result from a rigorous assessment of the materials and conditions that he encounters. Fully illustrated in color. 384 pages. Rizzoli. 9x11¼x1¼. Pub. at $65.00 $47.95

3831434 FERNAND KHNOPPF. By Michel Druget. An exploration of the artistic production and milieu of the artist, oil painter. Published in conjunction with his Ashcan show in New York. This nostalgic collection includes nearly 250 black and white and color photographs, and a selection of over 200 works. 32 pages. Prestel. $39.95

3872181 MAINE AND AMERICAN ART. By Jane Baggio et al. This expansive volume considers several hundred major works of American art from the Farnsworth Art Museum’s impressive collection, as well as the Farnsworth Homestead, the Olson House, and the library. Through nearly twenty chapters, the story of the Farnsworth Art Museum is told variety through monographic chapters on the major artists. 479 pages. Yale. 10x13. Pub. at $300.00 $99.95

3689449 INRO: Japanese Bell Ornaments. By Marie-Louise Bucaille. All 253 inro in the Linden-Museum, Stuttgart, are fully reproduced and extensively documented in this sumptuous catalog. With a dazzling array of rare objects, many of them never before published. Fully illustrated in color. 384 pages. Rizzoli. 9x11¼x1¼. Pub. at $65.00 $47.95

3831331 VALETIN DE BOULOGNE: VALENTIN DE BOULOGNE: The Roman Sculptor. By Andrienne Belkin. A comprehensive survey of the artist’s oeuvre. Fully illustrated in color. 496 pages. Prestel. 9¾x11½. Pub. at $65.00 $42.00

3919161 EARLY IRISH SCULPTURE AND THE ART OF THE HIGH CROSSES. By Roger Slattery. A landmark study of Irish high crosses that focuses on a renowned artist, the “Muindach Master,” whose monuments deserve a place in the history of art alongside the Book of Kells. Drawn from the artist’s extensive research, Slattery describes in vivid detail how the crosses were made, where they were carved, and how they were lifted into place. Well ill. in color. 232 pages. Paul Mellon. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00 $39.95

3830094 OBAMA: An Intimate Portrait. By Pete Souza. The definitive visual biography of President Obama’s historic Presidency, captured in unprecedented detail by his White House photographer. Drawn from the artist’s extensive research, Slattery describes in vivid detail how the crosses were made, where they were carved, and how they were lifted into place. Well ill. in color. 232 pages. Paul Mellon. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00 $39.95

3902081 NEW YORK BURLESQUE. Photos by Roy Kemp. Kemp’s previously unpublished burlesque portfolio presents the unique essence of burlesque in authentic clubs and backstage settings in 1950s New York. This nostalgic collection includes nearly 250 black and white and color photographs, and a selection of over 200 works. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $34.95 $39.99

3883004 OBAMA: An Intimate Portrait. By Pete Souza. The definitive visual biography of President Obama’s historic Presidency, captured in unprecedented detail by his White House photographer. Drawn from the artist’s extensive research, Slattery describes in vivid detail how the crosses were made, where they were carved, and how they were lifted into place. Well ill. in color. 232 pages. Paul Mellon. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00 $39.95
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3915500 CONEY ISLAND: Visions of an American Dreamland, 1861-2008. By Robin Lucas, Frank. Exhibition catalog. Coney Island, the playground of America, is a world famous resort and cultural symbol that has inspired art, music, literature and films. The site is an enduring inspiration for artists, from its inception as an elite seaside resort, to its evolution into an entertainment mecca for the masses, to its eventual closing. Written and illustrated in color. 288 pages. Yale. $45.00 - $50.00

290764X INK 'N GIRLS. By Akos Banfalvi. This alluring, enlightening assemblage of tattoo art demystifies the personal lives of today's top tattoo masters and offers a fresh take on the modern pin-up. The impressive body art shown here is just the beginning of a fascinating look into the hearts and minds of these strikingly vivid photographic calendars. 400 pages. Schiffer. $3.95 - $4.95

3068860 THE ESSENTIAL MARILYN MONROE: Milton H. Greene—50 Sessions. By Joshua Greene. With more than 280 photographs, including many never before seen, newly scanned and restored, the Greene collection has come to life in this volume. 256 pages. Chronicle. $24.95

3768932 AH, THE BEACH! Surf, Sand, Simplicity. Lush photographs combine with literary insights enticing you to follow the sun, feel the wind on your cheek, and breathe the salty air of the seaside. Willow Creek. 7½x6½. Paperbound. $27.95

3680875 BETTIE! The Incomparable Bettie Page Archives of Irving Klaw. The collaboration between Bettie Page and the Klaws produced photographs that are far more than mere pin-ups. They have given generations of men and women something to admire, by showing one strong, unapologetically sensual woman, at home in her curvaceous body. Fully illustrated. 158 pages. Press Syndication Group. 10¾x12. $29.95

3688775 DANCERS AFTER DARK. By Jordan Matter. In the last ten years, dancers have redefined their art, demonstrating the power of their bodies as they take their art to the stage. Featuring over 150 compelling images, each highlights the amazing abilities of these artists and the core message: be fearless, say yes! 245 pages. Workman. 7½x9. Paperbound. $19.95

3689802 BIKINI GIRL Postcards by Bunny Yeager. Pleasingly alluring for the sun, forty beautiful women present a healthy balance of art, exhibitionism, and a dash of decorum. Included are 40 postcards to save or mail of these beauties cavorting on the beach in the 1950s. Schiffer. 7½x4½. $19.95

3802846 WILD AND CRAZY: Photos from the Comedy Wildlife Photography Awards. Ed. by T. Sullivan. Features the funniest photos of wildlife from around the world collected in one must-have volume for animal lovers—and wanna-be photographers—all stripes! 208 pages. Cult. Eupics. 9x11½. $47.95

3920607 KEYHOLE CUTIES: The Pin-Up Art of Celeste Giuliano. The internationally acclaimed pin-up photographer and artist presents a style that mixes modern and vintage sexy and looks like the classic pin-up girl illustrations from WWII. In this, her first definitive collection, she reminds us why a titillating smile or a peek at a garter is what made the girl next door the ultimate bombshell. Fully illustrated. Schiffer. 9¼x12½. $45.00

3887417 VINTAGE BEAUTY: Nude Photography 1900-1960. Ed. by Nico B. Presents an archive of rare vintage photographs with text by art critic and420 writer Richard Sexton. Combines over 230 photographs, including many never before seen, newly scanned and restored, with the hope that these plates may serve as inspiration for a new generation of photographers. 168 pages. Schiffer. $7.95

3799447 VINTAGE HARDCORE: XXX Photography 1900-1960. Ed. by Nico B. A surprising—and sometimes shocking—collection of vintage erotic sex photos. From the very beginning to the end of the 1960s, these images are what your grandparents tried to keep secret. Adults only. 144 pages. Cult. Eupics. 10x8½. $39.95

3688775 DANCERS AFTER DARK. By Jordan Matter. In the last ten years, dancers have redefined their art, demonstrating the power of their bodies as they take their art to the stage. Featuring over 150 compelling images, each highlights the amazing abilities of these artists and the core message: be fearless, say yes! 245 pages. Workman. 7½x9. Paperbound. $19.95

391271X VESTIGES OF GRANDEUR: The Plantations of Louisiana’s River Road. By Richard Sexton. Combines over 230 color photos with extensive captions to capture the grandeur of these grand plantations and the changing world around them. 256 pages. Chronicle. $16.95

3922353 GORGEOUS & GORY: The Zombie Pinup Collection. By Jessica Raja. Presents a compendium of glamorous and gruesome photography from Gorgous & Gory. Includes over 200 images from all four calendars and offers a special behind the scenes look, including new and additional photos that have never been seen before. This collection is essential for undead enthusiasts and pinup admirers alike. 104 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11½. $34.95

3733330 THE WILD WORLD OF BETTY PAGE. An Anthology of Classic Fetish Photography. Ed. by Steven Pentacoste. An anthology of 80 iconic photos of Betty Page. America’s first fetish supermodel. Divided into two sections: ‘Page’ and “Bondage”. Spanking and Catfights—this collection covers almost the whole range of Betty’s photographic legacy from her days as a leading sex symbol. Deicide. 8½x11. Paperbound. $18.95

3730955 NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC: RARE and Astonishing Photographs. Photos by Mark Thiessen. Inspiring and dramatic, this stunning collection will take you on a captivating journey through the eyes of an elite group of acclaimed photographers. Filled with images wrought with beauty, chaos, and unique storytelling, this stunning collection will transport you to the edge of modern adventure. 400 pages. National Geographic. 10x10. Pub. at $40.00

3875544 STATES OF DECAY. By D. Bartter & D. Marbaix. Adventurers take a savage ride through the hidden stories behind the American Dream. From New York City to the infamous Rust Belt, photographers offer an evocative glimpse of the broken, polluted landscape that underlies our modern American atmosphere: apocalyptic arsenals, derelict hospitals of worship, forgotten educational institutions, vacant hotels and more. Carpet Bombing Culture. 9x12. $34.95

3855118 LOS ANGELES ARCHITECTURE IN TRANSITION. By Michael Pavillon. This fascinating chronicle of history and change from the days of the Spanish missions to the rapid expansion of the last century displays photographs from the 1870s to the 1970s paired with the same view today, it shows how the glittering hi-rises have replaced the Victorian structures of old. 96 pages. Pavilion. 7½x10. $9.95

3813800 MARILYN–IN THE FLASH: Her Love Affair with the Press 1945-1962. By David Wills. Brings together for the first time images highlighting the work of some of the great press photographers and photojournalists of the 20th century. This stunning collection includes many unpublished images, rare press articles, and photographic ephemera chronicling the media’s love affair with Marilyn. 256 pages. Dey Street. 9x11½. $35.00

3806464 ARCHITECTURE IN PHOTOGRAPHS. By Gordon Baldwin. Examines the influence of photography in 1839, architecture second only to portraiture as the most favored subject for the camera. Arranged chronologically, this volume spans the history of the medium and features seventy-five works selected from the collection of the J. Paul Getty Museum. 111 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 7½x9. $24.95

3921060 SOUTHWEST REFLECTIONS: Grand Canyon & the Four Corners. By Steve Larese. Presents beautiful color photographs from New Mexico, Arizona, Utah, Colorado. Meet members of the Navajo and Hopi tribes, and discover area attractions and driving itineraries to plan your own adventure. 144 pages. Schiffer. 11½x9. $9.95

3922353 GORGEOUS & GORY: The Zombie Pinup Collection. By Jessica Raja. Presents a compendium of glamorous and gruesome photography from Gorgous & Gory. Includes over 200 images from all four calendars and offers a special behind the scenes look, including new and additional photos that have never been seen before. This collection is essential for undead enthusiasts and pinup admirers alike. 104 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11½. $34.95
Photography

3891917 CANADA: Images of the Land. By J.A. Kaulius. In this exquisitely photographed record of the Canadian landscape, the renowned photographer captures the majesty and grandeur of this vast and seemingly endless country. Expansive prairies and forests, impressive coastlines, majestic inlets, lakes, and rivers are revealed in these striking images. 224 pages. Firefly, 11x12.5. Pub. at $44.95 $14.95

★ 3795322 MELANIA TRUMP: Elegance in the White House. By L.D. Hicks. Melania Trump’s journey from a communist upbringing to becoming the First Lady gives her a perspective on true freedom. Seeing Western Europe and the United States take for granted. This volume beautifully details the spectacular journey of a woman who brings elegance back to the White House. Fully illus. in color. 109 pages. Post Hill, 10x10.5. Pub. at $30.00 $22.95

2907267 BRAZILIAN GEMS: The Brazilian Art Model. By Joaquim Nabuco. Presents a rare opportunity to appreciate the incomparable beauty of Brazil’s women in the equally striking environs of this tropical paradise. The themes revealed by these art nudes tells a story of Brazil’s culture and the angels who grace its natural beauty. 109 pages. Post Hill, 10x10.5. Pub. at $30.00 $24.95

8998992 NEW YORK: Sights Unseen. By Brad Lichtenstein. From the vineyards slipping down the shores of Lake Erie to the top of the Empire State Building, New York exudes as one of the few states that embodies such an impressive amalgam of cultural and geographic splendor. This outstanding collection of photographs perfectly captures this magnificent state. 304 pages. K&M Studio, 11x14. Pub. at $55.00 $16.95

★ 6856531 ALVARADO’S COSPLAY PIN-UPS. By Robert Alvarado. We all want to see Snow White in pin-up, right? At least Alvarado does. In his newest collection of high-octane pin-up images, Alvarado shows how his own style of shooting and editing, which has been called cartoonish, illustrated, and painted, marries perfectly with cosplay. Fully Illus. in color. Schiffer, 7x10. $16.95

★ 3993932 ABANDONED NEW YORK: The Forgotten Beauties. By Jenn Brown. Offers readers a trip back to a grander time of architecture and living. From urban New York City to vast rural areas, the photographs in this title capture the remains of buildings, many reclaimed by nature. Follow the author on her photographic journey into old places and see the beauty beyond the decay. 112 pages. Arcadia Publishing, 6x9. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

3908259 TIMES OF SORROW & HOPE: Documenting Everyday Life in Pennsylvania During the Depression and World War II. By A. Cohen & R.L. Filippelli. Features 150 selected images from the approximately 6,000 Pennsylvania photographs, taken between 1935 and 1946. These images cover themes ranging from coal mining, farm life, families, and women in wartime industries to cities and small towns, farm life, family life, and life among the Amish and Mennonites. 265 pages. Penn State Univ. 11x9.5. Pub. at $44.95 $14.95

★ 2879449 TATTOOED BEAUTIES: Stylish, Creative and Super Sexy. By Christian Saint. Full of photographs of women with nothing on except their creative, innovative, stylish, and super sexy tattoos! Adults only. 256 pages. Galliot, 6x9.9. Pub. at $44.99 $35.95

6990862 CONTEMPORARY PIN-UP PHOTOGRAPHY. By Bart Smith. Replacing the portrait with modern editing tools, the modern photographer has kept the pin-up tradition alive. This volume is a visual delight with more than 300 photographs from two dozen photographers worldwide. Adults only. 256 pages.Schiffer, 9x12.5. Pub. at $39.95 $19.95

3812404 THE BIG CLOUD. By Camille Seaman. Collects more than 85 thrilling photographs of stormfronts, tornadoes, lightning storms, and pitch-black skies that engulf the viewer’s imagination and need to impart the awe-inspiring power of our constantly shifting weather and climate. 176 pages. Princeton Architectural, 10x8.5. Pub. at $40.00 $14.95

★ 3993994 ABANDONED ASYLUMS OF THE NORTHEAST. By R. Tagliareni & C. Mathews. Take a photographic tour of captivating abandoned asylums, now forgotten and left to rot. Though disused, they are not without purpose. Within these crumbling walls and darkened wards, we may yet glean some truths, not only of what life was in an era long past, but a better understanding of our own past and present. 127 pages. Arcadia Publishing. 6x9. Paperback Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

2985594 RAILS ACROSS NORTH AMERICA: A Pictorial Journey Across the USA. By David Cowles. A photographic tour of railroads across the U.S. of every shape and size. In addition to the big mainline companies there are numerous small lines and industrial concerns illuminated in this volume. 204 pages. Pen & Sword. 10x7.5. Pub. at $39.99 $12.95

3865371 BREAKING STONES. By T. O'Neill & G. Manikowitz. This volume captures the times and the spirit of The Stones’ formative early years. Documenting 1963-1965, it features many rare and unseen photos, contact sheets and original articles from the Record Mirror (1963), Evening Standard (1964) and Detroit Free Press (1965), 240 pages, ACC Ed. $11.95

3902747 MINE TO MILL: History of the Great Lakes Iron Trade from Sault Ste. Marie to the Lower Lake Ports. By Phillip J. Stager. This follow up to the first book chronicles the American iron ore trade on the Great Lakes from the Golden Age of picture postcards at the turn of the century through 1980, when the American iron and steel industry was undergoing massive restructuring. 293 pages. Schiffer. 11x14. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

3808755 THE BEATLES: London 1963. Photos by Norman Parkinson. On the morning of September 12, 1963, a famous fashion photographer photographed the young pop group from Liverpool who had just exploded onto the music scene. This stunning volume filled with wonderful images offers a fascinating insight into the making of the iconic band. 175 pages. ACC Art Books. $49.95

3933202 E.O. HOPPE: The Complete 1925-1938. By Philip Proctor. Between 1925 and 1938, photographer E.O. Hoppe traveled the length and breadth of Germany, recording people and places at one of the most tumultious times in the country’s history. Hoppe used his experience in Germany to develop a modern new style of photography, showing not just how things looked, but how they behaved as well. Fully illus. 238 pages. Steidl. 10x10.5. Pub. at $65.00 $14.95

★ 5991267 THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL: Hiking the People’s Path. Photos by Bart Smith. Spanning 14 states from Maine to Georgia, the Appalachian Trail offers some of the most spectacular scenery in America. This photographic collection of over 190 breathtaking color photographs celebrates the diverse natural beauty to be found along the “People’s Path.” 224 pages. Rizzoli. 9x9.5. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 399212X THE CHESAPEAKE AND OHIO CANAL. By Gary Anthes. Take a journey along the 184-mile Chesapeake and Ohio Canal, from the streets of Georgetown to the railway depot at its western terminus. In more than 100 beautiful photographs, Anthes offers stunning views of this world including wildlife, houses, locks, and aqueducts left behind. Schiffer. 9x11.5. $45.00 $14.95

3933210 ELLIOTT ERWITT’S SCOTLAND. Turning his trained eye on Scotland, Elliott Erwitt reveals a unique culture and national heritage. Going beyond the piles picturesque, this magnificent collection of black and white photographs candidly reveals both the sum and its parts of the varied landscapes, the characters, and of course the dogs, that are unique to Scotland. 160 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x12. Pub. at $75.00 $39.95

381985 CHILDREN: The Human Clay. By Lee Friedlander. More than 300 photographs are presented in two sections: the first one that reveals an artist that the artist has known being bathed, fed, and laughing or crying with family members. And the second one that presents works from Friedlander’s years of photographing people on the street in parades, sitting in cars, reflected in storefront windows and more. 206 pages. Yale. 11x14.9. Pub. at $65.00 $24.95

382764X BILLIE HOLIDAY AT SUGAR HILL. By Jerry & Grays on Dantzig. A visual portrait of Billie Holiday, the consummate jazz and blues singer and one of twentieth century’s most significant icons, in April 1957 at a significant point in her life, just two years before her death at the age of 44. 144 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x12. Pub. at $40.00 $19.95

★ 2939916 ABANDONED DETROIT. By Kyle Brokey. Featuring over 200 full color photographs, this book contains the many buildings that can be found in decay as we look at these abandoned buildings in Detroit, before they are lost forever to time or the wrecking ball. This book not only takes you inside these lost places but tells the history of them and how they came to be abandoned. 128 pages. Arcadia Publishing, 6x9. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

★ 592190 TWILIGHT OF THE ROMANOVS: A Photographic Odyssey Across Imperial Russia. By P. Blom & V. Buckley. Opens a door into the world of pre-revolutionary Russia in 360 original photographs taken during the last days of Romanov rule. They include 114 remarkable color images created using an early three color plate technique that brings the remote past to life. 248 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x12.5. Pub. at $55.00 $44.95

★ 3859762 STONE NUDES: Climbing Bare. By Dean Fidelman. These sensual photographs uniquely capture the stark beauty of athletes on the stone, their muscular bodies camouflaging with the formations of the rocks they are poised on. Appealing to those who appreciate breathtaking images of improbable physical feats across stunning landscapes. 207 pages. Rizzoli. 9x11. Pub. at $39.95 $14.95

393330X MADONNA NYC 83’. By Richard Corman. Portrait photographer, Richard Corman met Madonna in 1983 and created a bountyful collection of images that constitute a multifaceted portrait of the young Madonna and a New York that remains timeless inspiring and significant. Fully illus., most in color. DAMiani. 9x9.12. Pub. at $49.95 $14.95
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Needlecrafter

- 382655 CROCHET KNOW-HOW: Techniques and Tips for All Levels of Skill from Beginner to Advanced by Mary Clayton. If you want to know how to get started to crochet, everything from making a slip stitch and working out your gauge to blocking your finished make is covered in this guide. It includes useful tips on making raised stitches, creating bobbles and clusters, and working in ribbing in crochet. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 .

- 382129 PLANT-LADY EMBROIDERY: 300 Botanical Embroidery Motifs & Designs to Stitch. By Applemints. A rich harvest of more than 300 botanical motifs that lets every flora fan and gardening enthusiast cultivate their creativity in thread. Includes colorful finished stitched examples, stitch guide, and templates for all the motifs, as well as essential step by step tutorials for key stitches and techniques. Fully illus., most in color. 120 pages. Quarry. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99.

- 381583 CLEVER CROCHET SQUARES: Artistic Ways to Create Grannies and Dramatic Mosaic Designs. By Maria Gulberg. You’ll find step by step instruction in stitches, from foundation chain to treble crochet; guidance in how to swap colors; tips and techniques for working, finishing, and joining granny squares; and a dozen of adaptable, brilliantly patterned designs with dynamic visual impact. Would appeal to all crocheters. For all ages. Illus. in color. 112 pages. Trafalgar Square. Spiralbound. Pub. at $22.95.

Arts & Crafts

- 6580637 COLOR, CUT, AND FOLD CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS. Let your holiday spirit shine with these fun and intricately patterned ornaments that can be cut from any color, then cut, and then fold—it’s a snap! Make one-of-a-kind creations for your own enjoyment or to share with others as a special gift. Skyhorse. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99.

- 373418 CREATIVE PAPER CUTTING: Basic Techniques & Fresh Designs for Stencils, Mobiles, Cards & More. Ed. by Shuhutoshi. Transform a simple sheet of paper into a delicate snowflake, a sweet flower, or a dainty doily—or create a contemporary woodland forest using a modern twist on the traditional technique for making paper dolls. This guide includes all the instruction, diagrams and templates you’ll need to make stunning paper crafts. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. Roost. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

- 388293 BOB ROSS BY THE NUMBERS. By Robb Pearlman. This miniature boxed set includes 3 pre-printed canvases with numbered sections, 7 paint pots and a paintbrush, full color fold-out sheets with detailed instructions and a 32 page illustrated booklet. Ages 7 & up. 32 pages. Running Press. 2½x3½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95.

- 388245 HOW TO MAKE STAMP POP-UPS. By Joan Irvine. Everyone loves pop-ups, and these dynamic designs take the charming element of surprise a step further, with patterns that slip into any craft project. Each of the 90 projects include a dragon that turns into a bird, a robot, a catcher’s mask, skyscrapers and a castle. Well illus. 96 pages. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95.

Crafts

- 387003X 100 SIMPLE PAPER FLOWERS. By Kelsey Emili. Filled with easy-to-finish projects sure to appeal to a variety of occasions. Step by step instructions, templates, and a gallery of inspirational color photos make it easy to bring your paper blossoms to life. 192 pages. Lark. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 .

- 378782 NATURAL SOAP AT HOME. By Liz McQuerry. A step by step guide for natural cold process soap making. Mastering kitchen ingredients to create a variety of innovative soap blends, the author will put you in touch with your inner alchemist. From body bars to hair bars, with wonderful advice on herbs and essential oils, you’ll enjoy learning something new before ever. Well illus. in color. 105 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99.

- 6591775 CUT & ASSEMBLE HAUNTED HOUSE: Easy-To-Make Paper Model. By Matt Bergstrom. Enter an eerie world with this cut and assemble model, which allows you to see both sides of a haunted house, one side the exterior wall and the other side a busy interior with bats, ghosts, goblins, and more. Includes with full size patterns. Fully illus. in color. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

- 382505 HOLIDAY WITH MATTHEW MEAD. The style guru makes the holidays simple and spectacular with creative ideas for gifts, cards, inflatables, edible decorations, and scrumptious edibles. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Time Home Entertainment. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 .

- 382423 MAKING ART FROM MAPS. By Jill K. Berry. Introduces you to an international array of artists using maps as inspiration. Includes instructions for 35 projects. With just a few basic materials, you’ll be weaving on your own. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Rockport.

- 168551 ALPHABET STENCIL BOOK: Letters & Numbers for All Craft & Design Projects. Text by Camille Wilkinson. Lettering is at your fingertips with this collection of 24 classic serif font, a blocky san serif, a contemporary sans serif font, and a modern slab serif. Includes instructions. Fully illus. in color. 32 pages. Tuttle. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95.

- 658572 THE BOOK OF ORNAMENTAL ALPHABETS: Ancient and Medieval by F.G. Delamotte. First published in 1858, this work was an influential collection of over 500 gothic and roman illuminations, held secret messages. With a few basic techniques under your belt and the endless possibilities that paper offers, there’s no limit to the page designs you can create simply and quickly. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95.

- 291795 THE ART OF CURSIVE PENMANSHIP: A Personal Handwriting Program for Adults. By Michael R. Eddy et al. Describes the subject of handwriting as a valuable and spontaneous skill for the adult. The author focuses on practical self-study techniques designed to improve legibility and personal handwriting as a valuabl and unique design inspied by traditional origami paper to get you step by step through each project so you can turn a chunk of metal into a useful and unique design. Fully illus. in color. 70 pages. McQuerry. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.

- 3827461 BEADED JEWELRY WIREWORK TECHNIQUES. By Carson Eddy & et al. Design and create stunning jewelry using wire of any type and be as flexible as you want to. Includes instructions. Fully illus. in color. 84 pages. Storey. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95.

- 7393415 ORIGAMI CARD CRAFT: 30 Clever Cards and Envelopes to Fold. By Karen Elaine Thomas. Impress your friends with origami inspired cards, boxes, envelopes that pop up, fan out, and even hold secret messages. With a few basic techniques under your belt and the endless opportunities that paper offers, there’s no limit to the page designs you can create simply and quickly. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Clarkson Potter. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95.

- 29521X PRACTICAL LEATHERWORK: Cutting, Sewing, Finishing & Repair, By Carsten Bothe. The author gives step by step instructions that produce consistently professional results. With the help of this guide, handcrafting becomes a pleasant activity to be enjoyed, rather than an action merely to be effected. 253 pages.

- 3824055 OLD-SCHOOL IRON-ONS. With over 50 colorful and unique designs inspired by old school music posters from the 70s and ‘80s, this collection makes it easy to customize T-shirts, tote bags, or any other fabric. Includes application instructions. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95.
3750639 HAND-LETTERING LEDGER. By Mary Kate McDowell. A rave book that will teach you all the essentials to exquisite hand lettering. Inside you will find step by step lessons on eleven primary styles that equip you with basic skills and an understanding of how to apply them to your projects, and the rest of the ledger is filled with practice pages. Illus. in color. 168 pages. Chronicle. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

★ 4607260 MAKING WOODEN GEARS: 6 Cool Contraptions That Really Keep Time. By the eds. of Scroll Saw Woodworking & Crafts. Making a piece of wooden gear is fun and tell time is amazing! Seven projects are arranged by skill level from beginner to advanced, with full-size patterns accompanying each. Modeled on 17th-century technology, these moving wooden machines use all of the basic principles that still govern mechanical clocks today. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


3874184 THE LEGO CHRISTMAS ORNAMENTS BOOK, VOLUME 2. By Cindy De La Hoz. Complete your holiday decorating with this inspiring volume. Build lasting memories with all this new collection of original LEGO ornament designs. Gather around the tree, grab a brick, and start making your next family keepsake. Step by step instructions for 16 models include Santa; Reindeer; Mr. Snow; Gingerbread House; and more. Fully illus., color. 210 pages. No Starch. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

★ 387074X THE ILLUSTRATED OWL: Barn, Barred & Great Horned. By Denny Rogers. The ultimate reference guide for bird lovers, woodcarvers, and artists, offering over 1,000 chúulous anatomical drawings, with every owl covered in detail and with multiple poses. Notes document the behavior of each owl, and convenient scale charts allow the drawings to be adapted to other sizes. 238 pages. Fox Chapel. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

★ 3928985 CUT & ASSEMBLE THE MAPLEWOOD. By A.G. Smith. Now you can commemorate the 400th anniversary of the Pilgrims’ historic voyage by creating your own authentic full-color model of the reconstructed ship that is visited by thousands each year in Plymouth, Massachusetts. Includes 2,000+ step instructions, easy to follow diagrams, and paper components for making a 17-inch model. Dover. 9¼x12¼. Paperbound. 

Books on Movies & TV

3911322 DOWNTOWN ABBEY: The Official Film Companion. By Emma M. Willoughby. A must-own for anyone who’s been charmed by the world of Downtown Abbey, or any of our favorite fictional country house to life. Featuring spectacular photographs of the film’s stunning sets, with production interviews with the cast and crew, and a look into the historical and geographical backdrop of the film, this will be a treasured keepsake. 320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

3864288 WAYNE AND FORD: The Films, the Friendship, and the Forging of an American Hero. By John Deveno. Review. For more than 20 years John Ford and John Wayne were a blockbuster Hollywood team, turning out many of the finest Western films ever made. Drawing on hundreds of interviews with the stars, as well as the secrets, the phenomenon, and the timeless allure that makes OZ continue to captivate viewers of all ages. Fully illus., many in color. 96 pages. I-5 Press. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 3883531 GONE WITH THE WIND: Trivia, Secrets and Behind-the-Scenes Stories of America’s Greatest Epic. Ed. by Ben Settle. A fascinating delve into the making of this enduring classic. In addition to a wealth of stills and photographs, it offers a rare insight into the film’s creators, capturing the politics of both Tinselewitz and Atlanta.

96 pages. I-5 Press. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3925137 MERYL STEEP: Anatomy of an Actor. By Karina Longworth. A world-famous and established talent, Meryl Streep holds the record for the most Academy Award nominations and won an Oscar for best actress twice. The authors analyze ten of her most iconic roles and examine why and how she has become one of the most respected and influential actors of our time. Phaidon. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $6.95

3924823 AL PACINO: Anatomy of an Actor. By Karina Longworth. From his debut as a junkie in The Panic in Needle Park until his most recent film Stand Up Guys, Pacino has featured in more than forty films. Through the analysis of ten of Pacino’s most iconic roles, the authors examine why and how he became one of the most respected and influential actors in the film world. Well illus., most in color. 192 pages. Phaidon. Pub. at $45.00 $6.95

★ 2915901 THE TWILIGHT ZONE FAQ: All That’s Left to Know About the Fifth Dimension and Beyond. By Dave Thompson. Discover all there is to know about the fifth dimension and beyond with this comprehensive guide. Venture back to the golden age of television as Thompson covers every Twilight Zone episode, providing details on the classic episodes, behind the scenes, and the best and worst of the series. 372 pages. Applause. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

3925080 MARLON BRANDO: Anatomy of an Actor. By Florence Colombani. When he passed away in 2004, The New York Times remembered Marlon Brando as “the rebellious prodigy who electrified a generation and forever transformed the art of screen acting.” The authors analyze ten of his most iconic roles in film and examine why and how he became a “truly” revolutionary presence. 192 pages. Phaidon. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00 $6.95

3842332 SOPHIA LOREN: Movie Star Italian Style. By Cindy De La Hoz. Sophia Loren has had one of the most varied and interesting careers in motion picture history, with a career spanning close to seven decades. The New York Times remembered Sophia Loren as “the most popular star of the 20th century,” but also noted that “her star has never faded.” This book explores her life and career, uncovering the secrets, the phenomenon, and the timeless allure that has made her one of the most beloved actresses of all time. 372 pages. Phaidon. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95

3898311 MONTY PYTHON SPEAKS! REVISED EDITION: The Complete Oral History. By Kim Renfro. Taking the reader through every episode across all eight seasons, the authors explores how the show was made and why it became such a phenomenon, exploring every detail you want to know. It’s the perfect reference to look back at every episode across all eight seasons. Fully illus. 395 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $18.99 $17.95


★ 3921752 HARRY POTTER FILM VAULT: VOLUME 11: Cinematic Art and Prop Design. By Chris McVeigh. The Harry Potter films and learn all about the intricate-filled wizarding worlds, such as The Burrow and the Lovegood house, as well as the props and creature design. This volume includes 560 pages of stunning illustrations and behind the scenes photography alongside striking insights from the filmmakers to give fans an in-depth look at the development of these locations. 64 pages. Insight Editions. 8¼x11. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 3883531 GONE WITH THE WIND: Trivia, Secrets and Behind-the-Scenes Stories of America’s Greatest Epic. Ed. by Ben Settle. A fascinating delve into the making of this enduring classic. In addition to a wealth of stills and photographs, it offers a rare insight into the film’s creators, capturing the politics of both Tinselewitz and Atlanta.

96 pages. I-5 Press. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
**Movies**

**DVD 381405X ZULU.** In this drama, magnificent battle scenes unfold as British troops and Zulu warriors engage in warfare during the year 1879. Based on a true story, the movie stars Michael Caine in his first major movie role. 138 minutes. DVD Video. $7.95

**DVD 3856526 XOTIC XTREME: X-Girls Island Adventure—Hawaii.** Fullscreen. Join the immensely sexy X-Girls as they meet up with world champion athletes, jump from planes, ride the waves, scream down mountains, and tango better than ever before. These world-class beauties will keep your full attention whether they are striking a pose or fleeing from 14,000 feet. Not Rated. 60 minutes. Adults only. Image Entertainment. $3.95

**DVD 2937956 JERSEY BOYS.** Widescreen. The Jersey Boys, on a special red carpet, bring the Tony Award-winning Broadway hit to the screen, telling the story of four young men on the wrong side of the tracks in New Jersey who came together to form the iconic ‘60s rock group Frankie Vallie and The Four Seasons. Stars John Lloyd, Erich Bergen, and Christopher Walken. Rated R. English. Warner Bros. DVD. $6.95

**DVD 1811650A CHRISTMAS CAROL.** Some of Britain’s best filmmakers united to produce this critically acclaimed version of the Charles Dickens classic. Here it has been fully restored and remastered from the original negative. Featuring an authentic script and Alastair Sim’s superb performance to a new audience. English SDH. 86 minutes. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95

**DVD 2975645 THE LAST SEAS.** Widescreen. Jennifer Love Hewitt stars as Samantha Horton, a former Texas homecoming queen who finds herself facing financial ruin. She takes a job at a local massage parlor, only to find she has a front for a high-end call girl operation—one so lucrative she can’t turn it down. Also stars Cybill Shepherd. Not Rated. English. Sony Pictures. DVD. $9.95


**DVD 3801241 SUMMER LOVER.** Widescreen. Sappho Lovell and her husband have set off on a summer-long trip to the Greek isle of Lesbos. There she meets Helene, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menage a trois of Samantha, Helene, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menage a trois of Samantha, Helene, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menage a trois of Samantha, Helene, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menage a trois of Samantha, Helene, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menage a trois of Samantha, Helene, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menage a trois of Samantha, Helene, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menage a trois of Samantha, Helene, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menage a trois of Samantha, Helene, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menage a trois of Samantha, Helene, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menage a trois of Samantha, Helene, and what begins as a beautiful friendship ignites into a menage a trois of Samantha. Rated R. English. Sony Pictures. DVD. $14.95

**DVD 386727X ICONS OF COMEDY: 50 Movie Collection.** Fullscreen. The laughs never stop with this collection featuring groundbreaking giants like Charlie Chaplin, The Three Stooges, Abbott & Costello, Buster Keaton, Bob Hope and Mickey Rooney. It’s a comedy master class with films like A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Forum; The Kid; Road to Bali; Steamboat Bill Jr.; Love Laughs at Andy Hardy; and more. In Color and B&W. Over 5 hours on nine DVDs. Mill Creek. DVD. $7.95

**DVD 3865773 COMBAT COMMANDOS: Collector’s Edition.** Six combat action films: Commandos (97 minutes, Lee Van Cleef); Desert Commandos (89 minutes, Ken Clark); Go for Broke (92 minutes, Van Johnson); Gun Ho (87 minutes, Randolph Scott, Robert Mitchum, and John Agar); Heroes in the Sky (Chuck Connors and Lex Bresch); and Hell in Normandy (90 minutes, Guy Madison). In Color and B&W. Two DVDs. $3.95

**DVD 385918X THE KARATE KID: 6-Movie Collection.** You get it all with this wonderful collection, starting with The Karate Kid; The Karate Kid II; and The Karate Kid Part III starring Ralph Macchio and Pat Morita. Next, Mr. Miyagi (Pat Morita) is back for the cool new Karate Kid IV starring Hilary Swank. Finally, it’s the 2010 remake The Karate Kid starring Jaden Smith and and Jackie Chan. Nearly 10 hours on two DVDs. Packaged in a tin case. Pop Flix. $3.95

**DVD 6769144 FRENCH KISS.** Widescreen. When her fiancé calls from France to cancel their wedding, Kate (Meg Ryan) flies to Paris determined to win him back. But in preparing for the meeting Luc (Kevin Kline), a sly Frenchman with a gift for getting his own way, puts her in the spin. With Timothy Hutton. English SDH. 100 minutes. 20th Century Fox. DVD. $3.95


**DVD 3872874 WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR.** Widescreen. It is the year 1066. William, son of the late Duke of Normandy, embarks on a heroic quest to invade England and seize power from the rebel traitors. A bloody battle ensues as William and his loyal men fight tirelessly to fulfill his destiny and become the first Norman King of England. Stars Jean-Claud S 91 minutes. Cinedigm. $4.95

**DVD 5941822 LINCOLN.** Widescreen. Daniel Day-Lewis delivers an Oscar-winning performance in Steven Spielberg’s inspiring and revealing biopic of the 16th president’s tumultuous final four months in office as he pursues a course of action to end the Civil War, unite the country and end slavery. In English SDH. 158 minutes. DreamWorks. $5.95

**DVD 3906004 THIS NUDE WORLD.** The 1932 film examines the history and origins of nudism, moving to depict naturism in 1930s locales. The story follows the filmmakers desire to discover people embarking and living this lifestyle in New York, France and Germany. Narrated by Leo Demmely. Not Rated. In B&W and Color. 89 minutes. Fullscreen. $7.95

**DVD 391562X SIX GUN MOVIES.** A collection of six western classics. Includes The Kid; The Karate Kid II; The Kwai; The Caine Mutiny; From Here to Eternity; The Guns of Navarone; Millions; Car Wash; Which Way Is Up?; Brewster’s Millions; Car Wash; and Bustin’ Loose. Co-stars include John Candy, Lorette More, Hume Cronyn, George Carlin, and Dickey Tyson. Some Rated R. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 2882187 RED DAWN.** Fullscreen & Widescreen. This film opens with one of the most harrowing scenes ever filmed on this peaceful morning, paratroopers land in Smalltown, USA—the invasion of America has begun! Powerful, chilling and absolutely gripping, this movie features Gene Hackman, Thomas Chong, Charlie Sheen, Jennifer Grey and Harry Dean Stanton. 114 minutes on a double-sided DVD. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 6498299 THE LAST TEMPLAR.** Widescreen. When a medieval decoding device points the way to the long-lost treasure of the Knights Templar, an archaeologist (Mira Sorvino) and FBI agent (Scott Foley) join forces to find it—but the Vatican will stop at nothing to prevent its discovery. Also stars Omar Sharif and Victor Garber. 170 minutes. Genius Entertainment. Pub. at $14.93 $5.95

**DVD 385917 THE LEISURE SEEKER.** Widescreen. Helen Mirren and Donald Sutherland star in a runway couple going on a last chance trip to the facility on old RV they call “The Leisure Seeker,” traveling from Boston to Key West. They recapture their passion for life and their love for each other on this trip that provides revelation and surprise right up to the end. Fullscreen. English SDH. English Subtitles. 134 minutes. Reel Vault. $9.95

**DVD 3879579 WORLD WAR II CLASSICS COLLECTION.** Fullscreen & Widescreen collection of WWII classics. Anio; The Bridge on the River Kwai; The Caine Mutiny; From Here to Eternity; Fury; The Guns of Navarone; Hangover of Denmark; and Sahara. Stars include Robert Mitchum, Peter Falk, William Holden, Humphrey Bogart, Frank Sinatra, Harrison Ford, and more. Some Rated R. Over 19 hours on nine DVDs. Sony Pictures. $6.95

**DVD 3803090 FIST FULL OF WESTERNS: Collector’s Edition.** Six oaters for your pleasure: They Call Me Hallelujah; I Am Samantha, Trade Your Guns for a Cowboy; Shalako; The Fighting Fist of Shanghai Joe; and White Comanche. Stars include George Hilton, Ringo Starr, Klaus Kinski, William Shatner, and James Coburn. Nine hours. $9.95

**DVD 3808874 MA & PA KETTLE: 4-Movie Laugh Pack.** Fullscreen. This four comedy collection includes The Egg and I; With Malice Toward None; The New Adventures of Ma and Pa Kettle; and Ma and Pa Kettle Back to the Farm. In Color and B&W. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 3879291 BATTLE OF THE AMAZONS.** Men were once kept by the Amazons as sex slaves for breeding purposes. And now the band of bloodthirsty female warriors have chosen their countyside until the oppressed males decide to fight back. A delightful film filled with death, sex, torture and the occasional orgy. Stars Lincoln Tate. Rated R. 100 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95
DVD 5973066 MY DARLING CLEMENTINE. Fullscreen. When Wyatt Earp's (Henry Fonda) brother is murdered by cattle rustlers, he sets out for vengeance. Torn between his badge and his fury, Earp confronts the lawless family of Old Man Clanton (Walter Brennan), setting the stage for the famous showdown at the O.K. Corral. CC. In B&W. 96 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

DVD 3720853 SILENT WAR: Battles Beneath the Sea. Widescreen. For the second half of the 20th century, the world's most powerful nations were engaged in a struggle for political, economic and military supremacy. As the USA and the USSR developed huge arsenals of nuclear weapons, they and their allies regularly worked on the brink of annihilation-these stand-offs often happening off the coast of the California in the Pacific Ocean. CC. In B&W. 127 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

DVD 6901488 THE MANCHURIAN CANDIDATE. Widescreen. While investigating a mysterious spy plot on behalf of the Chinese War Gls. Major Bennett Marco (Frank Sinatra) uncovers a plot involving a war hero (Laurence Harvey), a senator (James Gregory), his wife (Angela Lansbury) and their twin daughters. John Frankenheimer directs one of the most revered political thrillers of all time. In B&W. 104 minutes. BBC. $3.95

DVD 5667590 NIGHT AND DAY. Cary Grant stars for the first time in color in this fanciful Cole Porter biopic. Alexis Smith plays Linda, whose serendipitous meetings with Cole lead to a meeting at the altar. Over 20 Porter songs grace this tale of triumph and tragedy, with Grant lending his voice to several, CC. 126 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

DVD 3658425 BETTE PAGE: Widescreen. Frances Bergen directs two 1950s Burly-0 Classics with America's Ultimate Pin-Up Goddess, Betty Page. The Queen of the Curves teams up with legends Lily St. Cyr, Tempest Storm, Chris LaChris, and Trudy Wayne, along with an assortment of baggy-pants comics, for the Holy Grails of St. Cyr, Tempest Storm, Chris LaChris, and Trudy Wayne. In Color and B&W. 102 minutes. MGM. $7.95

DVD 3585006 NAKED LIE. Fullscreen. After the son of a convicted homicide of a young prostitute, Johnny Daniels is called in as the prosecuting attorney. But as she delves deeper and deeper into the crime, she uncovers shocking links to Jonatrace Price, a prominent judge—and Jo's lover. 94 minutes. Universal. $3.95

DVD 3814771 UNCLE BUCK/THE GREAT OUTDOORS. Widescreen. Collects two John Candy Favorites! Candy stars as Uncle Buck in the outrageous comedy written and directed by John Hughes. Then, in The Great Outdoors an unweclome family of lovingly misfits converge upon a lake resort to join their relatives, the result is anything but restful. Featuring Candy and Dan Aykroyd. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Universal. $5.95

DVD 5861918 FEEL THE HEAT: 10 Thriller Movies. Ten thrillers to grab you by the throat and steam up your screen: 8 of Diamonds, Yearnights, Wedding Day, The Gallipede File, Look @ Me; A Broken Code; Doctor X; The Vamp; The Champagne Gang; Border Town; and The Casino Job. Stars include Harvey Keitel, Saffron Burrows, C. Thomas Howell, Eric Roberts, and more. Over 14 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Maverick. $3.95

DVD 3797458 PARKER. Widescreen. Parker (Robert Forster), the suave and shuttered thief who lives by a personal code of ethics: Don't steal from people who can't afford it and don't hurt people who don't deserve it. But on his latest heist his crew is double-crossed, and now Parker is determined to make them regret it. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

DVD 3625404 THE APARTMENT. Widescreen. Winner of five Academy Awards, including Best Picture, this is legendary director Billy Wilder at his most scathing and satirical best. Stars include Jack Lemmon, Fred MacMurray, Shirley MacLaine and Ray Milland. Not Rated. B&W. 125 minutes. MGM. $5.95

DVD 3851877 THE BEGUILED. Widescreen. When a wounded Union soldier (Clint Walker, played by John Ferrari), is found near a secluded girls' boarding school in Civil War-era Virginia, he's taken in by its headmistress, Miss Martha (Nicole Kidman). Soon the school is taken over by sexual tensions as McBurney seduces several of the girls. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Universal. $5.95

DVD 3915522 CAST A LONG SHADOW. Widescreen. Audie Murphy plays Matt, a troubled Iraq combat veteran who finds a way to end his suffering and get rid of his pain. When he inherits a ranch from a man who may have been his father, it leads him back into the arms of an old flame, into the fists of some old rivals, and out into the pockets of voracious debt collectors. In B&W. 102 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

DVD 3825352 THE COWBOY AND THE LADY. Widescreen. When bored Palm Beach rich girl (Carol ЧAY) sets her sights on a deep south plantation owner (Harry Carey), his footloose butler convinces his housemaid to take her along on a triple blind date, she never expects to meet the cowboy of her dreams (Gary Cooper). And when she convinces him she's aoro Vaughan, the couple fall head over spurrs in love. CC. In B&W. 92 minutes. MGM. $4.95

DVD 3827207 CRIME WAVE: 50 Movie Collection. Fullscreen. Twists and turns abound in 50 classic crime dramas. In these films, top talent like Orson Welles, Edward G. Robinson, Barbara Stanwyck, Ginger Rogers, Lloyd Bridges, Bela Lugosi, and Angela Lansbury bring these stories to life. This collection includes: Murder, My Sweet; In a Lonely Place; The Big Combo; Out of the Past; and on the lam. Includes Bworey and Night at Middletown, Don't Shoot Me!, The Red House, Trapped; Please Murder Me!, The Thirteenth Guest, and more. In B&W. Nearly 62 hours on ten DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $29.98 $9.95

DVD 3885127 FESTIVAL OF FRIGHT. Collects over a three and a half hours of frightfully fun horror film previews. From sex addiction to abusive relationships to a violent religious leader, dark secrets and shocking reveture in the latest heist his crew double-crosses him, and steals from people who can't afford it and don't deserve it. But on his latest heist his crew is double-crossed, and now Parker is determined to make them regret it. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

DVD 3885958 BLOOD RED NIGHTS COLLECTION. Widescreen. Your blood will run cold with these classic chillers from the golden age of Hollywood and the Cat O'Nine Tails; Umberto Lenzi directs Seven Blood Stained Orchids; and Aldo Lando directs Short Night of Glass Dolls. Stars include Karl Malden, Antonio Sabato, and Barbara Bach. Not Rated. In B&W. Adults only. Asylum. $3.95

DVD 3885580 CELEBRITY SEX TAPE. A group of college nerds secretly record a washed up celebrity having sex and post the tape on the internet. When the publicity revives the actress’s career, every B-list celebrity, really show reject, and celebrate in four romantic narratives this year “productions” not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Asylum. $3.95

DVD 3814916 MICHAEL SHAYNE MYSTERY VOLUMES, 1. Based on the tales of Brett Halliday's popular novels, these noir classics are glowing examples of the genre. Lloyd Nolan stars as the titular sleuth in Michael Shayne Mystery Volumes 1: The Man With Two Faces; the Man Who Wouldn't Die; Westers; Sleep; White, and Perfect. CC. In B&W. Over 4 hours on four DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

DVD 3885335 4 DRAMATIC TRUE STORIES. From sex addiction to abusive relationships to a violent religious leader, dark secrets and shocking reveture in the latest heist his crew double-crosses him, and steals from people who can't afford it and don't deserve it. But on his latest heist his crew is double-crossed, and now Parker is determined to make them regret it. Rated R. English SDH. 118 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

DVD 3885317 BAD TEACHER/SEX AND THE WHITE KID. Widescreen. Cameron Diaz leads three sexy comedies. She plays a foul mouthed, ruthless, and inappropriate Bad Teacher, joined by Justin Timberlake and Jason Segel; joins Segel again for the tale of Sex and The White Kid. Pub. at $19.98 $6.95

DVD 3892949 THE HILLS RUN RED/APACHE. Widescreen. A man recently released from a five-year-prison sentence seeks vengeance against a former friend in The Hills Run Red. Stars include Henry Silva, and Dan Duryea, 89 minutes. Captured from his homeland, Apache Indian Massai manages to escape, but faces a dangerous journey back into Apache (Burt Lancaster). 91 minutes. MGM. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

DVD 3885355 I GOT YOU BABE: The Best of Sonny & Cher. * Enter. Pub. at $19.98 $5.95

DVD 7529171 THE CAT O'NINE TAILS. Umberto Lenzi directs an unweclome family of lovingly misfits converge upon a lake resort to join their relatives, the result is anything but restful. Featuring Candy and Dan Aykroyd. English SDH. Over 3 hours. Universal. $5.95

DVD 3858702 THE DEVIL'S ADVOCATE. Widescreen. Tom Cruise stars in this riveting tale of a law student (Al Pacino) who is hired by a notorious Satanist (Paul REUTERS) to argue the devil's case before the Supreme Court. CC. In B&W. 197 minutes. MGM. $6.95

DVD 3826542 MECHANIC: Resurrection. Widescreen. The most dangerous hitman in the world, Arthur Bishop (Jason Statham) thought he had put his murderous past behind him when his most formidable foe kidnapped the love of his life and forced him to travel the globe to complete three impossible assassinations and make them look like accidents. Rated R. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. MGM. Pub. at $14.98 $6.95

DVD 3885110 I'M NOT HAPPY WITHOUT YOU: THE MINNESOTA SNOOT. Widescreen. Thomas Hardy's classic is given a sumptuous adaptation by celebrated director John Schlesinger in this 1967 epic. Rogerish soldier Sergeant Haggard (Peter Finch) and rough-hewn shepherd Alan Bates play suitors to the wealthy heir, Bathsheba Everdene, in a sprawling tale of Victorian romance. English SDH. 171 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $6.95

DVD 3910771 THE GREAT OUTDOORS. Widescreen. John Milius directs one of the most revered environmental thrillers to grab you by the throat and steam up your screen: 8 of Diamonds, Yearnights, Wedding Day, The Gallipede File, Look @ Me; A Broken Code; Doctor X; The Vamp; The Champagne Gang; Border Town; and The Casino Job. Stars include Harvey Keitel, Saffron Burrows, C. Thomas Howell, Eric Roberts, and more. Over 14 hours on two DVDs. Adults only. Maverick. $3.95
Movies

**DVD 3803074 FINDING BLISS.** Widescreen. Filmmaker Jody Balaban (Leelee Sobieski) takes an adult film producer, planning to secretly film her own movie after hours. Her ruse is discovered, and she's forced to collaborate with adult entertainment director Jeff Drake (Matt Davis) in a work relationship that simmers into unexpected romance. Also stars Denise Richards. Rated R. CC. 96 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

**DVD 3983727 TALES FROM THE THREE STOOGES.** This hilarious collection features the Three Stooges' classic Stooge comedies such as Brideless Groom; Disorder in the Court; Malice in the Palace; and Sing a Song of Six Pants. Also compiles rarities, movie trailers, cartoons and Tales from the Three Stooges Volume 1 & 2. In Color and B&W. Over six hours on three DVDs. Synergy. $4.95

**DVD 3803391 JACKIE CHAN: MARTIAL MAGIC SERIES.** Jackie Chan's greatest fights and action scenes reveal the physical genius that is Jackie Chan, as well as training sequences that mirror his real life training at Open Hand Dojo. Films is briskly packed films: Eagle Young; Shadow Tiger; Fantasy Mission Force; and Fire Dragon. Not Rated. Over five hours. Original Releasing. $3.95

**DVD 386975X BONNIE AND CLYDE.** Winner Warren Beatty and Faye Dunaway star as Clyde Barrow and Bonnie Parker, two real-life Depression-era drifters who embark on a life of crime. A film of feverish ambition and escalating violence, Arthur Penn’s landmark is a “milestone in the history of American movies” (Roger Ebert, Chicago stars Gene Hackman. Rated R. English SDH. 111 minutes. Warner Home Video. $5.95

**DVD 3806413 K-9 THE PATROL PACK: THE FRANCHISE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Detective Thomas Dooley (Jim Belushi) takes on canine partner Jerry Lee, a German shepherd with a nose for solving crime and an appetite for destruction, in this mystical action-comedy trilogy. Witness the side splitting antics of this unlikely partners in these adventures: splitting antics of these unlikely partners in

**DVD 3839154 POINT MAN.** Widescreen. When a group of soldiers are left to die in the Vietnam jungle after a fire fight, they find themselves stranded with no supplies, a soldier with a propensity for treachery. Lost in the jungle, they stumble across an American platoon with a dark secret. An unexpected showdown ensues. Stars Christopher Long. Not Rated. English SDH. 86 minutes. Vision Films. $4.95

**DVD 3864839 DIMENSION EXTREME TERROR 6 PACK.** Widescreen. Six Unrated cuts of Dimension Extreme’s greatest grizzly wreaks. It just doesn’t get more bizarr than Black Sheep; more brutal than Welcome to the Jungle; more demented than Automaton Transfusion; more sadistic than 13: Game of Death; more primal than Rogue; or more shocking than Broken. English SDH. Nine hours on 6 DVDs. Adults only. Weinstein. $5.95

**DVD 3895157 85S 5-In-1 COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Collects five popular ‘80s films including: Stripes starring Bill Murray (Rated R); Ghostbusters starring Bill Murray and Dan Aykroyd; The Karate Kid starring Ralph Macchio and Pat Morita; Stand By Me starring Wil Wheaton and River Phoenix (Rated R); and The Natural starring Robert Redford. Over nine hours on 3 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**DVD 392565X LABYRINTH: 30th Anniversary Edition.** Widescreen. A 16-year-old girl (Jennifer Connelly) is given 13 hours to solve a dangerous and wonderful labyrinth and rescue her elfin brother when her wish for him to be taken away is granted by the Goblin King (David Bowie). Directed by Jim Henson. English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**DVD 3796353 BIKORI SORORITY HOUSE.** Fullscreen. Gamma Phi, the hottest sorority on campus, is looking for new recruits and when brother seniors Marga and Alma rush the house, they make a big splash. Sit back and enjoy as these coed cuties copulate across their college campus in their quest to make it as a pledge. Stars Erika Jordan. Not Rated. 101 minutes. Adultly. Full 60 set! Rated R.

**DVD 380089X ATTACK OF THE 60 FOOT CENTERFOLD.** Determined to become Centerfold of the Year, Angel Grace enlists the help of a doctor’s mysterious beauty program. But when the plan goes awry, Angel finds herself filling out in the most unusual ways. Beauty isn’t just skin deep... These are their R. stories of awe-inspirational supernatural phenomena that helped to create and preserve modern Israel. Hosted by Tom Ivey. $19.99. $4.95

**DVD 3915034 DAUGHTERS OF DARKNESS.** Widescreen. International screen icon Delphine Seyrig as Elizabeth Bathory, an ageless Countess with a beautiful young companion (Andrea Rau) and a legendary legacy of perversion. But when they seduce a troubled new couple, they unleash a frenzy of violence and deprived desire. Not Rated. 100 minutes. Adults only. Blue Underground. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

**DVD 3909386 POISON IVY: THE SECRET SOCIETY.** During her first days as college freshman Danielle ‘Daisy’ Bord (Miriam McDonald) is delighted to be invited to join an exclusive campus society, the Ivies. But the Ivies are much more than a secret society. They are hot-bloode schoolgirls with cold-blooded ambitions. Not Rated. English SDH. 95 minutes. Adults only. New Line Cinema. Pub. at $14.98 $3.95

**DVD 385653 AMOS ‘N ANDY: ANATOMY OF A CONTROVERSY.** Comedian George Wallace hosts this documentary that looks at the controversy surrounding the classic sitcom Amos ‘n Andy, a show that was the first—and for many years the only—black cast series on TV. Whether your take on the controversy, the series casting was brilliant and it was undeniably funny. In B&W and Color. $5 minutes. Reel Vault.

**DVD 3886026 PROFESSOR MARSTON AND THE WONDER WOMEN.** Widescreen. Harvard psychologist Dr. William Moulton Marston (Luke Evans) was roundly criticized for creating the feminine superhero, but it was his passion and life that were provocative than any adventure he had ever written. Also stars Rebecca Hall, Bella Heathcote and Connie Britton. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. Reel Vault. $3.95

**DVD 3779351 BOUND.** Widescreen. The daughter of a wealthy estate broker falls in love with a younger man, who introduces her to BDSM. Using her newly awakened sexual prowess, she finally takes charge of her own life. Stars Charisma Carpenter and Daniel Baldwin. Not Rated. English SDH. 91 minutes. Reel Vault. $5.95

**DVD 6993184 BAD GIRLS AT PLAY.** Fullscreen. The movie they tried to bury is back! Alleged Presidential porn queen Stormy Daniels stars in this scorchingly sexy romp where naughty housewives and husbands engage in all sorts of hot action. It’s the foreplay before the controversy, the series casting was brilliant and it was undeniably funny. In B&W and Color. $5 minutes. Reel Vault.

**DVD 382537X THE MIRACLE WORKER.** Widescreen. Locked in a lonely world of silence and darkness, seven year old Helen Keller (Annette O’Toole) has never seen the sky, heard her mother’s voice, or expressed herself. Only Annie Sullivan (Annie Bancroft), a no-nonsense adventuress, who has really regained her own sight, can lead her pupil on her courageous journey to happiness and light. Directed by Arthur Penn. In B&W. 106 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 3825444 SOME LIKE IT HOT.** Widescreen. When Chicago musicians Joe (Tony Curtis) and Jerry (Jack Lemmon) accidently witness a gangland shooting, they quickly board a southbound train to Florida, disguised as Josephine and Daphne and quickly become the newest—and hoolest—members of an all-girl jazz band. The cover is perfect, until a lovelorn singer (Marilyn Monroe) falls for “Josephine.” In B&W. 122 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 3802930 DETECTIVES: 10 Movie Pack.** Features ten whodunits: Bulldog Drummond’s Revenge; Bulldog Drummond Escapes; Bulldog Drummond in Africa; Dick Tracy versus Cueball; Dick Tracy Meets Gruesome; Sherlock Holmes Terror by Night; Sherlock Holmes and the Secret Weapon; Dick Tracy, Detective; Molo’s Last Manning, and Sherlock Holmes Dressed to Kill. Stars include Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Boris Karloff, Ray Milland, and Morgan Conway. In B&W. Over 11 hours. $3.95

**DVD 3855651 AGAINST ALL ODDS.** Israel Survives. Israel’s rebirth and survival in the 20th century has been called a miracle. Those who were there cite their own stories of awe-inspirational supernatural phenomena that helped to create and preserve modern Israel. Hosted by Tom Ivey. $19.99. $4.95

**DVD 3809038 THE BABYSITTERS.** Widescreen. When Shirley Lyner starts babysitting for Michael and Gail Beltran, a dangerous affair is ignited. When Michael and his agent (Elizabeth Taylor) all rate each other! Written by Carrie Fisher. CC. 89 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

**DVD 3879348 CB HUSTLERS.** Swedish bombshell Uschi Digard stars in this road movie about highway who take their bordello on the road. Loading into a van and using their CB radio to inform truckers of when and where they’ll be stopping, these girls enjoy success until they cross the state line into the Bible Belt. Not Rated. 75 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

**DVD 3825447 BRONZONI TRIPLE THREAT COLLECTION.** Fullscreen. In Death Wish 3, a widowed Kersey (Charles Bronson) faces yet another family tragedy, which thrusts him into a deadly vendetta until he can bring another thug to justice. Kersey is blanketed in blood until they cross the state line into the Bible Belt. Not Rated. $7.95

**DVD 3933015 JOHN WAYNE’S SUSPENSE COLLECTION.** Collects four films: Man in the Vault; Ring of Fire; Track of the Cat; and Plunder of the Sun. All films were produced by John Wayne’s production company, Batjac Productions. Although Wayne himself doesn’t star in these films, plenty of other popular stars do, including Robert Mitchum, Mickey Sp Arlington Hadley and Glenn Ford. Rated R. English SDH. Over four hours on 3 DVDs. MGM. Pub. at $15.98 $5.95

**DVD 6560903 THE BORIS KARLOFF COLLECTION.** Five of Karloff’s most spellbinding horror yarns. He plays an ingeniously venturesome H. G. Wells, a mad executioner in Tower of London, an insane doctor in The Climax, the servant of an evil nobleman in The Strange Door, and a dodgy actor in Life and Love of a Captive of a mad count in The Black Castle. English SDH. In Color and B&W. Over 7 hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. Pub. at $29.98 $6.95

**DVD 6786768 INTO THE GRIZZLY MOUNTAINS.** When a grizzly wildlife in a snow belt of Alaska, the sheriff heads into the forest to find his ecologist wife, but encounters his extraterrestrial ex-con brother. The hunters become the hunted in this tense wilderness thriller. Stars James Marsden, Thomas Jane, Piper Perabo, and Bill Bob Thornton. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $26.99 $5.96
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**DVD 3856038 EASY VICTORY.** Jessica Biel, Colin Farrel, Kristen Scott Thomas and Ben Barnes bring Noel Coward's witty comedy of manners to life. When British playboy John Barnes brings his new wife Larita—a race car-driving American expatriate she's seduced into manners to life. When British playboy John Barnes brings his new wife Larita—a race car-driving American expatriate she's seduced into

**DVD 3810429 ALL AMERICAN BIKINI CAR WASH.** Widescreen. When hard-partying Jack leans he is falling college, his professor offers him a chance to save his grades by running the local car wash! But Jack takes on far more than he can handle when his friend talks him into turning the business into a sexy bikini car wash. Rated R. 95 minutes. R. 95 minutes. R. 95 minutes.

**DVD 386989X MAD MAX: Fury Road.** Widescreen. Director George Miller revives his post-apocalyptic series with this critically acclaimed 2015 hit. Max Rockatansky (Tom Hardy) is swept up with a group, led by Imperator Furiosa (Charlize Theron), fleeing across the Wasteland. In pursuit: a warlord hell-bent on a high-octane road war. Rated R. English SDH. Includes second DVD with special features. 120 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 7529198 WILL ROGERS COLLECTION, VOLUME 1.** Fullscreen. With political jabs and witty one-liners that remain timely even today, Will Rogers is one of early Hollywood's greatest comedians. Four of his greatest performances: Life Begins at 40, Old Kentucky, Dingbats and the约翰. Ford-directed Steamboat Round the World. Over 5 hours on four DVDs.

**DVD 3865496 WILD WEST 4-PACK.** Widescreen. A quartet of hard-bitten, bullet-riddled westerns starring glittering and gruff movie stars: Disappearances with Gary Farmer and Luis Guzman; Miracle at Sage Creek with David Carradine, Bull Fighter (Rated R) with Robert Reuther; and The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly.

**DVD 3764613 MACARTHUR.** Widescreen. General Douglas MacArthur, one of the most controversial public figures of our time, is the subject of the biographical drama which traces his outstanding career. A compelling performance with Eric Idle, Michael Palin, Monty Python and the religious leader with the flamboyant Ian McKellen.

**DVD 6644937 FATHER GOOSE.** Widescreen. Cary Grant stars as a boozier avoiding WWII until the Allies recruit him to be a lookout. From his post-apocalyptic series with this critically acclaimed 2015 hit. Max Rockatansky (Tom Hardy) is swept up with a group, led by Imperator Furiosa (Charlize Theron), fleeing across the Wasteland. In pursuit: a warlord hell-bent on a high-octane road war. Rated R. English SDH. Includes second DVD with special features. 120 minutes. Warner Home Video.

**DVD 7529198 WILL ROGERS COLLECTION, VOLUME 1.** Fullscreen. With political jabs and witty one-liners that remain timely even today, Will Rogers is one of early Hollywood's greatest comedians. Four of his greatest performances: Life Begins at 40, Old Kentucky, Dingbats and the John. Ford-directed Steamboat Round the World. Over 5 hours on four DVDs.

**DVD 3865496 WILD WEST 4-PACK.** Widescreen. A quartet of hard-bitten, bullet-riddled westerns starring glittering and gruff movie stars: Disappearances with Gary Farmer and Luis Guzman; Miracle at Sage Creek with David Carradine, Bull Fighter (Rated R) with Robert Reuther; and The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly.
**Movies**

**DVD 3860280 SHEBOEG.** An alien fugitive crash lands on Earth and begins turning people into cyborgs that feed on animal flesh. Dylan and her best friend must learn to stop the Shebog before the whole town is assimilated into monstrous machines of destruction. Not Rated. 90 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

**DVD 6717177 LEWIS BLACK.** Black to the Future. The King of Rant skewers a world gone mad in this poignant, vitriolic, and utterly hilarious stand-up special, scrutinizing everything from the Old Testament to Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton. Includes the bonus special The Rant Is Due: Live from Napa, featuring more of Black’s brilliance. 100 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**DVD 2953927 CULT OF CHUCKY.** Widescreen. Conceived to avenge, Nica is convinced that she, not Chucky, murdered her family. But when a “Good Guy” doll is introduced as a part of her therapy, a string of deaths causes her to wonder if maybe she isn’t crazier than her mother Donna Bourt, Alex Vincent, and Jennifer Tilly. Rated R and Unrated version. English SDH 91 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 3898587 THE HOBBIT: An Unexpected Journey.** Widescreen. The first in a new trilogy of fantasy masterpieces by J.R.R. Tolkien. Bilbo Baggins is swept into an epic quest to reclaim the lost Dwarf Kingdom of Erebor from the fearsome dragon Smaug. Along the way, Bilbo discovers one rumbling volcano. Stars Gina Holden, Pruitt Taylor Vince, and James Earl Jones. Walken. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

**DVD 3879356 CHARLIE CHAPLIN: COLLECTOR'S EDITION.** Collects 14 silent short films: The Pawnbroker (1914); Tillie's Punctured Romance (1914 and 1917); Tillie's Punctured Romance (1914); The Immigrant (1917); The Adventurer (1917); A Man's Name; The Pawnshop; The Floorwalker; and The Rink. In B&W. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. Films: Retail $26.95; Home use $7.95

**DVD 3862995 UNSUNG HEROES: The Story of America’s Female Patriots.** From the Revolutionary War until today, women have risked their blood in the cause of America. This inspiring story of perseverance and triumph, dramatically and for all time, sets the record straight on their unrecognized courage and sacrifices. Includes first-hand accounts of women who have answered the call of duty. 105 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**DVD 3855704 CHUCK NORRIS: Total Attack Pack.** This action-packed collection includes Norris’ most powerful performances and deserves (actually, it demands) a place on your DVD shelf. Films include Lone Wolf McQuade; Missing in Action; Code of Silence; and The Delta Force. Most Rated R. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. Two DVDs: DualDisc set. $4.95

**DVD 3925471 HANNAH AND HER SISTERS.** Widescreen. Featuring a brilliant all-star cast, this film spans a tale of three unforgettable women and showcases Woody Allen’s wicked humor and the beautifully expansive, working on his broadest canvas with masterly ease” Newsweek: Stars Mia Farrow, Barbara Hershey and Dianne Wiest. CC: 107 minutes. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 5561450 MOVIES 4 YOU: Western Classics.** Collects four classic gunfighters: Western Union (1903), The Lone Gun (1954), starring George Montgomery and Dorothy Malone; Ride or Die For Revenge (1958), starring Rory Calhoun, Gloria Grahame, and Agnes Moorehead; The Big Valley (1957), starring Joel McCrea and Mark Stevens; and Gun Belt (1953), starring George Montgomery and Tab Hunter. Over 5 hours. Shout Factory. $6.95

**DVD 3856240 THE LOVED ONES.** Widescreen. A thrilling police invitation—and it may be the biggest mistake of his life. Now he’s the only guest at Lota’s own twisted prom festivities, one full of drills, nuns, and snowflakes. An Australian chiller that Rolling Stone calls “brutal, bloody, and black as hell.” Rated R. English SDH. 83 minutes. Paramount. $3.95

**DVD 570223X JULES VERNE’S TIEFELISCHES INSEL.** Natives. Five northern Civil War POWs carry out a daring escape by hijacking a hot air balloon. After drifting through the night, they wake to find themselves stranded on an island—both Japanese and American forces. Stars Glenn Close and Christopher Lee. The Curse of Frankenstein: Taste the Blood of Dracula. Double feature! The Curse of Frankenstein is the film via which Hammer Studios revived Gothic horror in an era dominated by sci-fi, scare fests. 83 minutes. Stars Peter Cushing and Christopher Lee. Lee returns in Taste the Blood of Dracula, (another Hammer film), dimension thirteen silent film stars share their own stories in their own words, including Clara Bow, Lillian Gish, Louise Brooks, and America’s Sweetheart, Mary Pickford. 150 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 385997X SILENT AND FRIGHTFUL.** A fascinating documentary thirteen silent film stars share their own stories in their own words, including Clara Bow, Lillian Gish, Louise Brooks, and America’s Sweetheart, Mary Pickford. 150 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 3932818 AREA 51.** Widescreen. Three young conspiracy theorists attempt to uncover the mysteries of Area 51, the government’s top secret location rumored to be a huge, top-secret underground base. The experience their harrowing adventure in the desert landscape from these events. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 3777028 MIDNIGHT FRIGHT SHOW: The Master Collection.** Widescreen. Five awesome features for your nail-biting, hair-rising, heart-thumping, horror, gore, sex, laughs, and tears Riveting! Includes Lady of the Dark; Dark Watchers; One Hour to Die; Dead Walkers; and Curse of the Blue Room Inn. Not Rated. Over six hours. Cinedigm. $4.95

**DVD 3860213 DEMON HUNTER.** After she is captured by police for questioning in the slaying of a man she claimed was a demon, Taylor Swift returns to work with the demonic orphaned children and the existence of demons. But when a demonic cult captures the daughter of one of the detectives on the case, the police must trust and ally themselves with the Satanic group. Unrated. 86 minutes. Wild Eye. $4.95

**DVD 6643361 OPERATION PETTICOAT.** Widescreen. Forced out to battle before it’s ready, the U.S.S. Sea Tiger limps through combat until five stranded Army nurses come aboard and initiate their own brand of renovations. The end result is a sub painted pink, making it a target for both Japanese and American forces. Stars Barry Newman and Joey收支. 122 minutes. Universal. $11.95

**DVD 3855619 10.0 EARTHQUAKE.** Widescreen. An oil company using fracking has set the stage for epic disaster by causing earthquakes near the San Andreas Fault. Jack, an engineer with the company, and Emily, a geologist, frantically race against time to avert the crisis. The city from being torn asunder drops down into a steamy underground cauldron of fiery magma. Stars Henry Ian Cusack. CC: 87 minutes. ARTEC Publishing. $4.95

**DVD 391433X RIGHTIOUS MILL.** Widescreen. After thirty years in the press-cooker environment of the NYPD, highly decorated detectives Turk (Robert De Niro) and Rooster (Al Pacino) should be ready for retirement. However, both men can hang up their badges, they are called in to investigate the murder of a notorious pimp, which appears to have ties to a case they solved years before. $5.95
movies

Dvd 3803740 Northern Borders. Widescreen. Bruce Dern and Geneviève Bujold deliver “impressive performances” (Hollywood Reporter) as quixotic grandparents who take their grandson, Austen (Seamus Davey-Fitzpatrick) into their Vermont home. Adventure awaits, as do lingering secrets of his eccentric relatives, 108 minutes. Screen Media Films. Pub. at $24.98 $3.95

Dvd 299643X Superman: The Ultimate Max Fleischer Cartoon Collection. Fullscreen. The 17 original animated cartoons, based on the comic book character, Superman, released by Paramount Pictures, were shown monthly at movie theaters, from September 3rd, 1941 to July 30th, 1943. Considered many to be a masterpiece of animation art, 150 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $4.95

Dvd 2963805 Crimey Snip. Fullscreen. The epic of ‘80s camp horror, this tale takes us to a prep school for a unique twist on the vampire genre. Shortly after arriving at the school, lone (Orly Beny) realizes that the students are vanishing without a trace. The culprit? The evil Madeline (1973) are growing up fast! Rated R. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.93 $9.95

Dvd 3885305 Vampires. Fullscreen. The epitome of ‘80s camp horror, this tale takes us to a prep school for a unique twist on the vampire genre. Shortly after arriving at the school, lone (Orly Beny) realizes that the students are vanishing without a trace. The culprit? The evil Madeline (1973) are growing up fast! Rated R. Over four hours on 2 DVDs. Shout Factory. Pub. at $19.93 $9.95

Dvd 388516X the Killer Shrews. Fullscreen. This film is so bad it’s good and, being one of Stephen King’s favorite horror flicks, it may be better than you think! Released in 1959 with a budget of roughly $125,000, this film about two hot headedуты из бреда love fans of B-level releases. Stars Ingred Guede, James Best and Ken Curtis. Not Rated. In B&W. 69 minutes. Film Chest. $4.95

Dvd 3880435 shooting War: World War II Combat Cameramen. Fullscreen. From writer/producer/director Richard Schickel and executive producer Steven Spielberg comes a remarkable film that takes a special look at the first wife to be truly reported and recorded by one of the most unusual heroes of World War II—the combat photographer. 89 minutes. DreamWorks. $5.95

Dvd 293752X the Monuments Men. Centered on the reluctant World War II platoon, tasked with going into Germany to rescue artistic masterpieces from Nazi thieves and returning them to their rightful owners. The men find themselves risking their lives in a race against time to save destruction of 1,000 years of culture. Stars George Clooney, Matt Damon, and Bill Murray. English SDH. 118 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

Dvd 2940357 a Street Cat Named Bob. When James Bowen stumbled upon an injured street cat, he had no idea how much his life was about to change. Living hand to mouth on the streets of London, the last thing he needed was a pet. But as he nurtured Bob back to health, he found himself transforming in ways he never thought possible. Stars Luke Treadaway. 103 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $5.95

Dvd 2900539 Bigfoot Wars. After the sheriff of the small town of Booby Creek receives a disturbing report about the bear resemblance bearing appearance to the legendary Sasquatch, he enlists the help of an expert survivalist (Thomas Howell) and sets out to hunt down the creature. 94 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95

Dvd 3854149 the Last Out Loud B-Movie Collection. Collection of comedy movies including: The Animal; The Benchwarmers; and Deuce Bigalow: European Gigolo (Rated R), all starring Rob Schneider; The House Bunny starring Anna Faris; Joe Dirt starring David Spade; and The Master of Disguise starring Dana Carvey. All CC. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $6.95

Dvd 3855767 the Beast. The master of sea terror, Peter Benchley, returns with another salty tale of aquatic mayhem! Rocked by mysterious deaths and disappearances, a small fishing village looks for answers. What they find is a blood-thirsty giant squid. Stars William Peterson, Sharon Slus and Charles Martin Smith. Not Rated. 115 minutes. Timeless Media Group. $4.95

Dvd 3914747 Bold & Brave: The 3-Movie Collection. Fullscreen. Three films expose the horrors of the Vietnam War. Scott Steward stars in Black Hawk Down, the Oscar-winning The Fog of War. documentary Errol Morris shares a conversation with Robert S. McNamara. and Michael J. Fox joins Sean Penn in Casualties of War based on a true story set in the moral quagmire of this controversial conflict (Unrated). Over 5 hours on 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

Dvd 3929418 tears of the Sun: Special Edition. Widescreen. A loyal Navy SEAL (Bruce Willis) is sent into the heart of war-torn Africa on a hazardous assignment to rescue a professor (Pierce Brosnan) and his team. Amazing performances! 121 minutes. Columbia. $5.95

Dvd 2937700 to Dance with the White Dog. Fullscreen. After 50 years of marriage, Dan has lost his beloved. Now he’s ailing too. That’s when a beautiful white dog enters his life and changes it forever, showing him the power of everlasting love. Stars James Earl Jones and Hume Cronyn. 95 minutes. Hallmark Hall of Fame. $5.95

Dvd 2943336 Star-studded Action. Hollywood’s heavy hitters are ready for action in eight films: Night Passage; American Rebel; Wild Side; Forever Lulu; Plato’s Run; Danger Monster; Invincible; and The Master of Disguise starring Dana Carvey. All CC. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

Dvd 2786974 Hot Bot. Widescreen. Two femalefriends are snatched during a night of shenanigans by anemonic robot, “Bardot.” But their fantasies are shattered when they learn that the robot’s designer is actually the wife of their long-lost son. They’ll look sexy doing so! Stars Sybil Danning. Rated R. 74 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

Dvd 2712254 the November Man. Widescreen. Presentation includes 16 classic westerns by four of the most revered cowboys of the genre’s Golden Age. Roy Rogers, John Wayne, Gene Autry, and Tex Ritter are featured in films like Home in Oklahoma; My Pal Trigger; Show Riders of the Whirling Pines; The Dawn Rider; Rainbow Valley; Sing, Cowboy, Sing; and more. In B&W. Over 15 hours on 4 DVDs. Synergy. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95

Dvd 3757722 Noam Chomsky: the World, the Chomsky Sessions. One of the most respected intellectuals of the 20th century, Chomsky has had a prolific career as a linguist, philosopher, and political activist. Undoubtedly, though, he is best known as the quintessential American dissident. This film profiles the critical thinking of a man who has spent his life trying to educate, empower and, ultimately, to liberate. 80 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $6.95

Dvd 6670199 the November Man. Widescreen. Code named “The November Man,” Peter Devereaux (Pierce Brosnan) is a highly trained ex-CIA agent living in London. When he’s lured out of retirement to safeguard a U.S. senator from a deadly game of cat and mouse with his former protege. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. Columbia. $6.95

Dvd 3381655 Panther Squad. Widescreen. When a famous astronaut is held captive by a group of murderous environmental extremists, world leaders turn to the Panther Squad, a group of (very and viscously sexy) detainees, to search, rescue and destroy. Will they succeed? Naturally! And they’ll look sexy doing so! Stars Sybil Danning. Rated R. 74 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95

Dvd 2937800 War Gods Collection. Double-sided box set of 18 favorite war adventures from the 1960s: Son of Samson; Son of Cleopatra; Hero of Rome; Invincible Gladiator; Gold of Babylon; War Goddess; The Magic Voyage of Sinbad; and Day the Earth Froze. Stars include Gordon Scott, Mark Damon, Richard Harrison, and Howard Duff. Twelve hours on 4 double-sided DVDs. Retromedia. $4.96

Dvd 3698173 The Great Kinky. Two female friends are snatched during a night of shenanigans by anemonic robot, “Bardot.” But their fantasies are shattered when they learn that the robot’s designer is actually the wife of their long-lost son. They’ll look sexy doing so! Stars Sybil Danning. Rated R. 74 minutes. Full Moon. $9.95


Dvd 3885313 Western Heroes. Widescreen. Presents 16 classic westerns by four of the most revered cowboys of the genre’s Golden Age. Roy Rogers, John Wayne, Gene Autry, and Tex Ritter are featured in films like Home in Oklahoma; My Pal Trigger; Show Riders of the Whirling Pines; The Dawn Rider; Rainbow Valley; Sing, Cowboy, Sing; and more. In B&W. Over 15 hours on 4 DVDs. Synergy. Pub. at $19.98 $4.95
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Dangerous World of Detective Work – The Complete Series. \n
**Aides and Bads.** Release date: 2022. Widescreen. The story of a young woman who becomes a police officer in a small town. She must use all her skills to solve crimes and protect her community. Rated PG-13. 96 minutes. Available on DVD for $14.95.

**3925536 SCARY STORIES.** Widescreen. Explore the history of one of the most terrifying and influential children’s literature: the best-selling classic Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark, which scared generations of young readers and remains one of the most banned books of all time. The truth behind the horror hallmark of a generation. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Wild Eye. Pub. at $19.99. $4.95.

**3996668 I WANT CANDY.** Widescreen. Siddharth Mukherjee and Baggy know they have a script made of gold, but they lack the finances they need. Then, one desperate producer throws them a bone: they can have their money on one condition—spend it all. The world’s number one adult film star, must play the lead. Stars Tom Riley, Tom Burke, and Carmen Electra. R. Rated. 87 minutes. Magnolia. $4.95.

**3942665 OVERBOARD.** Widescreen. While her yacht’s stuck for repairs in a small Oregon town, spoiled socialite Joanna (Goldie Hawn) hires local carpenter Dean Proffitt (Kurt Russell) to remodel her cottage—but loses her memory after bumping her head. As she tries to take care of her kids and house, CC. 112 minutes. MGM. $5.95.

**3800952 I SAW WHAT YOU DID.** With her parents away, Libby and her twin sisters find themselves on the wrong side of things. The girls’ classmates attack them and even whisper, “I saw what you did.” When Libby dials Steve Marak (John Ireland), a psychopath who just murdered his wife and his neighborhood’s leader, John Crawford, listens in–a conversation that ends with a killer determined to silence them all. In B&W and SDH. 83 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

**3869951 TARA TARA TARA.** Widescreen. In The Seduction of Cindy a frustrated husband attempts to promote passion back into his marriage and help his wife Cindy (Seka) overcome her frigidity. 80 minutes. Tara Tara Tara sees Seka and Veronica Hart as high fashion models in the steamy world of New York’s fashion scene. 78 minutes. Both not rated. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome. Pub. at $24.98. $17.95.

**3868826 THE COMPLETE HAL ROACH STREAMLINERS COLLECTION, VOLUME 1.** Fullscreen. This special six film collection from the 1940s is a must-have for any fan of Hal Roach with every film culled from the original Hal Roach Studio masters. Included are Tank’s Mill; Hay Foot; About Face; Fall of Tally; Aroy and How Comes Trouble. Stars include James Gleason, Noah Beery, Jr., Margaret Dumont, Frank Faylen and more. In B&W. Five hours. ClassicPix. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95.

**386611X THE COMPLETE COSMOS.** Fullscreen. Features the equivalent of an encyclopedia of space and astronomy on DVD, exploring the Solar System, our Milky Way and the Universe beyond. From the big bang and the formation of the planets to black holes and the farthest quasars, the film tells a crisp visual story uninterrupted by interviews or evasive center. It’s their only chance at survival. 89 minutes. Screen Media Films. Fullscreen. Gary Cooper (as Wild Bill Hickok) and Jean Arthur (as Calamity Jane) star in Cecil B. DeMille’s sweeping western Hickok). Hopkins returns as Dr. Lecter (Al Pacino), who finds wealth, power and passion beyond his wildest dreams–at a price he never imagined. Rated R. English SDH. 170 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

**3830562 LOVE & SEX.** Kate Wels (Farinne Janssen) is a beautiful magazine writer who turns to her own life for inspiration when she is given an impossible assignment: within twenty-four hours, Kate must write a single and very telling essay to defend them against being forced to defend themselves from the ever-growing horde of biological monstrosities attacking them. Directed by Marvin Kren. Not Rated. English SDH. 97 minutes. IR. Available on DVD for $5.95.

**3810313 SCARFACE.** Widescreen. One of the greatest movies of all time, this is the rags to riches story of Cuban immigrant Tony “Scarface” Montana (Al Pacino), who finds wealth, power and passion beyond his wildest dreams–at a price he never imagined. Rated R. English SDH. 170 minutes. Universal. $5.95.

**3929221 KALIFORNIA.** Widescreen. When urban intellectuals Brian and Carrie set out across country to research a book about serial killers, they share the ride with a couple they barely know. Early Grayce (Brad Pitt) and his girlfriend bathtub and the most dangerous kind of entanglement. Rated R. CC. 115 minutes. MGM.

**3932384 BEOWULF.** Widescreen. Academy-award winning director Robert Zemeckis’ masterful use of digitally enhanced live-action transports you to a world beyond imagination and brings the fierce battlegrounds of an ancient time to breathing life and mystery to the heart of one of the world’s oldest epic sagas. Angella Jolie and John Malkovich. Not Rated. CC. 114 minutes. Paramount. $5.95.

**3802868 DASHIELL HAMMETT.** Detective/Writer. The turbulent life and career of Dashiell Hammett is drawn into the smoky spotlight with this documentary. Charting his rise from the gritty underworld of detective work to the pinnacle of literary success, Hammett idolized by his own success. Hammett’s story is every bit as dramatic as his scintillating books. In Color and B&W. 56 minutes. WinStar. Pub. at $24.98. $3.95.

**3903147 FREE RIDE.** Widescreen. In search of a better life for her family, Christina moves to Florida and enters the dangerous world of the underground drug scene. She learns that dealing drugs has its price as law enforcement closes in on Christina. Now she must find a way to save the life she has desperately worked to repair. Stars Anna Paquin and Cameron Gigandet. Not Rated. CC. 86 minutes. Phase 4 Films. $3.95.

**374251X GRABBERS.** Widescreen. On Erin Island, an idyllic fishing village off the coast of Ireland, charming inebriate Ciaran O’Shea (Richard Coyle) is tasked with showing police officer Lisa Nolan (Beth Bradley) her new best friend something more than just a friendly. A bizarre tentacled creature is showing up in the waters—and it’s hungry. Not Rated. English SDH. 94 minutes. MPI. $4.95.

**3962100 RED JOAN.** Widescreen. Joan is a widow living a quiet retirement in the suburbs when the British Secret Service places her under arrest. The charge: providing classified scientific information to the government for decades. As she is interrogated, Joan relives the dramatic events that shaped her life. Based on a sensational true story. Rated R. English SDH. 101 minutes.MPI. Pub. at $16.97. $12.95.

**3862559 PABLO ESCOBAR.** Widescreen. In the early 1980s, Columbian journalist Virginia Vallejo (Penelope Cruz) begins a tumultuous love affair with Pablo Escobar (Javier Bardem)—the world’s most feared drug lord. Rated R. 123 minutes. VFS Films.

**393237X SPACEBALLS.** Widescreen. When ruthless President Skroob (Mel Brooks) plots to steal the air supply from neighboring planet Druida, it’s up to hero for hire Lone Starr (Bill Pullman) and his little partner (John Candy). This rescue a spoiled Druid princess from the clutches of Dark Helmet (Rick Moranis). CC. 96 minutes. MGM. $6.95.

**2988429 THE STUNT MAN.** Widescreen. Nicholas’ career as director of Cross, a deliciously megalomaniacal madman commanding a film set circus where a paranoid young veteran finds himself maybe more and more pushing beyond the boundaries of the beautiful leading lady (Barbara Hershey), and discovering that love, death and mayhem of moviemaking can definitely be the worst illusion of all. Rated R. 131 minutes. Seville.

**3928512 RESISTANCE.** Widescreen. In 1944, D-Day has failed and Europe has not been released by German forces. The man of isolated Welsh village disappear and their wives believe that they have joined the resistance. When Bill Cooke and one of the wives befriends the commanding officer, blurring the lines between collaboration, duty, occupation and survival. Stars Andrea

---
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**DVD 3885100 CLASSIC WESTERN 3-PACK.** Fullscreen. Three rollicking golden age westerns. In *Branded Covered*, a boy (Johnny Mack Brown) avenges the murder of his brother. The Cactus Kid (Jack Perrin) takes on a quest of his own, hunting the outlaws who killed his sister. Wrapping things up is the gritty 1941 favorite *The Gunman From Bodie* with Buck Jones, Tim McCoy, and Raymond Hatton. All in B&W & 167 minutes. FilmChest. Pub. at $11.98. **$4.95**

**DVD 3919142 100 DEGREES BELOW ZERO.** widescreen. While vacationing in Alaska, wealthy scientists Robbins upon several flesh-frozen animals in the woods. Confused, he confronts a reclusive environmentalist whose warnings of severe global freezing have been rebuffed. With people freezing within minutes of being outside, it’s up to Roger to save his family and the world. Not Rated. 85 minutes. Digital Media. **$4.95**

**DVD 3925528 RONIN.** Fullscreen & widescreen. The Cold War may be over, but a new world order keeps a group of covert mercenaries employed by the highest bidder. These operatives, known as Ronin, are assembled in France for a seemingly routine mission—steal a top-secret Briefcase. But the simple task soon proves explosive. Stars Robert DeNiro and Jean Reno. Rated R. 110 minutes on one double-sided DVD. MGM. **$5.95**

**DVD 3929671 RISE: BLOOD WARRIOR.** WideScreen. A young man (Lucy Liu) wakes up in a morgue to find herself the victim of a vampire ritual. Now a member of the undead herself, she fights an unbeatable thirst for blood as she prowls the city streets in search of revenge. Also stars Carlos Carino, Michael Chiklis, and James D'Arcy. Not Rated. CC. 122 minutes. Sony Pictures. **$4.95**

**DVD 5965853 SPIDER-WOMAN: Agent of S.W.O.R.D.** A Marvel Knights animated adventure. When2018's *Spider-Man: Into the Spider-Verse* stars Michael Bendis and Alex Maleev. The last thing Jessica Drew wants to encounter is another Skull Island invasion. But when Jessica is approached by a mysterious agent of S.W.O.R.D., she finds the urge for vengeance is too overwhelming to deny. For mature viewers. 54 minutes. Shout! Factory. **$5.95**

**DVD 3765555 AIRPORT.** Widescreen. Burk Lancaster is the manager of an international airport who must juggle personal and professional responsibilities as he assembles his blizzard-torn facility to open up a rescue-damaged jetliner. Also stars Dean Martin, Jacqueline Bisset and George Kennedy. English SDH. 137 minutes. Universal. **$5.95**

**DVD 6916535 MR. WONG, DETECTIVE: THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION.** A legend in the film industry with over 90 starring roles, now you can join Roy, Dale, Gabby, and Trigger with this fully uncut and digitally restored set. All 24 classic mystery episodes. With Grant Withers and Marjorie Reynolds. In B&W. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**DVD 3891370 MUTINY ON THE BOUNTY.** Widescreen. 1787. HMS Bounty seizes out on a journey that takes them through perilous seas to a tropical paradise—and into history as one of the most ill-fated voyages ever to sail for King and country. Lewis Milestone directed this spectacular film, nominated for seven Academy Awards including Best Picture. Stars Marlon Brando, Trevor Howard, and Richard Harris. CC. Three hours on 2 DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $32.95. **$8.95**

**DVD 3778959 MICHAEL SHAYNE: The Complete PRC Mystery Collection.** Fullscreen. Whether you’re a fan of Best Halliday B-mysteries or Hugh Beaumont, this 1940s movie collection delivers the goods with plenty of crime-solving excitement that will keep you guessing. Also includes *Hardboiled Business; Larceny in Her Heart; Blonde for a Day; Three on a Ticket; and Too Many Widows.* In B&W. Over five hours. ClassiClix. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**DVD 3808938 HAUNTED HONEYMOON.** Widescreen. Orphan girl Gilda Radner, and Dom DeLuise star in this ingenious, amusing horror comedy. At the spooky mansion of his aunt Kate, Larry is undergoing therapy intended to rid him of his rational (phobia – believing) them right out of him. But he has something very real to fear when he learns that someone in his family may be a werewolf. 82 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. **$7.95**

**DVD 2887819 BEN-HUR: 50th Anniversary Limited Edition.** An amazing limited edition collector’s box set, celebrating the 1959 winner of a record-setting 11 Academy Awards. Includes the Best Actor (Charlton Heston) and Best Picture. This set includes the 1959 movie (over three hours), the 1925 silent version (in B&W, 142 minutes), a 126-page hardcover book of Heston's personal and insightful journal, and a 64-page hardcover profile book, both included in the box. Also includes a DVD of vintage special features. Five DVDs. Turner Entertainment Co. Pub. at $49.92. **$17.95**

**DVD 3804159 BONEHILL ROAD.** Emily and Eden Stevens escape a violent domestic situation only to enter into another more dangerous one. Terrified and alone, they are stranded in the woods, hunted by a werewolf. Things only get worse when they stumble upon a psychopathic killer and his hostages. Unrated. 87 minutes. Wild Eye. **$4.95**

**DVD 2983672 THE BABE.** Widescreen. John Goodman brings the legendary Babe Ruth to life in this enthusiastic portrait. Co-starring Kelly McGillis, it chronicles Ruth’s phenomenal story—from his hard knocks beginnings at a Baltimore orphanage to his meteoric rise to baseball superstardom and his controversial move to the Red Sox. The game. 115 minutes. Universal. **$4.95**

**DVD 3833011 J. EDGAR.** Widescreen. Clint Eastwood directs Leonardo DiCaprio as J. Edgar Hoover, head of the FBI for nearly 48 years. He reformatted and revered, Hoover could distort the truth as easily as he upheld it. But behind closed doors, he held secrets that would have destroyed his career, and his life. Also stars Naomi Watts and Judi Dench. Rated R. English SDH. 137 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. **$5.95**

**DVD 6643507 THE QUIET MAN: 60th Anniversary Special Edition.** When he accidentally kills an opponent in the ring, Sean Connery (Mike) is banished from the boxing world and becomes a rural alternative to his life of crime. When she embarks on a passionate affair with a young worker on her husband’s estate, a force is unleashed inside her, so powerful that she will stop at nothing to get what she wants. Rated R. English SDH. 90 minutes. Lions Gate. **$9.95**

**DVD 3864928 LADY MACBETH.** Widescreen. Rural England, 1665. Katherine (Florence Pugh) is stencil by her lover and his trusted confidante to a bitter man twice her age, whose family is cold and unforgiving. 99 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $19.95. **$7.95**

**DVD 2898446 OPERATION DUNKIRK.** Widescreen. A band of soldiers tasked with saving a crucial Allied convoy. To rescue a scientist with information that could turn the tide of the war, must battle their way through dangerous Nazi territory to deliver their mission. Stars Michael Wouters and Danny Hill. 90 minutes. Asylum. **$4.95**

**DVD 3757498 AFTERNOON DELIGHT.** Looking to spice up her marriage, Rachel (Kathryn Hahn) takes her husband (Josh Radnor) to a strip club and meets a stripper, she becomes obsessed with saving. Rachel adopts McKenna as her live-in nanny, wreaking havoc on her husband and herself. Rated R. 97 minutes. Cinedigm. **$4.95**

**DVD 380884X DAD’S ARMY.** Widescreen. It’s 1944 and the war is reaching its climax for Captain Mainwaring (Toby Jones), Sergeant Wilson (Jeremy Northwood) and Private Frazer (Tom Hollander). The Home Guard platoon of Walmington on the Sea. The boys make fools of themselves to impress a glamorous reporter (Catherine Tate). Incolour SDH. 100 minutes. Universal. **$5.95**

**DVD 3864887 THE WOODS/ THE CRAFT: Dreadtime Stories.** Agnes Bruckner and Patricia Clarkson star in The Woods, a frightening film about a neglected seventeen-year-old sent to a private school deep in the woods where things are not what they seem. Next, a group of high school misfits won’t settle for being powerless. They have the power to destroy—then they’re going to use it. Stars Neve Campbell and Robin Tunney. Both Rated R. CC. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. Sony Pictures. **$5.95**

**DVD 391799 HARD TARGET.** Widescreen. Jean-Claude Van Damme is the last of his father’s ‘yes man’ business partner (Anne Bancroft) seduces him and the affair only deepens his confusion. 106 minutes. MGM. **$5.95**

**DVD 6759815 THE REAL STORY: Close Encounters of the Third Kind.** Widescreen. Few realize that Steven Spielberg’s landmark science fiction film was actually inspired by real-life testimony, as well as a series of UFO sightings in Michigan in 1966. Separate fact from fiction as documented reports are examined. This unique examination of the movie and its tests puts it out to the test using modern technology. English SDH. 45 minutes. Smithsonian. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**DVD 3866130 THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 6: Kornfield Klassics.** Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this package include Jim Henry, John Byner, Buck Owens, Lorrie Morgan, Rose Marie, and many more. 110 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99. **$7.95**

**DVD 3866122 THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 5: Kornfield Klassics.** Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this package include George Jones, Kitty Wells, Freddy Fender, Tammy Wynette, Buck Owens and many more. 110 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99. **$7.95**
**Movies**

**DVD 3866114** THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 4: Kornfield Klassics. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Tanya Tucker, Conway Twitty, George Lindsey, Loretta Lynn, Roy Clark and more. 108 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

**DVD 3866106** THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 5: Kornfield Klassics. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Roger Miller, Bill Anderson, Susan Raye, Loretta Lynn, and Buck Owens. 107 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

**DVD 3866092** THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 2: Kornfield Klassics. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Roy Rogers, Dale Evans, Roy Clark, Johnny Duncan, Waylon Jennings and more. 108 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

**DVD 3866084** THE HEE HAW COLLECTION, VOLUME 1: Kornfield Klassics. Conceived as a rural alternative to Rowan & Martin’s Laugh-In, this show ranked in the top 20 nationwide and became one of the longest running weekly syndicated original series in television history. Guest stars in this edition include Conway Twitty, Jesse Lee Lewis, Lynn Anderson, Buck Owens and Ray Charles. 110 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

**DVD 6985689** THE GREEN INFERNO. Widescreen. Determined to protect the Amazon rainforest, a group of student activists travel to Peru only to crash-land deep in the jungle. Captured by a pack of bloodthirsty cannibals, the survivors suffer unspeakable acts of butchery at the hands of the very tribe they were trying to save. Directed by Eli Roth. R. English SDH. 101 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 6943837** HIDDEN KISSES. Widescreen. Sixteen year old Nathan falls in love with Louis, a classmate. They find themselves out of sight and without the courage to kiss each other, but someone takes notice. Soon, a picture is on Facebook, and a storm of bullying and rejection overtakes their lives. Stars Patrick Timsit, Barbara Schulz and Leonor Watling. In French with English subtitles. 87 minutes. Breaking Glass. $9.95

**DVD 3698238** ROMPER STOMPER. Widescreen. Handi (Russell Crowe) is a member of an Australian gang of skinheads who lash out with violence against the growing number of Asian immigrants settling into the country. When the gang’s favorite bar is bought by Vietnamese immigrants, the gang organizes an all-out attack, never imagining that the Asian group would be ready to defend themselves. Rated R. 94 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films. $5.95

**DVD 3954655** BLACK 47. Widescreen. In 1847, battle-hardened soldier Feeney (James Freeshley) deserts the British army to return home to Ireland, where he finds his country ravaged beyond recognition by the Great Famine. When he discovers that his mother has died of starvation, something snaps in Feeney on a relentless quest for revenge. Rated R. English SDH. 100 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.98. $9.95

**DVD 3761637** ATTACK OF THE KILLER B’S: 10 Movie Collection. Enjoy the cheesy thrill of B-movie horror with ten classic creature features: The Phantom from 10,000 Leagues; Attack of the Giant Leeches; The Giant Gila Monster; The Return of the Gila Monster; Attack of the 50 Foot Woman; From Outer Space; The Wasp Woman; The Brain That Wouldn’t Die; Engulf; Night Flight; and Invasion of the Bee Girls. In Color and B&W. Thirteen hours on 3 DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $14.98. $4.95

**DVD 389896X** THE JACKIE GLEASON SHOW: In Color. From 1966 to 1970, the Jackie Gleason Show was taped in color from beautiful Miami Beach, Florida. Now you can let Jackie entertain you any time you like with this collection of twelve episodes taken from the original series, including seven Honeymooners sketches. Guest stars include Jack Benny, George Burns, Milton Berle, Tony Bennett, Mickey Rooney, Groucho Marx and Red Skelton. In SDH. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

**DVD 3808890** THE MUMMY: Complete Legacy Collection. One of the Silver Screen’s most unforgettable characters, this collection includes six films from the original legacy series: The Mummy’s Hand, The Mummy’s Tomb, The Mummy’s Ghost, The Mummy’s Curse, and Abbott and Costello Meet the Mummy. In B&W. Over six hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $14.95

**DVD 3842595** BLOOD SIMPLER. Widescreen. When the owner of a woodbacks barn hires a man to kill his cheating wife and her boyfriend, he opens a door into the criminal world that he will never be able to escape. Rated R. English SDH. 108 minutes. MGM. $6.95

**DVD 3919366** THE MISUNDERSTANDING OF CAMERON POST. In 1993, a teenage girl is forced into conversion therapy by her conservative guardians. At the facility Cameron is subjected to dubious “de-gaying” methods. She connects with a group of teens and they bond together as they fight to survive. Stars Chloe Grace Moretz. Not Rated. 91 minutes. MVD Visual. $4.95

**DVD 392548X** INVASION OF THE BODY SNATCHERS. Fullscreen & Widescreen. Under cover of darkness, while an unparalleled alien life form begins to sow the seeds of unspeakable terror. Donald Sutherland, Brooke Adams, Leonard Nimoy and Jeff Goldblum star in this shocking, first-rate suspense thriller. CC. 117 minutes on a double-sided DVD. MGM. $5.95

**DVD 3925692** NOT ANOTHER TEEN MOVIE. Widescreen. When a popular jock bets he can turn a social outcast into the next teen idol, he instead uncovers an unapologetic hit comedy that goes farther than any teen movie before, especially at skewering the smarmy teen romance comedy. To support their lifestyle, they plot the phony theft of Tina’s prize sculpture to collect the insurance. But Jake and Tina aren’t the only crooks in London. Rated R. 105 minutes. Avenue Artisan. $9.95

**DVD 3956348** THE OBJECT OF BEAUTY. Widescreen. Jake and Tina (John Malkovich and Ande MacDowell) are a jet-setting, rich couple in love with each other and a romantic comedy. To support their lifestyle, they plot the phony theft of Tina’s prize sculpture to collect the insurance. But Jake and Tina aren’t the only crooks in London. Rated R. 105 minutes. Avenue Artisan. $9.95

**DVD 3908892** MAE WEST: The Essential Collection. In the classic films, from 1932 to 1940, starring the screen legend Mae West including: Night after Night; She Done Him Wrong; I’m No Angel; Belle of the Nineties; Sex; My Little Chickadee; and Bessie. In B&W. Nearly 7 hours on two DVDs. Universal. $14.95

**DVD 3709578** THE PYRAMID. Widescreen. A five-year old who had long cursed explorers who’ve dared to uncover their mysteries. But a team of archaeologists gets more than they bargained for when they discover a lost pyramid in the desert. Sent in a brier period of stability until their wives become the innocent victim of Lennie’s compulsion. 130 minutes. MGM. $9.95

**DVD 3800903** AUSTRALIANS. Widescreen. Seventeen years after Andi spotted a flying saucer, the extraterrestrial armada launches a nation-wide assault on Andi’s home country, and for unspecified reasons also kidnaps her. To fight back, it seems the nations are too insulted by their exclusion from the attack to help. Bloody Hell, it’s gonna be a long night! Not Rated. 111 minutes. Thames Two. $3.95

**DVD 2960230** LES MISERABLES. Widescreen. Still considered the greatest film adaptation of Victor Hugo’s masterpiece, this 1935 epic has been fully restored in beautiful high definition. The story of Jean Valjean (Charles Laughton) is an epic of moral and social struggle. Despite being hunted by an ancient evil more nightmarish than anything they could have imagined, rated R. English SDH. 89 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $3.95

**DVD 3716074** KUNG FU ZOMBIES 7: Kung Fu Zombie Survival. Martial arts stars like Gordon Liu, Siu-Wong Fan, Eddy Ko and Panama Rikkai take on the undead in seven horror-action mash-ups. Shanlin vs. Evil Dead; Shaolin vs. Chinese Zombie; Kung Fu vs. Zombie; We’re Going to Eat You; Spikited Killer 2; Spikited Killer 3; and Kung Fu From Beyond the Grave. Rated R and Unrated. English dubbing and subtitles. 80 minutes. $3.98

**DVD 3953333** THE HUNTED. Widescreen. Chasing their dream of landing their own hunting show, Jake (Josh Stewart) and Stevie (Ronnie Gene Blevins) head to the dense, secluded mountains of West Virginia. Equipped with only their bow and camera, they have just three days to kill a monster buck. But when the sun sets, they realize they’re not alone. English SDH. 88 minutes. E One. $3.95

**DVD 3869911** READY PLAYER ONE. Widescreen. Salvation lies in the OASIS in the secular world of a dystopian future real-world universe created by the brilliant and eccentric James Halliday. When Halliday dies, his immense fortune is left to the first person who can find a digital Easter egg hidden in the OASIS. English SDH. Includes second DVD of extras. 140 minutes. Warner Bros. $6.95
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**DVD 3928280 MARIE ANTOINETTE.** Widescreen. Kristen Dunst portrays the ill-fated child married France’s young and indiffferent King Louis XVI (Jason Schwartzman). Feeling isolated in a royal court rife with scandal and intrigue, 18-year-old Antoinette finds both royalty and commoner by living like a rock star, which served only to seal her fate. CC. Over 3 hours. Columbia. $12.95

**DVD 3885057 JURASSIC PARK.** Widescreen. Experience one of the biggest films in motion picture history with Steven Spielberg’s groundbreaking special effects achievement, adapting the Michael Crichton novel. Starring SamNeill, Laura Dern, JeffGoldblum, Richard Attenborough, it takes viewers to an amazing theme park where dinosaurs once again roam the earth. English. CC. Over 3 hours. Universal. $11.95

**DVD 3888091 LEADING LADIES COLLECTION, VOL. 2.** Widescreen. This collection of films prove that it’s a woman’s world: *A Big Hand for the Little Ladies* (Henry Fonda and Jason Robards), *I’ll Cry Tomorrow* (Susan Hayward), and *Farewell, My Lovely* (Lauren Bacall). Widescreeen. In B&W. Over 3 hours. Warner Home Video. $14.99

**DVD 3889299 GHOST TEARS ONE.** Widescreen. Whenroommates Brad and Sergio accidentally arouse the dead, they team up with sexy amateur ghost hunter, Fernanda, to expose the evil inside their home. Brad just needs the glory, close to their new hot partner, they discover that a horny demon wants in on the action. Rated R. CC. 84 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

**DVD 3833063 THE SUM OF ALL FEARS: Special Collector’s Edition.** Mobilized into action by CIA Director William Cabot (Jack Ryan), a young agent follows a trail to a shocking conclusion: terrorists plan to provoke a war between the U.S. and Russia, by detonating a nuclear bomb at a championship football game. CC. 123 minutes. Paramount. $4.95

**DVD 688172 SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL SHERIFF.** Widescreen. Follows a young warrior seeking vengeance for his family’s murder. Not Rated. Dubbed and in Russian with English subtitles. Over 3 hours on two DVDs. 40Digital Media. $6.95

**DVD 3951147 BLADE OF HONOR TRIPLE PACK.** Widescreen. The Last Warrior sets off on a perilous journey to save his family’s innocent child from an action-filled flick. In *I Am Dragon* princess Miroslava is kidnapped by a dragon and held captive on a remote island where she meets her destined protagonist, the honest and true Knight. The two then discover that the King of the World, the Warlord of the Infinite, is the true benefactor of the MSU. [Image 18x136 to 72x208]

**DVD 3808912 SUGARFETTE.** Widescreen. Galvanized by outlaw fugitive Emmeline (Meryl Streep), Maud (Cary Mulligan) joins the U.K.’s growing suffragette movement. They fight for all walks of life who sacrificed their jobs, homes, and even their lives for the right to vote. English SDH. 107 minutes. Universal. $5.95

**DVD 3925668 THE LEGEND OF ZORRO.** Widescreen. Alejandro de la Vega (Antonio Banderas) is faced with a mission: To kill the evil plot to destroy the United States. So, it’s up to Zorro to save two unions before it’s too late. CC. 130 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 3832925 KILLER BEE.** Widescreen. A little extra pocket money by accepting a dangerous job out for revenge. From a quiet life renting bail bonds, Joe Martin (Charles Bronson) is drawn into a fight for his freedom. Rated R. 133 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $24.98

**DVD 3861016 1 NATION UNDER TRUMP.** Widescreen. Deliver a blow to the zeitgeist of the unstoppable Donald Trump revolution, from the ground floor all the way to the presidency of the 2017 American Dream. An unforgettage look at what could be the most important political figure of the 21st century, this documentary shines a spotlight on both the high and low points of President Donald J. Trump’s epic rise. 82 minutes. MVD Visual. $14.95

**DVD 2996065 CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS.** Fullscreen. An epic historical adventure telling the story of the famous explorer and his quest to discover America. Morgan Freeman plays a wild-eyed survivor and Morgan Freeman plays a wild-eyed survivor! Stars Fredric March, Florence Eldridge and Francis L. Sullivan. Not Rated. 99 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $4.95

**DVD 3852075 ARN: THE KNIGHT Templar.** Widescreen. Arn Magnusson (Joakim Natterqvist) is trained from birth to become a skilled swordsman. After being double-crossed by his nobleman, he is made a Knight Templar and sent off to the Crusades as a pawns for his sins. Now, he’ll have to risk his life in a fight for his freedom. Rated R. 153 minutes. E One. Pub. at $24.96

**DVD 3862526 THE KID.** Widescreen. A young fugitive is drawn into the world of Billy the Kid as he makes his way across the American southwest in a desperate attempt to save his sister’s life. Stars Ethan Hawke, Chris Pratt and Vincent D’Onofrio. Rated R. CC. 96 minutes. VCI Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 3801737 THE ADVENTURES OF MA & PA KETTLE, VOLUME 1.** Fullscreen. With the help of the Kettles, follow the Kettles rule the roost. Whether they’re hobbnobbing with city folk, or tangling with newfangled appliances, Ma (Marjorie Main) and Pa (Ferdy Mayne) always stay true to their country roots as they try to make sense of our crazy world in *The Egg and I*, *Ma and Pa Kettle*, and *Ma and Pa Kettle Go To Town*, and *Ma and Pa Kettle Back on the Farm*. In B&W. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. VCI. Pub. at $19.99

**DVD 3814720 THE ADVENTURES OF MA & PA KETTLE, VOLUME 2.** Fullscreen. When Texas cowboy Hornwood is diagnosed with an N/R-positive and given 30 days to live to help him make his last wish, the Kettles rule the roost. Whether they’re hobbnobbing with city folk, or tangling with newfangled appliances, Ma (Marjorie Main) and Pa (Ferdy Mayne) always stay true to their country roots as they try to make sense of our crazy world in *The Egg and I*, *Ma and Pa Kettle*, and *Ma and Pa Kettle Go To Town*, and *Ma and Pa Kettle Back on the Farm*. In B&W. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. VCI. Pub. at $19.99

**DVD 3705165 LAST CALL/BITTER HARVEST.** Fullscreen. In *Last Call* an ex-conviction performer artist (Shannon Tweed) snaps the imagination of a corporate square. But when they discover a common enemy their lust for each other turns into a lust for revenge. *Bitter Harvest* is a young man’s (Stephen Baldwin) sexually charged tale of personal availability to depression. Both $11.95

**DVD 3869946 STEPHEN KING’S IT.** Widescreen. A malevolent force in a small New England town takes the shape of a clown (Tim Curry), and terrifies and kills the town’s young boys by team up with a group of kids fight back. Thirty years later, evil resurfaces—menace, deadlier, and with revenge on its mind. The friends who vividly remember their youthful memories reunite to battle It. Not Rated. CC. Three hours. Warner Home Video. $6.95

**DVD 6561217 THE BACKPACKER.** Widescreen. On the outback roads of Australia, a deadly secret awaits soldier Sergeant Ben Cross upon his return from the War in Afghanistan. Vincent Malek, a cruel and maniacal killer, has chosen Ben as his next prey. The hunt is on in a deadly game of cat and mouse, one that will end with a question: how far will you go for revenge? 91 minutes. Anderson Digital. $3.95


**DVD 3960389 THE WORLD WAR II COLLECTION: Saving Private Ryan/Price for Peace/Shooting War.** Three powerful films depict a monumental time in world history. Winner of five Academy Awards, *Saving Private Ryan* stars Tom Hanks and Matt Damon. Price for Peace is a powerful chronicle of the compelling events in the Pacific Theater of WWII. *Shooting War* tells the story of courageous WWII combat photographers. This box set also includes a collectible photo booklet. CC. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. DreamWorks. $9.95

**DVD 2996375 SAILING ALONG: The Rank Collection.** Fullscreen. Starry-eyed young writer (Morgan Freeman) is sailing a barge down the River Thames when she meets the Skipper’s son, Steve. The two fall into a contentious romance, but when Kay finds fame and fortune as an actress, their dreams are shattered and her question. Also stars Roland Young. In B&W. 101 minutes. VCI. Pub. at $19.99

**DVD 3914763 DALLAS BUYERS CLUB.** Widescreen. When Texas cowboy Ron Woodroof is diagnosed with HIV-positive and given 30 days to live he takes medicine by tracking down alternative treatments from all over the world. He establishes a successful “buyers club” and unites a band of outcasts in a struggle for dignity and acceptance. Stars Matthew McConaughey and Jared Leto. Rated R. English SDH. 117 minutes. Universal. $6.95
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**DVD 3802892** THE DEAD WANT WOMEN. Widescreen. When two realtors (Jessica Morris and Adrianna Luna) buy the mansion of silent film star Rose Pettigrew, they discover that there are more than skeletons in the closets: haunted by the ghosts of a long time ago, the girls quickly find that they have been cast in a nightmare that will never end. Also stars Eric Roberts. $3.95

**DVD 6986943** COURT-MARTIAL OF BILLY MITCHELL. Widescreen. Gary Cooper stars as American hero in this Otto Preminger gem. By the end of WWII, airplanes have only been used for reconnaissance, but Brigadier General Billy Mitchell foresaw the Air Force against the military's will. He is bailed a large sum of money to the most sensational military trial in American history.

**SOLD OUT** DVD 385086X ALBATROSS AND THE SUNDANCE KID/HANG 'EM HIGH. Widescreen. John Wayne produces, directs and stars in The Alamo, a chronicle of one of the most remarkable events in American history. Dutch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid stars Robert Redford and Paul Newman in one of the most popular westerns ever made. Clint Eastwood stars in Hang 'em High, a Western in the western hung 'em high. But he finds he is the niche as the quintessential tough guy. Over six hours on 3 DVDs, one double-sided, 20th Century Fox.

**DVD 3882500** CALL GIRL. Widescreen. Maria, a high-class call girl, is hired to seduce a local politician in an attempt to obtain his permission to build a luxury resort on protected land. Meanwhile two detectives are investigating the case. And an investigator investigating the investigator. Rated R. In Portuguese with Spanish subtitles. 155 minutes. Mongol Media. $9.95

**DVD 6744753** FLAME OVER INDIA. Widescreen. British captain Scott (Kenneth More) is sent to Burma to rescue a five-year-old prince and his American governess, Katherine Wyatt (Lauren Bacall). When a rebellion breaks out amongst the tribesmen, Scott is instructed to take the child to safety some 300 miles away— but the journey will be a perilous one. 129 minutes.

**DVD 2904748** FADE TO BLACK. Widescreen. Arriving in post-WWII Rome to rekindle his family's name, a widower is immediately captivated by a ravishing young actress. But when her stepfather is killed by an unknown assassin, Welles and his Italian bodyguard are plunged into Rome's chaotic criminal underworld, where nothing is what it seems. Stars Danny Huston and Christopher Walken. Rated R. English SDH. 105 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

**DVD 3959959** STATELINE MOTEL. Fabio Testa and Elif Valtelich star as a pair of thieves who rob a Toronto jewelry store on the same day of their release from prison. The robbery takes a turn for the worse when a young man joins them and the thieves split up as they make their getaway. When they meet up again, the loot is missing and all hell breaks loose. Directed by Maurizio Lucidi. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. E One. DVD at $9.98.

**DVD 3919439** ALIEN CODE. Widescreen. After deciphering a message found in a satellite, brilliant cryptographer Alex Jacobs finds himself being stalked by government agents and otherwise being, Stars Kyline Gallner and Azura Skye. Not Rated. English SDH. 101 minutes. Sony Pictures. $4.95

**DVD 381372X** THE KENNEL MURDER CASE. Detective Philo Vance must find out who killed someone from inside of a locked room. Set at a dog show in Long Island, the suave detective finds that a fellow competitor was not a great list of everything. The plot is directed (Michael Curtiz) 1933 mystery stars William Powell and Mary Astor. In B&W. 73 minutes. DVD. $7.95

**DVD 3853144** FATHERS AND DAUGHTERS. Widescreen. A love story between a father and an only daughter, Charlotte. and Eric Balfour. Not Rated. CC. 89 minutes. Asylum. $4.95

**DVD 3854752** THE FUNHOUSE. Widescreen. On Halloween night, serial killers escape from Stateville Asylum and descend upon a giant funhouse whose theme is based on their respective nightmares. The inmates assume the carnage is all part of the show— until they become part of the main attraction. Stars Scottie Thompson and Jere Burns. Rated R. 97 minutes. Shout Factory. DVD at $14.98.

A kidnapping by a Nazi propagandist marks the beginning of a Nazi prison camp located in Northern Africa. The sadistic film is a Eurosleaze picture taking with Gordon Mitchell, this action
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FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE

Wide-screen. Director Jerry Corman's drama is set on the life of Florence Nightingale, an aristocratic woman who defied Victorian society to reform hospital sanitation and to define the nursing profession as it is known today. This classic TV movie stars Jaclyn Smith, Claire Bloom, Timothy Dalton, and Jeremy Brett. CC, 140 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $9.99

DVD 391967 THE MARINE 5: Battleground. Wide-screen. After returning stateside and now working as an EMT, Jake Carter (Mike "the Miz" Mizanin) finds himself trapped with an injured, marked man, who's on the run with a ruthless bikergang on revenge. Time gains speed, Carter must use his killer marine instincts to end the rampage—or die trying! Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $9.99

DVD 3880519 APPLESEED: Alpha. Wide-screen. From the creator of Ghost in the Shell comes the post-apocalyptic prequel to the anime Appleseed. Featuring eye-popping computer animation, it follows the rise of a robot to a mission to the war-torn outskirts of their city, where they encounter another pair who might just have a plan to save the world. English SDH. 93 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $9.99

DVD 3988305 EFFECTS. Wide-screen. Director Dusty Nelson's long lost horror cult classic, Joe Pilato stars as Dominic, a young and enterprising cinematographer who ventures to a remote mountain retreat to provide camerawork and special effects on a low-budget horror movie. Soon the movie becomes all too real. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Synapse. Pub. at $19.95

DVD 3712129 ACHTUNG! The Desert Tigers. Wide-screen. Featuring the great Gordon Mitchell, this Eurosleaze picture takes place in a Nazi prison camp located in Northern Africa. The sadistic film is a Eurosleaze picture taking with Gordon Mitchell, this action

DVD 3755223 5 FILM COLLECTION: Iconic '80s. Fullscreen & Wide-screen. These five iconic '80s gems include Police Academy, The Outsiders. Les vs. Us, 102 minutes. The Outsiders. 91 minutes. Risky Business, Rated R. 99 minutes. And Fame. Rated R. 133 minutes. English. SDH. Five DVDs. Warner Home Video.


DVD 3919358 HOME INVASION. Wide-screen. When a wealthy woman and her stepson are targeted by a trio of thieves in their hunting lodge, the woman forces a man to help carry a security specialist as the intruders become hostile, will she trust him to save them? Stars Natasha Henstridge and Ethan Peck. English SDH 88 minutes. Sooz Pictures.

DVD 3832958 INDECENT PROPOSAL. Wide-screen. Diana (Demi Moore) and David (Woody Harrelson) are a strapped couple who are betting on a quick trip to Las Vegas to deal them out of a life of help carry a security specialist as the intruders become hostile, will she trust him to save them? Stars Natasha Henstridge and Ethan Peck. English SDH 88 minutes. Sooz Pictures.

DVD 371649X DON'T KILL IT. Wide-screen. When an ancient demon is accidentally unleashed in the sparsely populated Mississippi town of Chioicy Creek, the town’s only hope is a small band of grizzled old demon hunter Jedediah Woodley and his reluctant partner, FBI Agent Evelyn Pierce. Stars Dolph Lundgren, Unrated. English SDH 83 minutes. Sony Pictures.

DVD 3879593 RATTLES. A rumba of rattlesnakes attack multiple human victims in this desert-based horror film. A herpetologist from Los Angeles finds that his help is requested by a sheriff’s department in the Mojave Desert. The inquiry leads the team to a U.S. Army base where to may be buried underground. 82 minutes. Reel Vault. $7.95

DVD 3881458 FINDING JOSEPHINE. Inspired by letters he reads when he buys a house, the couple meets a mysterious old woman, and begins to uncover the truth about this mysterious military camp and the plans for the town and the incarcerated townpeople. 96 minutes. English SDH. $5.95

DVD 3875981 ROLLING STONE: Life and Death of Brian Jones. Wide-screen. The first documentary to be produced about the founding member and original leader of the Rolling Stones. During the last 50 years many theories have emerged about Jones’ death, claiming that Brian was murdered and that it was covered up at high level, as this film discloses for this is extremely compelling. 98 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

DVD 3881738 HORRIBLE HANNAH. Wide-screen. After the unexpected death of her mother, a young girl, Hannah (Dianna Agron), decides to leave the country to find her father. But Ms. Brooks, a high society trophy wife, won’t go down so easily. Her army of elite corporate assassins includes a lethal one-woman hit squad, Raven, who has her own score to settle. Not Rated. 160 minutes on two discs. English SDH. 249 minutes.

DVD 3769998 ADAM CLAYTON POWELL. This film delves into the life and career of this influential and flamboyant civil rights leader in America in the 1930s, 40s and 50s. From his emergence as a pastor to his improbable, risqu� political climb and eventual ruin, this watch film captures a man who was truly larger than life. Century, 167 minutes.

DVD 3888034 ANNE FRANK. Fullscreen. There’s more to her story than you ever imagined! Academy Award winner and three-time nominee Ben Kingsley, two-time Oscar nominee Brenda Blethyn and Hannah Alper as the story of Anne Frank in the stirring tale of one of the most influential young women of the 20th century. Not Rated. Over three hours. Kino

DVD 3926638 MONSTER MOVIE MIX: Horror Beyond the Grave/Terror Beyond the Grave. This monster movie collection includes a mobile app, including The Corpse Vanishes; Night Fright; Killers from Space; Destination Space; The Passage Beyond; Blunder; Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde; Tales of Terror: Vindicated From Space; Flash Gordon: Return of the Androids; Captain Z-Ro: Meteor; and Johnny Jupiter. In Color and W&B. Over 8 hours. Mill Creek.

DVD 378273 JESSE JAMES VS. THE BLACK TRAIN. Wide-screen. This fast-paced film follows the professional and personal life of the infamous outlaw Jesse James and his encounter with the mysterious Black Train. Stars Jerry Christy. Not Rated. CC, 80 minutes. Cinedigm.

DVD 3929515 ICE SOLDIERS. Wide-screen. Buried beneath the Arctic ice, ancient warriors have remained frozen. When modem Soviet soldiers have emerged once again, ready to unleash destruction. They’re on a top-secret mission with potentially devastating consequences, and only an intrepid specialist can stop the carnage. Stars Donald Pukala, Michael Ironside, and Adam Beach. Rated R. English SDH. 95 minutes. Sony Pictures. Pub. at $14.99

DVD 392117 CHASING BIGFOOT: The Quest for Truth. Wide-screen. See the Bigfoot legend from the eyes of true believers. In five episodes, courageous explorers devote their lives to discovering the hidden truth and bringing home the evidence to prove it. Includes: Chasing Bigfoot: Bigfoot Encounters; The Bigfoot Phenomenon; The Bigfoot Adventure Weekend; and Bigfoot Research and Evidence. 120 minutes. Mill Creek.

DVD 6645247 AFTERNOON DELIGHTS/SLAVE OF PLEASURE. Wide-screen. A double-feature of '70s and '80s erotic classics. Featuring Veronica Hart, Samantha Fox, and others. Porn night becomes an evening of raunchy storytelling in Afternoon Delights. Then, a detective searches for a woman forced to become a Slave of Pleasure. 167 minutes. Adults only. Vinegar Syndrome.

DVD 390118 SHINOBi GIRL. Wide-screen. A group of ultra-rich elite is cutting a path of destruction, and fierce ninja Noriko is the only thing that stands in their way. But Ms. Brooks, a high society trophy wife, won’t go down so easily. Her army of elite corporate assassins includes a lethal one-woman hit squad, Raven, who has her own score to settle. Not Rated. 160 minutes on two discs. English SDH. 249 minutes.

DVD 3939698 ADAM CLAYTON POWELL. This film delves into the life and career of this influential and flamboyant civil rights leader in America in the 1930s, 40s and 50s. From his emergence as a pastor to his improbable, risqu� political climb and eventual ruin, this watch film captures a man who was truly larger than life. Century, 167 minutes.

DVD 3769998 ADAM CLAYTON POWELL. This film delves into the life and career of this influential and flamboyant civil rights leader in America in the 1930s, 40s and 50s. From his emergence as a pastor to his improbable, risqu� political climb and eventual ruin, this watch film captures a man who was truly larger than life. Century, 167 minutes.

DVD 3882636 MONSTER MOVIE MIX: Horror Beyond the Grave/Terror Beyond the Grave. This monster movie collection includes a mobile app, including The Corpse Vanishes; Night Fright; Killers from Space; Destination Space; The Passage Beyond; Blunder; Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde; Tales of Terror: Vindicated From Space; Flash Gordon: Return of the Androids; Captain Z-Ro: Meteor; and Johnny Jupiter. In Color and W&B. Over 8 hours. Mill Creek.

DVD 3880834 ANNE FRANK. Fullscreen. There’s more to her story than you ever imagined! Academy Award winner and three-time nominee Ben Kingsley, two-time Oscar nominee Brenda Blethyn and Hannah Alper as the story of Anne Frank in the stirring tale of one of the most influential young women of the 20th century. Not Rated. Over three hours. Kino

DVD 3925682 SEVEN PSYCHOPATHS. Wide-screen. Marty (Colin Farrell) just needs some inspiration and focus to finish his screenplay. He gets all the inspiration he needs when his best friend—a part-time actor and wannabe filmmaker and the target of a psychotic gangster. From the director of In Bruges. Also stars Sam Rockwell, Woody Harrelson, and Christopher Walken. Rated R.
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**DVD 664385X STRATEGIC AIR COMMAND.** St. Louis Cardinals player Robert "Dutch" Holland (James Stewart) finds his inactive duty status with the U.S. Air Force suddenly active. Originally tasked with a staff job, Holland is promoted to commanding a B-36 bomber crew. The job will test him and his family like never before. 114 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95  **$11.95**

**DVD 380524 I AM BRUCE LEE.** Widescreen. Tells the amazing story of one of the greatest icons to ever enter the public consciousness. The first film to tell this story in his own words and actions, it features original interviews with those whose lives he touched, as well as conversations with his daughter Shannon and wife Linda. 94 minutes. Shout! Factory.  **$5.95**

**DVD 2892901 NINA.** Widescreen. She was one of the century’s most extraordinary talents, a 15-year-old Grammy nominee and Grammy Hall of Fame recordist. For her mesmerizing songs and passionate politics combined to make her the unforgettable Nina Simone (Zoe Saldana). But fame and fortune came with a price. With help from her loyal manager, she began a courageous comeback. English SDH. 90 minutes. RLJE Entertainment.  **$5.95**

**DVD 6891999 HANNA CAULDER.** Widescreen. Raquel Welch saddles up in this sagebrush saga featuring the three most wicked villains ever to ride the lone prairie: Ernest Borgnine, Jack Elam, and Strother Martin. Welch is Hanni, a woman sworn to vengeance after she is raped and widowed. With the help of a bounty hunter (Robert Culp) and a sympathetic gunslinger (Christopher Lee), she sets out to find justice. Rated R. 85 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $24.95  **$11.95**

**DVD 3813703 THE HOUSE OF THE ARROW.** A rich older widow is found poisoned in her home. Her recently adopted daughter is set to receive the inheritance. The daughter seems to be the main suspect, but in a classic whodunnit style this film has you guessing until the end. Stars Oscar Homolka, in B&W. 73 minutes. DVD Video.  **$7.95**

**DVD 3932951 1 BILLION ORGASMS.** Widescreen. Follows Aaron, a creator of a device that he calls "Fame." It allows couples to trigger female orgasms. He presents eye-opening takes on icons like Cary Grant, Katharine Hepburn, Spencer Tracy, Ava Gardner and many others. 97 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95  **$14.95**

**DVD 3919498 BUFFALO BOYS.** Widescreen. In 19th century Java, the brutal ruler of the country forces his sons to flee the country, bringing them to the American Wild West. While learning the cowboy way of life, the men return to their homeland to avenge their father’s death. Stars: Ewan McGregor, Benicio Del Toro, and John Cusack. Widescreen. 93 minutes. Samuel Goldwyn Films.  **$4.95**

**DVD 3931897 CAMILE 2000.** Widescreen. A child of the sixties' sexual revolution, beautiful, sensuous Marguerite (Daniele Gaubert) is addicted to sex and money. When she falls in love with a man who has become a rich and powerful tycoon, she refuses to be used by him. In B&W and color. 85 minutes. All Rated R.  **$11.95**

**DVD 2996022 BRITISH CINEMA, VOL. 2.** Fullscreen. Known for their quirky sense of humor and satirical bent, British comedies have brought us some of the most memorable comic actors and characters. This collection includes Our Girl Friday; Dentist in the Chair; The Runaway Bus; Carry on Abroad and Time of His Life. Stars: Kenneth More, Joan Collins, Bob Monkhouse, Frankie Howerd, and others. In Color and B&W. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $29.95  **$7.95**

**DVD 2000 BOX OF MONSTERS 115 MIN. COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Collects 11 monstrous films to terrify you for hours! Films include: Bats; The Blob; Chupacabra Terror; The Dark; Death Tunnel; Dog Soldiers; Escape of the Living Dead; Frankenstein; Lake Placid; The Final Chapter; Loch Ness Terror; and Night of the Living Dead. Most Rated R. Over 16 hours on six DVDs. Sony Pictures.  **$11.95**

**DVD 3919501 COMING HOME FOR CHRISTMAS.** Widescreen. Sisters Kate and Melanie haven’t spoken to each other for years. Their parents have let their daughters’ silence drive them apart, resulting in a separation. Now, Kate is determined to have a Christmas at their old family home. There’s just one problem: someone else is living there now. 87 minutes. Nasser.  **$4.95**

**DVD 3801252 SWEET KARMA.** Widescreen. Karma Balint is a seductive Russian girl whose sister Anna left for Canada in hopes of making money for the both of them. When Karma discovers that Anna’s body has been found in the woods, the shadow of a Russian legend falls over her. Karma sets off to infiltrate the criminal underworld to avenge her sister. Rated R. 85 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $24.95  **$4.95**

**DVD 2877073 CHARLAMAGNE.** Widescreen. This elaborate documentary recounts the dramatic, violent, and powerful life of Emperor Charlemagne. Also known as Charles the Great, Charlemagne carved out an empire that spanned the map for modern Europe. Features battle reenactments along with interviews from world renowned experts that truly bring the warrior king to life. 115 minutes. Fullscreen.  **$14.95**

**DVD 2877261 THE COMPLETE COLLECTION.** Widescreen. Marek Sremek is the leader of a band of outlaws. With the help of the people he gains the upper hand over the authorities. A young reporter sets off to infiltrate the criminal underworld of London to avenge his sister. Rated R. 94 minutes. Home Box Office.  **$5.95**

**DVD 3931706 THE LAST DAYS OF BILLY THE KID.** Widescreen. Billie is an exasperative target for bounty hunters from all over the Old West, and as the time he rides out, he has a chance of getting bushwhacked. Stars Cody McIver and Jerry Chessler. Not Rated. CC. 80 minutes. Cinedigm.  **$4.95**

**DVD 388558 THE AMITYVILLE HORROR TRILOGY FEATURE.** Widescreen. The movie that must-have for horror fans. James Brolin, Margot Kidder and Rod Steiger play to the powers of darkness in the 1979 classic, The Amityville Horror. Then, hold on tight as you take this ghostly mansion starring Ryan Reynolds. Finally, the chilling prequel, Amityville II: The Possession staring James Olson. All Rated R. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. MGM.  **$9.95**

**DVD 3923762 THE FINAL APPREHENSION.** Widescreen. America’s most illustrious powered aircraft carrier is on maneuvers in the Pacific Ocean. Suddenly, a freak electrical storm engulfs the ship and triggers the impossible. The Almiz is hunted back in time to December 6, 1941, more hours before the attack on Pearl Harbor. Stars Kirk Douglas, Martin Sheen and James Karen. 94 minutes. Universal. Pub. at $19.98  **$14.95**

**DVD 3991501 AMAZON GODDESS.** Over 375 hours of unforgettable depictions of the goddesses of the indigenous Peruvian culture. All Rated R. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. MGM.  **$9.95**

**DVD 2772671 THE DICKUMENTARY: A Short History of the Penis.** Widescreen. Discover everything you’ve always wanted to know about the sex of the human species. It includes 250 years of historical, geographical, and anthropological research. Widescreen.  **$4.95**

**DVD 387730 THE OUIJA COLLECTION.** Widescreen. In Ouija Experiment a few decide to record their Ouija board experience, a choice they regret when the spirits turn deadly. In Ouija: Resurrection some friends decide to ask the board to channel a loved one, inadvertently summoning a blood thirsty spirit. In Ouija: Summoning Sara is tormented by an evil spirit that will stop at nothing until it destroys everything in her life. Not Rated. Over four hours. Viva Films.  **$5.95**

**DVD 3931706 PROJECT: Metalbeast.** Fullscreen. Kim Delaney, a military research scientist, is working on a formula that will make human skin impervious to bullets. While experimenting with the formula, she—the most dedicated member of the team—has been in cryogenic suspended animation for twenty-years—but before he was frozen, he’d been contaminated with the blood of a werewolf. Rated R. 92 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $24.95  **$11.95**

**DVD 2824639 SCOTTY AND THE SECRET HISTORY OF HOLLYWOOD.** Widescreen. The deliciously scandalous story of Scotty Bowers, a handsome ex-marine who became a Hollywood fixer and the confidant and lover to many of Hollywood’s most famous and male stars. This documentary tells Bowers story as well as presents eye-opening takes on icons like Cary Grant, Katherine Hepburn, Ava Gardner and more. 97 minutes. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $25.95  **$19.95**

**DVD 3757730 AMITYVILLE II: THE POSSESSION.** Widescreen. The Amityville II: The Possession family moved to a new house would go down as one of the most violent 24 hours any family has ever experienced. Several years later the family’s home is torn down and the family’s experience is recounted in graphic detail. Not Rated. 80 minutes. MVD Visual.  **$4.95**

**DVD 393837X VOYEUR: Aurora & Meredith.** Join Aurora and Meredith as they change into and out of daring and seductive outfits in this voyeuristic, yet tasteful film. 75 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.99  **$14.95**

**DVD 393837X VOYEUR: Aurora & Meredith.** Join Aurora and Meredith as they change into and out of daring and seductive outfits in this voyeuristic, yet tasteful film. 75 minutes. Olive Films. Pub. at $19.99  **$14.95**

**DVD 2307: Winter’s Dream.** Widescreen. The year is 2307 A.D. The earth is frozen over and the remaining humans are forced to live underground. With no “man power,” scientists bio-engineer humanoids that possess a frightening new momen.
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6995562   KEEP WATCHING. With her family imprisoned by gangsters, a woman must trust her instincts to save herself and her loved ones. Widescreen. 88 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99

3926627   TOWER BLOCK. A group of friends trapped in a high-rise building must find a way to survive the night. Widescreen. 75 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $14.95

6973590   THE NIGHT OF THE GRIZZLY. A man comes face to face with his past when he returns to his hometown. Widescreen. 88 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99

3900002   BAD GIRLS BEHIND BARS. Widescreen. A group of prisoners attempt to escape from prison and form their own society. 99 minutes. Shout! Factory.

3930143   THE MUSHERS. Widescreen. The story of four American Eskimos and their journey to the North Pole. 2996197


299612X   DIRK BODGAR COLLECTION: The Rank Collection. Dirk Bogarde demonstrates his acting range in this quartet of outstanding films: Campbell's Kingdom; Room at the Top; SCREEN BEAUTY; UNCLE VANYA. Widescreen. Directed by blacklisted director John Huston. Starring Dirk Bogarde, Madeleine Lebeau, and Leon Askin. Includes: Generations; First Contact; Insurrection; and Nemesis. 8 hours on 4 DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $39.99

3909002   BAD GIRLS BEHIND BARS. Widescreen. A group of prisoners attempt to escape from prison and form their own society. 99 minutes. Shout! Factory.

2906137   Agent 8-3/4. Widescreen. A group of agents must work together to stop a dangerous villain. 75 minutes. Shout! Factory.

3785521   HEAVENLY SWORD. Widescreen. A film based on the bestselling video game. An injured woman must find a way to escape her own building, or die trying. 85 minutes. Sheridan Smith. Factory.


2950901   JULIA. Sylvia Kristel, the actress that became synonymous with the Emmanuelle series stars here. A beautiful young woman tries desperately to lose her virginity while on summer vacation in Switzerland. The only thing hotter than the weather are the situations she gets into. 83 minutes. Adults only. Shout! Factory.

3950095   PRIVATE PASSIONS. Teenaged Mark travels to Europe on summer vacation to visit his cousin Tono. But when he meets a new family, especially the seductive mother Sybil and her nymph-like daughter, Claire. After a fling with Claire, Mark discovers the joys of an older woman. Stars Sybil Danning. 86 minutes. Adults only. New Star. Pub. at $17.95

2901790   SECRETS & MYSTERIES OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS. Widescreen. Was Christopher Columbus born in Genoa, Italy? Most definitely not, say an unlikely group of European royalty, DNA science, university scholars even Columbus’s own living family. This groundbreaking documentary follows a trail of evidence to prove he might have been much more than we know. 1976-1979: A Decadent Desolation. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. VC1 Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

2950952   INFAMOUS FIRST CONTACT. Widescreen. A group of agents must work together to stop a dangerous villain. 75 minutes. Shout! Factory.

2931213   BLACK WATER CREEK: Legend of Sasquatch. Someone is on the loose and committing heinous acts. But when three women discover a house hidden deep in the forest. Once inside, they learn that this seemingly abandoned building is the lair of a beast. They must fight to escape or become the latest prey. Not Rated. CC. 77 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95

2930393   THE LANGLEYS/THE STAND/GOLDEN YEARS. Fullscreen. A trip-header from the master of creepy in The Usual Suspects, a group of strangers on a red-eye flight awaken to discover that they’ve slipped through a hole in the universe. The Stand is King's epic vision of an apocalyptic future. In Goldstone, a man exposed to mysterious chemicals starts to grow younger every day. CC. Nearly thirteen hours on 3 DVDs. Paramount.

2956575   DAVID BOWIE 1976-1979: A Decadent Desolation. Fullscreen. By the mid 1970s Bowie was the biggest pop star in the UK, but his personal life was in turmoil. This documentary reviews the music that Bowie recorded and the life he led. Includes: Deathcult; Low; Heroes; and Lodger. 80 minutes. Smirkin’. Pub. at $14.95.

3714462   TREASURES OF BLACK CICHERN VOL. 1. In this issue you can take a closer look at the unpolished gems of black cinema in: The Devil’s Daughter (1939); Gang war (1940); The Bronze Bugle (1939); and an extra bonus Feature Up in the Air (1941). Not Rated. In B&W. Four hours on a double-sided DVD. Retromedia.

2906180   SCALES OF JUSTICE. Widescreen. A man comes face to face with his past when he returns to his hometown. Widescreen. 88 minutes. Shout! Factory.

2900008   BAD GIRLS BEHIND BARS. Widescreen. A group of prisoners attempt to escape from prison and form their own society. 99 minutes. Shout! Factory.

2924781   THE TOPPER TRIO. Widescreen. A family imprisoned by gangsters, a woman must trust her instincts to save herself and her loved ones. Widescreen. 88 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.99

2917920   SECRETS & MYSTERIES OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS. Widescreen. Was Christopher Columbus born in Genoa, Italy? Most definitely not, say an unlikely group of European royalty, DNA science, university scholars even Columbus’s own living family. This groundbreaking documentary follows a trail of evidence to prove he might have been much more than we know. 1976-1979: A Decadent Desolation. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. VC1 Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

2901790   SECRETS & MYSTERIES OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS. Widescreen. Was Christopher Columbus born in Genoa, Italy? Most definitely not, say an unlikely group of European royalty, DNA science, university scholars even Columbus’s own living family. This groundbreaking documentary follows a trail of evidence to prove he might have been much more than we know. 1976-1979: A Decadent Desolation. Over 7 hours on four DVDs. VC1 Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

2950952   INFAMOUS FIRST CONTACT. Widescreen. A group of agents must work together to stop a dangerous villain. 75 minutes. Shout! Factory.
Movies

★ DVD 384112X HELLCATS REVENGE. Widescreen. One night on the dark side of town, the leader of an all-girl motorcycle club called "The Hellcats" is brutally murdered. The Hellcats then go full-throttle to find out who murdered their leader and exact street justice. Not Rated. 72 minutes. Ciné Gauge. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ DVD 3865924 BLOOD SOAKED. A freshman on her first day of college is seduced by an older co-ed and shares a sleepless night in the dorm. The New Mexico college girl is seduced and seduced搭档's first day together is violently interrupted by a pair of orphaned sisters with a taste for kidnapping, torture and the creation of flesh-eating zombies. Not Rated. 72 minutes. Adults only. Wild Eye. Pub. at $18.95.

★ DVD 3800778 THE SERGIO LEONE ANTHOLOGY. Widescreen. Saddle up for four-star-studded, bullet-riddled films, from master filmmaker Sergio Leone. Along with the iconic Dollars Trilogy (A Fistful of Dollars: For a Few Dollars More, and The Good, the Bad and the Ugly), which catapulted Clint Eastwood to superstardom, included here is the galvanic Duck You Sucker starring James Coburn. Most Rated R. CC. Over 11 hours on four DVDs. MGM. $24.95

★ DVD 3829818 THE PHANTOM RIDER. Buck Jones, the great king of outdoor adventure drama in his most exciting and mysterious 1936 role! He’s a daring lone hand against a band of ruthless outlaws, who stop at nothing to steal control of every ranch in the valley and the fabulous gold mine of their victims! Includes 15 Chapters. English SDH. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. VCI Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

★ DVD 3936141 LAUREL & HARDY: The Definitive Restorations. This terrific collection of Laurel & Hardy comedies from one of the most beloved teams in show business include twenty films plus commentaries by Randy Skretvedt and Richard W. Bann, along with alternate sound tracks and music tracks. In B&W. Over eight hours on 6 DVDs. MVD Visual. Pub. at $59.98. $44.95

★ DVD 3865712 THE COEN BROTHERS MOVIE COLLECTION. Widescreen. Rediscover the brilliance of the Coen Brothers – two wonderful filmmakers who have given us some of the most movie treasures of the last 25 years. Collects Fargo; Barton Fink; Raising Arizona; The Hudsucker Proxy; Simple; and Barton Fink. Stars include Frances McDormand, Nicolas Cage, Gabriel Byrne and John Turturro. Most Rated R. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. MGM. $29.95

★ DVD 2879581 NAUGHTY PACK. In Real Naughty Housewives Gwen finds out that her husband has been unfaithful and decides “two can play that game!” From the hoary depths of the jungle primal they come: women, untamed and uncaged in Real Naughty, Real Wild! Wild Eyed Women, two sexually charged, no-holds-barred, all-out, all-out-of-control actresses of all time with a collection of six essential films. Claudia Colbert steals the screenplay, for it is sale in vice City, where the cops are dirtier than the call girls they bust in Real Naughty Vice Girls. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Adults only, Full Moon. $19.95

★ DVD 5799048 THE CLAUDETTE COLBERT COLLECTION: Universal Backlot Series. For the career of one of the most popular and versatile actresses of all time with a collection of six essential films. Claudia Colbert steals the screenplay, for it is sale in vice City, where the cops are dirtier than the call girls they bust in Real Naughty Vice Girls. Over 4 hours on three DVDs. Adults only, Full Moon. $17.95

★ DVD 3646920 SEDUCTION. The Widescreen. While at home in his Sicilian town to settle his deceased father’s affairs, playboy Giuseppe Lagana (Maurice Ronet) begins a mid-life romance with an old friend. This isn’t the first time theิต isn’t the first time he isn’t prepared for is the sexual magnetism of Caterina’s teenage daughter. Not Rated. In Italian with English subtitles. 95 minutes. Raro. Pub. at $24.95.


★ DVD 385233 ROGER CORMAN’S HORROR CLASSICS, Vol. 1. Widescreen. A trio of cinema gems, filled with campy, blood-splattered fun. In A Bucket of Blood, a killer hides the bodies of his victims by having them incorporate into sculptures. In Dementia 13, a widow finds herself trapped in a decrepit castle with her ex-husband’s demented family. And in A Carnival of Souls from 1950s France a lonely woman is locked in a mansion of death. In Color and B&W. Over 3 hours on three DVDs. Film Chest. Pub. at $24.98. $4.95

★ DVD 373661X ROBIN WILLIAMS: Comic Genius. Robin Williams started standing-up comedy in the mid ’70s and amassing his frenetic energy and unbelievably quick wit. This collector’s set includes all five of Robin’s HBO specials, rare archival footage, raw footage from his promo shoots, and exclusive interviews. English SDH.

★ DVD 3867643 THE COMPLETE HAL ROACH THELMA TODD PATSY KELLY COMEDY COLLECTION. Widescreen. For the first time on home video come all 21 of Hal Roach’s two-reelers starring the lovely Thelma Todd and the pugnacious Patsy Kelly. These timeless shorts from 1933-1936 showcase the incredible comedic talents of an unsung duo who simply wanted to make audiences laugh-and succeeded! In B&W. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Classicflix. Pub. at $39.95. $29.95

Television & Radio

★ DVD 6741053 WOODY WOODPECKER FAVORITES. Fullscreen. Everyone’s favorite bird presents 15 of his funniest cartoon classics, including Knock Knock; Party Panic; Ski for Two; The Loose Nut; Who’s Cookin’ Who?; and more, plus five bonus cartoons starring Woody’s friends and two full-length Woody Woodpecker Show episodes! English SDH. 135 minutes. Universal. $3.95

★ DVD 3794426 DAGNELL. Fullscreen. Raising Arizona, The Hudsucker Proxy, the great Jack Webb set the standard for all cop shows. Always delivering fascinating and fast-moving stories, pulled directly from the Los Angeles Police Department files. This set collects 25 episodes from the first seasons. In B&W. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Image/Madacy. $4.95

★ DVD 3930033 PENNY DREADFUL: The Final Season. In this season Penny Dreadful returns to haunt Victorian London in all 10 episodes of the terrifying Second Season. Stars Reeve Carney, Timothy Dalton, and Josh Hartnett. CC. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

★ DVD 3990017 PENNY DREADFUL: The Complete Second Season. Widescreen. Star Reeve Carney and the cast of Penny Dreadful return to haunt Victorian London in all 10 episodes of the terrifying Second Season. Stars Reeve Carney, Timothy Dalton, and Josh Hartnett. CC. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

★ DVD 292539X NYPD BLUE: Season One. Fullscreen. Collects all 22 episodes of the hit show. NYPD Blue garnered an amazing 66 Emmy Award nominations and 21 wins. So if you missed it back then, take a ride back to 1993 when a rookie cop, Tom Selleck, takes the reigns for the first season of this groundbreaking series. Includes all 22 Season One episodes. Stars David Caruso and Dennis Franz. Nearly 18 hours on six DVDs. 20th Century Fox. Pub. at $29.98. $3.95

★ DVD 3929841 NCIS: The Ninth Season. Widescreen. Special Agent Jethro Gibbs (Mark Harmon) leads the team at the NCIS as they probe into intense military matters, including national security breaches, a secret society of superheroes and international disasters. Collects all 24 Season Nine episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $4.95

★★ DVD 3806793 COLUMBO: The Complete Fifth Season. Fullscreen. Join the eccentric detective as he asks all the right questions in some of the most deceptive and deadly cases. Guest stars include Janet Leigh, Sal Mineo, Robert Vaughn, Ricardo Montalban, Robert Loggia, and more. Includes all 6 Season Five episodes. English SDH. Over 14 hours on eight DVDs. Universal. $9.95

★★ DVD 3806765 COLUMBO MYSTERY MOVIE COLLECTION 1994-2003. Widescreen. Four-time Primetime Emmy winner Peter Falk returns as Lieutenant Columbo in seven mystery-packed TV movies featuring an all-star roster including Rue McClanahan; George Wendt; William Shatner; Tyne Daly and more. English SDH. Over ten hours on 3 DVDs. Universal. $11.95

★★ DVD 3797660 JOAN RIVERS: That Show with Joan Rivers. This half-hour talk show features first-syndicated daytime talk shows on TV. Each show included a monologue by Joan before featuring a celebrity and an “expert” tackling the subject with hilarious results. Guest stars included Johnny Carson, Rita Moreno, Lily Tomlin and more. Collects 29 episodes from Season One. Approximately 11 hours on four DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $24.98. $9.95

★ DVD 3854574 MATLOCK: Seasons 1-4. Full-length episodes of this syndicated show with Ben Matlock, one of television’s most unique defense attorneys. With Southern charm and a streetwise style, Ben and his friends everyone from a killer mob boss to a renowned blues singer. This set collects all 90 episodes from Seasons One Through Four. Nearly 74 hours on twenty-four DVDs. Paramount. $19.95

★ DVD 3859755 MASTERS OF SCIENCE FICTION. Widescreen. Join host Stephen Hawking for these six expeditions into the outer realm of scientific imagination, starring such award-winning actors as Sam Waterston, Judy Greer, Malcolm McDowell, Elizabeth Rohm, John Hurt, Sean Astin, Brian Dennehy, and others. CC. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Anchor Bay. Pub. at $19.98. $3.95

★★ DVD 3829760 THE BRADY BUNCH: The First Two Seasons. The classic sitcom of America’s grooviest TV sitcom family! When Mike and Carol decide to marry, the combination of two parents, six kids, one dog, and a houseful of chaos leads to love, laughter and a whole lot of chaos. Stars Robert Reed and Florence Henderson. Collects all 25 Season One episodes. Nearly 11 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $22.98. $4.95

★★ DVD 3943105 THE BORGIA COMPLETE SERIES. Widescreen. The epic saga of one of the most powerful crime families in history. Led by Academy Award winner Jeremy Irons, the series follows family members through the treacherous machinations that ascend to the papal throne and rules 15th century Italy with a heavy hand. Includes all 29 episodes of the critically acclaimed series. Not Rated. Nearly 74 hours on nine DVDs. Showtime Entertainment. $14.95
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**Television & Radio**

**DVD 3722855** LUCIFER: The Complete First Season. Widescreen. Bored and unhappy as the Lord of Hell, Lucifer Morningstar has relocated to the City of Angels, where he indulges in a good time. There’s no rest for the wicked as you’re invited to binge-watch all 13 sexy, dark and irreverent episodes of this high spirited, hell-raising series. Stars Tom Ellis and Lauren German. English SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Warner Bros. Enter. Pub. at $24.98. $5.95

**DVD 3722842** LOONEY TUNES SPOTLIGHT COLLECTION: The Premiere Edition. Twenty-eight of the very best animated shorts starring the very wackiest Warner Bros. cartoon characters have been rounded up for this collection. It’s an unprecedented animation celebration for cartoon-lovers eager to relive the heady, hilarious golden age of Warner Bros. animation. Over 5 hours on the Legends. Warner Bros. Enter. $7.95

**DVD 2911418** ROBERT E. LEE: American Experience. Widescreen. Robert E. Lee, the leading Confederate general of the Civil War, remains a source of fascination, and some, veneration. This documentary examines the life and leadership of America’s greatest general. Stars William Petersen, Mary Heilgenbein, Gary Dourdan, George Eads, Joaquin Phoenix and Guilfoyle. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

**DVD 386300X** TV WESTERN CLASSICS. Fullscreen. Starting with The Deputy, each disc has multiple episodes of your favorite shows and western stars, including The Tall Man; Cimarron City; The Restless Gun; Frontier Doctor; and Shotgun Slade. The many guest stars include Paul Newman, Robert Mitchum, and many others. B&W. Over 14 hours on six DVDs. Timeless Media Group. Pub. at $29.98. $5.95

**DVD 3850927** THE BARBRA MCAIN SHOW. In 1969 Barbara McNair made history as the first African-American woman to host her own TV variety show, featuring an all-star guest cast of some of the best performers and characters of the time, including B.B. King, Johnny Mathis, the Righteous Brothers, and Debbie Reynolds. Over 14 hours on four DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $19.98. $4.95

**DVD 3925560** VIKINGS: Seasons 1 & 2. Widescreen. Journey to a thrilling ancient world in this epic saga that follows the bravest and most brutally fearless warriors. With shocking betrayals, action-packed fights and temptations beyond the imagination, it will keep your thumb on the bead! Collects all 19 episodes from Seasons One and Two. Stars Travis Fimmel and Katheryn Winnick. English SDH. Nearly 14 hours on six DVDs. MGM. $19.95

**DVD 3720096** VIKING WAR: Last Battle of the Vikings. Widescreen. When 900 Norwegian Vikings stormed into Scotland in 1265, 500 Scottish Knights were tasked with ending the calamitous events. Professor Jon Henderson sheds new light on the incredible story of the final days of the Vikings and reveals the lasting legacy of these brutal men that crossed the North Sea to ravage Scotland. English SDH. 57 minutes. BBC. $3.95

**DVD 3854523** FATHER DOWLING MYSTERIES: The First Season. Fullscreen. Catholic priest Father Frank Dowling (Tom Bosley) continues to stumble over murders, abductions and other high crimes in his hometown of Chicago. The snooping priest is assisted by the street-smart Sister Stephanie “Steve” Oskowy (Tracy Nelson). Includes all eight Season One episodes, including the Pilot movie. English SDH. Nearly 8 hours on two DVDs. $7.95

**DVD 3854531** FATHER DOWLING MYSTERIES: The Second Season. Fullscreen. Catholic priest Father Frank Dowling (Tom Bosley) continually stumbles over murders, abductions and other high crimes. The snooping priest is assisted by the street-smart Sister Stephanie “Steve” Oskowy (Tracy Nelson). Includes all 13 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 10 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $7.95

**DVD 3920627** THE OUTER LIMITS: VOLUME TWO: Caves/Deserts/Ice Worlds. Over 4 hours on two double-sided DVDs. MGM. Pub. at $29.98. $9.95

**DVD 3551451** THE NIGHT MANAGER. Widescreen. The thrilling miniseries based on John le Carré’s best-selling spy novel follows Col. Tom Crane (Tom Hiddleston) in his quest to bring down international arms dealer Richard Roper (Hugh Laurie). Jonathan is recruited by a British intelligence officer to infiltrate Roper’s inner circle. Includes all six unedited episodes. English SDH. Six hours on 2 DVDs. Sony Pictures. $5.95

**DVD 3763927** SHARPE: Complete Season Two. Widescreen. Sean Bean stars as the dashing marksman, Richard Sharpe, during the Napoleonic Wars, breaching fortresses, rescuing captives and fighting a new kind of guerrilla war. Includes three feature length episodes in this complete Season Two collection. Over five hours on 2 DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $24.98. $5.95

**DVD 3866123** SHARPE: Complete Season One. Widescreen. Sargent Richard Sharpe, a soldier from Yorkshire is determined to stem the tide of Napoleon’s spread across Europe. See Sharpe battle three separate armies and fight enemy forces in this thrilling action adventure starring Sean Bean. Collects two film-length episodes, “Sharpe’s Rifles” and “Sharpe’s Eagle.” English SDH. Over three hours. $5.95

**DVD 3866115** SHARPE’S PERIL. Widescreen. A great man returns to his iconic role for a new adventure set in 1818 India. Lt. Col. Richard Sharpe and Sergeant Major Harper are escorting a beleaguered cavalry man and other fleeing men to the next army garrison alive? 138 minutes on two DVDs. BBC. Pub. at $24.98. $5.95

**DVD 3903093** FRASIER: The Final Season. Fullscreen. Making the move from Boston to his former hometown of Seattle, Dr. Frasier Crane (Kelsey Grammer) finds himself on the radio airwaves as the host of his own call-in advice show. When he’s not dealing with the problems of his listeners, he’s embarked in skirmishes at home in this Emmy Award-winning series. Includes all 24 Season Two episodes. Over 9 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $5.95
On five DVDs. Warner Home Video. Pub. at $39.98
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Richard Eastham acts as the show's narrator, adding an extra layer of drive through town. "Newspaper editor Harris Claibourn happens as they struggle to unravel deadly happenings as they struggle to unravel deadly.

TOMBSTONE TERRITORY: The Complete First Season. Clay Hollister (Pat Conway) has his hands full trying to keep peace in Tombstone as gunfights, robbers, and criminals of all kinds ride through town.

Hogans’ mission is to cause as much of hidden tunnels and secret radios, Hogan’s mission is to cause as much havoc to the Nazi war effort as possible.

THE FUGITIVE, VOLUME ONE: Season One.

Twilight Zone

THE TUDORS: The Complete First Season. This cult classic is set in the court of Henry VIII you’ve read about in your history book.

Widescreen. In this stunning natural history documentary from the BBC Natural History Unit. Scottish wildlife filmmaker Gordon Buchanan gradually builds his case by following the remarkable emigration of scarf-tailed macaws racing through the Rain Forest. He designs a game of life or death: black bears as they emerge from their den in the spring.


DEA AGENT RELIEF’S FIRST TWO DECADES, featuring Lewis Grizzard, Boss Hogg, John Candy, Dave Chappelle, Jim Carrey, Whoopi Goldberg and Robin Williams.

MULGREW) must lead her crew on the long journey through five. Over 46.

THE CAFE AND THE TOMBSTONE TERRITORY: THE COMPLETE FIRST SEASON. Sherrif Clay Hollister (Pat Conway) has his hands full trying to keep peace in Tombstone as gunfights, robbers, and criminals of all kinds ride through town. Widescreen. English SDH.


Widescreen. In this stunning natural history documentary from the BBC Natural History Unit. Scottish wildlife filmmaker Gordon Buchanan gradually builds his case by following the remarkable emigration of scarf-tailed macaws racing through the Rain Forest. He designs a game of life or death: black bears as they emerge from their den in the spring.

TELEVISION & RADIO

** DVD 2782354 TOMBSTONE TERRITORY: The Complete First Season. Sherrif Clay Hollister (Pat Conway) has his hands full trying to keep peace in Tombstone as gunfights, robbers, and criminals of all kinds ride through town.

Twilight Zone

THE FUGITIVE, VOLUME ONE: Season One. Fullscreen. This hit TV series stars David Janssen as Dr. Richard Kimble, a physician unjustly accused of murdering his wife. When his train crashes en route to Death Row, Kimble escapes, fleeing from town to town, in search of the one-armed man he believes is responsible. These 15 episodes from Barney Morris includes the first 15 episodes of Season One. In B&W. Over 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. Pub. at $39.98 $7.95

** DVD 3919654 TOMBSTONE TERRITORY: The Complete First Season. Sherrif Clay Hollister (Pat Conway) has his hands full trying to keep peace in Tombstone as gunfights, robbers, and criminals of all kinds ride through town. Widescreen. English SDH.

DEA AGENT RELIEF’S FIRST TWO DECADES, featuring Lewis Grizzard, Boss Hogg, John Candy, Dave Chappelle, Jim Carrey, Whoopi Goldberg and Robin Williams.

MULGREW) must lead her crew on the long journey through five. Over 46.

THE CAFE AND THE TOMBSTONE TERRITORY: THE COMPLETE FIRST SEASON. Sherrif Clay Hollister (Pat Conway) has his hands full trying to keep peace in Tombstone as gunfights, robbers, and criminals of all kinds ride through town. Widescreen. English SDH.


Widescreen. In this stunning natural history documentary from the BBC Natural History Unit. Scottish wildlife filmmaker Gordon Buchanan gradually builds his case by following the remarkable emigration of scarf-tailed macaws racing through the Rain Forest. He designs a game of life or death: black bears as they emerge from their den in the spring.

TELEVISION & RADIO

** DVD 2782354 TOMBSTONE TERRITORY: The Complete First Season. Sherrif Clay Hollister (Pat Conway) has his hands full trying to keep peace in Tombstone as gunfights, robbers, and criminals of all kinds ride through town. Widescreen. English SDH.

DEA AGENT RELIEF’S FIRST TWO DECADES, featuring Lewis Grizzard, Boss Hogg, John Candy, Dave Chappelle, Jim Carrey, Whoopi Goldberg and Robin Williams.

MULGREW) must lead her crew on the long journey through five. Over 46.
**Television & Radio**

**DVD 3720799 OUTLAWS.** Widescreen. This two-part BBC series brings the great age of the British outlaw vividly to life. Before Billy the Kid and Jesse James, the golden age of the outlaw blossomed in Great Britain, where real-life Robin Hoods provided the inspiration for the upper-class bylaws of the 17th and 18th centuries. English SDH. 118 minutes. BBC. $3.95

**DVD 3829494 GENTLE BEN: Season One.** Fullscreen. He’s a lovable 650-pound American Dane breed. He’s the favorite member of the Wedloe family. He’s Gentle Ben, and together with his human friends he thwart the everyday dangers of man and nature that thrive in the backwoods of the Florida Everglades. Collects all 28 Season One episodes. English SDH. Nearly 12 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 3854590 STAR TREK–DEEP SPACE NINE: Season 1.** Fullscreen. Join the crew is assigned to manage Deep Space Nine—a strategic location for intersellar travel and exploration. Led by Captain Benjamin Sisko (Avery Brooks), they must work together to safeguard the large vessel from rival species. Includes all 22 episodes from Seasons One through Three. CC. $24.95

**DVD 3864093 THE ADVENTURES OF YOUNG INDIANA JONES, VOLUME ONE: THE CURSE OF CAPTAIN CORMAC.** Widescreen. This epic eight-part miniseries follows Cari s, a visionay young woman who finds herself in conflict with his human foster parents. All 24 episodes of Season one. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures Home Entertainment. $9.95

**DVD 386474X THE ADVENTURES OF YOUNG INDIANA JONES, VOLUME TWO: THE ALIEN HUNTERS.** Widescreen. These adventure stories bring the amazing journey of young Indy as he crosses paths with Picassio, Freud, Edison and other larger-than-life luminaries on his travels around the world. This seven-part miniseries brings Indy’s fate to a dramatic and exciting conclusion. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. SDH. $14.95

**DVD 3892947 MANNIX: The First Season.** Fullscreen. Cool, no-nonsense private detective Joe Mannix (Mike Connors) is a tough-taking loner within the large detective agency he intercuts. He has street smarts and class, but he constantly fights with his human foster brother who leads him on the company’s computers, while Mannix has to go with his gut every time! Collects all 24 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. $9.95

**DVD 3894708 THE COMPLETE SECOND SEASON.** Widescreen. With serial killer and outlaw Joe Carroll (James Purefoy) presumed dead, ex-FBI Agent Ryan Hardy (Kevin Bacon) has spent a year rebuilding his life. But a killing spree motivates Hardy to contact the lone survivor. So long before he is once again an assassin’s target. Includes all 15 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 10 hours on 4 DVDs. Warner Bros. $7.95

**DVD 3919420 THE ADVENTURES OF SUPER MARIO BROS. 3: The Complete Series.** Join Mario and Luigi in this complete series collection as they fight to protect the Mushroom Kingdom! Over 6 hours on two DVDs. NCircle Entertainment. $4.95

**DVD 3919421 THE ADVENTURES OF SUPER MARIO BROS. 2: The Complete Series.** Join Mario and Luigi in this complete series collection as they fight to protect the Mushroom Kingdom! Over 6 hours on two DVDs. NCircle Entertainment. $4.95

**DVD 3929973 MANNIX: The First Season.** Fullscreen. Cool, no-nonsense private detective Joe Mannix (Mike Connors) is a tough-taking loner within the large detective agency he intercuts. He has street smarts and class, but he constantly fights with his human foster brother who leads him on the company’s computers, while Mannix has to go with his gut every time! Collects all 24 Season One episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on two DVDs. Warner Bros. $9.95

**DVD 3930009 PENNY DEADFULD: The Complete First Season.** Widescreen. An eroticly charged, heart-stopping new saga, this series completely rewrites literature’s most iconic and terrifying characters. Dorian Gray, Victor Frankenstein and all the characters from Dracula join a core of original characters in a brutal quest to save a soul. Collects all eight Season One episodes. Stars Reece Carney. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 3930010 PENNY DEADFULD: The Complete Second Season.** Widescreen. An eroticly charged, heart-stopping new saga, this series completely rewrites literature’s most iconic and terrifying characters. Dorian Gray, Victor Frankenstein and all the characters from Dracula join a core of original characters in a brutal quest to save a soul. Collects all eight Season One episodes. Stars Reece Carney. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 3941278 DIRK GENTLY’S HOLISTIC DETECTIVE AGENCY: Season Two.** Widescreen. When Earth is threatened by a dangerous force from an alternate reality, it’s up to Gently (Samuel Barnett), his sidekick Todd Brockman (Eljion Wood) and the rest of their ragtag group in time to save Earth from pending doom? Includes all 10 Season Two episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on three DVDs. Mill Creek. $11.95

**DVD 3984855 FROZEN PLANET: Complete Series Collection.** Widescreen. The Arctic and Antarctic remain the greatest wildernesses on Earth. The scale and beauty of the scenery and the sheer power of the elements are unmatched anywhere else on Earth. This seven-part miniseries delivers an astonishingly vivid and spellbinding 360-degree exploration of the frozen planet. Over 17 hours on four DVDs. $11.95


**DVD 4055706 THE ADVENTURES OF YOUNG INDIANA JONES, VOLUME THREE: THE CURSE OF THE MUMMIFIED CAT.** Widescreen. It’s 1937, and the young Indiana puts on the coming of age caper. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. $14.95

**DVD 4055723 THE ADVENTURES OF YOUNG INDIANA JONES, VOLUME FOUR: THE CAGE OF THE LIVING DEATH.** Widescreen. Fans will fall in love with this coming of age caper. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. $14.95

**DVD 4065654 WING Commander: Unleashed.** The epic space shooter is back with all-new gameplay, cutting-edge graphics and a world-sized story. Stars Ben Cater. $19.95

**DVD 4065662 STAR TREK–THE NEXT GENERATION: SEASON TWO.** English SDH. 24 episodes. This collection includes four of the most unforgetable episodes. $29.95

**DVD 4066771 THE ADVENTURES OF YOUNG INDIANA JONES, VOLUME SIX: THE SNOW MONSTER IN MOUNTAIN GOLEM.** Widescreen. The young Indiana takes on the mountain monster. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. $9.95

**DVD 4088518 THE COMPLETE SECOND SEASON.** Fullscreen. Join everyone’s favorite cigar-chomping, trenchcoat-wearing Police Lieutenant as he solves L.A.’s most puzzling crimes with his trademark wit and no-nonsense style. Guest stars include Robert Culp, Valerie Harper, Dean Stockwell, Leonardo Nimoy, Marc Singer and more. Includes all 8 Season Two episodes. Over ten hours on 4 DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**DVD 4088807 COLUMBO: The Complete Fourth Season.** Fullscreen. From a spoiled kidnapping plot to murder at a historic military academy, join Columbo as he asks all the right questions in some of the most distinctive and deadly cases. A brilliant line-up of guest stars includes Dick Van Dyke, Larry Storch, George Hamilton, Robert Conrad and more. Includes all 6 Season Four episodes. SDH. $24.98

**DVD 4088815 COLUMBO: The Complete Second Season.** Fullscreen. Join everyone’s favorite cigar-chomping, trenchcoat-wearing Police Lieutenant as he solves L.A.’s most puzzling crimes with his trademark wit and no-nonsense style. Guest stars include Robert Culp, Valerie Harper, Dean Stockwell, Leonard Nimoy, Marc Singer and more. Includes all 8 Season Two episodes. Over ten hours on 4 DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**DVD 428115X DINOTOPIA: The Series.** Inspired by James Gurney’s popular books, this is the extraordinary odyssey of a 21st century family stranded in an amazing prehistoric world. Dinotopia is a place that’s as lush as the Amazon and as expansive as cities, but beneath its surface, danger brews. Could this land be on the verge of extinction? Over 9 hours on three DVDs. $11.95

**DVD 4282006 STAR TREK–THE NEXT GENERATION: SEASON THREE.** Widescreen. This series completely reinvents the franchise and introduces the audience to the ‘Next Generation’ of Star Trek. $24.95

**DVD 4282007 STAR TREK–THE NEXT GENERATION: SEASON FOUR.** Widescreen. This series completely reinvents the franchise and introduces the audience to the ‘Next Generation’ of Star Trek. $24.95
**Television & Radio**

**DVD 3803800 MAIL CALL: S.N.A.F.U.** This DVD is loaded with an hour of uncensored foul-ups, blunders, and misadventures from the Mail Call set. You are NEVER going to see this stuff on television, so get ready to lock and load for the “Xtra Salty” version. There is also a “Family Friendly” version to experience Gunny with the rough language bleeped out. 55 minutes. Adults only. History Channel.

**DVD 20735457** STRIPPERELLA: Season One Uncensored! Widescreen. Stripper by night and secret agent by , well , later that night, Spike TV’s scantily-clad crime-fighting heroine takes on her first adventures in all 13 episodes. Starring Sally. Together this crime-fighting couple are a Long Island cop who retires at 45, looking for a Long Island law firm. Also features a short film co-starring Vic Tayback. 58 minutes. Adults only. MPI. Pub. at $19.98

**DVD 38004537** WARRIORS. Widescreen. Attila the Hun, Spartacus, Napoleon, Shogun, Richard the Lionheart and Cortez. Focusing on six of the most powerful and magnetic leaders of all time, the stories examine the motivations, the personal strengths and often the weaknesses that drove them to achieve what no one else dared. English SDH. Over 5 hours on three DVDs. BBC.

**CD 3822397 THE TWILIGHT ZONE RADIO DRAMAS, COLLECTION 5.** These 26 radio dramas feature a full cast, music and sound effects and today’s biggest celebrities in modern radio dramatization including James Earl Jones, Sissy Spacek, Tim Kazurinsky, John Frank Hills, and hosted by Stacy Keach. This collection includes four radio dramas. Over 3 hours on 4 CDs. Falcon. Pub. at $27.99

**CD 391951X THE LEGEND OF ZELDA Complete Collection.** Travel the adventurous land of Hyrule where the adventures never end! Join Link and Princess Zelda as they fight monsters and strive to defeat the wicked Ganon to save their peaceful Kingdom. Collects 13 episodes. Over three hours. NCircle Entertainment.

**DVD 3781097 CSI–NY: Seasons 1-3.** Widescreen. This action-packed 72 episode collection follows two cold cases: a restaurant fire and an epic Battle of the Bands, Ponch (Erik Estrada) and Jon (Larry Wilcox) are busy! It’s a variety, from tales of the supernatural to down to earth mysteries. This season features 26 episodes. Includes Pilot and Complete 1st Series. English SDH. Over eight hours on three DVDs. WGBH. Pub. at $39.95

**DVD 3851937 KEVIN CAN WAIT: Season One.** Kevin Gable (Kevin James) is a Long Island cop who retires at 45, looking forward to finally having some “me time.” He quickly learns, however, that his family’s needs don’t leave a lot of “me time” after all. Wins two Emmy One episodes. Over three hours. English SDH. Over eight hours on three DVDs. Sony Pictures.

**DVD 3803430 JUBEI-CHAN–THE NINJA GIRL: Secret of the Lovely Eyepatch.** Fully packed with yucky, disgusting, revolting, and disgusting humor. Includes a short film co-starring Vic Tayback. 58 minutes. Adults only. MPI. Pub. at $19.98

**DVD 3802972 SNEAKY PEEPE: Season One.** A young man (and robot) on the run from a vicious gangster takes cover from his past by assuming the identity of his prison cellmate, Pete. “Reuniting” with Pete’s estranged wife, a social worker, he’s a world as dangerous as the one he’s trying to escape. Includes all 10 Season One episodes. Not Rated. English SDH. Over eight hours on 3 DVDs. AnimeWorks. Pub. at $24.95

**DVD 3803537 RARITIES.** Another compilation of rare footage from 1973 to 1976. Each episode has a self-contained story and its own cast. As the newspaper headlines of the 1950s, has been rediscovered to remind us of a time when reporters were revered as heroes and journalism was a noble profession. The first 26 episodes of this Emmy Award–nominated series are compiled in this classic collection. Also stars Tony Randall. Nearly 12 hours on four DVDs. Warner Bros. Pub. at $59.98

**DVD 3804005 NYPD BLUE: Season Two.** In Season Two of the critically acclaimed police procedural hit, David Caruso left the show, onl y to be replaced by the Emmy Award–winning Jimmy Smits, who quickly made the role his own. Journey back to  Jefferson Junior High with Mr. Pfeffer (Wally Cox), that shy, quiet slow-moving science teacher whose efforts to do right things always seemed to backfire. This first 26 episodes of this Emmy Award–nominated series are compiled in this classic collection. Also includes a rare promo film, two bonus episodes, and a very rare episode of the Alan Young Show. In B&W. 126 minutes. Adults only. MPI. Pub. at $29.95

**DVD 3829126 NIKITA: The Complete Series.** Nikita’s protege, Alex, may become her most lethal foe. Teamed with Michael and Birkhoff, Nikita is still on the outside, determined to destroy the New World of Espionage. But this time, a new threat from Alex on the inside, using the agency to seek revenge on her father’s killers. All 23 episodes. English SDH. Over 6 hours on five DVDs. Warner Bros. Pub. at $59.98
Television & Radio

**DVD 2906791 BONES: The Complete First & Second Seasons.** widescreen. David Boreanaz stars as FBI agent Seeley Booth, who teams up with forensic anthropologist Dr. Temperance "Bones" Brennan (Emily Deschanel) to solve some of the most baffling and bizarre crimes ever. Includes all 43 Season One and Season Two episodes. CC. Over thirty hours on twelve DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $14.95

**DVD 2905454 THE BBC CITIES: PENTECOST 400.** ANNUAL GIFT SET. This boxed collection presents a delightful assortment of interjections, reenactments, and works by Shakespeare starring a diverse cast including some of the greatest Shakespearean actors of our time. Includes Shakespeare Pentecost and 400th Anniversary. In Color and B&W. Over twenty-six hours on nine DVDs. BBC. $29.95

**DVD 2967243 THE AWFUL TRUTH: Seasons 1 & 2.** From acclaimed filmmaker and author Michael Moore comes one of the most factual cases handled by any public official. This law-enforcement officer deals out his own brand of truth. The second series. Walker Tanenbaum (Raymond Burr) defends himself, he doesn't skirt over cases, she deliberately offbeat veneer. As she says, "always on the prowl, herself, she doesn't skirt over cases, she deliberately offbeat veneer. As she says, "always on the prowl, herself, she doesn't skirt over cases, she deliberately offbeat veneer. As she says, "always on the prowl, herself, she doesn't skirt over cases, she deliberately offbeat veneer. As she says, "always on the prowl, herself, she doesn't skirt over cases, she deliberately offbeat veneer. As she says, "always on the prowl, herself, she doesn't skirt over cases, she deliberately offbeat veneer. As she says, "always on the prowl, herself, she doesn't skirt over cases, she deliberately offbeat veneer. As she says, "always on the prowl, herself, she doesn't skirt over cases, she deliberately offbe..."

**DVD 2969654 WALKER, TEXAS RANGER: Seasons 1-3.** Fulls crew. It's a law-enforcement officer deals out his own brand of truth. The second series. Walker Tanenbaum (Raymond Burr) defends himself, he doesn't skirt over cases, she deliberately offbeat veneer. As she says, "always on the prowl, herself, she doesn't skirt over cases, she deliberately offbeat veneer. As she says, "always on the prowl, herself, she doesn't skirt over cases, she deliberately offbe..."

**DVD 2906791 BONES: The Complete First & Second Seasons.** widescreen. David Boreanaz stars as FBI agent Seeley Booth, who teams up with forensic anthropologist Dr. Temperance "Bones" Brennan (Emily Deschanel) to solve some of the most baffling and bizarre crimes ever. Includes all 43 Season One and Season Two episodes. CC. Over thirty hours on twelve DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $14.95

**DVD 2905454 THE BBC CITIES: PENTECOST 400.** ANNUAL GIFT SET. This boxed collection presents a delightful assortment of interjections, reenactments, and works by Shakespeare starring a diverse cast including some of the greatest Shakespearean actors of our time. Includes Shakespeare Pentecost and 400th Anniversary. In Color and B&W. Over twenty-six hours on nine DVDs. BBC. $29.95

**DVD 2967243 THE AWFUL TRUTH: Seasons 1 & 2.** From acclaimed filmmaker and author Michael Moore comes one of the most factual cases handled by any public official. This law-enforcement officer deals out his own brand of truth. The second series. Walker Tanenbaum (Raymond Burr) defends himself, he doesn't skirt over cases, she deliberately offbeat veneer. As she says, "always on the prowl, herself, she doesn't skirt over cases, she deliberately offbe..."

**DVD 2969654 WALKER, TEXAS RANGER: Seasons 1-3.** Fulls crew. It's a law-enforcement officer deals out his own brand of truth. The second series. Walker Tanenbaum (Raymond Burr) defends himself, he doesn't skirt over cases, she deliberately offbe..."
Television & Radio

**DVD 2928434** MATT HOUSTON: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. English SDH. Six seasons on 17 DVDs. CBS. $149.95

**DVD 2929072** CRIME SUSPECTS: Season 1. Widescreen. Fourteen episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. CBS. $99.95


**DVD 2929683** THE PEAK HOUR: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. 224 episodes. $149.95

**DVD 2929727** THE PERSUADERS! The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. The glamour-soaked escapades of Lord Brett Sinclair (Roger Moore) and Danny Wilde (Tony Curtis) proved universally popular. Their wisecracking comedy antics for the show's characters, investigating murders, who，whodunits, kidnappings and more. Includes all five seasons of the hit series. Over 60 hours on twenty-five DVDs. Universal. $199.95

**DVD 2929733** FIREBALL: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. The compelling story of a deep space adventure is the most sought-after by fans of the classic turned to a hit! Over six seasons on fifteen DVDs. $149.95

**DVD 2929759** THE TWIN SISTERS: Season 2. Widescreen. Unknown. Six episodes on two DVDs. $29.95

**DVD 2929954** THE SINGING BROTHERS: Volume 1. Widescreen. Over 30 hours on six DVDs. Universal. $49.95

**DVD 2929982** THE MAGNIFICENT BUTCHER: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. 117 episodes. Over 36 hours on four DVDs. $129.95

**DVD 2929997** THE SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN: Season 1. Widescreen. Based on the bestselling mystery novels by Viveca Sten, murder investigation has never looked so good. Sparkling sea, sunny beaches, ferryboat commuting—it's idyllic except for the bodies that keep dropping up. Volume One includes 124 outrageous episodes, plus four feature-length epic adventures and enough DVD extras to last you until the next millennium. Packaged in collectible box set. English SDH. Over 52 hours on 27 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $299.95

**DVD 2965111** PRIME SUSPECT: Tennison. Complete Collection. Fullscreen. A young journalist uncovers a string of unsolved crimes that connect to the murder of a young girl, and sets off the hunt for the killer. Deluxe Edition includes the six parts of the series on four DVDs. Over 17 hours. $79.95

**DVD 2965684** THE TASTE OF TEAKWOOD: Complete Collection. Fullscreen. 26 episodes. Over 30 hours on four DVDs. $79.95

**DVD 2969020** THEည STRINGS: The Complete Series. Widescreen. Collects all 24 Season Eight episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

**DVD 2969110** PRIME SUSPECT: Season 1-5. Widescreen. Special Agent G. Callen (Chris O'Donnell) and former Navy SEAL Sam Hanna (LL Cool J) lead the charge as their light-knit crew of operatives hunt down international terrorists and double agents. Collects all 24 Season Eight episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

**DVD 2969111** PRIME SUSPECT: Seasons 1-5. Widescreen. Special Agent G. Callen (Chris O’Donnell) and former Navy SEAL Sam Hanna (LL Cool J) lead the charge as their light-knit crew of operatives hunt down international terrorists and double agents. Collects all 24 Season Eight episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

**DVD 2969270** PRIME SUSPECT: Season 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Widescreen. Special Agent G. Callen (Chris O’Donnell) and former Navy SEAL Sam Hanna (LL Cool J) lead the charge as their light-knit crew of operatives hunt down international terrorists and double agents. Collects all 24 Season Eight episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

**DVD 2969271** PRIME SUSPECT: Season 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Widescreen. Special Agent G. Callen (Chris O’Donnell) and former Navy SEAL Sam Hanna (LL Cool J) lead the charge as their light-knit crew of operatives hunt down international terrorists and double agents. Collects all 24 Season Eight episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

**DVD 2969288** PRIME SUSPECT: Season 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Widescreen. Special Agent G. Callen (Chris O’Donnell) and former Navy SEAL Sam Hanna (LL Cool J) lead the charge as their light-knit crew of operatives hunt down international terrorists and double agents. Collects all 24 Season Eight episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

**DVD 2969290** PRIME SUSPECT: Season 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Widescreen. Special Agent G. Callen (Chris O’Donnell) and former Navy SEAL Sam Hanna (LL Cool J) lead the charge as their light-knit crew of operatives hunt down international terrorists and double agents. Collects all 24 Season Eight episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

**DVD 2969291** PRIME SUSPECT: Season 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Widescreen. Special Agent G. Callen (Chris O’Donnell) and former Navy SEAL Sam Hanna (LL Cool J) lead the charge as their light-knit crew of operatives hunt down international terrorists and double agents. Collects all 24 Season Eight episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

**DVD 2969292** PRIME SUSPECT: Season 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Widescreen. Special Agent G. Callen (Chris O’Donnell) and former Navy SEAL Sam Hanna (LL Cool J) lead the charge as their light-knit crew of operatives hunt down international terrorists and double agents. Collects all 24 Season Eight episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

**DVD 2969293** PRIME SUSPECT: Season 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Widescreen. Special Agent G. Callen (Chris O’Donnell) and former Navy SEAL Sam Hanna (LL Cool J) lead the charge as their light-knit crew of operatives hunt down international terrorists and double agents. Collects all 24 Season Eight episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

**DVD 2969295** PRIME SUSPECT: Season 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. Widescreen. Special Agent G. Callen (Chris O’Donnell) and former Navy SEAL Sam Hanna (LL Cool J) lead the charge as their light-knit crew of operatives hunt down international terrorists and double agents. Collects all 24 Season Eight episodes. English SDH. Over 17 hours on six DVDs. Paramount. $24.95

**DVD 2970012** THE IMMORTAL: Volume 1. Widescreen. As vast as the universe itself, the immortal man, who finds himself forever on the run. Includes the television movie pilot and all 15 episodes. Fourteen hours on 3 DVDs. CBS. $99.95

**DVD 3891123** PRIME SUSPECT: Season 1. Widescreen. $29.95

**DVD 3891124** PRIME SUSPECT: Season 2. Widescreen. $29.95

**DVD 3891125** PRIME SUSPECT: Season 3. Widescreen. $29.95

**DVD 3891126** PRIME SUSPECT: Season 4. Widescreen. $29.95

**DVD 3891127** PRIME SUSPECT: Season 5. Widescreen. $29.95
**Television & Radio**

**DVD 2928426** MARTIAL LAW: The Complete Collection. Hong Kong icon and martial arts sensation Sammo Hung stars as Sammo Law, a crack Shangai cop transferred to Los Angeles, where he partners with seasoned officers to track down—and knock down—criminal elements of the city. Also stars Arsenio Hall and Kelly Hu. Includes all 44 episodes. Nearly 33 hours on 6 DVDs. $31.95

**DVD 6929001** M*A*S*H: Seasons 1-11. Fullscreen. Widevision. This spectacular set features the movie that started it all starring Don Rickles, Sally Kellerman and Elliott Gould. Rated R. 116 minutes. And along with it is all eleven Seasons, 251 episodes, of the long-running T.V. hit starring Alan Alda, Wayne Rogers, Loretta Swit, McLean Stevenson, Gary Burghoff, and more. 365 hours on 33 DVDs. 20th Century Fox. $69.95

**DVD 3764516** HERCULES: The Legendary Journeys, Season One. Fullscreen. There’s never been another hero like the mighty Hercules (Kevin Sorbo). This compelling series follows the warrior from his humble beginnings as a child born to a beautiful mortal and Zeus, king of the gods, to his exploits battling against monstrous, impotent, devious, monstrous, and more. SDH. Over 9 hours on three DVDs. Universal. $9.95

**DVD 3929922** BONANZA, The Official First Season, Vol. 1. Fullscreen. The story of rancher Ben Cartwright (Lorne Greene), his sons Adam (Pernell Roberts), Hoss (Dan Blocker) and Little Joe (Michael Landon), and their sprawling thousand-square-mile domain. This set collects the first 16 episodes from Season One. Over 13 hours on four DVDs. Paramount. $5.95

**DVD 3785583** BLUE THUNDER: The Complete Series. Fullscreen. Based on the action-packed blockbuster film of the same name, this series stars James Farentino, Dana Carvey, Dick Butkus and Bubba Smith, dishing out their own brand of justice. The ultimate weapon in the war on crime, Blue Thunder can see through walls, record a whisper and level a city in seconds. Includes all 26 episodes. Over 5 hours on 2 DVDs. Paramount. $4.95

**DVD 3886516** BARBARA BRITTON: Mr. & Mrs. North. Long before Law and Order, Jonathan and Pamela North, a married couple with a chic apartment in Greenwich Village who just happened to find themselves mixed up in a murder every week. This four-DVD set features the best 29 episodes from Seasons One and Two. Stars Barbara Britton and Jerry Cowdrey. In B&W. Over 12 hours. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $24.98 $7.95

**DVD 3838112** NERO WOLFE. Widescreen. He’s an antisocial, unashamed misogynist, grumpy, maniacal, unpleasant—and brilliant. Event the FBI had a letter as Mac and Jack Mullaney as Hec, stars as Sammo Law, a crack Shangai cop who is transplanted to Hong Kong in on martial arts sensation Sammo Hung stars as Sammo Law, a crack Shangai cop transferred to Los Angeles, where he partners with seasoned officers to track down—and knock down—criminal elements of the city. Also stars Arsenio Hall and Kelly Hu. Includes all 44 episodes. Nearly 33 hours on 6 DVDs. $31.95

**DVD 2928310** DAN AUGUST: The Complete Collection. Fullscreen. Burt Reynolds earned a Golden Globe nomination for his role as Lt. Detective Dan August. Investigating homicide after homicide in his hometown of Santa Luisa, California, August works with (and against) Jack Kibbee (Jonathan Adams). Includes all 26 episodes and a 1 hour and 15 minutes movie. $34.95

**DVD 383154X** INFERNO WINTER. Widescreen. Based on the novel as Inspector Erik Winter, based on author Ace 7. 2 hours on 3 DVDs. CBS. $29.95

**DVD 3921016** MAIGRET: The Complete Series. Widescreen. International film star Bruno Cremer brings the beloved Parisian Inspector Maigret to life in this newly-remastered definitive series of filming adaptations by writer Georges Simenon’s best-selling crime novels. Includes all 54 episodes. In French with English subtitles. Eighty-two hours on 30 DVDs in a boxed set. M.H.E. Pub. at $114.95. $94.95

**DVD 3862006** MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000–THE GAUNTLET: Season 12. Widespread. Jonah Heston is forced to watch bad movies and have his mind monitored by mad scientist Kinga Forrester and his flunky Max, as well as the help of his robot friends Cambot, Gypsy, Tom Servo and Crow. Jonah does his best to make it through Mac and Me, Lords of the Deep, Killer Fish; Atlantic Rim; The Day Time Ended and After the Fighting English, SDH. Eight hours on 3 DVDs. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99 $34.95

**DVD 3862004** MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000–VOLUME TWELVE. Laugh, groove, writh, and laugh again with Joel, Mike, Tom Servo and Crow as they deliver jokes and judgment on cinema’s best and worst. Includes the Complete Season 2. Secret Agent Super Dragon; The Starlighters; and Parts: The Glorious Horror. Not Rated. In Color and B&W. Nearly seven hours. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $44.99 $34.95

**DVD 3831404** MURDERS AT BURLAUME. Widescreen. Set in an idyllic beach resort on the beautiful French coast, this colorful new series of quirky mysteries is based on the novels by Marco Malvaldi. Massimo Viviani, the divorced owner of the local watering hole, solves puzzles of all kinds and his sharp mind comes in handy moonlighting as an amateur detective. Includes six episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over 8 hours on three DVDs. M.H.E. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

**DVD 3882065** WING: The Complete First Season. Fullscreen. Get ready for action, adventure and suspense in one of TV’s longest running military dramas starring David James Elliot as former flying ace Harmon “Harm” Rabb of the Navy’s Judge Advocate General. Harm investigates and prosecutes military crimes in cases that often take him behind enemy lines. Collects all 21 Season One episodes. $29.95

**DVD 3834558** JAG: Seasons 1-4. Fullscreen. Televisions beloved Lieutenant Commander “Harm” Rabb (David James Elliot) and his loyal team fly into action as the investigating warriors of the sea. Collects all 84 episodes from Seasons One through Four. Also stars Catherine Bell. Over 64 hours on twenty-two DVDs. Paramount. $59.99 $49.95

**DVD 3867757** QUEENS OF MYSTERY: Series 1. Widescreen. Follow the adventures of Detectives Sergeant Malilda Stone and her three crime writing aunts as they solve murders in the picturesque English region of Wildermash. Even though policemen are police only matters, her aunts can’t help but offer their expertise. Includes all 6 episodes of Series One. Stars Olivia Cole, and up, four hours on 6 DVDs. RJL Entertainment. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95

**DVD 2928910** SECRETS OF BRITAIN’S GREAT CATHEDRALS. Widescreen. This stunning film explores 20 cathedrals throughout England and Wales, featuring breathtaking 4K and incredibly intimate drone footage, capturing their legendary facades and soaring spires. Get incredible insight into the most influential cathedrals, abbeys, and bishop’s palaces in the country. English SDH. Over seven hours on 3 DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $39.99 $31.95

**DVD 2928353** HOTEL: The Complete Collection. This romantic drama stars James Brolin as Peter McDermott and Connie Sellecca as Christine Francis who have been hired to run the elegant St. Gregory Hotel in San Francisco. Both of them become deeply involved in the constant intrigue and exploits of the very rich and famous guests of the hotel. This box set contains all 115 episodes. Nearly 93 hours on twenty-five DVDs. CBS. $44.95
Six episodes. In Italian with English subtitles. Over ten hours on 3 DVDs. MRZ. Pub. at $39.95

**DVD 3831485 THE BASTARDS OF PIZZOFALCONE.** Widescreen. Based on the bestselling series of mystery novels by Maurizio de Giovanni this series introduces a ragtag team of detectives who take over the small Pizzofalcone precint police station in the aftermath of a scandal. Led by Inspector Giuseppe Lojacono, a brilliant investigator with a checkered past. Includes

**DVD 3839193 JOHAN FALK EXECUTIVE PROTECTION.** Widescreen. Jakob Eklund stars as tough Gothenburg cop Johan Falk in the three hit feature films that introduced the character to audiences around the world. Based on true stories about this ace-gained female detective society under constant threat from a new kind of criminality. Includes: Zero Tolerance; Executive Protection; and The Third Wave. In Swedish with English subtitles. Over five hours on 3 DVDs. Adults only. MRZ. Pub. at $39.95


**DVD 3863496 AMERICA'S OLD STORY.** Widescreen. Before Jamestown, before Plymouth, the first permanent European settlement in America was founded two generations before the Pilgrims arrived–in 1620, not by Puritans, but by a melting pot of Spanish, Africans, Italians, Germans, Irish and converted Jews. This story uncovers the story of America’s past that never made it into textbooks. English SDH. Nearly 4 hours on two DVDs. PBS. Pub. at $29.99

**DVD 3784397 MAGNUM PI: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. Explore beautiful and exotic Hawaii with television’s most beloved and charismatic private investigator, Thomas Magnum (Tom Selleck) as he tackles baffling mysteries and tracks down the bad guys with the help of T.C. (Roger Moore), Maggie (Larry Manetti), and Higgins (John Hillerman). Includes all 162 episodes. English SDH. Over 129 hours on forty-two DVDs. Universal.

**DVD 3862011 THE HIGH CHAPARRAL: The Final Season.** Fullscreen. The final season brings big changes and new challenges for the Cannons (Leif Erickson, Cameron Mitchell), Montoya (Linda Cristal, Henry Darrow, Frank Silvera) and the Bunkhouse Gang (led by Ken Cameron–Mike Connors, downstairs is back! For the first time in this incredible 41 DVD set, collecting all 38 seasons and 899 episodes. Packaged in a collective box with lenticular black and white photos adorning all four sides. Includes a perfect-bound episode guide and a reproduction of a 1960s comic book. In Color and B&W. Over 110 hours. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $99.95

**DVD 3842640 THE OUTER LIMITS: The Complete Second Volume.** Fullscreen. There is nothing wrong with your television set. Do not attempt to adjust the picture. We are controlling transmission.” Here are all 16 episodes of Volume Two. CC. In B&W. Over 13 hours on two double-sided DVDs. MGM.

**DVD 3831558 THE LITTLE MURDERS OF AGATHA CHRISTIE.** Widescreen. Introducing Superintendent Laroisier, whose passion for beautiful women is matched only by his love of solving crimes, and his young colleague Inspector Lampion, whose eyes are filled with innocence and his long-suffering wife, a less-enlightened age. Includes Five mysteries based on Agatha Christie novels. In French with English subtitles. Over 7 hours on three DVDs. MRZ. Pub. at $39.95

**DVD 3829485 POLTERGEIST: THE LEGACY: The Complete Series.** Fullscreen. A psychic, Dr. Derek Rayne (Derek de Lint) leads the San Francisco sect of the Legacy, a secret group on the front lines of the war against humankind’s enemies–one of whom is a Navy S.E.A.L., a priest, a college grad and a psychiatrist, he must solve the mysteries of the unknown. This boxed set includes all four seasons. Over 45 hours. MGM.

**DVD 3862046 LEAVE IT TO BEAVER: The Complete Series.** Inspired by the real-life adventures of Theodore “Beaver” Cleaver and his older brother Theodore “Wally” Cleaver. This slipcased set includes all 234 episodes of Season One through Six. In B&W. Over 102 hours on thirty-six DVDs. MGM. Pub. at $99.95

**DVD 3815056 THE FLINTSTONES: The Complete First Season.** The lovable temperament of Fred Flintstone, the delicious digs of Wilma, the hilarious jabs of neighbor Barney Rubble. They’re all present and (pre)historically accounted for in these 28 episodes of the entire (pre)historic First Season that will make fans shout: “Yabba-dabba-doo!”

**DVD 379377X THE BRIDGE: Series 1.** Widescreen. A woman is found murdered in the middle of the Øresund Bridge, on the border between Sweden and Denmark. It’s the beginning of a wave of violence no one has seen before. Both police forces find themselves in a race against the clock in a showdown with a secret group on the front lines of the war against humankind’s enemies–one of whom is a Navy S.E.A.L., a priest, a college grad and a psychiatrist, he must solve the mysteries of the unknown. This boxed set includes all four seasons. Over 65 hours on sixteen DVDs. MGM. $44.95

**DVD 5826284 DOWNTON ABBEY: The Complete Collection.** Widescreen. All six seasons of the hit series are coming together in this complete collection. Fifty-two magisterial episodes let you rediscover the splendor and romance, desire and heartbreak, scandal and squalor and most modern sensibilities.

**Blu-ray 3905829 MISERY.** Widescreen. Often regarded as one of the best Stephen King film adaptations ever made, the white-knuckle novel of Paul Sheldon held captive by a crazed fan (Kathy Bates in an Oscar-winning role) gets the Collector’s Edition treatment! Directed by Rob Reiner and written for the screen by William Goldman. Rated R. English. 210 minutes.

**Blu-ray 3915611 SCREAM QUEEN DOUBLE FEATURE: The Fog/The Howling.** Widescreen. The sleepy seaside village of Big Sur is about to learn the true meaning of the word “vengeance” in The Fog starring Jamie Lee Curtis. Severely shaken after a near-fatal encounter with a sea of hooded, blood-fanged, blazing-eyed maniacs, a young woman takes some much needed time off in a secluded community where she discovers a terrifying secret in The Howling. Both Rated R. Over three hours. Spectrum Factory.

**Blu-ray 3916136 ACE VENTURA PET DETECTIVE: ACE VENTURA WHEN NATURE CALLS.** Widescreen. In fact, he’s the only one there is! He’s Ace Ventura Pet Detective. Jim Carrey is on the case to find the Miami Dolphins’ missing mascot! He’s also sharing a houseboat with a decidedly untamed tiger, and even finds himself in London chasing a rare and elusive marine. If you’re ready to laugh like a pack of hyenas, you’re ready for Ace Ventura When Nature Calls. Ace returns to rescue an animal he loves–a bat! English SDH. Three hours in 2 Blu-rays. Warner Bros. Enter.
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Blu-ray
Blu-ray 3885999: THE HOLE. Widescreen. Willem Dafoe and his brother Lucas move from the city to the suburbs, they’re in for a big surprise. Along with their neighbor Jule, they unlock a trap door to a mysterious hole in their basement. Once they open, long buried secrets are unearthed and they must confront their darkest fears. Stars Chris Massoglia, Haley Bennet, and Bruce Dunn. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 96 minutes. Bold Films. $3.95

Blu-ray 3916016: TRUE ROMANCE. Director: Tony Scott. Crime-film lovers Clarence and Alabama (Christian Slater and Patricia Arquette) play a dangerous game when they come to grips with the true meaning of love. The romance ends in LA where they head for Los Angeles, where they’ll sell the goods and begin a new life. But both sides of the law have other ideas. Tarantino. Rated R. English SDH. 121 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $9.95

Blu-ray 3916154: THE ART OF WAR. Widescreen. Officially, coolly efficient covert operative Neil Shaw does not exist. Try telling that to anyone standing in Shaw’s way. After killing a gang of Albanian drug dealers, Shaw becomes one of an elite team of United Nations agents, in this stylistic thriller directed by Christian Duguay and co-starring Anne Archer and Donald Sutherland. Rated R. English SDH. 94 minutes. Warner Bros. Enter. $5.95


Blu-ray 3922517: TEEN WOLF DOUBLE FEATURE. Widescreen. An ordinary high school student (Michael J. Fox) discovers that his family has an unusual pedigree when he finds himself turning into a werewolf with extraordinary basketball skills in Teen Wolf. Jason Bateman plays Teen Wolf as a college freshman who’s the big wolf on campus. English SDH. 94 minutes. MGM. $3.95

Blu-ray 3886207: DARKEST/BELOW. Widescreen. Double feature! Not long after Regina (Anna Paquin) begins living in her family’s remote cabin, she learns that there is something horrifyingly disturbing about the old place. In Below, the crew of an American submarine begins noticing a series of otherworldly occurrences after venturing into the crosshairs of a world-class assassin named Victor (Bill Nighy). But when Victor squares Rose’s life, the lonely-hearted hellsuit sets off an outrageous chain of events that will both their worlds upside down. English SDH. 93 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

Blu-ray 3922479: THE SPELL. Fullscreen. Fifteen year old Rita (Susan Myers) is overweight, self-conscious and the victim of cruel teasing by her classmates. Her rage builds so fiercely that it can not be contained, causing a supernatural power inside her to take over. Those who are against Rita begin to die and nigh to keep the terror. Also stars Helen Hunt. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Scream Factory. $7.95

Blu-ray 3886239: WEST SIDE STORY: Anniversary Edition. Widescreen. Experience every sensational song, dazzling dance number and magical movie moment of the most acclaimed musical in movie history with this extraordinary gift set. The set includes Blu-ray and DVD versions of the film, a hardcover photo book, 10 collectible postcards, and a special 3-disc boxed set featuring the tribute CD of songs and music from the show. Blu-ray. $39.95

Blu-ray 3886386: OUTPOST: Rise of the Spetsnaz. Widescreen. In the third installment of the hit action-horror franchise, horror icons of the Nazi zombie super solders as they battle the most ruthless of all military special forces—the Russian Spetsnaz—in their quest for absolute power. Not Rated. English SDH. 87 minutes. Blu-ray. $29.95

Blu-ray 3859411: MAD MAX. Widescreen. In the rivaged near future, a savage motorcycle gang is terrorizing innocent civilians. The ruthless gang leader (Mickey Rourke) is after a police force on stopping them. But they underestimate one officer—Max Rockatansky (Mel Gibson). And when his best friend is brutalized they send him into a mad frenzy of revenge! Includes Blu-ray and DVD versions. Rated R. English SDH. 93 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

Blu-ray 3859860: KILLER KLOWNS FROM OUTER SPACE. Widescreen. A group of circus tent-ants, are caught up in a field near a small town, signaling the attack of devout, red-nosed, balloon-twisting psychos from another world. The alien, amoral mankind, by a turning people into cotton candy! English SDH. 86 minutes. MGM. $4.95

Blu-ray 3858763: THE DELTA FORCE/MISSING IN ACTION/ MISSING IN ACTION 2: The Beginning. Widescreen. Chuck Norris is a man you don’t want to mess with, and this explosive triple-feature is all the proof you need. Includes a super-soldier saving hostages from political extremists in The Delta Force (with Lee Marvin); and War Colonel in Missing in Action and Missing in Action 2: The Beginning. All Rated R. English SDH. Blu-ray. $4.95

Blu-ray 3929193: GROUNDHOG DAY/STRIPES. Widescreen. Bill Murray is at his witscracking best in this riotous romantic comedy about a weatherman caught in a tragic incident at a roadside bar. He decides to embark on a new adventure: the Army, in Stripes. (Rated R). Over 3 hours on two Blu-rays. Columbia. $9.95

Blu-ray 3886247: WILD TARGET. Widescreen. Emily Blunt steals the show as Rose, a free-spirited thief who finds herself in the crosshairs of a world-class assassin (Bill Nighy). But when Victor squares Rose’s life, the lonely-hearted hellsuit sets off an outrageous chain of events that will both their worlds upside down. English SDH. 93 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $4.95

Blu-ray 3922991: NCIS: The Twelfth Season. Widescreen. Led by Special Agent Jethro Gibbs (Mark Harmon), this expert squad takes down the nation’s most notorious enemies in the name of freedom and justice for all. Collects all 24 Season Twelve episodes. English SDH. 128 episodes on six Blu-rays. Paramount. $3.95

Blu-ray 3851455: MUPPETS FROM SPACE. Widescreen. The Muppets embark on a hilarious extraterrestrial adventure when they find out that Gonzo’s past, and discover that Gonzo’s family members are aliens from a distant planet! Voice actors include Andie MacDowell, Ray Liotta and David Arquette. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. English SDH. 88 minutes. Sony Pictures. $5.95

Blu-ray 3929524: ARCHIVE, VOLUME 3: 9-Film Collection. Widescreen. Nine classics from 1957-1960. The Shadow on the Window; The Long Haul; Pickup Alley; The Tiguan Story; She Played with Fire; The Case Against Brooklyn; The Lineup; The Chromium Case; A String. Stars include Victor Mature, Philip Carey, Eli Wallach, Darren McGavin, Ernest Borgnine, and more. Directed by Jesse on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $49.95 $29.95

Blu-ray 3851499: THE EAGLE HAS LANDED. Widescreen. A Nazi Strike Force plots to kidnap Winston Churchill while he is resting in a desolate Norfolk village. Colonel Radil, Colonel Wellings (with Lee Marvin); and Pick-up Alley; The Tijuana Story; She Played with Fire; The Case Against Brooklyn; The Lineup; The Chromium Case; A String. Stars include Victor Mature, Philip Carey, Eli Wallach, Darren McGavin, Ernest Borgnine, and more. Directed by Jesse on three DVDs. Mill Creek. Pub. at $49.95 $29.95

Blu-ray 3886248: KILLER KLOWNS FROM OUTER SPACE. Widescreen. A group of circus tent-ants, are caught up in a field near a small town, signaling the attack of devout, red-nosed, balloon-twisting psychos from another world. The alien, amoral mankind, by a turning people into cotton candy! English SDH. 86 minutes. MGM. $4.95

Blu-ray 3858763: THE DELTA FORCE/MISSING IN ACTION/ MISSING IN ACTION 2: The Beginning. Widescreen. Chuck Norris is a man you don’t want to mess with, and this explosive triple-feature is all the proof you need. Includes a super-soldier saving hostages from political extremists in The Delta Force (with Lee Marvin); and War Colonel in Missing in Action and Missing in Action 2: The Beginning. All Rated R. English SDH. Blu-ray. $4.95

Blu-ray 3886247: WILD TARGET. Widescreen. Emily Blunt steals the show as Rose, a free-spirited thief who finds herself in the crosshairs of a world-class assassin (Bill Nighy). But when Victor squares Rose’s life, the lonely-hearted hellsuit sets off an outrageous chain of events that will both their worlds upside down. English SDH. 93 minutes. 20th Century Fox. $5.95

Blu-ray 3886239: WEST SIDE STORY: Anniversary Edition. Widescreen. Experience every sensational song, dazzling dance number and magical movie moment of the most acclaimed musical in movie history with this extraordinary gift set. The set includes Blu-ray and DVD versions of the film, a hardcover photo book, 10 collectible postcards, and a special 3-disc boxed set featuring the tribute CD of songs and music from the show. Blu-ray. $39.95

Blu-ray 3922479: THE SPELL. Fullscreen. Fifteen year old Rita (Susan Myers) is overweight, self-conscious and the victim of cruel teasing by her classmates. Her rage builds so fiercely that it can not be contained, causing a supernatural power inside her to take over. Those who are against Rita begin to die and nigh to keep the terror. Also stars Helen Hunt. Not Rated. 86 minutes. Scream Factory. $7.95

Blu-ray 3856356: OUTPOST: Black Sun. Widescreen. A NATO task force is deployed to Eastern Europe, where a sinister creature is mercilessly killing everything in its path. But this is no ordinary foe: a super-human army of zombie Nazi stormtroopers is hellbent on giving World War II a much needed finish. Not Rated. English SDH. Includes DVD and Blu-ray versions. 101 minutes. $3.95

Blu-ray 2996942: DOCTOR ZIVAGO. Widescreen. A peerless filmmaking achievement, and scale, David Lean directs Boris Pasternak’s tumultuous tale of Russia divided by war and hearts torn by love. Omar Sharif plays the brilliant doctor Lara Dark, who hates his haunting, longtime love Lara, and both are caught up in the tidal wave of history. Winner of five Academy Awards. Also stars Alec Guinness. English SDH. Over three hours. Turner Entertainment Co. $9.96
**Blu-ray**

- **Blu-ray 3850501**

- **Blu-ray 385734X**
  PASSENGERS. Widescreen. The voyage of Aurora and Jim, two passengers on a board a spaceship transporting them to a new life on another planet, takes a deadly turn when their hibernation pods mysteriously wake them 90 years before they reach their destination. With the lives of 5,000 sleeping passengers at stake, only Jim and Aurora can save them all. English SDH. 116 minutes. $19.99.

- **Blu-ray 3886077**
  ROBOCOP/ROBOCOP TRIOLOGY COLLECTION. Widescreen. Robocop delivers nonstop action, lurk and pulp fiction at every turn! Here's your chance to experience the original part-man part-machine in three tough as steel thrillers in one must own trilogy. In addition to the trilogy, this collection also includes Blu-ray and DVD versions of the two made for TV movies. Some Rated R. English. SDH. Over 7 hours on four Blu-rays. MGM. $14.95.

- **Blu-ray 3856011**
  DEAD SOULS. Widescreen. Young Johnny Petrie learns he is adopted when he inherits a farm in Maine. Eager for a new life, he quickly moves. But he quickly learns he will be caught in a grizzly dilemma: the grisly details of how they died, the truth of his preacher father's bizarre teachings, and the Malvevolent forces that lurk within the long-abandoned farm. Not Rated. 92 minutes. $3.95.

- **Blu-ray 3858251**
  THE CROODS. Widescreen. When their cave is destroyed, the Croods set out to explore a spectacular landscape filled with fantastical creatures, strange surprises, and a whole new world of adventure! Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray, and DVD versions. English. 98 minutes. DreamWorks. $9.95.

- **Blu-ray 388600X**
  POLTERGEIST: Extended Cut. Widescreen. The 2015 remake was a massive critical and box office failure. The original Poltergeist becomes a 600 page novel. Includes Blu-ray 3D, Blu-ray and DVD versions. English. SDH. Over nine hours on three Blu-rays. Universal. $9.95.

- **Blu-ray 3757285**
  SEASON ONE. Widescreen. Vanessa Van Helsing is a human vampire hunter -- and she's the only one in the world that can save her human family from the rising tide of evil that will destroy them all. Season One. English SDH. Over nine hours on three Blu-rays. Universal. $7.95.

- **Blu-ray 2922541**
  TWO-MINUTE WARNING. Widescreen. Charlton Heston plays a police captain trying to save one of the gunman who has set his sights on the 91,000 people in a packed sports arena. John Cassavetes and John Mitrano are among those risking their lives to thwart the sniper's attempts, while thousands of innocent spectators try to survive both the hail of bullets and the resulting stampede. Rated R. 115 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $27.95.

- **Blu-ray 2939271**
  JUAN OF THE DEAD. Widescreen. It's equal parts splatter and comedy in this gory Romanian version of the classic Cuban touch. When Havana begins to fill up with bloodthirsty zombies, Juan, a forty-year-old slacker, is left with no choice but to join a team of heroes, save his country, and protect his family. Stars Alexs Dias De Villegas and Jorge Molina. Not Rated. English. $7.95.

- **Blu-ray 2988283**
  BIRDEMIC: Shock & Awe. Widescreen. A small-town salesman (Robert Melody Moore) and a software salesman (Alan Bagh) travel to a quaint California town for a weekend getaway, but when the entire region is attacked by millions of homicidal birds, their pictures are framed in a winged hell on earth. CBS Sunday Morning called it, "the best worst movie of all time!" Severin. Pub. at $29.98.

- **Blu-ray 3929256**
  LIONS FOR LAMBS. Widescreen. An idealistic professor (Robert Redford) attempts to inspire a student to do more with his life, while a charismatic Senator (Tom Cruise) plays a new Mel Brooks' skeptical TV journalist (Meryl Streep) and action hero Brent Huff star in this four star sleeze feature based on the infamous S&M comic strip and bursting with all the best. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $27.95.

- **Blu-ray 3886380**
  THE PERILS OF GwNdOLINE. Video vixen Tawny Kitaen and action hero Brent Huff star in this four star sleeze feature based on the infamous S&M comic strip and bursting with all the best. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $27.95.

- **Blu-ray 2922568**
  WHAT'S THE MATTER WITH HELEN? Widescreen. Debbie Reynolds and Shelley Winters star in this stylish shocker as a pair of young dreamers who come to Hollywood to start an idyllic new life, only to end up entangled in a ghastly nightmare. Also stars Dennis Weaver, Tuesday Weld, and Yvette Vickers. Rated R. 101 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $27.99.

- **Blu-ray 3763951**

- **Blu-ray 3893951**

- **Blu-ray 2950693**
  THE GREAT PAPA. Widescreen. Created and directed by Acclaimed film-makers Sidney Lumet and starring Jude Law and Diane Keaton, this HBO series tells the story of pontiff Pius XIII, Lenny Belardo, the first American Pope in history. Includes all ten episodes and bonus. Also stars Silvio Orlando and James Cromwell. Over nine hours on three Blu-rays. $9.95.

- **Blu-ray 3854088**
  SPOOKIES. Widescreen. Their young heroine is a no-spirit man in the 1980s, this easily ranks among the weakest. After their car breaks down, a group of travelers find themselves stranded on a remote part of New Mexico, and one of them in a spooky old mansion, complete with graveyard. It's not long before they're dealing with all sorts of demonic creatures. Not Rated. English. SDH. 85 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $24.95.

- **Blu-ray 2922304**
  THE FOUR SKULLS OF JONATHAN DRAKE. Widescreen. Faced with an age-old family curse that beheaded their forefathers, two brothers attempt to unravel the family plot—even as sinister forces conspire to make them the next victims. Stars Eduard Franz, Valerie Leon and Tony Moran. Pub. at $19.95.

- **Blu-ray 3859410**
  HOTTEST MOMENTS EVER: Girls Gone Wild. You asked for the hottest moments, and now you're gonna get just that. From the sexiest girls to the hottest scenes, this show is loaded with only the best. It's real, it's raw, and it's the wildest, sexiest moments of hot sex ever! Not Rated. English. SDH. 90 minutes. $7.95.

- **Blu-ray 3916489**

- **Blu-ray 3910497**
  JOHN ADAMS. Widescreen. Based on the Pulitzer-Prize winning book by David McCullough. HBO’s seven-part miniseries is a sprawling epic that intertwaves the exciting story of America’s turbulent period with drama of one of the most moving love stories in our nation’s history—that of John and Paul Giamatti and Laura Linney. English. SDH. Over eight hours on three Blu-rays. HBO. $14.95.

- **Blu-ray 3891221**

- **Blu-ray 3889351**
  THE CAT O' NINE TAILS. Blu-ray. 1969 film gave birth to one of the dirtiest thriller shockers of all time. Packing stomach-churning gore and thought-provoking social commentary, this classic cult film is a biting horror satire which culminates in one of the most gag-inducing "climaxes" in all of horror history. Stars Billy Warlock and Dyan Cannon. Not Rated. English SDH. 99 minutes. Arrow. Pub. at $39.95.

- **Blu-ray 3888298**
  DANGEROUS CARGO. In this, and rarely seen example of Greek exploitation cinema, Deborah Shelton plays the wife of a ship's captain whose vessel is taken over by pirates. Their reward is brutality and killing. She is alone with a crew of rough, tough seamen, using her sexuality to stay alive. Not Rated. English. SDH. 85 minutes. Adults only. Mondo Macabro. Pub. at $29.95.
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**CD 6940935 HENRY MANCINI: The Classic Soundtrack Collection 1958-1963.** Features eight complete film scores plus bonus cuts including *A Touch of Evil, The Music from Peter Gunn, Music from Mr. Lucky, Breakfast at Tiffany's, Suddenly, Last Summer,* and many more. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $9.99 $11.95

**DVO 3805621 WILLEY NELSON GREATEST HITS LIVE.** Twenty tracks present the songs from a live in concert performance in Nashville. Includes "Georgia on My Mind," "Are You Sure Hank Done It This Time," and more. Medley.

**CD 1625187 BENNY GOODMAN: King of the Big Band Era.** This 48-track collection provides a snapshot of Goodman's extraordinary recording output, focusing mainly on his "Golden Era" from 1935-49, but also including performances from throughout his career. Includes not only examples of his renowned big band recordings, but also those of his small groups—his Trio, Quartet, Quintet and Sextet. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**CD 4919641 THE BEST OF ABBA: 20th Century Masters.** Here are those 11 European classics you've never quite gotten out of your head: Waterloo; SOS; I Do, I Do; I Do, I Do; Mamma Mia; Fernando; Dancing Queen; Knowing Me, Knowing You; The Name of the Game; Take a Chance on Me; Chiquitita; and The Winner Takes It All. Universal Music. $6.95

**CD 3682986 THE 75 BEST JAZZ TRACKS OF THE EARLY 1960's.** Rediscover a treasure trove of jazz favorites from jazz's golden era packed with 75 all-time classics. Includes "Giant Steps" by John Coltrane; "The Piper" by Miles Davis with Gil Evans; "Drivin' Man" by Max Roach, "I Remember When" by Watermelon Man, "Blue Raja" by Hancock; "Black Eye Peas" by Ramsey Lewis, and more. Six CDs. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2926156 MITCH MILLER: Folk Songs/March/Along with Mitch! Includes On Top of Old Smokey; Red River Valley; Down in the Valley; The Blue Tail Fly; I'm Going Back to Dixie; Anchors Away; From the Halls of Montezuma; Dixie; and more. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 2841223 EAGLES: Unplugged.** Captured across two CDs, this delightful and rare performance will please any Eagles fan anywhere. Includes "Peaceful Easy Feeling; Tequila Sunrise; Hotel California; Heartache Tonight; Desperado; Life in the Fast Lane; and more. Twenty-Love. Good Ship Funke. Pub. at $13.99 $14.95

**CD 2959763 CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Transmission Impossible.** This three CD collection features live and studio recordings broadcast at KJMZ in 1969-72, spanning the group's heyday. Includes "Green River; Travelin' Band; Born on the Bayou; Pud a Spell on You; Coronation: Suzie Q; and many more. Thirty-seven tracks. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 2921619 PETULA CLARK: Greatest Hits.** Clark's career spans an amazing eight decades! This CD collects 13 wonderful tracks, including "My Name Is Emma; This Is My Restaurant; My Love, My Love; I Couldn't Live Without You; and many more. Classic

**CD 4552911 JOHNNY CASH: The Complete Sun Releases and Columbia Legacy Collection 1955-67.** Includes a unparalleled collection of the greatest figures of American music. Johnny Cash gets a fitting tribute in this incredible collection of 82 tracks. This collection of his early recordings spanning 1955-67 comprises the majority of Cash's Sun recordings, many with the Sun label, plus the A & B sides of his singles for Columbia during the same period. Three CDs feature favorites from Folsom Prison Blues to I Can't Help It. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

**CD 5795729 SAM COOKE: The Complete Solo Singles As & Bs, 1957-62.** Explore the solo output of a pioneer in soul music in seven decades of hits. Includes A & B sides of his singles on Specialty Keeper, RCA and SAR labels. Includes classics like "You Send Me; Only Sixteen; Wonderful World; Chain Gang; Cupid; and Twistin' the Night Away. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 3821362 EMMILY HARRIS & LINDA KONSTAD: Girl's Night Out.** Collects 29 songs from a live FM broadcast at the Warfield Theatre, San Francisco, CA on September 10, 1999. Tracks include "Living the High Life; dancer; Hello; Stranger; Sweet Spot; He Was Mine; Telling Me Lies; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6992013 ALFRED HITCHCOCK: The Classic Soundtracks.** With a total of over 50 full length film scores to his name, Alfred Hitchcock remains one of the most influential and esteemed movie directors in cinema history. This four CD collection contains tracks, bringing together five original, full soundtrack albums for Hitchcock films, along with numerous themes for others of his classic creations. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**DVD 3565100 FREDDY FENDER: Music Legend.** Known to cross musical boundaries in Tejano, country, rock 'n roll, and "swamp pop" styles, Freddy Fender gives a full-access pass with this collection of live performances and a live interview with the legend himself. Tracks include Before the Next Teardrop Falls; Next Time You See Me; Since I Met You Baby; and 11 more. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

**CD 6857544 JOHN PRINE: The Broadcast Archive.** Three CDs collect live broadcasts from the '70s, '80s, and '90s. Taking the stage in Chicago, North Carolina, and South Carolina, Prine delivers multiple cuts of songs like " Ricky; Sam Stone; Back at the Wall; Rollin' on Mississippi; and more. Tracks include Only the Lonely; Blue Angel; Crying; Running Scared; Dream Baby; Here Comes That Song Again; Loneliness; Evergreen; Make a Man of Me; and more. Two CDs. EAGLE. Pub. at $14.95 $12.95

**CD 4575224 THE TOM LEHRER COLLECTION, 1953-60.** Celebrating one of the most distinctive musical satirists of the 1950s, this entertaining 75-track, three CD set comprises the complete content of four of his definitive LPs: Songs by Tom Lehrer; An Evening with Tom Lehrer; Live; and Tom Lehrer Revisited. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 6240281 DAVE WOOLF: CRUISING, STILLs, NASH & YOUNG: The Rare Video Broadcast Collection.** Fullscreen. With performances of this occasion quarter given in the 1960s, '70s, '80s and '90s, this unique collection of twenty-two rare TV broadcast appearances across their career, 95 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**CD 3652492 EMMILY HARRIS: All For the Love of... Transmission Impossible.** Probably the most consistent country artist of the past 40 years, Harris remains as popular as ever. On "All For the Love of..." records today as she ever was. This three-CD set collects 45 tracks, including Born to Run; We'll Sweep Out the Ashes; Wrecking Ball; Cash on the Barrel Head; That All It Took; Wheels; Cry One More Time; and many more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 387480X THE BEST OF WAYLON JENNINGS: 20th Century Masters.** Remember one of the greatest icons of outlaw country with 11 of his greatest hits. Includes " później Stone; If; The Legend of Olive Hank; Could I See You Now; Working Without a Net; What You'll Do When I'm Gone; Rose in Paradise; Fallin’ Out; Which Way Do I Go (Now That I'm Gone); Trouble Man; and more. Universal Music. $8.96

---
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**CD 3852768** DAVE BRUBECK: **Seven Classic LPs.** Highlights some of the early Blue Note releases from Brubeck’s greatest albums, all remastered and presented here as a perfect introduction to the great man’s music. Includes *Time Out, Shadows, Easter Sunday, Blue vegetarian*, and many more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

**CD 3919479** THE MOODY BLUES: **Icon.** Eleven favorites from these long-lived kings of British rock. Highlights include: "Rice Creek," "Legend of a Mind," "Forever Afternoon," and many more! Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

**CD 3803511** LEGENDS OF COUNTRY: **Classic Hits of the 60s, 70s & 80s.** Country’s greatest stars perform country’s greatest hits in this collection of Legends of Country performances, includes live performances by Patti Page, Glen Campbell, Del Shannon, and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95. **$9.95**

**CD 3614387** MOVIES GREATEST HITS: **Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.** Enjoy forty-eight selections from some of the greatest movies performed by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Choose from the Wizard of Oz, Breakfast at Tiffany’s, Deer Hunter, Godfather, Gone With the Wind, and many more. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95. **$9.95**

**DVD 2868563** WOODSTOCK DIARY **1969.** An entertaining “fly on the wall” look at the creation of Woodstock and of the historic event itself. Features the drama, humor, and pathos of those heady days of the hippie movement are captured, along with electrifying live footage of all the bands. Features over 13 hours. Gravity. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**DVD 6886973** **CREAM: The Lost Broadcasts.** This compilation of fifteen tracks features the recordings that have come to be known as Lost Broadcasts. This includes Steady Time: I’m So Glad; Tales of Brave Ulysses; Blue Condition; Sunshine of Your Love; Steppin’ Out; Rain Dance; Toast; and more. Forty-eight selections from some of the best of the sixties music. Sony. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

**DVD 3913864** **1960S PSYCHEDELIC RADIO COMMERCIALS.** Much of what you will hear are irreplaceable psychedelic pop sound in their ads—Rice Krispies, Revlon, Mr. Peanut, and many more. TV. Pub. at $11.95. **$9.95**

**CD 2801221** DON MCLEAN: **American Troubadour.** This collection features songs originally recorded for 11 different albums over the years, including: “I’m Your President,” “American Pie,” “Starry Night,” and many more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.98. **$9.95**

**CD 3840654** BEST OF ARTIE SHAW: **20 Songs.** Features great original standards on 20 tracks like Smoke Gets In Your Eyes, Stardust, Temptation, Begin the Beguine, Deep Purple; Blues in the Night; The Man I Love; Moonlight in Harlem; All the Things You Are, and many more. Two CDs. DelFonics and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $29.99. **$21.95**

**CD 2926008** JIMMY DURANTE: **In Person & at the Piano.** Features 27 tracks of the comedian, actor, pianist and vocalist at his piano. Includes: Bill Bailey, Won’t You Please Come Home?; It’s My Nose’s Birthday; The Day I Read a Book; The State of Arkansas; Dolar a Year Man, Bad Melody; Inka Dinka Doo; Good Night; A Real Piano Player; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.99. **$9.95**

**CD 3919785** PAT BENATAR: **20th Century Masters.** She’s a four-time Grammy winner and a legend of rock. This collection 10 of her songs, including: Heartbreaker, If You Want to Be My Lover; Your Best Shot; Shadows of the Night; I Need a Lover; We Belong; Love Is a Battlefield; Hello Is for Children; You Better Run; and Treat Me Right; and more. Time Life. **$8.95**

**CD 5993059** JOAN BAEZ: **The Debut Album Plus!** Joan’s groundbreaking first album featuring 13 folk-blues classics like Silver Dagger; House of the Rising Sun; Wildwood Flower; John Riley; Mary Hamilton and more, comes together with ten bonus tracks from the Folksingers’ Round about album, including collaborations with Bill Wood and Ted Alvey. Features forty-eight selections from some of the best of the sixties music. Sony. Pub. at $14.95. **$11.95**

**DVD 3232288** CREAM: **Farewell Concert.** The influential supergroup says goodbye to their fans in one final 1968 show at the Royal Albert Hall in London. Featuring great old standards on the same after the fatal plane crash that took the lives of Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and the Big Bopper. This 40 track collection includes: Cha-Cha Cha, La Bamba, Fake Out; Who Will Survive; That’ll Be the Day and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.99. **$9.95**

**CD 2903636** **THE GREAT TRAGEDY: Winter Dance Party 1959.** Surely the best remembered of all 1950s U.S. rock ‘n roll tours, for all the wrong reasons. The Big Bopper and many other tragic deaths happened that same after the fatal plane crash that took the lives of Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens and the Big Bopper. This 40 track collection includes: Cha-Cha Cha, La Bamba, Fake Out; Who Will Survive; That’ll Be the Day and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.99. **$9.95**

**CD 2953447** BLUE HAWAII: **The Most Romantic & Popular Songs of the South Seas.** Enjoy some of the most famous and unforgettable melodies from the South Seas, sung in their native ways and with impeccable harmonies and melodies—subtle undulating rhythms insinuating themselves like a soft breeze into the hearts and souls of romancers. Twelve tracks include Sweet Lillianna; Blue Hawaii; Ku Ipu; Love Me Tender; One Life; Hula Lila; and many more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $11.95. **$7.95**

**CD 3862704** PORNograffiti Live 25: **Metal Meetsdown.** This 3 disc set presents the 25th anniversary of Extreme’s definitive album Pornograffiti. The CD features 16 tracks Decades Dance: Life After Death. This compilation includes: Get the Funk Out, More than Words, Pornograffiti; When I First Kissed You; Flight of the Wounded Bumblebee; He-Man Woman Hater; and more. Includes on DVD Blu-ray live the concert and a documentary of the band. Loud & Proud. **$4.95**
Music Recordings

- **CD 6940781** CHARLES MINGUS: The Rare Albums Collection. In this collection of four CDs are 39 tracks from eight albums from one of the most innovative and inspirational composers and jazz musicians of the 20th century. Includes two CD sets of Mingus at Antibes; Reincarnation of a Lovebird; Mingus Plays Piano; Town Hall Concert; Right Now; and Mingus at Monterey. Published at $14.99. $11.95.

- **CD 379444X** CHARLES MINGUS: Take Me Home; Whiskey Train; Satisfied Man; Ohio; Love This Town; and Diabo Loves Guitar. Loud & Proud.

- **CD 6961673** TOMMY ROE: Greatest Hits. Features ten hits from the 1970s: singer/ songwriter including Jam Up and Jolly Tight; She'll; Dizzy; Crimson and Clover; Sugar; Honey; Sweet Pea; Everybody; Roses; and Walkin' Hooray for Honeymoon.

- **CD 379234X** GRATEFUL DEAD ROAD TRIPS, VOL. 3. No. 3. Three CDs and 31 tracks of Grateful Dead feature Don Grady. Includes: Cosmic Charlie; Katie Mae; Hard to Handle; Dire Wolf; Good Lovin'; Turn On Your Lovelight and more. Recorded live at Fillmore East, New York, NY in May of 1970. Real Gone Music. Published at $44.95.

- **CD 3786552** GRAHAM NASH: This Path Tonight. Collects 10 songs, including This Path Tonight, My Own; Last; Cracks in the City; Back Home; Beneath the Waves; and more. Also includes a DVD (100 minutes) with a Nash performing over 20 songs from a
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- **CD 3888859** THE JAZZ MESSENGERS: Classic Albums 1956-1963. This unique collection features eight of the Jazz Messenger's finest recordings from this era. Forty-six tracks in all, including Blue Seven, I Remember You, The Totem Pole, Just to Be, and more. Includes 4-page booklet. Acrobate. Pub. at $24.99

- **CD 3919773** QUEEN: Icon. Collects ten classic songs from this iconic rock band. Stone Cold Crazy, Another One Bites the Dust, We Will Rock You, We Are the Champions, Bohemian Rhapsody, and more. Universal Music. $6.95

- **CD 2985892** THE BEST NINETIES ALBUM: 100 Hits. This five CD set compiles 100 songs from the decade's biggest stars, including Whitney Houston, Backstreet Boys, New Kids on the Block, CYNTHIA LAUPER, Snoop Dogg, Jennifer Lopez, Britney Spears, and more. Sony Music. Pub. at $14.99

- **CD 2986908** THE DOORS: In the Coliseum. Recorded from a live FM broadcast at The Screen Scene, Seattle, Washington on June 5, 1970. Sixteen tracks, including Break on Through (To the Other Side); Light My Fire; Back Door; Love Me, Love My Music’s; and more. Zip City. $11.95

- **CD 3887204** THE WHO: Philadelphia. This awesome collection includes eleven songs from a live broadcast recorded at the Spectrum, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on December 4, 1973. Tracks include I Can't Explain; Summertime Blues; My Generation; Can’t Reach My magnesium; and more. Light City. $14.95

- **DVD 3096505** OPY VIDEO CLASSICS: Hall of Fame. This collection honors the artists from the identification. Country Music Hall of Fame: Chet Atkins and Patsy Cline. Eleven other performances include Big River, by Johnny Cash; Mr. Record Man, by Willie Nelson; Pit Road, by Jethro Tull; Someone Me, by Don Gibson; One On the Way, by Loretta Lynn; Joshua, by Dolly Parton; and more. In B&W and Color: 56 minutes. TIME LIFE. Pub. at $14.95

- **CD 2985562** DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: NDR 60 Years Jazz Edition, No. 02/03. Thirteen tracks recorded in 1958 are stand-out hits for this jazz group. Tracks include: Gone with the Wind; One Moment Years Worth; Someday My Prince Will Come; The Wright Groove; For All We Know; Think of Me; and more. Moosicus Records. Pub. at $21.95

- **DVD 3719731** MOTOWN 25: Yesterday, Today, Forever. Features an extended version of the legendary 25th Anniversary TV special with almost 30 minutes of footage never broadcast. Virtually every Motown artist is spotlighted, including Smokey Robinson, Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder, Diana Ross, Lionel Richie, Smokey Robinson, the Miracles, the Temptations, the Four Tops, the Supremes, the Four Tops, the Marvelettes, the Marvelettes, the Supremes, and more. 92 minutes. StarVista. Pub. at $19.95

- **CD 3931567** GENESIS: The Lamb Lies in Rochester. These 26 tracks collected from a live broadcast recorded at the Auditorium Theatre Rochester, NY, in 1974 and include Fly on a Windshield; The Grand Parade of Lifeless Packaging; A Set and Non-Set; Anyway, The Musical Box; Riding the Screes and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99


- **CD 3810006** THE TELSTAR HOT 100 DECEMBER 22ND, 1962. This compilation of 98 tracks on four CDs comprises just about all the records in the Billboard Hot 100 that week and provides a fascinating snapshot of the music scene at the end of an incredible year. Songs include Limbo Rock by Chubby Checker; Ruby Ann by Marty Robbins; All Alone Am I by Brenda Lee, and many more. Includes a 45-page booklet. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

- **CD 3874777** THE BEST OF BILLIE Holiday Century Masters. Collects 12 songs, including Strange Fruit; Fine and Mellow; Lover Man; Don’t Explain; Good Morning Heartache; God Bless The Child; and more. UMG Recordings. $6.95

- **CD 3874843** GLEN CAMPBELL: By the Time I Get to Phoenix. Acoustic performances across the country responded to this album and in the process made Campbell a star. Twelve songs are compiled, including By the Time I Get to Phoenix; Homeward Bound; Tomorrow Never Comes; My Baby’s Gone; Love Is; and more. Capitol Records. Never Comes, My Baby’s Gone, Love Is a Lonesome River; and more. Capital Records.

- **CD 3886989** MARK KNOPFLER & EMILY HARRIS: Balcony of Love. Recorded from a live performance at Arena Di Verona, Verona, Italy on June 3, 2006. Nine tracks are included, including Blue in the Night; Stand; Come; The Wright Groove; For All We Know; The Duke; Take the Time I Get to Phoenix. Universal Music. Pub. at $12.99

- **CD 2985566** DAVE BRUBECK QUARTET: NDR 60 Years Jazz Edition, No. 02/03. Thirteen tracks recorded in 1958 are stand-out hits for this jazz group. Tracks include: Gone with the Wind; One Moment Years Worth; Someday My Prince Will Come; The Wright Groove; For All We Know; Think of Me; and more. Moosicus Records. Pub. at $21.95

- **CD 3866997** TRANSMISSION IMPOSSIBLE. This three-CD compilation of legendary radio broadcasts from the 1960s and 1970s. It includes broadcasts from some of the most famous radio DJs from the era. The collection includes broadcasts from iconic DJs such as Alan Freed, Wolfman Jack, and others. This is a must-listen for fans of classic radio. Rhino. Pub. at $29.99

- **CD 3736237** ROCK JUKEBOX: 100 Essential Rock Classics. These five CDs collect 100 of the essential rock hits featuring the original artists such as Journey, Boston, Survivor, Meat Loaf, Alice Cooper, Deep Purple, Toto, Ram Jam, and many more. Sony Music. Pub. at $21.95

- **CD 3918101** YES: The New Director’s Cut. This two CD set features the definitive version of YES, recorded at the N.I.A., Birmingham and Glastonbury Festival during the 35th anniversary World Tour. Over four hours on 2 D VDS. M VD Visual. Pub. at $14.95

- **CD 4526077** THE MARIO LANZA COLLECTION. He was one of the finest tenor voices of the 20th century, respected and adored by fans and stars across the world. This massive 92-track set includes classics from across his all-too-brief career, including many of his best-known songs from movies such as The A Team and Bridesmaids.

See more titles at erhbc.com/311
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★ CD 3736482 MARTY ROBBINS: The Complete Recordings 1961-1963. This exhaustive collection from eight of Robbins' albums, this 107 track, four-CD collection includes such tunes as A Little Sentimental, Hurt, To Each His Own, Unchained in the Mood: Abilene Rose, All the Way; In the Ashes of An Old Love Affair; The Sea and Me; Tall Handsome Stranger; and many more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3919634 BLUE CHEER: Vengeance Eruptum. Collects six songs from the American rock band: Summertime Blues; Rock Me Baby; Doctor Please; Out of Focus; Partition Farm; and Second Time Around. Mercury Records. $6.95

★ CD 6700810 THE JOHNNY HORTON SINGLES COLLECTION 1950-60. This 60-track anthology comprises selected A & B sides by this honky-tonk and rockabilly star, including all his pop and country hits from the U.S. and the U.K.: The Battle of New Orleans; North to Alaska; When It's Springtime in Alaska; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 6674240 EMMYLOU HARRIS AND THE HOT BAND: Country Angels. In a 1975 live radio broadcast, Harris brings her country-rock sound to 15 classics; Cash on the Barrel Head; If It's Rock; Copper Seein' Double; Coat of Many Colors; Amariello; Together Again; Return of the Grievous Angel; Bluebird Wine; Tonight the Bottle Let Me Down; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3744690 HAIL TO THE CHIEF: United States Marine Band. Features the United States Marine Band in this collection of 26 tracks of songs associated to presidents throughout history. Includes President Garfield's Inaugural March; The Star Spangled Banner; March "Franklin D. Roosevelt", Thomas Jefferson March; Solomon March; Presidential Polonaise; Hail to the Spirit of Liberty; Hail to the Chief; and more. Atlantic. Pub. at $13.99

★ CD 3747484 QUEEN: Mannheim 1986. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Maimarktgelande, Mannheim, Germany, June 1986. Twenty-six tracks on two CDs include One Vision; Love of My Life; Under Pressure; Love of My Life; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; Radio Ga Ga; We Are the Champions; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 3885687 CURTIS FULLER: Eight Classic Albums. This four-disc set features music from the era during which this jazz artist was at his musical prime, and includes 47 tracks from eight albums including: Seeing Red; Stormy Monday; Curning; and spend an evening in the wee small hours of the morning, and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 3875245 ROY BUCHANAN: Live at Rockpalast-Hamburg 1985. This performance shows his genius on the guitar in an extreme unique way—especially with his brilliant covers by artists including Jimi Hendrix or Don Ellis. Highlights include: You're Breaking My G (Short Fuse); Walk Don't Run; Peter Gunn; Linda Lou; and more. Includes a DVD (76 minutes) and CD of the performance. MILG Music. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

★ CD 8872634 CENTURY OF THE BLUES: The Definitive Country Blues Collection. An astounding 130 tracks, this comprehensive collection starts in the birthplace of blues folklore, the Mississippi Delta, then spreads out throughout the south and the electrified sounds of T-Bone Walker, Muddy Waters, and B.B. King. The result is a wide-ranging and all-encompassing look at country blues' greatest musical creations. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 6857728 ROGER WATERS: Pros & Cons of New York. This two CD collection, recorded at Radio City Music Hall in New York, 1984, includes Welcome to the Machine; Set the Controls for the Heart of the Sun; Wish You Were Here: The Cutner's Abroad; and more. Thirty tracks in all. $14.95

CD 3757323 BUCK OWENS: Live from Austin, TX. Recorded on October 26, 1986, Eleventh studio album, includes Bluegrass music legend, including Act Naturally; Together Again; Johnny B. Goode; Under Your Spell Again (with Dwight Yoakam); and many more. New World Records. $17.95

★ CD 3775933 BOB DYLAN: Blame It on Rio. This CD collection brings together 17 songs from the folk icon's live performance from Brazil in January 1990. Includes Subterranean Homesick Blues; Lay Lady Lay; All Along the Watchtower; You're a Big Girl Now; Maggie's Farm; Political World; Seeing the Real You at Last; and many more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $5.95

★ CD 3866026 FRANK ZAPPA: Under the Covers. From live FM music broadcasts recorded at various venues come these 23 tracks that feature Bacon Fat; No, No Cherry; I Am the Walrus; The Closer You Are; This Is My Street on Sloopy; Louie Louie; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 4840829 ERNEST TUBB: The Complete US Hits 1941-62. This 71-track collection comprises every Ernest Tubb record that the country music icon made over more than two decades, including hits with Red Foley, the Andrews Sisters and the Wilburn brothers, A definitive snapshot of the hit career of a true Nashville pioneer. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ CD 5729659 THE 100 BEST JAZZ TUNES OF THE 1950’S. The collection includes some of the greatest names: Ella Fitzgerald, Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis, Bill Evans, John Coltrane, Count Basie, Sarah Vaughan, Nat King Cole, and so many others. Includes a live performance from Brazil in January 1990. Includes Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? Under the Covers; and more. Gospill. Pub. at $11.95 $5.95

★ DVD 6857099 TOM PETTY: The Television Collection. Widescreen. Features more than 100 minutes of live Tom Petty and The Heartbreakers performances. Also recorded for Indian radio and broadcast from around the world, this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity proves one of the most important music broadcasts in the history of NBC. Includes: Stop Dragging My Heart Around; Learn to Be Still; Off the Road; American Girl; and more. Three CDs. EDT. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ DVD 6857080 JOHN PRINE: The Complete Recordings. This four-disc set features music from two collections including: Loose Change; Loose Change Live: celebration of a career. Includes: Everyday; Dumb Love; Hello in There; Beautiful Practical Girl; and more. DVD and CD. Pub. at $21.95 $14.95

★ DVD 6857098 ALLAN SHERMAN: The Essential Collection. This four-disc set brings together 101 minutes of the most extraordinary career of a true original. Includes: Run, Hide, Hide and Double; Quit Your Lowdown Ways; He Was a Friend of Mine; Let Me Die in My Footsteps; Two Trains Runnin'; Ramblin' On My Mind; Muleskinners Blues; Big Man; and more. VESTRON. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

★ DVD 6858883 THE FLOYD CRAMER COLLECTION 1953-62. This musical tribute includes: Cramer's A & B sides; singles for the Abbott, MGM and RCA labels during these years, on two CDs with 62 tracks that include: Dancin' In Your Little Brown Jug; Jolly Cholly; Succotash; Dixie; Rumpus; Last Date; Slap Happy; and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 6831749 LEONARD COHEN: The Archives. The ultimate collection of shit in which Cohen, 1966. Eighteenth studio album, includes: Back seat Woman; Wooden Cross; If I Had A Hammer (The Dillinger Song); and more. Features music from the era during which this folk icon performed on the West Coast and toured the world. Features 72 tracks on three CDs. Of a series of best-selling "mood music" albums in the 1950s and '60s. From two collections including: Ballad of a Brooklyn Banksman; If I Had A Hammer; and more. Suara. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ CD 3931625 JOHN PRINE: An Irish Pipe Dream. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Glor Irish Music Centre, Ennis, Ireland. This rare live FM radio broadcast, the audience turns into moments of complete joy. When you play all 29 tracks, they recreate every moment of the Hogan's Bay audience hearing on the magical night. Liberation. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 3775941 BOB DYLAN: Finjan Club. The folk icon performs 11 songs in Montreal on July 2, 1962. Death of Emmett Till Stealin', Hiram Hubbard, Blondie's Baloney, Strawberry Wine, Oh to Be in Ireland, and more. Due to the times, these 15 tracks include Spanish Pipe dreamed: Please Don't Bury Me; Souvenirs; Fish and Whistle; All the Best; Sam Stone; Hello in There and Possibilities. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

CD 3866297 VAN HALEN: Pasadena 1977. Collected from two live FM broadcast performances in October of 1977 these sixteen tracks include: You're the Top; Right here tonight; Atomic Punk; Little Guitars and more. Multiple versions of some songs. CD 3823072 JACKIE GLEASON PRESENTS RIFF JAZZ AND LATE NIGHT GUITARS. In 1950s and '60s, this great comedian also loved music, and in the 1950s and '60s he had a secondary success as a producer of a series of best-selling "mood music" albums. Of these, there are 31 tracks including: Toltgate Treat; Sawmill Slide; Peeksill Peak; Safe Home Swing; It Had to Be You; and more. SEA. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 3931773 STEELY DAN: Aja vs. the Scam. Four live FM broadcasts recorded at Wang Theater, Boston in July 2009, this two CD set collects 26 tracks including: Teenie Blues; Black Cow; Deacon Blues; Home at Last; The Royal Scotman; The Boston Rag and more. Multiple versions. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

CD 3866068 GENESIS: The Lost Radio Recordings. Featuring twelve tracks recorded for BBC Nighttime and BBC Saturday Night, anLealon Scott Receiver, these tracks were recorded in the early 1970’s. Of this CD includes Shepherd, Pacidy; Let Us Now Make Love; Stagnation; Harold the Barrel; and more. Some songs include multiple versions. GoldFish. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95
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**Music Recordings**

**GUNS N' ROSES**


**HARRIET HALL**: Some More Stories Live.

Recorded live on April 11, 1977, at The Post-Aula in Bremen, Germany, this CD features fifteen tracks from this folk singer including “Shouting Man,” “Bluesman’s Coming,” “Dirty Old Man,” “Dreams Go By,” and many others. MIG Music. Pub. at $18.99.

**RICHARD THOMPSON BAND**: Live at Rockpalast.

This wonderful set includes two DVDs (over three hours) and three CDs (34 tracks) of two performances. One performed on December 10, 1983, and in Cannes (January 26, 1984). Songs include “The Wrong Heartbeat,” “Man in Need,” “Night Comes In,” “Two Left Feet,” “Can’t Sit Down,” and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Four CDs. FM Concert Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.95.

**PHILCO RADIO TIME STARLING BING CROSBY**

This superb 2 CD set picks up Bing’s cover versions of the hits of the day, between October 1945 and June 1949. Fifty-nine tracks of the hits of the day, between October 1945 and June 1949. Fifty-nine tracks. MCA. Pub. at $29.99.

**ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND**: The Broadcast Collection.


Comprises the A and B sides of her releases on the Columbia label Singles As & Bs 1949-53.

**BOBBY BAKER**: Let the Good Times Roll.


**BRENNIE**: Steady Date.

This 34 track set features eight albums by the jazz group tears through both covers and originals, including “Rock ‘n Roll All Nite,” “Beer Drinkers & Hell Raisers,” “Hats on for Nowhere.” Runnin’ with the Devil.” The One, and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99.

**TUMBLEWEEDS**: Songs of the Golden West.

A wonderful collection of 75 classic songs from country and western legends, including Gene Autry, Roy Rogers, Tex Ritter, Eddy Arnold, Bing Crosby, Jimmy Rodgers, The Sons of the Pioneers, and many others. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99.

**SARAH VAUGHN**: The Complete Columbia Singles As & Bs 1941-53.

This collection comprises the A and B sides of her releases on the Columbia label during this period. Songs include “I Love the Guy,” “Blanc de Black Coffee; Can’t Get Out of This Mood; Corner to Corner, Ain’t Misbehavin’,” and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**DIOS**: Ronnie’s Birthday Show.

From a live FM broadcast recorded at Vicky L. Maier Festival Park, Milwaukee, WI, in July of 1994 these sixteen tracks that include: Strange Highways; Don’t Talk to Strangers; Pain; The Mob Rules; Holy Diver; Heaven and Hell; The Last In Line; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99.


This four-CD set collects 94 tracks from this time period. Songs from The Stanley Brothers include “Mississippi Moon,” “I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry,” “Blue Ridge Mountain Train”, and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. MIG Music. Pub. at $24.99.


Comprises the A and B sides of her releases on the Columbia label Singles As & Bs 1949-53.

**JOHNNY WINTER**: On the Road.

Recorded live at the Winter Dance Party tour goes to Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens, and The Big Bopper after their tragic deaths. This 34 track collection includes. Includes three Young Men by Lee Davis, “I’m Broke,” “Stop Look and Listen” and more. Some songs are performed by the Barrelettes. You’re Still On My Mind, “Coat of Many Colors,” The Race Is On; “Country Baptizing” and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $11.95.

**HARRY CHAPIN**: From a live FM broadcast recorded at the Stanley Brothers ininclude “Three Young Men,” “Mississippi Moon,” “I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry,” “Blue Ridge Mountain Train”, and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. Four CDs. FM Concert Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.95.


Comprises the A and B sides of her releases on the Columbia label Singles As & Bs 1949-53.


This four-CD set collects 94 tracks from this time period. Songs from The Stanley Brothers include “Mississippi Moon,” “I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry,” “Blue Ridge Mountain Train”, and more. Includes multiple versions of some songs. MIG Music. Pub. at $24.99.

**JOHNNY WINTER**: On the Road.

Recorded live at the Winter Dance Party tour goes to Buddy Holly, Ritchie Valens, and The Big Bopper after their tragic deaths. This 34 track collection includes. Includes three Young Men by Lee Davis, “I’m Broke,” “Stop Look and Listen” and more. Some songs are performed by the Barrelettes. You’re Still On My Mind, “Coat of Many Colors,” The Race Is On; “Country Baptizing” and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $11.95.

**DIOS**: Ronnie’s Birthday Show.

From a live FM broadcast recorded at Vicky L. Maier Festival Park, Milwaukee, WI, in July of 1994 these sixteen tracks that include: Strange Highways; Don’t Talk to Strangers; Pain; The Mob Rules; Holy Diver; Heaven and Hell; The Last In Line; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99.

**THE GORDON MACRAE COLLECTION, 1945-62**


**JOE SATRIANI & THE}]**

Broadcast Archives. No one else has ever been able to play with such pizzazz, such fluidity, such timelessness. Joe Satriani is the guitar player/composer par excellence. Joe Satriani’s track compilation features hits like “Always Remember,” “Creeper,” “Surfing With The Alien,” and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.95.
Order all you want for one low $4.00 Postage & Handling charge.
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